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PREFACE.

In the winter of 1876 the late king of Burmah deputed three of his officers to superintend the repairs of the ancient temple at Buddha Gayā. The men arrived at the place in January 1877, and immediately set to work. With the permission of the Mahant, in whose charge the temple is kept, they cleared away a large space around it, built an enclosing wall, renewed the retaining walls of the terrace of the temple, replastered its interior, and took some steps for preserving the sacred Bodhi tree. In the course of their work they brought to light a great number of votive stūpas, images, friezes, impressions of the sacred feet, and other objects of antiquarian interest. Some of these they built into the new wall, others lay scattered about the place.

The subject was brought to the notice of the Government of Bengal in the middle of last year, and suggestions made to prevent the masking and modernizing of the ancient temple. Thereupon a demi-official letter was written to me by Sir Stuart Bayley, then Secretary to the Government of Bengal, and in it the wishes of the Government were thus set forth:—"It is not desired to interfere with the Burmese gentlemen beyond giving them such guidance as may prevent any serious injury being done to the temple, of which there seemed at one time some danger from their laying bare a portion of the foundation; and to arrange for such of the antiquities as are worth preserving being properly taken care of. They are at present building them into walls, and sticking foolish heads on to ancient torsos, &c. Mr. Eden wishes to know if you can make it convenient to pay a visit to Buddha Gayā to inspect the work and the remains collected, and to give advice as to their value and to their disposition, and whether there are any that should go to the Asiatic Society; and generally to advise the Government in regard to the manner in which the operations of the Burmese excavators should be controlled."

In compliance with the wishes of His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, I visited Buddha Gayā in the autumn of 1877, and in the course of my inquiries collected much information and many drawings, maps, and plans, which
could not be conveniently embodied in the report I submitted to the Government on the results of my researches. These have since been utilised in the following pages.

The temple of Buddha Gayá attracted the attention of antiquarians from a very early period in the history of British rule in India, and many notices had been published long before I visited it last, but no attempt had been made to compile a complete record of its archæology.

One of the earliest papers published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal was a translation of an inscription found at Buddha Gayá. Its author was Sir Charles Wilkins; but it appeared without any note or comment, and no information was given in it of the holy spot.

Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton came to the place in 1809, but the results of his inquiries were not published until 1830; and the paper he then contributed to the 'Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland' (Volume II) was devoted principally to the legendary information he had collected from the mahants of the local monastery. A summary of this paper subsequently appeared in the first volume of Martin's 'Eastern India,' along with a few illustrations, but with no addition to the descriptive matter.

In 1832 Mr. Hawthorne, then Judge of Gayá, forwarded to James Prinsep copies of some inscriptions found in and about Buddha Gayá. These were published in the first volume of the 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,' but without any detailed description of the temple. About the same time Colonel Burney sent to him a revised translation of one of the inscriptions, and it appeared in the last volume of the 'Asiatic Researches.'

The late Major Markham Kittoe was appointed Archeological Surveyor to the Government of India in 1846, and the first field to which he directed his attention was the district of Gayá. He saw most of the places of antiquarian interest in the district, and collected a large number of drawings, inscriptions, and sculptures; but his premature death prevented him from digesting them into a presentable report. The only paper he communicated to the Asiatic Society of Bengal on the antiquities of Buddha Gayá was confined to the character of the sculptures he had seen there. On his death his papers were dispersed, and no use could be made of them. Of the sculptures he had collected, some were sent to the India House Museum, and the rest made over to the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
General Cunningham visited Buddha Gayā in 1861, and the notes of his researches were first published in the 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal' (Vol. XXXIII), and subsequently embodied, along with a number of valuable illustrations, in the first volume of the Reports of the Archeological Survey of India. Immediately after his visit he recommended that measures should be adopted to carry on excavations round the temple, to trace the sites of the different edifices which at one time surrounded it, and to bring to light such objects of antiquarian value as may be found buried there. The work of excavation was undertaken by Major Mead, but no report of his operations was ever published.

While Major Mead was carrying on the excavations, I was invited by him to go and see the antiquities he had brought to light. Unwilling to anticipate in any way the report which that gentleman then intended to submit to Government, and which, I understood, was to comprehend a complete description of the village, I obtained his permission to notice only some radiating arches which I saw there, and which I supposed would be particularly interesting to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. My note on the arches appeared in 1864, and remarks on those arches by the late Mr. C. H. Horne, then Judge of Benares, Mr. Peppe of the Opium Department, and Mr. James Fergusson, appeared in the following years. The last named gentleman had before that also published a brief account of the temple in his 'History of Architecture.' He has since published an amended note about it in his 'History of Indian and Eastern Architecture.'

General Cunningham visited the place for the second time in 1871, and published a comprehensive essay on its antiquities in the third volume of his Archeological Survey Reports. His two notices, as the works of a distinguished scholar who has devoted well nigh half a century to the study of Indian antiquities and is unrivalled in his thorough familiarity with the subject, are worthy of the highest praise. They embrace almost every topic of interest, and throw a large mass of light on a subject which was till then but little known. They have not, however, set aside the necessity for further research, and hence the present undertaking.

Coming to the field after so many distinguished inquirers, I could only hope to glean what they had reaped the harvest. In the following pages I have, therefore, attempted to follow their footsteps, to elucidate questions left doubtful by them, to
elaborate where they are brief, to fill up lacunæ, and to summarise all that is worth
knowing of a locality which occupies a most important position in the religious
history of India. My task has, therefore, been more of a summarist and compiler
than that of an original inquirer, and I feel myself under great obligation to my
predecessors for the assistance I have derived from their researches. If in the
discharge of my self-imposed task it has become necessary for me occasionally to
question the correctness of their opinions, my object has been to serve the cause
of truth, and not to find fault with them. As pioneers traversing a new and
untrodden path, they had grave difficulties to overcome, and mistakes and
misconceptions were under the circumstances unavoidable; but the tact and
talent they brought to bear upon their work proved eminently successful. Every
credit is, therefore, due to them for the services they have rendered to the
study of Indian Archaeology, and I feel bound to record the expression of my
sense of respect and admiration for their zealous and arduous labours.
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THE HERMITAGE OF ŚAKYA MUNI.

CHAPTER I.

BUDDHA GAYĀ.

The four most sacred places noticed in the annals of Buddhism are Kapilavastu, the birth-place of Buddha; Buddha Gayā, his hermitage; Benares, where he first promulgated his doctrine; and Kusi, the place of his nirvāṇa—the summum bonum, to the attainment of which he had devoted his long and arduous life. Of these, the first and the last, which too prominently set forth his human failings, were perhaps not quite so much respected as the other two; but they were, nevertheless, all places of great sanctity, and for full fifteen hundred years were held, in the estimation of his followers, as the holiest places of pilgrimage on earth. With the expulsion of Buddhism from India three of them have fallen into oblivion, and one has been appropriated to Hindu worship. It is the object of the following pages to supply an account of one of them—that which is most intimately associated with the sanctification of the great reformer.

Buddha Gayā is now a large thriving village, bounded on the north by Harîharpur; on the west by Mastipur, Dhongdôvâ, Bhulúā, and Turi; on the south by Râmpur; and on the east by the river Liláján. Lat. 24° 41' 45.3" N., long. 85° 2' 4" E. It is accessible from Gayā by two roads: one, the old trunk road from Calcutta to Gayā; and the other, the new road to Sherghâti. The distance by the former is just five miles, over an unmetalled road much out of repair; and
by the latter, seven miles, and then two miles across paddy-fields to reach the inhabited portion of the village on the east side.

The river Liláján, which runs along the eastern boundary of the place, is about half a mile broad. During heavy rains the whole of this surface is covered by water for a few days, but for the rest of the year it remains a dry bed of sand with a silver streamlet, scarcely 80 yards in breadth, on the off side. Its name is a corruption of the old Sanskrit Náiranjáná, or 'the immaculate.' About a mile below Buddha Gayá, near the Morá Hill, it comes in contact with the Mohaná, and the united stream assumes the name of Phalgu. Its character, however, remains very much the same throughout its whole length.

In the revenue records of Government Buddha Gayá is reckoned under two names,—Buddha Gayá proper and Mastipur Tárádú, which last is also known by the name of Tárádú Buzurg. The former comprises an area of 2,132 acres 3 roods and 37 poles, and the latter 647 acres 2 roods and 18 poles, making a total of 2,800 acres 2 roods and 15 poles. The name of Tárádú has evidently originated from the circumstance of the area around a mediæval temple of Tárá Deví having been dedicated to her worship. The area of the two villages is one fertile plain, studded with tanks, fringed on the river-side by large and umbrageous mango topes, and broken here and there by one large and several small mounds, parts of which are covered by human habitations. The boundary line between the two villages is marked by a village road, which runs from the south of the big mound to the hamlet of Kohlurá (see Plate I).

The mounds are mostly on the east side, the largest being on the middle of that side. They mark the sites of ancient buildings, which have long since crumbled to dust. The largest mound covers an area of 1,500 × 1,400 feet, and is divided into two unequal parts by the village road aforesaid. The southern portion is about one-third the size of the northern one; but it is the most important from an antiquarian point of view, as in the centre of it stands the most ancient monument in the village. This monument I shall in this work name the Great Temple. The northern portion, according to General Cunningham, (a) measures 1,500 × 1,000 feet. At the beginning of this century, when Buchanan Hamilton visited the place, it was called the Rájasthán, or 'palace,' and there were, 'on the east, north, and west

(a) 'Archaeological Survey Report,' Vol. I., p. 11.
faces, traces of a ditch; and on the west and south, remains of an outer wall or rampart, with the appearance of there having been a ditch between it and the palace; but by far the greater part of the building seems to have been a large castle or palace, which probably contained many small courts, although these have been entirely obliterated by the expiration of time. (a) Except where there were traces of a double wall and ditch, the whole was then a uniform terrace, consisting chiefly, as is said, of bricks, but covered with soil. The remains of the outer ditch are still visible, and foundations of walls and houses, and the debris of ancient dwellings, abound everywhere under the soil; but the popular name in the present day for the place is Garh, or 'fortress,' and not Rájásthán, or 'palace.' As will be shown hereafter, it was originally the site of a large monastery, but might have been afterwards converted into a fort. Its height varies from 10 to 15 feet above the level of the surrounding country.

According to the Census papers of 1872, the two villages together comprise 497 houses and a population of 3,050 persons, of whom 1,582 are males and 1,468 females. The people are mostly Hindus, only 392 being Muhammadans. Most of the houses are tiled huts with mud walls, such as are common all over the district; but a few are of masonry, including a dozen temples and several sepulchral monuments.

Next to the Great Temple, which will be noticed further on, the largest building in the village is a monastery, or math. It is situated on the left bank of the Liláján, in the midst of a garden extending over an area of about 20 acres, and surrounded by a high masonry wall. It is four-storeyed in some parts, but three-storeyed all round a small quadrangle. The ground floor round the quadrangle is faced by a one-storeyed verandah built on sculptured monolithic pillars on three sides, and on wooden pillars on the fourth side. The roofs are low, and the windows very small and few in number; but the building is very substantial, and in excellent repair. To the north of this there are three two-storeyed buildings of moderate size, and long ranges of out-offices and stables in front on the east. On the south there is a commodious three-storeyed building, called Báradwári, with a terrace in front of it. There are also four temples, one of which contains only a marble slab, originally designed for a chiffonier, but now bearing an inscription partly in Sanskrit and

(a) *Transactions, Royal Asiatic Society,* Vol. II., p. 45.
partly in Burmese; a second contains some Buddhist statues. Outside this monastery, towards the west, on a part of the large mound aforesaid, there is a two-storeyed building of good make and size (see Plate XIV). It belongs to the monastery, and around it are four Hindu temples, one of which is dedicated to Jagannātha, one to Rāma, built by Gangā Būti, who died at the beginning of this century, and the rest to Śiva. The positions of the several temples in Buddha Gayā are shown on the annexed map of the place (see Plate I).

Towards the south-west corner of the outer wall of the monastery there is a cemetery, also attached to the monastery. The dead bodies of the monks, unlike those of other Hindus, are buried, and the cemetery contains the graves of about two hundred persons. The body is buried in a sitting posture; and in the case of mere neophytes a small circular mound of solid brickwork from three to four feet high is all that is deemed necessary for a covering for the grave. For men of greater consequence a temple is held essential; and in it, immediately over the corpse, a lingam is invariably consecrated. For Mahants the temple is large and elaborately ornamented. It would seem that even for neophytes a lingam was held essential; but in the majority of cases its place was supplied by a miniature votive stupa picked up from the Buddhist ruins in the neighbourhood. Half-buried on the top of the mound, it passes very well for a lingam. In the way from Gayā to Buddha Gayā there are several monasteries of Hindu Śānyāsins, and everywhere the graves are alike.

The place enjoys the benefits of a police outpost, a post-office, and a vernacular school, as also an alma-house, attached to the monastery, where rice and pulse are daily doled out to three hundred to five hundred persons, mostly poor pilgrims from Gayā. There are also a sufficient number of shops for the supply of the necessaries of life to the people, and one among them struck me as remarkable for such an out-of-the-way place: it was that of a book-binder.

The two villages now belong to the monastery described above, and are owned by the head Mahant. It is said that the monastery was first established here in the early part of the last century. According to a memorandum supplied me by the present head of the establishment, one Dhamandinātha, a mendicant of the order of Giri,(a) one of the ten orders of the followers of Śankara Āchārya’s Śivite

---

School, first took up his abode in the village of Buddha Gayā, and built a small monastery for the accommodation of the itinerant members of his order. He was followed by his disciple Chaitanya Giri, whose remains were buried within the enclosure of the great Buddhist temple, and a small temple built thereupon. The Buddhist temple at the time had no priest, nor any worshipper; and such an appropriation of it by a saintly hermit in a small village during the Muhammadan rule was an act which none would question. Chaitanya was followed by his disciple Mahādeva, who was renowned for his learning and austerity. He worshipped Mahādevi for several years in front of the Buddhist temple, and through her special favours was enabled to build the present large monastery of his order. It is said he obtained from the emperor Shah Alum a firmān to hold the Buddhist temple in his possession, and to be recognized as the chief Mahant of the place. He was followed by his disciple Lāla Giri. He was noted for his beneficence, and to him is due the credit of establishing the alms-house. His successor was Rāghava Giri, the only especial epithet in whose favour, in the memorandum before me, records his personal beauty. His successor, Raihnīta, is described to have added to the accommodation of the monastery. He died at Kāsī, leaving three disciples, of whom the first two died early, and the youngest was Śiva Giri, whose successor is the present Mahant, Homanātha Giri. This account does not agree with the entries made in General Cunningham’s plan of the Great Temple, attached to his first report. There Mahādeva is described as the first Mahant, and the second, Chaitanya, occurs under the name of Chait Mull. The Mahant living at the time of Dr. Buchanan Hamilton’s visit informed that gentleman that “Chaitan” was the first who came to the place, at a time when it was overrun by bushes and trees, and the sect of Buddha in its neighbourhood was entirely extinct. (a) I also find, from an extract furnished me from the Gayā Collectorate, that there was a Mahant of the name of Golāp Giri; but his name does not appear in my list. It is probable, however, that Golāp was an alias of Śiva Giri, who obtained a mukarrāri lease from Government of the village of Mastipur Tārādī.

The Mahants are pledged to lifelong celibacy, and according to the rule of their order the most pious and learned among their disciples (of whom there are always from thirty to fifty) is expected to succeed; but as a matter of fact I have elsewhere

(a) ‘Transactions, Royal Asiatic Society,’ Vol. II. p. 49.
seen that only the youngest, and he who bears the strongest personal resemblance to the abbot, generally succeeds to the high rank. The monks lead an easy, comfortable life; feasting on rich cakes (mālpaya) and puddings (mohanbhog), and freely indulging in the exhilarating beverage of bhānga. Few attempt to learn the sacred books of their religion, and most of them are grossly ignorant. The present Mahant is an intelligent man, but not particularly well versed in the Śāstras. He has, however, a fine collection of Sanskrit manuscripts, and employs the more intelligent among his disciples to copy manuscripts for him. Some of the books of their faith are, however, occasionally expounded to the monks by one of their seniors, rarely by the Mahant himself.

The present revenue of the village of Buddha Gayā is Rs. 3,308, and of Mastipur Tārādī Rs. 344; the road-cess on the two villages being Rs. 57. For so extensive an area as 2,800 acres the revenue fixed is light, and it leaves a large net profit to the monastery. The Mahant has also other lands, and a steady income from the offerings made by Hindu pilgrims to the sacred pipal-tree in the enclosure of the Great Temple. Altogether his annual income is reckoned at upwards of Rs. 80,000. The number of Sannyāsīs who live on this income varies from fifty to a hundred daily, and the alms-house and the vernacular school are also supported by it.

In an apocryphal inscription of the tenth century, published by Wilkins(a), Buddha Gayā is described to have been "a wild and dreadful forest," where Vishnu, in the form of Buddha, first made his appearance; and Spence Hardy, on the authority of Singhalese records, calls it "the forest of Urucola."(b) The Mahāvamsa does not, however, call it a forest, but simply Uruvelaya, in the kingdom of Magadha.(c) Commenting on these passages, General Cunningham observes:—

"But from other authorities we learn that Uruvela was the name of one of the three Kāśyapa brothers who resided at Buddha Gayā, and who were there converted by Buddha."(d) This would suggest, though it is not said in so many words, that the village owes its name to one of the Kāśyapas. This, however, does not appear to have been the case. The village could not have received the name from one of the disciples when Buddha selected it for his hermitage, before attaining the rank of a

(a) 'Asiatic Researches,' Vol. I, p. 284. The character of this inscription will be discussed at length further on.
(b) 'Eastern Monuments,' pp. 3, 213; 'Legends and Theories of the Buddhists,' p. 211.
(c) Tournier's 'Mahāvamsa,' p. 2.
(d) 'Archaeological Survey Report,' I, p. 60.
saint. That the name of the place was Uruvilvā when Śākya retired to it is certain from the Gāthā portion of the 'Lalita Vistara,' where it is named; and as that portion of the work was composed immediately after the reformer's death, (a) it is impossible to suppose that any mistake was then made about the name of a place which was so intimately connected with his life. The Gāthās describe the place as the "old Uruvilvā (Prakrit Uruvikā)," with its charming woods, herbs, and creepers, on the banks of the Nairanjana, (b) and elsewhere add that when the saint was engaged in his profound meditation "the village girls, cowherds, wood-cutters, and grass-cutters, would take him to be a hobgoblin fond of filth, and cast dust on him." (c) The prose portion of the work goes further, and describes the place as a village belonging to a military commander. It says:—"Thus, when Bodhisattva had sojourned, according to his choice, on the Gayaśirsha Hill, he proceeded, walking all the way, to the village of Uruvilvā, belonging to a general (Senāpati), and arrived thereat. There he beheld the river Nairanjana, with its clear water, with a holy spot on its bank, and the village decorated with masonry houses, trees, herbs, and pastures. There the mind of the Bodhisattva was greatly delighted, and he said:—'Friends, verily this is a charming place, well worthy of myself and of the respectable youths who wish for salvation: let us abide here.'" (d)

These extracts clearly show that the place was not a "wild, dreadful forest," nor a forest of any other kind, but a quiet, retired village, with its woods, groves, and pastures, such as are now to be seen in many parts of India, and which two thousand and four hundred years ago must have been common everywhere. Hermits generally select such retired places for their abode, but rarely "dreadful forests," altogether away from human habitations. Anyhow this much may be accepted as certain, that the ancient name of the place of Buddha's

(a) Vide my edition of the 'Lalita Vistara,' Introduction, p. 47.
(b) रसपौध्यायकामणि समुकार भैरवः। सारसादिपालयं वन वैक्कः सदैवः।
—Lalita Vistara, p. 337.
(c) वा प्रामाण्याय मापकः कान्तार्यमयः। विषाणुभक्तिपित सम्भवे पापाणा च मृत्तिः।
—Lalita Vistara, p. 335.
(d) इति तिष्ठे भिष्मेऽनिध्वरे शुभारम्भ नग्राजः। विनादन वाकार्यसर्वशास्त्रादिनुपत्तिविशेषः। प्रसारणः। सयं गहितगीत्य विक्रमाधवाय विषयविशेषादिनुपत्तिविशेषः। तस्मात् सदिन्द्रार्य विशेषाय विक्रमाधवः। सर्वदीर्घेऽनुपत्तिविशेषः।
—Lalita Vistara, p. 311.
hermitage was Uruvilvá, and not Buddha Gayá, for it could not have taken the epithet ‘Buddha’ before a Buddha had come into existence; nor Gayá, for that name belonged to a town in its close neighbourhood. It was held in fief by a Senápati, or Commander in the service, most probably, of the potenteate who ruled at Gayá, which was then the capital of a kingdom called Kśtaka. (a)

Now for the meaning of the name. In the Thibetan version of the Lalita Vistara it has been given in words which the accomplished French translator of that work renders into abondant en étangs. (b) In Sanskrit, however, neither uru nor vīlā is can be in any way made to stand for a tank. Turnour, in the Mahávansa, derives it from uru ‘sand,’ and weldya ‘waves’ or ‘mounds;’ (c) but both the words are of Sanskrit origin, and in that language they have no such meanings; nor are there such mounds of sand at Buddha Gayá, except in the bed of the river, as would justify the designation. According to the Abhidhána Appadipitáká, quoted by Childers, uru, in the feminine gender, means ‘sand;’ veldá, both in Páli and Sanskrit, means the ‘seashore’ or ‘boundary;’ and the two together may mean the village bounded by a sandy bank. But all the places on the Phalga and the Lákján being in the same predicament, the name would not be at all distinctive. In Sanskrit uru does not mean ‘sand,’ but urás means ‘big,’ ‘high,’ ‘large,’ ‘broad,’ ‘extensive’; and vīlā ‘a fruit,’ the Ægle marmelos, or bel fruit; and the two together can only imply a species of large bel. I am, however, aware of no such species, unless the epithet be made to qualify the tree, and not its fruit. The kathbel-tree (Feronia elegan tum, Codr.) grows to about twice the size of the ordinary bel-tree, and may well be indicated by such a name. The tree is common all over the district, and I noticed several large specimens of it at Buddha Gayá. It must, however, be added that no Sanskrit dictionary, either general or botanical, gives the word as the name of that tree. If we could change the second word to villa, it might stand for a hole or pond, and thence a tank, as in the Thibetan version; but in the six manuscripts of the Lalita Vistara which I have before me the second word is written vīlā, and the Mahávansa supports this reading. I can, therefore, attribute the Thibetan version to a misreading of, or an error in, the text from which it was rendered. Of the three Kāśyapa brothers, the eldest was named

(a) Kśtaka is now accepted as a synonym for Magadha; but it was evidently the name of the southern portion of it. Its area, given in the Dhamkuti, a medieval work, would barely cover the district of Gayá.

(b) ‘B-gra-Tchér-rel-pa,’ p. 238.

(c) ‘Mahávansa,’ Index, p. 27.
Gayā Kāśyapa, or Kāśyapa the mountaineer, from Gayā, the name of the most prominent hill in the district; the second was named Nadi, or Sarit, Kāśyapa, or Kāśyapa of the river, meaning the Nairanjana or the Phalgu; and the third, Uruvilvā Kāśyapa, or the Kāśyapa of the wood: all three deriving their names from prominent places in the locality, and not giving their names to them.

The word 'Buddha Gayā' does not occur in such of the Buddhist manuscripts collected by Mr. Hodgson in Nepal as I have seen; nor is it to be met with in any Hindu work. It is obviously, therefore, a modern name, given by the Hindus to distinguish it from their own sacred place in its neighbourhood, and at a time when the old name had become obsolete. It is, however, mentioned in Mr. Wilkins' inscription; and if the authenticity of that record could be established, the name would be at least eight hundred years old. I feel, however, pretty certain that it is a forgery, and the name much more recent. General Cunningham says "the name is usually written Buddha Gayā; but as it is commonly pronounced Bodhi-Gayā, I have little doubt that it was originally called Bodhi-Gayā, after the celebrated Bodhidrum, or 'Tree of Knowledge.'" This conjecture, however, is not acceptable, as the name was used to distinguish the place from Brahma Gayā, or Gayā proper, and not to denote any of its peculiar features. The Ain-i-Akbar is silent on the subject; it only says—"Gayā, the place of Hindu worship, is in this sircar. They call it Brahma Gayā, being consecrated to Brahma." (a)

To explain the manner in which that name came into vogue, it would be necessary to advert to the history of Gayā, with which it is connected. It is evident from the Lalita Vistara that Gayā, as a town, existed at so early a date as the youth of Śākya Sīnha, at least two thousand and four hundred years ago. It was to that place he first went on his way to the south-west from Rājagriha, the capital of Magadha at the time; and it was then that he first conceived the idea of devoting himself to the particular form of meditation which would secure to mankind the highest blessing. He was invited to the place by certain householders, who received him with cordial welcome. (b) It was, besides, one of the first places which received the doctrine of the reformer, and became the head-quarters of the faith. But it did not long retain that pre-eminence, for at the beginning of the fifth century it

(a) 'Gandhāra Translation,' Vol. II, p. 25.
(b) 'Lalita Vistara,' p. 300.
had altogether lost its Buddhist character; and when Fa Hian came to it in 404 "all within this city was desolate and desert." In the middle of the seventh century, when Hiouen Thsang visited it, it had relapsed into Hinduism, and the Gowâls were fully in the ascendant. Buddhist records do not show when this relapse took place, and in the Hindu writings we have only a wild story to describe it. This story occurs in the Gâyâ Mâhâtmya section of the Vâyu Purâna. (a) It affords a striking illustration of the manner in which Buddhism passed into Hinduism, and I shall quote it entire, so that will better explain the circumstances of the case than the abstract of it given in Martin's 'Eastern India.' (b) It runs thus:

"The Great Father of the universe, Brahmâ, born in the lotus-navel of Vishnu, created all living beings by order of Vishnu. From his fierce nature that Lord brought forth the Asuras, and from his humane disposition he produced the noble-minded Devas.

"Among the Asuras, Gayâ was endowed with great strength and vigour. In height he measured 125 yojanas, and in girth 60 yojanas. He was distinguished as a devout Vaishnava. With his breath held back, he practised the most rigorous austerities for many thousand years on the noble hill of Kolâhala. The Devas were oppressed by his austerities, and dreaded serious misfortune. They repaired to the region of Brahmâ, and there prayed to the first Father of Creation:—'Pray, protect us from the demon Gayâ.'

"Brahmâ said:—'Let us proceed to Śankara for help.'

"Preceded by Brahmâ, they all went to Śiva, on the Kailâsa Mountain, and, saluting him, said:—'O Lord, protect us from the great demon.'

"Sambhu said:—'Let us seek the help of Hari, the great God, sleeping on the milky ocean; he will design some means of relief for us.'

"Brahmâ, Maheśvara, and the Devas, satisfied Vishnu by the following hymn:

"Our salutation to Vishnu, to the Lord of all, the Creator of all, and the Sustainer of all; salutation to the Destroyer of all and the Extinguisher of all; to the Sustainer and the Supporter; to the Destroyer of Râkshasas and other evil spirits; to him who promotes the prosperity of the creation and is the redeemer

(a) The 'Agni Purâna' gives an account of Gaya; but not the story.
(b) 'Eastern India,' Vol. I, pp. 81f.
of Yogis.' Thus praised, Vishnu became manifest to the Devas, and inquired—
"'Why have you all come here?'
"'They prayed:—'Save us, O Lord, from the demon Gayâ.'
"'Hari said:—'Do you, Brahmâ and others, proceed to the Asura, and I shall follow you.'
"'Keśava, mounted on his Garuda, and the others, each on his exquisite vehicle, 
repaired to bless the demon. They addressed the demon, saying:—'Why are you 
continuing your austerities? Well satisfied with your devotion, we are come to 
grant you any favour that you may desire. Say, Gayâsura, what do you wish.'

"Gayâsura said: — 'If you are really satisfied with me, render my body purer 
even than that of Brahmâ, Vishnu, or Maheśvara; purer even than all the Devas 
and Brâhmans; purer than all sacrifices and sacred pools and high mountains; 
purer even than the purest of gods.'

"'Even so be it,' responded the gods, and repaired to heaven.

"[The result of this blessing was that] mortals who beheld or touched the demon 
at once ascended to the region of Brahmâ. The thirty-three regions [of the universe] 
became empty, and the domains of Yama were deprived of their inhabitants. Thus 
derived of their subjects by Gayâsura, Yama, along with Indra and the other gods, 
repaired to Brahmâ and addressed him, saying:—'O Father of Creation, take back 
the offices that you had bestowed on us [for we can no longer hold them].'

"Brahmâ replied:—'Let us repair to Vishnu, the undecaying.'

"To Vishnu they thus addressed:—'Lord, by the sight of the demon whom you 
have blessed all mortals are being translated to heaven, and the three regions have 
become empty.'

"Vishnu, thus implored by the gods, said to them:—'Do you go and ask the 
demon to give you his body, so that you may perform a sacrifice (yajña) thereon, 
and you will be able to overcome your difficulties.'

"The gods accordingly went to Gayâ, the demon, who, beholding before him 
Brahmâ with his companions (ṭit. three times ten; meaning the other gods), rose 
from his seat, saluted them with reverence, and, having welcomed them in due 
form, said:—'Blessed is my life this day; blessed is my penance: verily I have 
attained all my objects, since Brahmâ has become my guest. Say, wherefore are you 
come, and I shall at once execute the task for you.'
"Brahmá said:—'Of all the sacred pools that have been seen by me in my rambles, there is none that is, for sacrificial purposes, purer than thy body, which has attained its purity through the blessing of Vishnu. Do you, therefore, O Asura, present me thy holy body for the performance of a sacrifice?'

"Gayá, the demon, said:—'Blessed am I, O god of gods, since thou askest me for my body: my paternal ancestors will be sanctified shouldst thou perform a sacrifice on my body. By thee was this body created, and well it is that it should be of use to thee: it will then be truly of use to all.'

"Having said this, Gayá, the demon, leaning towards the south-west, fell prostrate on the ground on the Kolákala Hill; his head lay on the north side, and his feet extended towards the south. Brahmá then collected the necessary articles for the sacrifice, and, having created from his mind the officiating priests (Ritvijash), duly performed a sacrifice on the body of the demon. Having bathed and offered the concluding avabhritha oblation to the fire, he gave adequate fees to the priests. On the completion of the sacrifice, he, with his divine companions were, however, surprised to find that the demon was still moving on the sacrificial ground. He thereupon said to Yama:—'Do you go and quickly fetch from your house the stone of religion [Dharmaśila](a) that is lying there, and place it on the head of the demon by my order.' Yama, hearing this, immediately placed the stone on the demon’s head to keep it immovable; but even after the stone was so placed the demon moved along with the stone. Then Brahmá ordered Rudra and the other gods to sit upon the stone to keep it fixed; and they did as they were directed. But even after being pressed down with the feet of the gods the demon still moved. Greatly distressed, Brahmá then ran to Vishnu asleep on the ocean of milk, and, saluting that Lord of the three regions, thus addressed him:—'O Lord, great master of the universe, and ruler of creation, thou master of virtuous beings and giver of blessings and salvation, I salute thee.'

"Vishvakarma said to Vishnu:—'Lord, the lotus-born (Brahmá) is saluting you.'

"Vishnu said:—'Go and bring him here.'

"Vishvakarma did as he was ordered. Vishnu said to Brahmá:—'Say, wherefore are you come.'

(a) The stone is described as the fossilised body of a pious woman who had offended her irate husband by giving up shampooing his feet in order to welcome Brahmá, who came to her house.
"Brahmá replied:—'Lord of Lords, on the completion of the sacrifice Gayásura began to move, and thereupon we placed the sacred stone (Dharmaśilá) on his head, and Rudra and the other gods sat upon it; but still the demon moves. Now help us, O destroyer of Madhu, to make him immovable.'

"On hearing the words of Brahmá the Lord Hari drew forth from his person a fierce form, and gave it to Brahmá, in order to help him to make the demon motionless. Bringing that form, Brahmá placed it on the stone, but it nevertheless moved; so he again sought the aid of Vishnu. Vishnu thereupon came from the milky ocean, and, under the form of the wielder of the mace, (Gadádhara,) sat upon the stone to prevent its moving. Moreover he, in the five forms of Prapitámbha (the great grandfather), or the first; Pitámaha (grandfather); Phalgriviša (the Lord of Phalgu); Kedára, and Kanakeśvara, rested thereon. Brahmá, too, sat there; so did the elephantine Vináyaka (Ganesá). The sun, in his threefold form of the sun of Gayá, the northern sun, and the southern sun; Lakshmi, under the name of Sítá; Gauri, under the name of Mangalá; Gáyatré, Sávitrí, Trisandhyá, and Sarasvatí, likewise sat there. And, since before sitting down, by plying his mace, Hari rendered the demon motionless, he is therefore called the first or sovereign wielder of the mace (ddigaddháhara).

"Gayásura said to the gods:—'Why should you, after I have given my sinless body to Brahmá, treat me thus? Would I not have become motionless at the request of Hari? Why, then, should he thus torture me with his mace, and the gods should join him? And now since you all have so cruelly treated me, do you show your mercy to me.'

"The gods were delighted and said:—'We are fully satisfied with you. Do you ask a blessing from us.'

"Gayá prayed:—'As long as the earth and the mountains, as long as the moon and the stars, shall last, so long may you, Brahmá, Vishnu, and Maheśvara, rest on this stone. May you, the Devas, rest on it too, and call this place after me the sacred Kshetra of Gayá, extending over five krota, of which one krota would be covered by my head. Therein should abide, for the good of mankind, all the sacred pools on earth, where persons, by bathing and offering of oblations of water and funeral cakes, may attain high merit for themselves, and translate their ancestors, blessed with all that is desirable and salvation, to the region of Brahmá. As long as Vishnu in his triple form shall be adored by the learned, so long should this be
renowned on earth as the sacred place of Gayásura, and resort to it should rinse men of even the sin of killing Bráhmans.

"Hearing this prayer of Gayá, the Devás, headed by Vishnú, replied:—'Whatever thou prayest, that shall for certain be accomplished. By offering the píjáta and performing ābudha here, persons will translate their ancestors for a hundred generations, as also their own selves, to the Brahmaloka, where exists no disease. By worshipping our feet, they will attain the highest reward in after life.'"

The Hindus believe this story to be literally true, but Dr. Buchanan Hamilton calls it "a monstrous legend;" and well he may. At first sight nothing can appear more absurd and stupid than this story: it offends every sense of propriety, and has not even the merit of ingenuity in its narration. The Brahmayoni Hill, which
is the same with the Kolāhala Mountain, is scarcely three miles in length, and the idea of locating on it a being 125 yojanas, or 576 miles, in height and 268 miles in girth would never strike the poorest fable. A head a mile in circumference on a body 576 miles high would bear to each other about the same relation which a pin's head would to the ordinary human body. The helplessness of the gods to keep down a prostrate monster, and their futile attempts to prevent his moving, are as childish as possible. And such being the case, the question suggests itself, How is it that the author of the Vāyu Purāṇa, of which the Gayā Māhātmya professes to be a part, invented so paucile a story for ensuring the respect and devotion of the people at large to this place? He was not wanting in intelligence, for he discusses many abstruse questions of philosophy with considerable tact and ingenuity; he possessed,
too, sufficient insight into human character to know what would command ready
credence and what would be rejected at first sight as worthless. It would be
illogical and untrue to say that he could not distinguish the reasonable from the
puerile and absurd. To reject, therefore, the story as absurd would, in my mind,
appear hasty, and indicative of idle impatience. It would much more become
the philosophic historian to assume that something esoteric is hidden under the garb
of an extravagant fable; and that esoteric meaning, I believe, is easily found, if the
legend be taken as an allegory of the success of Brāhmaṇism over Buddhism.

Gayā is called an Asura, which ordinarily means a Titan, a demon, a vicious
monster, a reviler of gods and religon; but he has not been portrayed as such. He
revels not in crime, he injures none, and offends neither the gods nor religion by word
or deed. On the contrary, he is described as a devout Vaishṇava (śrīśṭiḥ vaishṇavah),
who devoted himself to rigorous penance, to long protracted meditations, and to the
acquirement of the highest purity of body and soul; one whose very touch sufficed
to cleanse mankind of the greatest sin, and to translate them to heaven. The most
serious charge brought against him was that he made salvation too simple and
summary. The epithet in his case can, therefore, only mean that he did not profess the faith of the Brāhmans, nor follow their ways: in short, he was a heretic. This character has always been assigned to the chiefs among the Buddhists. They were pious, they were self-mortifying, they devoted themselves greatly to penance and meditation; but they did away with the sacrifices and ceremonies of the Brāhmans, and Gayā therefore may safely be taken to be a personification of Buddhism. His body measured 576 × 268 miles; and the country from Kalinga to the Himalaya, and from Central India to Bengal—the area over which Buddhism had spread at the time when the legend was written,—covered fully that space, and a great deal more. The head-quarters of Buddhism were then at Gayā; and the town of Gayā is even now barely a mile in extent. The attempt of the gods to put down the head of the monster typifies the attempts of the Hindus to assail Buddhism at its inspiring centre, the head-quarters; and the thwack of Vishṇu's mace indicates the resort which had been made to force when religious preaching had failed to attain the end. The rock of religion was placed on the head of the infidel, and the force of the gods kept it fixed and immovable. It was the blessing of the gods, too, which sanctified the seat of Buddhism into a principal sanctuary of the Hindu faith. We are well aware of the means resorted to at Puri, Bhuranesvara, and elsewhere to render Buddhist emblems, Buddhist shrines, and even Buddhist idols, subservient to Hindu worship; and it would not be at all unreasonable to suppose that the same process

—"Gayā Māhātmya," Chap. II.
had been resorted to at Gayá. At any rate, this assumption offers the most satisfactory explanation of a legend which would otherwise be absurd and inconsistent, and converts it into a complete and very expressive allegory.

The prominent position which the impression of Buddhá's feet occupies in the most sacred temple of the place, the Vishnupad, affords a strong proof in this respect, for nowhere else within the length and breadth of India has the worship of foot-marks received so high a place in the cultus of the Hindus. Nor were the Hindus satisfied with appropriating the Buddhist sanctuaries of Gayá to their worship. They repeatedly assigned to Vishnu epithets which were purely Buddhistic, and did not even let alone the term Buddha itself. (a) They likewise attempted to take all the leading Buddhist places of note, such as Rájagriha, Gidhrakúta, Buddha Gayá, as sacred in their creed. In the Gayá Māhātmya there is a verse which enjoins that before offering the funeral cake on the Vishnupad the pilgrim should go to Buddha Gayá and salute the bodhi-tree there. A special mantra has also been provided for the purpose. It says:—"I salute, repeatedly salute, thee, Aśvattha-tree, the tremulous-leaved, the goṇja (sacrifice personified), the Bodhisattva, the eternal source of permanence. O pipal-tree, the most noble among trees, thou art the eleventh among the Rudras, Pávaka among the Vasus, and Náráyaṇa among the Devas. O noble pipal-tree, since Náráyaṇa always resides within thee, therefore art thou the most beneficent among trees. Thou art blessed, thou destroyest [the evil consequences] of bad dreams. I salute the god who has assumed the form of the Aśvattha-tree, and is the holder of the conch-shell, the discus, and the mace. I salute Hari, of the lotus eyes, who has assumed the form of a tree." (b)

In laying down this rule, the text does not look upon the tree as existing apart from Gayá, but in a part of it. In fact, everywhere in the Māhātmya Gayá

(a) अतविक्रेय कारे तु पुष्पाणी मन्त्रायमः: ||—'Gayá Māhātmya,' p. 40.
   मन्त्रायम् तन्त्रिषिद्धं मिष्टं वृः ||—Ibid. p. 70.

(b) चम्कर्यं चम्कर्यं मन्त्र चम्कर्यिषिद्धमस्य |—
   चम्कर्यं चम्कर्यं नमः चम्कर्यिषिद्धमस्य चम्कर्यं नमः।
   एकादशमिसबुद्धं नमः पाककारणं ||
   मार्गोधारिनं दन्तं रामरूपं चित्रम् ||
   एकादशमिसबुद्धं नमः पाककारणं चित्रम् ||
   एकादशमिसबुद्धं नमः पाककारणं चित्रम् ||
   एकादशमिसबुद्धं नमः पाककारणं चित्रम् ||
   एकादशमिसबुद्धं नमः पाककारणं चित्रम् ||—Gayá Māhātmya, p. 99.
is assumed to include the whole area from the little hillPretaśilā, on the north, to the Bodhidruma, on the south, a distance of about 13 miles. Inasmuch, however, as this would have been too large an area to keep strictly sacred, prominence has been given to a small tract midway, forming what is in books called Gayāśiras, 'the head of Gayā.' This tract is not, as has been stated by some, the Brahmayoni Hill, but a low spur of it to the north-east, about a mile in area, forming the site of the old town of Gayā. It is separated from the latter by a narrow defile, about 200 yards wide, which forms the neck, and over it passes the Buddha Gayā road. This spur is the most sacred spot according to Hindu estimation, and Hiouen Thsang calls it Gayā, as the Hindus do. According to him it is a town "well-defended and difficult of access, having a large population, of which the Brāhmans of a particular caste, the sons of a Rishi, alone numbered a thousand families." (a) This could not possibly have been predicated of any spot on the top of the Brahmayoni, which bears not the smallest trace of ever having been largely occupied; and from its steepness, ruggedness, and rocky character, could never have formed the site of a large town. There is nowhere on the top of it a level area of a thousand square feet. Formed of a succession of sombre valleys and dangerous summits, it would scarcely be fitted for a town. What the traveller means by the hill of Gayā is evident from the fact he mentions, that the hill in question is "in the kingdoms of India called the Divine Mountain," which is obviously the Chinese rendering of Brahmayoni. The direction and distance of this hill was, according to him, five to six li to the south-west, and these are exactly the distance and direction of Brahmayoni from the Vishnupad. (b) Ashoka is said to have built on the top of this hill a stone stupa one hundred feet high; but it had been demolished long before the date of the Chinese pilgrim, showing clearly that the Brāhmans had occupied the place from an early date, and consecrated it to their worship.

(a) "Le voyageur s'est arrêté à cinquante li au sud-ouest du monastère de Kiā-chieh (Cilabhadra), passa la rivière Ni-čéen-chéen (Naimanjanā) et arriva à la ville de Kiā-yu (Gayā). Cette ville est bien défendue et d'un accès difficile. Elle ne renferme qu'un petit nombre d'habitants ; les P'tro-occ (Brāhmans) seule forment un millier de familles. Ils descendent d'un Rishi. Le roi ne les traite point comme des sujets, et la multitude du peuple leur témoigne un profound respect." Page 435.

(b) Mr. Beal, in a footnote to his translation of 'Fa Hian,' says that "at the base of this mountain, and between it and the river, is built the village of the solihi" (p. 129). The site indicated is that of the old town of Gayā, and not of Śāhibgunj, which, on reference to the map, will be found to be to the north of the old town, as also of the Brahmayoni Hill. Professor H. H. Wilson supposes Buddha Gayā to be the site of ancient Gayā ('Essays,' II, 341). The 'Lalita Vistara,' however, leaves no room to doubt the existence of the present Gayā as a town long before the commencement of the Christian era, and of Buddha Gayā having been distinct from the town of Gayā.
Now, the Gayáśiras of the Śástras is ordinarily called Gayá, and in the present day by the people of the place Purandá Gayá, or the 'old town of Gayá,' being almost exclusively occupied by the Gawáli priests, to distinguish it from the portion which is occupied by tradespeople and others, which the Muhammadans called Iláhábád, but, having been greatly extended about the end of the last century by Mr. Law, then Collector of the district, is now called Sáhibganj, or the 'Sáhib's Mart.' The mart itself occupies the site of a deer-park or runya, which the Buddhist monks were so fond of keeping up in the neighbourhood of their monasteries. The names of old and new Gayá having been thus disposed of, it was necessary to devise specific names for other portions of the more comprehensive Gayá of the Hindus. One portion, a small hill on the other side of the Phalgu, opposite Vishnúpad, which still bears some Buddhist inscriptions, but which had been entirely Hinduised, was named Ráma Gayá, or the Gayá of Ráma; another Vishnu Gayá: and in the same way Uruvilva, which was never entirely converted into Hindu worship, was very appropriately named the Gayá of the Buddhists, or Buddha Gayá.

When this change was first made there is no evidence to show, but it is certain that Gayá itself passed from the Buddhists to the Hindus at an early age. When Hionen Thsang visited Gayá in 637, it was a thriving Hindu town, "well defended, difficult of access, and occupied by a thousand families of Brahmans, all descendants of a single Rishi." (a) These families were evidently the Gawáli, who profess to be the descendants of the priest whom Brahmá, according to the legend, created from his mind to officiate at his sacrifice. Their number is now reckoned at six hundred, for it is generally believed that the Gawáli are dying out, because, in order to preserve their purity, they do not marry out of their own caste, and in most instances wed their own near relatives. At the time of Fa Hian, in 404 A.C., "all within the city was desolate and desert," (b) showing that even before that time it had passed away from the Buddhists. On the other hand, the more ancient records describe the town as an important seat of Buddhism; and the scene of a great many Buddhist stories is laid in it. As the stories are, many of them, as old as the commencement of the Christian era, it must follow that the Hindus took Gayá from the Buddhists between the second and fourth centuries. The distinctive name of Buddha Gayá must, however, be of a much later date.

(a) See note (c), p. 19.
(b) Beal's "Travels of Buddhist Pilgrims," p. 120.
CHAPTER II.

THE Penance of Buddha.

From an obscure position as a small village of no interest, Uruvilvā rose to high distinction as the hermitage of one of the greatest religious reformers of the world—of one who exercised the most unbounded influence on the mind of man. For over sixteen hundred years it was held to be the most sacred spot on earth by at least one-fifth of the human race. For centuries the stream of pilgrims flowed towards it without intermission. Princes from all parts of India vied with one another in enriching it with the highest treasures of art that they could command. Every spot where the saint had rested or taken his meal, every pool in which he had laved his person or washed his scanty raiments, every nook and corner connected in some way or other with his long-protracted meditations and self-torture, once had its recording stone; and nothing was left undone to produce an uninterrupted page of monumental history for the period he devoted to the acquirement of perfection in the knowledge of good and evil. The hand of Time has, however, obliterated nearly the whole of this page, and what little remains cannot be deciphered without some idea of what the whole probably was. It is necessary, therefore, before proceeding to describe the archaeological remains to be met with at Buddha
Gayā, to glance at the principal events in connection with the life of the saint during his sojourn there, and at the memorials of those events accounts of which have been transmitted to us by ancient authorities.

The highest authority on the life of Śākya is the Lalita Vistara. Parts of it were compiled either in his lifetime or immediately after his death, and others within a century and a half of that event. (a) Although legendary in its character, and abounding in descriptions of miraculous events, in exaggerations and hyperboles, which vitiate its testimony, it is the oldest available. I shall therefore give here an abstract of that portion of it which bears upon the hermitage of the saint, and in doing so use the very words of the text to a large extent.

According to it the sights, successively, of a sick man, an old man, and a corpse,—of disease, decrepitude, and death,—wrought a revulsion of feeling in the mind of Śākya; and on the night of the birth of his only son, (b) he abandoned his paternal abode at Kapilavastu to lead the life of a hermit. He had then a firm conviction in his mind about the evanescence and utter worthlessness of all worldly pleasures and enjoyments; but he knew not what was really permanent and salutary. He proceeded, therefore, in search of knowledge, from whatever source he could get it, and not to impart it to others. Clad in the ochre-colour garments of a houseless hermit, staff and alms-bowl in hand, he sallied forth, more to avoid his home and its sensuous surroundings, which he thought were the nurseries of misery and woe, than to carry out any settled scheme as to the course he would follow. There were calm and contentment and peace in the life of a hermit, and so he became a hermit; but he knew not what it was that brought on that calm and contentment. Proceeding eastwards, he first came to the hermitage of a Brāhmaṇa lady of the Śākya race, who received him with much respect, and offered him food and raiment. His next hostess was also a Brāhmaṇa lady; Padmā was her name, and she lived in a retreat, where the youthful hermit found a warm welcome. He next

(a) Vide passim the Introduction to my edition of the Lalita Vistara, pp. 47ff.
(b) The occasion has been specially selected by the biographer, probably with a view to give prominence to the fortitude of the sage's mind, which could effect such a renunciation on so auspicious an occasion. The Bodhisattva Avadāna, a later authority, however, denies this, and says that the son was born six years after the sage's retirement from home. It narrates, likewise, the details of an attempt on the part of a cousin to carry on an intrigue with Yaśodhara, the wife of Śākya, and of the taunts which were showered on the boy for his suspicious birth. This would suggest the idea that the immediate cause of Śākya's retirement was the want of fidelity of his wife; but the authority of the Lalita Vistara cannot be set aside by that of the Divya Avadāna. See my Sanskrit Budhastit Literature of Nepal, p. 26.
visited, successively, the hermitages of one Raivata, a Brahmarshi, or sage of great renown, and Rájaka, son of Trimadántha. Proceeding thus from one hermit’s chalet to another, he reached the great town of Váisali (modern Besádhy), which was in those days noted for its republican institutions and entire absence of royalty.\(^{(a)}\)

There lived at the time a great teacher, by name Árādha Káláma, surrounded by three hundred pupils and a large concourse of auditors (śrāvakas), to whom he expounded the doctrine of poverty and the control of the passions. Sákya sought his instruction, and abided in his hermitage. His pupilage, however, did not prove satisfactory. He soon found out that the doctrine taught did not enlighten him in the least as to the means of overcoming the threesfold pain incident to human existence, and the ultimate end of man.

Disappointed with his teacher, Sákya left the asylum after a time, and went on to Rájagrīha, the capital of Magadhá. There he took his abode on a little hill, called Pándava, and procured his food by begging in the city. His youth and handsome appearance, conjoined with his hermit’s garb, attracted the attention of every one who saw him; and even the king, Vimbisāra, paid him a visit, and promised to receive him as his tutor, should the youthful hermit ever acquire the knowledge he sought. Among the great teachers of the place there lived then one Rudraka, son of Ráma, who taught the doctrine of “qualities and their effects divested from their ideas.” He had a retinue of seven hundred disciples, and was highly respected by all for his learning and sanctity. Sákya sought his instruction, and became his pupil. But, as with Árādha Káláma, so with this sage, he was soon disappointed. He left him with a view to proceed further on in his search of the unknowable. Five of the pupils of Rudraka, all scions of respectable families, forsaking their tutor, also joined him in his rambles over the country.

Taking a south-westerly course from Rájagrīha, the six hermits at last arrived at Gayá, which belonged to King Vimbisára, and formed a part of his kingdom of Magadhá. Here they took their seat on the hill named Gayáśrīsha (modern Brahmavati!), and passed some time in peace. The mind of Sákya was, however, never at rest, and in the course of his cogitations three ideas vividly presented themselves to him, and they all tended to show that all ceremonies and sacrifices, all fasts and penances, all forms of adoration and worship, impelled by sensuous desires

\(^{(a)}\) Vide pasca ‘Lalita Vistara,’ p. 23.
(kāma), lead only to pain and suffering, but never to that knowledge which is superhuman and devoid of rewards and punishments. He resolved, therefore, to adopt that course only which would enable him to acquire the knowledge in question. Neither, however, the city of Gayā, nor the bleak rocky crest of the Brahmāyoni Hill, was suited for his purpose; and he proceeded to the neighbouring village of Uruvilvā, whose woods and groves offered a pleasant retreat for a man tired of the vanities of this world, and longing for a peaceful communion with his mind.

While at Uruvilvā, Śākya called to mind all the different forms of penances which people at his time were in the habit of submitting to, and which they thought raised the mind above all carnality. "Here," he thought, "am I, born in the Jambudvīpa, among people who have no prospect of intellectual redemption (dolhi muktī), crowded by Tīrthikas with divers wishes, and at a time when their faculties are riggling in the grasp of the crocodile of their carnal wants. Stupid men, who seek to purify their persons by divers modes of austerity and penance, and inculcate the same! Some of them cannot make out their mantras. Some lick their hands. Some are uncleanly. Some have no mantras. Some wander after different sources. Some abstain from fish and flesh meat. Some mind not the annual duties. Some abstain from spirit and the water of chaff. Some beg alms from one, three, five, or seven tribes. Some indulge in tubers, fruits, mosses, kuśa grass, leaves, cow's dejecta, frumenty, curds, clarified butter, molasses, and unbaked cakes. Some wash the body of charioteers, parrot-flyers, and news-purveyors. Some dwell in villages, or in woods, for their livelihood. Some adore bulls, deer, horses, hogs, monkeys, or elephants. Seated at one place in silence, with their legs bent under them, some attempt greatness. Some speak to only one person, others to seven. Some eat once in a day and night, some once on alternate days, and some at intervals of four, five, or six days; some once in a fortnight performing a chāndrāyana. (a) Some put on themselves the feathers of vultures or owls. Some, seated on a board or a munjā mat, wear bark, kuśa grass, valvaja grass (Eleusine Indica) or blankets of camel's hair, or of goat's wool, or of hair, or hides. Some sleep more or less in wet clothes. Some sleep on ashes, gravel, stones, boards, thorny grass, or pestles, with the face

---

(a) The ordinary Hindu rules of Chāndrāyana (lunar penance) require the diminution of the daily consumption of food by a mouthful every day during the wane, beginning with fifteen mouthfuls on the day of the full moon, and the increasing of the food in the same ratio during the waxing of the moon. Other forms of fast are also observed under this name.—Manu VI, v, 30.
downwards, in a hut on the bare ground. Some wear one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven pieces of cloth; others go naked, making no distinction between fit and unfit places. Some have long hair, nails, beards, and matted hair, and wear bark. Some live upon a single meal of a mixture of sesamum and rice. Some smear themselves with ashes, cinders from altars, dust, or clay. Some carry on their persons and in their hands down, munja grass, hair, nails, rags, mud, or a coconut shell alms-bowl. Some drink hot water, or rice-water, or fountain water, or water preserved in earthen jars. Some carry on them cinders, metals, astringent things, three sticks, skulls, alms-bowls, bones, or swords, and by these means they hope to attain to immortality, and pride themselves on their holiness. By inhaling smoke or fire, by gazing at the sun, by performing the five fires, (a) resting on one foot, or with an arm perpetually uplifted, or moving about on the knees, some attempt to accomplish their penance. Some seek salvation by killing themselves by entering into a mass of lighted chaff or charcoal, or by suppressing their breath, or by roasting one's self on (hot) stones, or by entering any fire or water, or ascending in the air. The syllables 'om,' 'vashat,' 'svadha,' 'svaha,' as also blessings, hymns, lighting of the sacred fire, invocations, repetitions of mystic mantras, teaching of the Vedas (lit. mantras), or fancying the picture of a divinity in one's mind, afford means of purification to many. Some pride themselves on their saluting Brahma, Indra, Rudra, Vishnu, Devi, Kumara, Matri, Katyayani, Chandra, Aditya, Vaishravana, Varuna, Vasava, Asvina, Naga, Yaksha, Gandharva, Asura, Garuda, Kinnara, Mahoraga, Raksasa, Preta, Bhuta, Kushmanda, Parshada, Gana, Piacha, Devarshi, Brahmardhi, or Rajarshi. Some select some of them, others resort to the earth, the water, heat, the air or the ether. Mountains, rivers, fountains, tanks, lakes, long narrow sheets of water (taudgas), oceans, vats, ponds, wells, trees, lotus herbs, creepers, grasses, stumps, pastures, cremation grounds, courtyards, and bowers, afford asylums to others. Houses, columns, stones, pestles, swords, bows, axes, arrows, spears, and tridents, are the objects of salutation to some. In curd, butter, mustard, barley, garland, durva grass, jewels, gold and silver, some seek their welfare. Thus do these Tirthikas, dreading the horrors of mundane life, seek their shelter. Some seek heaven and salvation in their offspring, and resolutely apply to them. They all follow the wrong road; they fancy that to be the true

(a) Pancho-topa, sitting in samadhi amidst four blazing fires, with the sun over head for the fifth.
support which is untrue; they hold evil to be good, and the impure to be pure. I shall then commence that kind of vow and penance by which all hostile sects shall be overpowered. To persons deluded by works and sacrifices, I shall show the destruction of all works and sacrifices. To Devas, perceivable by meditation, as also to those who become manifest in divers forms, I shall exhibit a meditation by which they may be overpowered."(a)

Having thus taken his resolution, he commenced the most difficult of all difficult penances,—the dreadful penance of hexaannual fast (ṣaṇḍhīka-vañca), called adhikā-rakṣaka dhyāna. It was a fast which no person, human or superhuman, could perform, except a Bodhisattva. It needed the total stoppage of all inhalation and exhalation of the breath, all emotions, all functions of the body, and all agitations of the mind. One long-continued, uninterrupted concentration of the mind to the contemplation of its own condition was its absolute requirement. "It made the whole of illimitable space manifest to the mind, and was itself illimitable space" (p. 314).

"Thus, with a view to show to the world a veritable wonder, to overthrow the pride of the Tirthikas, to revile all heterodox theories, to defeat the Devas, to refute the doctrine of eternity of those who look to works for reward, to enhance the merit of virtue, to display the might of wisdom, to cultivate the power of meditation (dhyāna), to show to mankind the might of his person and its capacity for endurance, to promote the heroism of his heart, he sat on a bedstead placed on a pure spot on the earth; and in that position squeezed and tortured his body by his mind."(b)

Thus seated he passed eight nights of winter, torturing his body by his mind. His person was bedewed with perspiration, "even as the body of a weak man is when held by the neck by a powerful person;" his breath was stopped; gurgling sounds emitted from his throat; and whizzing sounds issued from his ears. The Devas thought he was dying, and Devaputras, along with the thirty-three Devas, informed Māyādevī of the condition of her son. Thereupon Māyādevī, surrounded by a retinue of Apsaras, at midnight repaired to the bank of the Nairanjana, and, beholding the condition of her son, burst forth in deep lamentations. Roused by the sound of

---

(a) 'Lalita Vistara,' pp. 312, et seq. Several of these penances have been enjoined by Manu, and they are all strictly Hindu, showing that the Vedic rituals had, long before the time, given place to them.

(b) 'Lalita Vistara,' p. 314.
wailing, Śākya asked her:—"Who art thou with dishevelled hair and disordered toilet, lying on the ground and mourning in grief the loss of a son?"

Māyādevī replied:—"I am thy mother, who bore thy heavy burden for ten months in my womb, and am now weeping for my son."

Śākya encouraged her by saying, "Fear not; you shall have your son. I shall render my labour fruitful. I shall for certain dispel all darkness, and make true knowledge manifest. I shall revive the doctrine of Dipankara. Were the earth to rend into a hundred fragments; were the gold-crested Meru to be submerged in the ocean water; were the sun, the moon, and the stars to fall on the earth, yet shall I never die. Grieve not, therefore, and you will soon behold me possessed of Buddha knowledge." (a)

Śākya then reflected that there were many Śramaṇas and Brāhmaṇas who prided themselves on their abstemiousness. He, too, therefore should be abstemious. Accordingly he lived on a single plum, nor was that plum of a larger size than an ordinary plum. This regimen sadly reduced his person; his "ribs projected like so many legs of a crab; his spine bulged out like the knots of a bamboo; his eyes sank as water in the bottom of a well in summer; his limbs became lank, like the limbs of a goat or a camel; and altogether he was so completely shrivelled up that he looked like an eel." He nevertheless thought he should reduce his daily allowance of food, and took to a single grain of rice, and that not of a larger size than ordinary rice. This was next replaced by a single grain of sesamum seed per day, and ultimately even that was given up and absolute fast resorted to. "Unflinching in his determination, thus for six long years he, for the good of mankind, remained seated on the bedstead, unsheltered from rain, wind, and sun; unprotected from the bite of gnats, mosquitoes, and other vermin; never stretching his limbs, nor attending to any call of nature. The heavy rains of the rainy season, the scorching heat of summer, the dews of autumn, and the piercing cold of winter, all passed over him, and he did not even move his hands to protect himself. Village boys and girls, cowherds and shepherds, poor women who came to collect dry leaves or grass, or wood or dung, took him to be an imp of dirt, and in sport cast dust on his person."

At this time that sinful demon Māra, the divinity of lust, perceived that Śākya was about to complete his six years' dreadful penance and attain to perfect

(a) 'Lalita Vistara,' p. 316.
knowledge. He dreaded much the consequence of such perfection, as it was sure to deprive him of his supremacy over mankind. He sought, therefore, to unsettle the mind of Śākya by plausible, but wicked, advice. He dilated largely on the horrors of the penance, advised his hearer to betake to a life of ease and pleasure, and, by charity and other easily-accomplishable means, to attain the virtue he sought. But Śākya gave no ear to the soft persuasions, and severely rated the sinful wretch for his wickedness.

Having thus completed his six years' penance, Śākya felt that the measures he had adopted were not the right ones for the attainment of his object; that they could not help him to relieve mankind from the woes of birth, disease, and death; that, by weakening his body to the last degree of feebleness and emaciation, he was rendering himself unfit for that absolute knowledge which was the highest object of his existence. He resolved, therefore, to rise from his seat, and, after refreshing himself with food and drink, to ascend the Bodhimaṇḍa in search of that knowledge. This statement shows that the place of hexannual penance was not, as generally supposed, the Bo-tree at Buddha Gayā, but distinct, and at a considerable distance to the north of it; and Hiouen Thsang supports this statement. (a)

Perceiving the intention of Śākya, certain Devaputras, or minor gods, offered to enter the pores of his body and invigorate him, so that he may be enabled to become a Buddha without tasting food. But he declined their offer. He felt that the people of the neighbourhood knew him to be a fasting saint, but if he got himself invigorated by the aid of the Devaputras, they would suspect his rectitude, and cause a scandal. He therefore said aloud:—"Now that I have completed my six years, I shall seek for some edible grains for food."

When the five respectable youths who were in his company heard this, they said among themselves, "Now that he has failed to attain true knowledge by his austerities, how can he hope to make it manifest by attending to his belly? This is childish." And, saying this, they left him, retired to Benares, and took their abode in the Deer-park at Rishipattana.

Śākya, having resolved upon his course, rose from his seat and, in order to obtain from them the means of regaining his strength, proposed to go to the ten virgins of the village, who had taken great interest in his penance and provided

---

him with the different seeds which he had taken in the early part of his self-mortification. One of them, named Sujátā, was particularly devoted to his interest. She had done all she could for his comfort, and had likewise fed eight hundred Bráhmans daily in order to promote his welfare, cherishing the fond desire that Śákya should attain his Buddhahood after tasting food prepared by her. But before Śákya could proceed to the virgins, he felt he must renew his vestment, for his old yellow garment had all rotted away during his six years' penance.

How to provide a new suit of clothes was, therefore, his first difficulty; but it was soon overcome. Proceeding on through a cremation ground, he perceived a corpse lying there, wrapped in a piece of coarse cloth. The body was that of Rádhá, a maid-servant of Sujátá. Śákya put his left leg on the body, and with his right hand removed the cloth and took it up. The cloth, however, could not be used without washing, and Śákya was thinking where to proceed to obtain some water for the purpose, when the Devas, with their hands, excavated a tank, and it became full of water. The next idea was where to get a piece of stone on which the cloth could be struck for proper washing, and a stone was immediately produced by Śakra, who offered likewise to wash the cloth for the saint. This offer, however, was declined, and Śákya did the needful for himself. But when he had done so, and attempted to come out of the tank, he found the bank too steep, made so by the wicked Mára, and in his weak, exhausted state could not rise. There was, however, a kakubha-tree (Pentapeta arjuna) on the bank, and at his request some Devas bent down one of the branches and thereby enabled him to get out.

Having come upon the bank, he sat under the kakubha-tree, and began to sew the cloth into proper form, when a Devaputra, of the name of Avimalaprabha, brought him an excellent suit of yellow cloth befitting a saint, and solicited his acceptance. The offer was graciously accepted, and Śákya resolved to put on the dress next morning and to go to the village for alms. Information of this resolution was, at midnight, conveyed by the Devas to the village girl Sujátá, who

(a) The name is differently given by different writers. According to Baud, the milk and rice were given by the two daughters of Sujátá, the lord of the village of Uruvilvá (Fa Hian, p. 121); in Burnouf's account the damself are named Nándá and Nándabhá; but in the 'Maháranas' and Spence Hardy's 'Manual of Buddhism' (p. 168) one damsel is mentioned, and she is Sujátá. In some works Trasusha and Bhalliká are so named; their account will appear lower down.

(b) The sites of the tree and the tank are, by Fa Hian, said to be 3½ to the westward of the Tree of Knowledge. Cremation grounds in this part, as in other parts, of India, are, however, generally situated on the bank of a river, and the direction therefore appears to be wrong. Hionen Thang places them to the south-east of the tree.
had so long wished that the saint should receive food from her before attaining his perfection, and she immediately set about it.

At early dawn she collected some fresh milk, and seven times extracted the cream therefrom, and over a new hearth, in a new vessel, with fresh rice, dressed a dish of frumenty, and, having seasoned it with aromatic waters, candy, and spices, placed it, covered, in a golden bowl. Then, addressing her maid, she said, "Uttara, go and invite a Brāhmaṇa, to whom I may present this honeyed frumenty."

"Please your ladyship," replied the maid, and then went towards the east in search of a Brāhmaṇa; but she found none. The only person that came to her sight was the Bodhisattva (Śākya). She then went to the west and the north, but with no better result, and reported the circumstance to her mistress, saying, "Wherever I go I meet a handsome Śramaṇa, but no Brāhmaṇa."

"Do ye go, Uttara," said the lady, "and bring him here, for he is the Brāhmaṇa and he the Śramaṇa for whom I have designed this dish."

"Please your ladyship," responded the maid, and did as she was bid. Śākya was then escorted to the house, and welcomed with every mark of respect. The bowl of frumenty was likewise presented to him. Śākya accepted the frumenty, but said, "Sister, what is to be done with the golden bowl?"

She replied, "Let it be yours."

Śākya said, "Of what use will such a vessel be to me?"

She responded, "Do what you will with it; I cannot offer you food without the vessel."

With the bowl in hand Śākya issued forth from the village of Uruvilvā, (a) and repaired to the river Nairanjana. There he placed his garments and the bowl in a corner, and entered the river for a bath. The Devas, seeing this, showered powdered gahlochum and sandal, flowers of divers colours, and various aromatics and unguents, on the river, so that its waters became redolent with the finest aroma. When Śākya had finished his bath, hundreds of thousands of Devas came to the river to pick up the flowers, in order that they may raise Chāityas over them, and

---

(a) According to Fa Hsien, the spot where the frumenty was given was 2 li to the north of the cremation ground, where Buddha washed the cloth he had taken from a dead body, and that was 36 li to the west; and according to the same authority, he proceeded 2 li further north, where he ate it (p. 121), so that the position would lie to the north-west of Uruvilvā, where there is no river within two miles. The directions given are evidently incorrect. The true position is to the south of Uruvilvā.
worship them. Whatever hair of the head and of the beard had fallen in the water, the same was carried away by Sujátá for the same purpose. (a)

When the Bodhisattva ascended from the river, he beheld a charming tope close by, and thither he repaired. A Nágakanyá there placed a jewelled throne (b) for the use of the Bodhisattva, who sat thereon, and, having refreshed himself with the frumenty, threw the golden bowl into the river. Instantly a king of the Nágas, named Ságara, seized the vessel and ran away homewards with it; but the thousand-eyed Purandara (Indra) perceived it, and, assuming the form of a garuṇa, attempted to snatch it. He, however, failed in the attempt, and at last got it by begging for it. Having taken it to his home, he caused a Chaitya to be built over it, and in honour of it, instituted an annual feast called Pátrijátvá, or 'the feast of the bowl,' which is regularly observed by the gods. The throne on which Bodhisattva sat was taken away by the Nágakanyá for a similar purpose.

After this refreshment Bodhisattva regained all his former strength, vigour, and beauty of person, as also the thirty-two signs of a perfect being (Mukāpurusha), along with the eighty minor signs; and the glory of heaven became manifest on his person. He then proceeded towards the Bodhimandá.

The nature of the Bodhimandá is nowhere fully described; but it was no other than a platform built round the largest Indian fig-tree in the village, which was probably the resort of the elders—the place where they congregated of an evening to discourse on village topics,—and where learned men occasionally delivered lectures on religion and morality to the people. It, of course, then had not its present name. It is not unlikely that the tree had not even a platform round its base.

The road to it was purified by the wind-gods with the most charming zephyr; the rain-gods showered on it delightfully fragrant water and flowers; the trees bent their heads towards the road in token of respect; all the great mountains bent their heads towards it; little herbs settled on the top of it; the road from the river to it, a distance of a kroska, (c) was entrenched and guarded by Devapurás; on either side of

---

(a) How the lady comes here is not explained. It is not stated that after giving the frumenty at her house she had followed the saint.

(b) Fa Hien calls this a stone six feet square, which, as well as the tree, he saw.—Deal’s Translation, p. 121.

(c) The direct distance from the river to the tree is barely 300 yards; but, as pointed out by Fa Hien, the part of the river where Sákya partook of the frumenty was 2 li south of the town, and thence the distance to the tree may be a mile or more.
the road pavilions, bedecked with jewels of the seven kinds, were erected. There were also seven palm-trees, at a distance of an arrow's throw from each other; and thereupon were placed networks of jewels, flags, and umbrellas. In the intervals between every two palm-trees there was a tank, covered with flowers and aquatic animals. Thousands over thousands of Apsaras strewed flowers and aromatic water on the road, scented the place with aromatics and incenses, and filled the pavilions with heavenly music. Brahmá appointed guardians for the protection of the Bodhimaṇḍa, and the whole world was at peace and in the enjoyment of perfect happiness, when the Bodhisattva proceeded along the road and was about to ascend the jewelled seat that had been placed for him on the platform under the Tree of Knowledge. When he approached it a Nága king, named Kalīka, with his wife, Suvārṇāprabhā, and a large retinue, approached him and paid their obeisance.

Standing by the side of the Bodhimaṇḍa the Bodhisattva called to mind how seated former Bodhisattvas had attained to perfection, and it struck him that the proper course was to spread some grass on the ground, and to sit thereon. Immediately after he beheld a grass-cutter engaged in cutting tender greenish-blue grass, soft as silk. He went to him, and in mellifluous accents asked for a supply. It was immediately given, for it was no other than Śakra himself, who had appeared as a grass-cutter to serve the saint. Having got the grass, the Bodhisattva came with it to the trunk of the Tree of Knowledge, and, spreading the grass, sat thereon with an erect body, facing the east. Having seated himself, he made this vow:—“Seated here let my body shrivel up if it will; let my skin, flesh, and bones, rot to nothing if they will; but never shall this body rise up from the seat until I have attained that true knowledge which is so difficult of attainment in course of many Kalpas.”

Now, when Buddha was thus seated, six Devas of the class called Kāmavachara, or those who can roam about anywhere at will, took their stand on each side of him, to guard his person from all accidents. At the same time there issued forth from his body a brilliant light, which illuminated all the quarters of the globe. Impelled by this light, many celestial Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, from each of the ten quarters of the earth, came down with their countless following to behold the

(a) According to Fa Hian, at this time 500 blue birds came flying towards him, and having encircled his person three times in their flight, departed. Hsuan Thsang also refers to this circumstance; but it is not mentioned in the ‘Lalita Vistara’. The birds meant are the blue-necked jays, which are held by the Hindus to be very suspicious if seen when starting on a journey. (See note, p. 53.)
Bodhisattva then about to attain his perfection, and to pay their adorations to him. Each party performed the usual rites of worship with great devotion, and recited a set of verses in his praise.

When the celestial visitors were gone, the Bodhisattva thought of the wicked wiles of Mára, and of his wishes to frustrate all attempts at goodness. It struck him that it would not be proper to attain to perfection without overcoming the Sinful One. By overcoming him he would overcome the universe, and bring every one to subjugation; so he made up his mind to rouse the author of evil. Thereupon a brilliant flame issued forth from between his eyebrows. It caused a universal agitation, covering at the same time all the regions with an effulgence which was terrible to behold. A voice was also heard announcing that Sákya would soon attain to perfection and redeem all creation for ever, and warning Mára of the doom which awaited him.

Mára, beholding the light and hearing the voice, was overpowered by anger, jealousy, envy, and terror. He had a dream, too, which, in thirty-two dire forms, represented the desolation which would be brought on him and his home. He felt that the time for immediate action was come, and that he must either give up all hope for the future, or at once frustrate the attempt of the Bodhisattva. He, therefore, convened a meeting of all his sons, ministers, and generals, and held protracted council to decide upon what should be done. The council was divided. One of his sons, Sártaváha by name, strongly advised submission to the lot awaiting them, and pointed out in glowing colours the futility of waging a war which was predestined to bring them to utter disgrace. "Immezo," said he, "may be your power and your majesty; each of your chiefs may be a mighty hero, invincible in battle; but were the three thousand regions to be full of fire-flies, a single sun would swallow them all and drown their light." He was, however, overruled, and grand preparations were made for mobilising the troops of the Evil One. Fierce forms of monsters and hobgoblins,—"of gorgons, hydias, and chimæras dire"—armed to the teeth with every implement.

(a) Among the Hindus Mára is the god of love, the counterpart of the Greek Eros or Cupid, and the only arms he bears is a bow made of flowers and five arrows of the same material; but the Buddhists assign to him a very different character. According to them he is the presiding divinity of our sensuous desires, and the greatest opponent to goodness. In this respect he plays the same part as an adviser of evil, which Satan does according to the Christian theologians. In his career of mischief he has travelled to Scandinavia, and, without even much altering his name, 'still rules the modern Saxon in his sleep (nightmare) as he did the Yngling King Valund.' He commanded a prominent position in the Odinic mythology, and was known exactly by the same appellation (Mára) and for the same disposition which has given him so infamous a notoriety among the Buddhists.
of war, assembled from all quarters of the universe,—"mighty warriors, dreadful to behold, causing horripilation to all, such as were never before seen or heard of by gods or men. Their faces were frightful in millions of different ways; their limbs and trunks were enveloped by hundreds and thousands of serpents; they were armed with swords, bows, arrows, spears, iron lances, axes, hatchets, rockets, clubs, sticks, lassoes, maces, wheels, thunder-like missiles, and darts. Their bodies were encased in stout armour of hides. They had abnormal heads, bandy feet, and crooked hands and eyes. Their bodies, eyes, and heads, were enveloped in flames; monstrous were their bellies, feet, and hands; dreadfully fierce were their faces; distorted were their mouths and appearance; protruding were their horrid teeth. Thick, big, and protruding were their tongues, like hairy trunks; and their blood-shot eyes were filled with the venom of the black serpent. Some of them vomited forth snakes; some swallowed snakes from their hands; some, like gaujas, jumping out of the sea, indulged in devouring human flesh, bones, blood, hands, feet, skulls, and ordure." Some were of enormous size. Some had one, three, four, or more arms; others many legs; some had no heads; some no legs; some no arms; some had deep sunken eyes, others far-protruding enormous red ones. Some vomited forth the venom of the serpent; others anointed their persons and weapons with snake poison. Many of them were mounted on horses, elephants, mules, donkeys, and buffaloes, dressed in chaplets of bones, and engaged in frightful acts of cruelty; others came on foot. They surrounded the Bodhisattva and assailed him in a thousand different ways, casting on his person stones, mountains, trees, serpents, and instruments of every kind, and creating the most frightful noises. Their warfare, however, was of no avail: the saint remained unmoved.

A council of war was next convened. Those among the thousand sons of Mára who were inimically disposed stood by the left hand of the Evil One, and those who were favourably inclined towards the Bodhisattva stood on the right; and a protracted discussion followed. The former boasted of their might and vigour, and each offered to destroy the Bodhisattva in a trice. "I," said one, "can, with my hundred arms, cast a hundred arrows at once, and they would mangle the body of the hermit in no time." But he was immediately retorted by another, who remarked that "his arms were worth no more than so many hairs of the body in the case of one whose person was unassailable by venom, or arms, or fire: the fiercest
arms thrown on him would all be converted into so many flowers." "I," said another, "can by a single glance reduce the Śramaṇa to ashes." "Ah!" replied his opponent, "were the whole universe to be inflamed by venom, a single glance of the saint would suffice to quench the fire." A third was ready "to pluck the Tree of Knowledge with his hand and cast it to the uttermost bound of the earth;" but he was immediately met by the remark, "Were you, proud one, able with thy hands to pluck the earth along with all the mountains, seas, Devas, Asuras, and Gandharvas on it, and were there as many like you as the grains of sand on the banks of the Ganges, still you could not, with your united efforts, disturb a single hair on the body of the Bodhisattva." Others followed, some vaunting, and some counselling caution; but no decision could be arrived at. The members of the right could not be overcome by argument. The left felt sure that nothing could be done to disturb the saint, and that their attempt would for certain prove most disastrous to themselves. "He who wishes," said one, "to rouse the sleeping serpent; he who wishes to rouse the sleeping elephant; he who wishes to rouse the sleeping lion,—runs less risk than he who desires to disturb this lord of humanity." Even the commander-in-chief of the army could not muster courage to lead the attack, and discreetly advised retreat. The speeches are remarkably pointed, and their tone recalls to mind the council of Satan after the fall, as described in the 'Paradise Lost.' I refrain from quoting them all, as they would occupy too much space.

While the debate was thus progressing, the Bodhisattva opened wide his mouth, which appeared like a lotus with a hundred petals. Māra, seeing it, imagined that the whole of his army was being swallowed up, and, in his fears, felt disposed to run away. But he soon revived his courage, and a fierce and united attack was made on the saint. Missiles of all kinds—arms, stones, and mountains—were hurled against him, and fire and poison showered over him; but they all changed into flowers, the fire forming a halo behind his head.

The Bodhisattva then scratched his head with his right hand. (a) Māra beheld it, and, thinking that the saint had lifted a sword, in very fear ran away towards the south. He, however, soon rallied, and returned to the attack; but, even as

---

(a) Fu Hsin says he struck the earth with his toe; but this circumstance is not mentioned in the 'Lalita Vistara.'
before, his countless missiles all changed into garlands and hung round the Tree of Knowledge. The Bodhisattva then reviled him for his wickedness, and advised him to depart. The goddess of the earth also appeared in person, and, after paying her respects to the saint, advised Mára to retire.

Mára felt greatly crest-fallen. Oppressed by shame and disgrace, he called back his troops and ordered them to await further instructions. In the meantime he sent for his sixteen daughters (a) and deputed them to deploy their most ravishing arts to captivate the mind of the saint. They advanced in the most amatory mood. Some hid one side of their faces with their veil, leaving the other side visible. Some displayed their hard, heaving breasts. Some, by gentle smiles, displayed their teeth. Some, as if by accident, lifting their arms, displayed their sides. Some pouted their lips, bright red as the bimba fruit. Some glanced at the Bodhisattva with half-closed, languishing eyes, and closed them immediately after. Some, in the attempt to hide them, exposed their busts. Some allowed their garments to fall slack and expose their persons. Some, in the attempt to adjust their waist ornaments, displayed their waists. Some indulged in tinkling the silver bells on their feet ornaments. Some danced, others sang, and others played on musical instruments. Some busied themselves in adjusting their toilet, others in disadjusting the same. In short, in thirty-two different ways did they bring their coquetry to bear on the mind of the saint. They went further, and, in the most ardent amatory addresses, sought to inflame him.

They said:—“Now that the delightful spring has come, let us, dear one, enjoy under the blooming trees your charming and resplendent beauty, so lovely, so enticing, so auspicious, and so variegated.

“‘We are designed and born expressly for the delight of the gods and mortals. Arise quickly from your seat, withdraw your mind from the unattainable knowledge, and enjoy our glorious youth.

“Behold these well-adorned and well-preserved daughters of Mára, who have come dressed and ornamented for you. Where is the living being, diseased and dried up like a piece of wood though he be, who, after beholding such beauty, is not inflamed by passion?

(a) Fa Hsiang reduces the number of the daughters to three, and says that a glance of the saint metamorphosed them into old hags. This, however, refers to a subsequent attack (p. 44). The maids are said to have commenced their attack from the north, and Mára and his host from the south.—Beal’s Translation, p. 132.
"With hair soft and redolent with the finest perfume; enticing faces adorned with tiara, ear-rings, and leaves of gold; shapely forehead; countenances set off with choice unguents; eyes large and bright as the lotus; faces resplendent as the lunar orb in its fullness; lips of the colour of the fully ripe bimba fruit; teeth that rival the whiteness of the conch-shell, or the kunda flower, or the driven snow,—here we are, who long for your love. Do you, dear one, cast a glance?

"With hard, heaving busts, persons dimpled with rotundity, and expansive hips, here we are, lord; do cast a glance on these exquisite maidens.

"With limbs taper as the trunk of the elephant, hands adorned with bracelets, and hips set off with golden chains, here we are, lord; do cast a glance on your slaves.

"Moving languishingly like the swan, with speech sweet, endearing, and enchanting, such beauties, so well adorned, so thoroughly versed in love's art, so accomplished in singing, music, and dancing, modelled expressly for love—should you not wish for such suppliants for love, you will be deprived of the greatest pleasures on earth. Even as the fool who runs away from the sight of a jewel—stupid mortal! ignorant of the value of wealth and enjoyment—so are you, unversed in love, spurning us, maidens, who have come to you?"

The Bodhisattva said:—"I shall be the king of the three regions, the revered lord of the heaven and the earth, the mover of the wheel of religion, gifted with the ten transcendent powers, surrounded with sons and disciples, and these disciples by tens of thousands bowing before me. Fallen in love with religion, my mind cannot enjoy worldly objects."

The maidens:—"While delightful youth lasts in thy sprouting manhood, while disease and decay do not assail you, while you are in the heyday of youth and loveliness, as we are, do you, of smiling face, no longer delay to enjoy with delight the sports of love."

The Bodhisattva:—"As long as I have not obtained the nectar of immortality; as long as the regions of the Devas and the Asuras are not free from transitory pain; as long as disease, decay, and death, do not appear as angry enemies,—so long shall I think of the blissful path to the fearless region."

The maidens:—"Even as in the region of the Devas, the lord of the three-fold ten (Indra) surrounded by fairies (apāsaras), bepraised by the greatest among the
immortals (Jáma and Sujáma) is free from every and all disagreeable objects, so in
the palace of Mára, sweetly overpowered by pleasure, lovely one, enjoy the pastimes
of love with us."

The Bodhisattva:—"Love is unsteady as drops of water on the points of
grass-blades, or the clouds of autumn, furious as the daughters of serpents, and infinitely
dreadful. Adored by Śakra, Sujáma, and the Devas, holding Namuehi in sub-
jugation, who will delight with loving women environed with misery?"

The maidens:—"Behold the trees with tender leaflets in full bloom, listen
to the heart-enlivening song of the coel, the hum of bees in the cool breezy bower,
amidst groves frequented by the noblest of celestial choirsters (kinnara), and enjoy
them with these maidens on a soft curling sward."

The Bodhisattva:—"These trees with tender leaves have flowered in accord-
ance with the laws of nature; the bees, drunk with honey, have entered the flowers
impelled by thirst; and the sun will dry up the grass on the sward. I have set
before me the nectar which former Jinas have tasted."

The maidens:—"Behold these moon-like faces, like a garland of sweet faces,
with speech sweet and delightful, and teeth white as silver or driven snow! Such
beauties are scarce in the mansions of the gods, more so in those of mortals. Even
these always long for your company!"

The Bodhisattva:—"I behold bodies impure and defiled, full of vermin, rotten,
mere fuel, fragile, and enveloped in pain. I long for that which is beneficial to the
whole creation, movable and immovable,—the undecaying, which has been sought
by great Buddhhas."

The maidens:—"Versed in all the sixty-four devices of love, tinkling the
small bells of their anklets and waist-chains, with their garments all slack, struck
mad by the shaft of the god of love, these laughing, delightful maidens,—how
distorted must be your mind, dear sir, if you do not associate with them!"

The Bodhisattva:—"The whole world is manifest with evil and enveloped in
passion; love is like unto the sword, the dart, and the spear, like a razor dipped in
honey, like the tinder (lit. dried cowdung) before the fire on the head of the serpent.
I know these things well, and therefore avoid the company of all women, the
charmers who destroy all (moral) merit!"

Thus all their impassioned eloquence was of no avail.
With a smiling face the saint, in mellifluous accents, reproofed them as often as they addressed him, and advised them to retire and betake to a virtuous course of life.

The maidens retired; and Mara, disappointed, discomfited, and completely disgraced, in overwhelming grief withdrew his army.

Now eight guardian deities of the Tree of Knowledge came forward and adorned the person of the saint with the sixteen graces peculiar to Bodhisattvas. Mara at the same time came forward and entered into a protracted discussion with the deities and the Bodhisattva; but his logic and sophistry proved as availing as his army and the seductive arts of his daughters, and he had at last to give up the contest altogether.

Having thus overcome Mara, the Bodhisattva, at nightfall, entered into the meditation which enlightens the understanding, and completed it at the close of the first watch of the night. He then undertook the meditation of ecstasy, and accomplished it at the close of the second watch. He next entered into the meditation which has no object of thought,—a simple, but absolute, concentration of the mind on itself. This was successfully completed at the close of the third watch. Lastly, he completed the meditation which is devoid of all pleasure and pain, and is absolute knowledge.

Thus was perfect knowledge acquired by the Bodhisattva, and he became a Buddha. What this perfect knowledge was is nowhere described; but it being absolute, it is assumed to have embraced the whole circle of theology and mental and moral philosophy. Some idea of it may be formed from the thoughts which are said to have arisen in the mind of the saint at dawn of day immediately after the completion of the fourth meditation:

"Verily," he thought, "it is painful that beings should take birth, live, die, fall, and multiply; nor do they perceive that it is a tree of pain that they endure. Alas! they know not that decay, disease, and death, are but the manifestations of that mighty tree of pain,—that of decay, disease, and death."

"But whence do disease and death (jārnārāja) proceed, and what is their cause?

"Disease and death proceed from birth (jāti): birth therefore is their cause.

"Whence does birth proceed, and what is its cause?

"Birth proceeds from the world (bhava): the world therefore is its cause."
"But whence proceeds the world, and what is its cause?
   "The world proceeds from the elements (upādāna) : the elements therefore are its cause.

"But whence proceed the elements, and what is their cause?
   "The elements proceed from desire (trishnā) : desire therefore is its cause.

"But whence proceeds desire, and what is its cause?
   "Desire proceeds from sensation (vedānta) : sensation therefore is its cause.

"But whence proceeds sensation, and what is its cause?
   "Sensation proceeds from contact (sparsha) : contact therefore is the cause of pain.

"But whence proceeds contact, and what is its cause?
   "Contact proceeds from the six organs of sense (shājayatana) : the six organs therefore are its cause.

"But whence proceed the six organs, and what are their causes?
   "The six organs proceed from name and form (nāma-rāpa) : name and form therefore are their causes.

"But whence proceed name and form, and what is their cause?
   "Name and form proceed from consciousness (vijñāna) : consciousness therefore is the cause of name and form.

"But whence proceeds consciousness, and what is its cause?
   "Consciousness proceeds from intuition (svāskāra) : intuition is therefore the cause of consciousness.

"But whence proceeds intuition, and what is its cause?
   "Intuition proceeds from illusion (avidyā) : illusion therefore is its cause.

"Thus illusion is the cause of intuition; intuition that of consciousness; consciousness that of name and form; name and form that of the six organs; the six organs that of contact; contact that of sensation; sensation that of desire; desire that of the elements; the elements that of the earth; the earth that of birth; birth that of decay, death, grief, anxiety, misery, distress, and desire for relief, and thence proceeds the whole—verily the whole—of this tree of pain.
"But by what happening can disease and death not happen? By prohibiting what can disease and death be prohibited?
"If there be no birth, there can be no disease and death. By prohibiting birth, therefore, disease and death can be prohibited.
"But how can birth not take place? By prohibiting what can birth be prohibited?
"If there be no world there can be no birth. By prohibiting the world, therefore, birth can be prohibited.
"But how can the intuitions not take place? By prohibiting what can the intuitions be prohibited?
"In the absence of illusion there can be no intuition. By the prohibition of illusion intuition is therefore prohibited. By the prohibition of illusion consciousness is prohibited. So by the obviation of birth, disease, death, grief, anxiety, misery, and longing, the source of diseases, is obviated, and thereby verily is the source of the great tree of pain obviated.

"Thus became manifest to the Bodhisattva the light of religion, unknown before, which always expands by the application of the mind, and produces sense, vision, learning, expansiveness, memory, and knowledge.

"Thus did I, O Bhikshus! at the time learn that this is pain, this is the totality of misery, this is the means of removing it, and this knowledge, which points out the means of removing misery. I learnt that this misery of desire, this of the world, this of delusion, this of sight,—how these miseries may be finally removed; how this misery totally disappears leaving no trace behind. I learnt, too, this is illusion, this the totality of illusion, this the removal of illusion, this the knowledge of removing illusion, how this illusion totally disappears, leaving no trace behind. Enough!

"I learnt these are intuitions, this the totality of intuitions, this the means of removing the intuitions, this is the knowledge of removing the intuitions."

The other categories are recited in the same way; but it is not necessary to reproduce them here. The metaphysical substratum of these cogitations appears to be a system which makes jñāna, 'knowledge' or 'consciousness' to be the prime source of the phenomenal world, and takes no note of anything beyond, material or spiritual. No God is anywhere acknowledged. It corresponds so far with the Idealism of Berkeley and the Transfigured Realism of Herbert Spencer, as it denies
materiality or realism to the phenomenal world, but it does not, like them, recognize an all-comprehending power. In this respect it approaches nearest to what is called Moderate Idealism, which, according to Viscount Amberley, "agrees with Berkeley in dismissing to the limbo of extinct metaphysical creatures the substance supposed to lurk beneath the apparent qualities of bodies. It holds that there is no such substance, and that these qualities, and therefore bodies themselves, exist only in consciousness. But it differs from Berkeley in omitting to provide any source whatever, external to ourselves, from which these bodies can be derived. Not only are they in their phenomenal aspect the mere states of our own consciousness, but they have no other aspect than the phenomenal one, and are in themselves nothing but phenomena." (a) This is, however, only the philosophy of Buddha as developed in his cogitations, and even as the Moderate Idealist "rather inconsistently concedes to other human beings, something more than a merely phenomenal existence," so does Buddha. But his disciples have evolved very different schools of thought, and it is difficult to determine what were really his ideas on the subject.

Immediately after these cogitations gods of different classes showered flowers on the Bodhimāṇḍa in token of their great joy at the successful termination of the arduous undertaking of the great saint. "Seeing that the Devaputras had been so disposed, the Bodhisattva, rising in the air to the height of seven palm-trees, rent asunder all the trammels of existence, and proclaimed—'When the road is destroyed the dust is allayed, and the dried up miseries return not again. When the road is destroyed pain comes to an end.' Hearing this the Devaputras showered flowers again and again, so that the earth was covered knee-deep by the flowers. For seven days and nights the Bodhisattva, now Buddha, remained seated on the Bodhimāṇḍa, with the conviction 'now has the eternal knowledge been thoroughly understood by me; 'now has the pain of birth, disease, and death, been brought to a close by me.'"

At the moment when the Bodhisattva attained the perfect knowledge, the whole world was imbued with a sense of supreme felicity; all the regions of the universe were refulgent with a glorious light; the darkness of sin was dissolved everywhere; every living being was agitated by a sense of excitement; all former Buddhas extolled the great achievement; the world was covered by a net-work of jewelled
umbrellas, and they shed a resplendent light; Bodhisattvas and Devaputras in all the ten quarters of the globe made the air resonant with exclamations of joy, and the clouds showered from the sky auspicious rain to enable the seed of religion to germinate. The glad tidings spread everywhere, and all, who could, repaired to the Bodhimaṇḍa to offer their congratulations to the saint.

The first to come was a body of Apsaras of the class called Kāmāvachara, i.e. those who can instantly go wherever they like. These paid their adorations to the saint, and then recited hymns in his praise.

Next came the Devaputras of the class called Suddhāvatākāyika, i.e. pure in body and raiment; then the Devaputras of the class Ābhandara, or radiant; next the Devaputras of the class Subrahma; next the Devaputras of the class Suklapakahika, or white-winged; next the Devaputra named Paraniṁita-vasavartī with his retinue; then Sunirmita Devaputra; then Santusita Devaputra; then the guardian gods of the different watches of the day and night; and each party, in due order, paid their adorations and recited hymns in praise of the saint. Next followed Śakra with his heavenly host of thirty-three gods, and then four celestial emperors (mahārājas), each with a mighty host of Devaputras, and then the gods of the sky and the gods of the earth, and each in succession went through the same ceremony.

Seven days and nights having thus elapsed, on the morning of the eighth day a mighty host of Devaputras brought thousands of pitchers full of perfumed water, and bathed the saint and the Bodhimaṇḍa with the same. On that occasion a Devaputra, of the name of Samantakusuma, asked the saint the name of the meditation he had practised during the seven preceding days. In reply to this query the saint said it was called Priyāhāra-vyūha, or "the enjoyment of gratification."

After this the saint passed the second week in walking constantly (Dīrgha-chankrama); the third, in constantly looking at the Bodhimaṇḍa without even the interruption of a wink; and the fourth in traversing by his mind the area from the eastern to the western ocean (Dahara-chankrama).

On the termination of the fourth week the sinful Māra approached the lord and said, "Forbear, Bhagavan! forbear. O Sujāta, this is the time for the lord's forbearance."

In reply to this address the lord said:—"O sinful one, I shall never forbear until my disciples become old; until they become able, self-restraining, frank,
humble, proficient, experienced; versed in the details of religion, powerful, able to disseminate the knowledge of the teachers among the born and the unborn, competent to overcome heretics by their teaching, and to disseminate virtue. No, I shall not forbear until the light of Buddha and Sangha has been firmly established by me, and infinite Bodhisattvas are made manifest in the peerless Bodhi knowledge. No, as long as my fourfold followers become not self-reliant, humble, frank, and proficient, so long shall I continue to inculcate the invulnerable Dharma."

Hearing this, the sinful Mára retired to a corner, and sat very much mortified, distracted, and helpless, with his face cast down, and scratching the earth with a stick. Thereupon three of his daughters, namely, Ratí, Aratí, and Trishná, thus addressed him:—"Why are you, father, so grieved? (If the cause of your affliction) be a mortal or an elephant, say, and we will tie him up in a lasso and soon bring him to your control."

Mára replied:—"In this world the revered Sujáta is not subject to the passions; he stands beyond what is within my control, and therefore am I in such excessive grief."

Impelled by the volatility and fickleness of their sex, and unmindful of their father’s remarks, the daughters assumed the fullness of middle-aged beauty, and appeared before the saint; but he did not turn his mind towards them, and they stood withered and shrivelled-up. Returning then to their father, they said:—"Well have you said, father, that he is not subject to the passions; he stands beyond what is under my control, and therefore am I in such excessive grief.’ Had he cast a glance on the beauty we had assumed for the distraction of Gautama, his mind would have at once been overcome. Now, father, relieve us of this withered, shrivelled-up body."

Mára said:—"In this world of movables and immovables I can see not the man who can undo the resolution of Buddha. Quickly repair, therefore, to the presence of the sage and confess your guilt, and he will restore you to your former beauty."

The daughters did as they were advised, and the saint benignly forgave them.

The fifth week the saint sojourned near the house of Muchilinda, a Nága king. The weather was excessively rainy and cold, and as the saint remained outside the house, the Nága king coiled himself seven-fold round his body, and outstretched his hood so as to protect the head of the saint from the rain. And like unto him
other Nāga kings came from the east and the west and the south, and did the same, so that no cold wind could come in contact with the body of the perfect one.

On the lapse of the week the rain ceased, and the Nāgas uncoiled themselves, circumambulated the person of the saint three times, and, after prostrating before him with profound respect, retired to their homes.

The following week the saint passed under the shelter of a nyagrodha-tree, belonging to a goatherd. On his way from the house of Muchilinda to the tree, a large concourse of gods and hermits met him on the bank of the Nairanjana, and congratulated him on his having safely passed through the rainy days.

The seventh week the saint passed under the shelter of a sacred tree (Tārāyasa) in a grove of khirika-trees (Memosops huni). When he was there, two well-disposed, intelligent merchants, named Trapusha and Bhallika, were returning from the south, after a very successful venture, bringing with them five hundred carts laden with merchandize. They had two bullocks, named Sujāta and Kirti, which had the wonderful quality of moving on over difficulties which no other bullock could face; but if there happened to be any danger ahead, they stopped short, and never would move an inch, even if they were impelled by the severest chastising. When the caravan arrived near the grove, the wheels of the carts sank under the earth up to the nave, and the bullocks stopped and could not be prevailed upon by any means to proceed. They rent asunder all the harness, broke the carts, and stood in fear and amazement. The wonderful yoke of Sujāta and Kirti was tried, but it, too, failed. Thereupon the merchants suspected there must be danger ahead, and sent mounted couriers to survey the ground. After examining every place the couriers returned, and reported that there was no danger ahead, but a very pious-looking and wonderful saint living under a tree. The gifted bullocks now rushed towards the tree, and the whole party beheld the saint seated calmly, dressed in his ochre-coloured garments. The merchants paid him their respects, and offered him a present of honey and sugar, asking him to hold forth a vessel to receive the same.

The thought now struck the saint—how did former Buddhas receive such presents?—and the conclusion arrived at was that an alms-bowl was the most appropriate vessel for the purpose. At this time, knowing that the hour of the saint's repast had arrived, four great kings came from the four quarters, and each
placed before him a golden vessel, praying that the saint would deign to accept it. The saint, however, declined the offer. Similarly four vessels, of silver, crystal, and other precious materials, were successively offered, but declined.

The saint then reflected in his mind what was the most appropriate material for an alms-bowl, and what had been used by former Tathāgatas, and the conclusion he arrived at was that stone was the best material. Then Vaiśravaṇa, the great king, along with three others, viz. Dhṛtarāṣṭra, Virūḍhaka, and Virūpāksha, brought four stone vessels and respectfully offered them to the saint. These were accepted.

Soon after two milch-cows belonging to the merchants, when milked gave, instead of milk, some well-churned butter. The Brāhmaṇas present looked upon this as an evil omen, and ordained an expiatory sacrifice; but a wise man of the party recommended that the wonderful product should be presented to the saint, and this was done.

Having refreshed himself with the offerings presented to him by the merchants, the saint reflected whether, now that he had acquired the perfect knowledge, he should keep it to himself or impart it to others, and he was disposed to adopt the first branch of the alternative, as he thought none could duly appreciate his doctrine. Brahmā, however, felt that such a resolution on the part of the saint would deprive the world of the greatest blessing. So he, Indra, the presiding divinity of the earth, and other gods, repeatedly and earnestly besought him to change his mind, and exhorted him to deign to impart the knowledge to others for the benefit of creation, and ultimately made him accord his assent to the proposal.

The question then arose as to whom he should first impart the knowledge, and where he should do so. He thought of his old tutors, Rudraka and Ārādha Kālāma, but, doubting their faith, ultimately decided upon his five youthful companions, who had left him, but who were likely to prove the most docile recipients. As they were then at Benares, he proposed to proceed thither.

Descending from the Bodhimaṇḍa, he proceeded on his journey. Halting at Gaya, he met a hermit named Ājivaka, who at once recognised in him all the emblems of a perfect being. He approached him and asked, “Tell me, blessed Gautama, what is Brahmacharya?”

The saint replied in verse:—“I never had a tutor, and none exists like unto me; I alone am perfect in knowledge (sambuddha), thoroughly purified and sinless.”
Ájívaka inquired:—"Respected sir (arhat), do you know the soul of Gautama?"

The saint replied:—"I verily am the ruler in this world. I am without a successor; I, a Sura, a Gandharva; I have none to rival me."

Ájívaka again inquired:—"Do you know the soul of Jina, the Gautama?"

Tathágata rejoined:—"The Jinas are those who have, like me, cleansed themselves from sin. Since all sinful attributes have been overcome by me, I am verily a supreme Jina (upajina).

Ájívaka asked:—"Where are you going to?"

Tathágata replied:—"I shall repair to Váraññasi, and, arriving at the city of Káśi, make refulgent the world immersed in darkness. I shall repair to Váraññasi, and, arriving at the city of Káśi, rouse the mute world with the blast of the immortal trumpet. I shall repair to Váraññasi, and, arriving at the city of Káśi, turn the wheel of the law in this world."

After this conversation, each turned his own way. The conversation is pointless, but it is worthy of note as affording a clear proof of the existence of Jainism before the composition of the Lalita Vistara.

With the departure of Śákya for Váraññasi, the description of his penance comes to a close. The description is obviously legendary to a great extent, and too full of palpably fictitious, miraculous, and supernatural occurrences to be worthy of any confidence. But within this dense mass of cloud it is not difficult to perceive an outline of the true character of the saint, which has all the elements of genuine history.

Early in the fourth quarter of the last century a feuilleton appeared, which, by dint of a priori arguments and sophistic reasoning, attempted to prove that the accounts published of British successes in the American war of independence were all false. The success which attended this venture led to the origin of similar feuilletons disproving the existence of Napoleon Buonaparte and other personages. The object in these cases was fun, and this was fully attained; but of late this system of reasoning has been, with sober seriousness, brought to bear upon ancient history, and, among others, Buddha has been shown to be a myth. It would be out of place to enter into a discussion here on the subject, or to refute this assumption. Believing as I do, with some of the most distinguished scholars of the day, in the historical entity of the author of the Buddhist religion, I shall note
briefly the circumstances which appear to me to be mythical or legendary incrustations on an historically probable substratum.

That such a tribe as that of the Śākyas did once exist on the north of the Ganges none will, I fancy, question. At the time of Buddha's birth, India was divided into many small kingdoms, each held by a tribal chief, and Kapilavastu, under Suddhodana, was one of them—a small principality, perhaps not quite so large as the Bettiah or the Darbhanga Rāj of the present day. Its chief unquestionably exercised full regal powers, but his income in those days could scarcely have been more than a fourth or a fifth of that of modern Darbhanga. Wassiljew is of opinion that the royal parentage of the saint is an invention, designed to shed additional glory on him; but seeing how many royal personages with extensive dominion and absolute power have, in mediaeval and modern times, both in Europe and Asia, voluntarily exchanged the throne for a monk's cell, there is nothing extraordinary in a petty Indian prince, in a sudden fit of a capricious revulsion of feeling, or from domestic discord, or from satiety after over-indulgence in the pleasures of the world, (a) or from a naturally religious disposition, forsaking his home and betaking to an ascetic life; and I see no reason to reject the united testimony of all Indian writers on the subject. An invention of the kind is possible, but it is not probable. Certain it is that no such invention has been attempted in the case of Nānak, Guru Govind, Kabir, Chaitanya, and other later religious reformers in India. Religious glory was in their cases so supreme that it could gain nothing by exalted birth. The latter would pale before the former; not to advert to the shortness of time between the death of Śākyya and the composition of his biography to admit of an invention, trifling in itself, and involving a question of fact, to be easily made current.

Leaving out of consideration the circumstances under which Śākyya obtained his hermit's garb as unworthy of notice, his peregrinations and pupilage under different tutors are perfectly natural. That he should be received with welcome by Vimbisāra of Magadha, a neighbouring chieftain, who was most probably aware of the young hermit's birth and parentage, is nothing extraordinary; the conversation between the two, and the promise to become a pupil should the youth ever attain success in his mission, being mere poetical embellishments. The account of the journey from Magadha to Uruvilvā contains nothing legendary or

(a) See my 'Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal,' p. 58.
supernatural. In the present day hermits are passing from place to place by hundreds and thousands, halting under the friendly shelter of trees when tired, and living upon the alms of the charitable. Nor is there anything extraordinary in an Indian hermit passing some time, say three, four, five, or six years, in penance under a tree, living upon such scanty food as the neighbours thought fit to bring to him. The story of the single plum, the single grain of rice, and the absolute fast, must of course be relegated to the region of poetical hyperboles. It is doubtful whether the village maiden, Sujátá, was an historical personage, or merely the symbol of all those who charitably offered their doles to the fasting saint, who never begged for his meal; probably a symbol for the name appears to be a generic one, meaning the 'well-born;' or 'the good one;' and the Lalita Vistara, in one place, gives the names of twelve maidens (a) who used to give alms to the saint during his six years' meditations. Abstention from begging is a very effective method amidst unsophisticated villagers of bringing in regular supplies of food to a fasting hermit. The author of this essay well remembers a hermit who, five-and-thirty years ago, came to a mango tope near his residence in the suburbs of Calcutta and devoted a whole year to the performance of the most rigorous penances. The deluded man used to pass his winter nights seated in a tank with water up to his neck. During summer, for two or three hours every day, he hung himself by his feet from the branch of a tree and kept a burning fire below, his companion keeping him swinging to prevent the fire from scorching him. During rainy weather he used to sit in an open place, so that he may be thoroughly drenched. During the whole of the period neither the hermit nor his disciple ever went out to beg, but they got their food regularly supplied them by the people who lived around them. Nor is this a solitary instance. It is a time-honored custom in this country; and there is, therefore, nothing extraordinary in a hermit having done the like in India two thousand and four hundred years ago.

The transition from the penance to a different mode of living is also not uncommon, and the resolution to preach a new doctrine may be believed in without any stretch of imagination, if we will only reject as fabulous all the supernatural occurrences, the decorations of the road to the Bodhimanḍa, the warfare with the Evil One and his host, the divine visitations and exhortations, and the celestial

(a) Their names were (1) Balá, (2) Dáriká, (3) Balaguṇṭá, (4) Priyá, (5) Supriyá, (6) Vyayasaṇá, (7) Ātmanukramaṇá, (8) Sundá, (9) Kumbhakári, (10) Udayáliká, (11) Jñáliká, (12) Sujátá. In words the number is said to be ten.—Lalita Vistara, p. 331.
rejoicings which have been engrafted on them. In short, a petty prince, tired of home, betakes to the life of a religious pupil, then passes some time, the exact period being immaterial, though the period assigned is not long, in penance in a retired village, and then assumes the role of the teacher of a new doctrine, and this is the sum total of the historical Buddha as he now "stands before us as one of the few great leaders of humanity, who seem endowed with every virtue and free from every fault." (a)

The legends are due partly to poetical embellishments, partly to allegories, and partly to deliberate ingraftation of ancient stories on the original simple stem, to heighten its importance. The additions were not all made at one time, but at different times, and under different circumstances. Nevertheless they are all of very ancient date. Hsiuen Thsang knew them all in the middle of the seventh century; Fa Hian, in the beginning of the fifth century, referred to several of them; and they occur in the Chinese life of Buddha, which dates from the first century. Even before the commencement of the Christian era we have some of them represented in frescoes and sculpture. They existed when the church split into Northern and Southern Buddhism within two hundred years of the saint's death, and the Lalita Vistara, which dates from the third century before Christ, gives them all in full detail.

The story of the assault of Mára on the saint is obviously an allegory, intended to illustrate the influence which the sensuous desires exert to subvert the moral instincts of man, or the struggle which the intellectually-disposed must undergo in order to overcome all the cravings of their passions and rise above all carnality. It is the counterpart of the Vedic allegory of the wars of the gods and the demons, the moral and religious faculties and the lust of the flesh. It occurs in some form or other in all the leading systems of religion. It was evidently current at an early period in the history of Buddha, as it occurs in the Gáthá portion of the Lalita Vistara. Perhaps it was originally accepted as an allegory and no more; but, as usual in such cases, the allegory passed into the concrete, and the faithful accepted it as true history. The change took place long before the commencement of the Christian era, as in the Ajantá caves we have a fresco painting, which is most probably about 2,000 years old, in which the story is fully delineated. (See Plate II.) The saint is represented seated on a throne under a tree, with Mára

to his right brandishing a big sword, and a host of imps and hobgoblins fiercely attacking him from all sides. The daughters of Mára are represented standing in front of the throne. The monster forms shown in the picture are not numerous, nor always in keeping with the Lalita Vistara description, but there is no doubt of the whole being a pictorial representation of the story. The ideas are in some respects contemptible, and the attempt on the part of one of the monsters to frighten the saint by showing the white of his eyes by turning the eyelid is peculiarly puerile. Time and, possibly, mimical hands have very much injured the fresco, and large portions of it have been obliterated. But such as the picture is it is interesting as affording a tangible evidence of the antiquity of the story.

It is obvious that the story of the warfare between good and evil was borrowed by the Buddhists from the Hindus, for in its essential elements it is nothing but what suggested the wars of the Devas and the Asuras. In its modified form, as given in the Buddhist books, it occurs in the later works on Yoga and in the Tantras. Seated on a corpse in a cremation ground at midnight when a person is engaged in the performance of the demoniacal rite called Sava-saîdhana for the acquirement of supernatural powers, he is, it is said, assailed by aerial spirits, which come to him in the forms of tigers, serpents, and hideous monsters, and frighten him in every possible way; and should he stand firm against them and give no attention to their doings and sayings, he is sure to accomplish his objects: otherwise he fails. In other forms of Yoga the same causes of interruptions are also apprehended. But in the last transition the story has lost its allegorical character. It is no longer Mára that assails, but demi-gods, instigated by Indra, who wish to put to test the fixity of purpose of the person engaged in the performance of a Yoga, and the name given to it is Vibhisîkâ, or 'frightening.'

Sanskrit Buddhist literature does not afford us any clue to the exact spots where the different events described in the above narrative took place. Fa Hien gives the bearings and distances of some of the places; but his account of Buddha Gayâ is exceedingly brief, and in some instances manifestly inaccurate. Hiouen Thsang, however, makes some amends for the shortcomings of his predecessor. His itinerary is written in considerable detail, and, but for the absence of measured distances in some cases, would have left nothing to be desired, except plates. The bearings he gives are generally correct. He notices, too, several incidents in the life
of the saint which find no place in the narrative of the Lalita Vistara. They have thus the disadvantage of being less authentic, but they are mostly founded on the Avadánas and other scriptural texts of his creed. Besides, whether authentic or not, they are so intimately associated with the history of Buddhism, and once figured so prominently in connection with the monumental remains of Buddha Gayá, that they cannot be overlooked without sacrificing, at least to a certain extent, the interest of the remains now extant, and of the history of the place, which forms the theme of this essay.

Leaving the southern boundary of Gayá, the first object of antiquity which Hionen Thsang met with was a stúpa erected to the honour of the birth-place of Kásyapa. This stood to the south-east of the hill of Gayá, i.e. the Brahmayoní hill, and close by the Nairanjaná river. To the south of it, opposite the Prágbodhí hill, now called Mrú, there were two others at a place where Gayá Kásyapa and Nadí Kásyapa had performed a sacrifice (yajña) when they were Hindus.

Crossing the river at this place, the pilgrim came to the Prágbodhí hill, and there he noticed certain monuments which do not come within the scope of this essay. Travelling thence from 40 to 50 li (about 8 miles) to the south-west, he arrived at the foot of the Tree of Knowledge. The tree was surrounded by a substantial brick wall, very difficult of access. The area enclosed was oblong; the length stretching from the east to the west, and the breadth from the north to the south. The principal entrance to this enclosure, comprising a circuit of 500 paces, or 1,250 feet, i.e. about 350 by 275 feet, was from the east, facing the river. The southern gate had near it a large basin of water, covered with flowers. The western gate was particularly strong and difficult of access, and the north one communicated with a large convent. "Over every part of the ground surrounded by the wall there were sacred monuments of all kinds,—either stúpas (tumuli) or viháras (temples). Kings, ministers, and great personages from all parts of the Jambudvipa, who had respectfully received the doctrine which had been bequeathed by Buddha, had constructed them to preserve his memory" (p. 460). Their number was immense, and the pilgrim felt it too difficult to describe them. He accordingly remarked:—

"Dans l'intérieur des murs de l'arbre de l'intelligence, les monuments sacrés se touchent les uns les autres; il serait très-difficile de les citer tous" (p. 477). Outside of this enciente, within a circuit of ten li, or nearly two miles round the Tree of Knowledge, the
sacred monuments were also so numerous that he could not cite them all:—""A
environ dix li au midi de l'arbre de l'intelligence, les monuments sacrés sont tellement
nombreux, qu'il serait difficile de les citer tous"" (p. 492). He has nevertheless noticed
a great number, most probably all the more important ones, and I shall here
attempt a synopsis of his narrative, illustrating it with a rough sketch (Plate III),
showing the probable sites of the monuments seen by the pilgrim. The numbers
given in the text correspond with those on the sketch.

Passing over his account of the Bodhi-tree (No. 1) and the Great Temple (No. 2)
to the east of it, to be noticed in a subsequent chapter, the first monument he describes
was a convent (No. 3). It was situated to the north of the tree, and there Buddha
used to promenade for exercise. It was a massive structure of brick (p. 470), and to
the north of that spot there was placed, in the centre of a stately temple (No. 4), a
large flag of stone and an image of Buddha with his eyes uplifted, to commemorate
that part of his career in which he, for seven days, watched the Tree of Knowledge
without turning his eyes for a single instant. At a short distance to the west of the
tree there was a large temple with an image of Buddha in brass, covered with the
rarest and most precious ornaments (No. 5). The saint was represented standing
and looking towards the east. Under the statue there was a flag of blue-coloured
stone with wonderful veins and of extraordinary character. When the Bodhisattva
was about to attain his perfection, the god Brahmá had built for him a magnificent
palace with seven precious materials, and Indra built a seat with similar materials,
and this stone was a relic of those structures; the pilgrim adding with characteristic
naiétée, "during the immense interval which separates us from the saint, the precious
stones have changed into ordinary stones" (p. 472).

At a short distance to the south of the tree there was a stūpa 100 feet high,
which had been built by King Asoka (No. 6). To the north-east of it there was
another (No. 7), which marked the spot where the Bodhisattva had obtained from a
grass-cutter some grass for his seat on the Bodhimanḍa (p. 472). It was in the
neighbourhood of this spot that Bodhisattva beheld some blue birds (nīlakṣṇa) and
a herd of deer, which presaged the success of his undertaking. (a)

(a) The nīlakṣṇa is to this day held by the Hindus to be a bird of good omen, and on the last day of the
Dārga-puja one is generally let loose to fly away as an auspicious sign. The deer is not so held by the Hindus,
but it has been always a favourite in hermitages. The presence of the figure of deer on the throne of Buddha is
generally explained as indicative of good luck.
To the east of the tree, close by the highway, there was a stūpa (No. 8), which marked the spot whence Māra twice assailed the great saint; once tempting him with the offer of universal sovereignty, and at another time deputing his daughters to display their charms to seduce the saint, for which fault they were metamorphosed into old hags. (a)

In the centre of a vihāra (No. 6) situated to the north-west of the tree there was a statue of Kāśyapa Buddha. As the saint was renowned for his divine powers and sanctity, there was always a great enthusiasm. It is said, in the words of the ancients, that if a man, animated by sincere faith, walks seven times round this statue, he obtains, wherever he may be born, the knowledge of his anterior existences (p. 473).

To the north-west of the last there were two houses built of bricks (No. 10). One was dedicated to the goddess of the earth for her appearance before the saint when Māra was overcome, and the other built by the people to commemorate that act of virtue (p. 474). At a short distance to the north-west of the wall round the tree there was a stūpa (No. 10), called the 'Saffron Stūpa' (Kumkuma stūpa). It was about 40 feet high, and had been dedicated by a merchant who had been saved from the perils of the sea by devotion to Buddha (p. 474).

At the south-east angle of the wall, near an Indian fig-tree (nyagrodha), there was a stūpa (No. 11), and by its side a vihāra containing an image of Buddha in the act of receiving the request of Brahmā to turn the wheel of the law. When Buddha had obtained the sacred grass for his seat on the Bodhi-mañḍa, he walked to the four corners, and the great earth quaked; but when he took his seat under the tree everything became quiescent. At each of the four corners of the enciente, within the surrounding wall, there was a large stūpa (No. 12); and these marked the spots to which he had walked on each side (p. 477).

To the south-west, beyond the circuit of the wall, there was an old house belonging to the two (b) peasant girls who had given a dish of frumenty to the saint (No. 13). Near by, where they had dressed the dish, there was another stūpa (No. 14); and there was a third (No. 15) where the saint received the dish of rice-milk (p. 477).

Beyond the southern gate there was a large tank, about 700 paces, 1,850 feet in circuit (No. 16). Its water was pure and clear like a mirror, and dragons

(a) See note, p. 36.
(b) See note, p. 49.
(crocodiles?) and fishes lived in it. It had been excavated by two Brāhman brothers by order of the god Maheśvara (p. 477).

Further on there was another tank (No. 17), and it was the one which Indra had excavated with his hands for the saint to wash his clothes and bathe in. To the west of this tank there was a large stone (No. 18), which Indra had brought from the Snowy Mountain for the saint to spread his clothes upon to dry (p. 478).

Near by the last there is a stūpa where Buddha dried his clothes (No. 19). The remains of this stūpa now form a rubbish mound, which in the revenue survey map is called an 'old site.'

Further on, to the south, near a wood (No. 21), there is a stūpa (No. 20) where he received the clothes from the hands of a poor old woman (a) (p. 478). The wood still exists.

To the east of the tank excavated by Indra, the Lord of the gods, in the midst of a wood, there was a tank (No. 22), belonging to the King of Dragons, Muchilinda. Its water is of a bluish-black colour, and of a sweet agreeable taste. On the west of this tank there is a small vihāra, where the saint remained in meditation for seven days after obtaining the perfect knowledge (p. 478).

On the east of this ancient tank there was the dwelling of the dragon (No. 23). The place is now called Muchāram, evidently a corruption of Muchilinda.

In the midst of a wood, to the east of the tank of Muchilinda, there is a vihāra with a statue of Buddha, represented as very thin and emaciated (No. 24). Close by this there is a spot, about 70 paces long, where the saint used to promenade for exercise (p. 478).

To the south and north (sic in text) of the last there is a pipal-tree (No. 25), where the saint performed his six years' austerities along with his five companions (the name of one of them was Ajñāta Kaundinya). The oil from the fruit of this tree, mixed with offerings to the statues, cures diverse maladies. Close by this tree there was a stūpa raised by the five companions (p. 479).

To the south-east of the last there was a stūpa on a spot from which the saint went to the river for his bath (No. 26).

(a) The Lalita Vistara replaces the woman by a corpse. See p. 29. One of the Avidanaas supports the statement of Huen Thang.
Near by this place there is a stūpa (No. 27), where a householder gave the saint some meal and parched grain, and further on another, (No. 28) where two merchants presented to the saint some parched grain and meal. They were passing by the forest, and, being apprised by the spirit of the forest that the Master of the Age was immersed in meditation for 49 days without food, came forward and offered the food, which was graciously accepted. By the side of this place, where the merchants offered the meal, there is a stūpa. This is the spot where the four kings of the sky gave alms-bowls to Buddha. When the reverend of the age was offered the meal, he asked in what he was to receive it. At this moment the four kings of the sky came from the four sides of the world, bringing each a golden vase, which they offered him. The reverend of the age remained silent, and expressed no wish to receive them. He thought within himself, since I have quitted my home it is not proper that I should use such vases. The four kings of the sky put aside the golden vases and offered those of silver. They then offered vases of rock-crystal, of lapis-lazuli, of cornelian, of amber, of ruby, &c. When the reverend of the age would not look at them, nor receive any of them, these kings returned to their palaces, and each brought a vase of stone. These vases were of a violet colour and transparent. The kings submitted their new offerings to the Buddha. As the reverend of the age had refused the former vases, he accepted the latter (p. 481. c.f.).

Close by the side of the place where the four kings of the sky had offered the vases, there is a stūpa (No. 29). It was at this place that the Buddha had explained the law to his mother.

By the side of the last, on the bank of a dry tank, there is a stūpa (No. 30). It marks the spot where Buddha displayed some wonderful miracles and converted many persons.

By the side of the last there was another, which commemorated the conversion of Uravilvā Kāśyapa and his two brothers along with a thousand disciples (No. 31). At this time five hundred disciples of Uravilvā Kāśyapa felt a desire to receive the law, and thereupon the Lord pronounced the memorable admonition,—“Cast away your vestments of deer skin and give up all your utensils of fire-worship.” Thereupon all the Brāhmans saluted the lord with great respect, and cast into the waters of the Nairanjana all their objects of worship. Nadī Kāśyapa and his

(a) Honey and sugar, according to the Lalita Vistara. See p. 45.
disciples, seeing the sacrificial vases floating on the water, and the conduct of his eldest brother, likewise cast their robes and assumed the monastic ochre-colour. Gayā Kāśyapa followed the example of his elder, and accepted the new faith in the company of his two hundred disciples (p. 483).

To the north-west of the last there is a stūpa (No. 32). This marks the spot where the Tathāgata overcame the fire-dragon. When the sage was about to convert the three brothers and cause the destruction of the sacrificial articles, he stopped at the house of the dragon, which began, a minute after, to vomit forth volumes of flame and smoke. The sage absorbed himself in a fit of samādhi, and the house was enveloped in fire. The Brāhmans dreaded much that he would perish in the conflagration, and raised deep lamentations of pity. Uruvilvā Kāśyapa thus addressed his disciples:—"What you have seen is certainly not the work of an incendiary: I am sure it is the Śramaṇa, who is conquering the fire-dragon" (p. 484).

The sage locked the fire-dragon in his alms-bowl, and on the following morning preached to, and converted, the disciples of the heretics (p. 485).

On the side of the last was a stūpa (No. 33), where five hundred Pratyeka Buddhas had obtained nirvāṇa.

To the south of the tank of Muchilinda there is a stūpa (No. 34), which marks the place where the saint, after converting the Kāśyapa brothers, was covered by volumes of cloud and rain. Kāśyapa, fearing that the honourable of the age would be carried away by an inundation, procured a boat for his rescue. The honourable of the age, however, accepted not the succour, but walked on the water as on terra firma. While he was walking in the middle of the current, the waters separated wide apart, and gave him way. Kāśyapa bore testimony to this miracle (p. 485).

Two or three li beyond the eastern gate of the enclosure one sees the house of the blind dragon (No. 35). This dragon, having accumulated in himself the evil deeds of his former existences, was made blind by way of punishment. Tathāgata, having quitted the Prāgbodhi Hill, when proceeding to the Tree of Intelligence, passed by this house. The eyes of the dragon were then completely closed to the impression of light. When the dragon saw the sage passing by, he said:—"O thou of boundless humanity, you are about to obtain the fullness of knowledge. It is now for a long time that my eyes have been plunged in darkness. Of the Buddhas who have appeared on earth, my eyes have suddenly fallen on some. During the Kalpa of the Sages, when three Buddhas will have appeared on earth,
I shall have already obtained my day. Man of boundless humanity! since you have
arrived here my eyes have suddenly been opened: it is hence that I have perceived
your approach. You will soon be a Buddha” (p. 486). This story does not occur
in the Lalita Vistara, nor is there any mention in it of Buddha’s having gone to
the Prágbodhi Hill after his hexannual penance.

On the side of the eastern gate of the enclosure, where the king of the demons
 essayed to frighten the Bodhisattva, there is a stápa (No. 36). In connection with it
the Chinese pilgrim gives a brief account of the circumstances noticed above.

On a side, at a short distance, there are two stúpas: one built by Śakra Devendra
(No. 37), and the other by Brahmá (No. 38).

Beyond the western gate of the enclosure there was a convent, called Mahá-
 bodhi-Sangháráma (No. 39). It had been built by the first sovereign of the
kingdom of Ceylon. This edifice had six halls, belvederes, and three-storeyed
pavilions, and a surrounding wall 34 feet high. It was constructed with admirable
art, and decorated with marvellous pictures. The image of Buddha in it was cast
in gold and silver, and all its ornaments were covered with precious stones. The
stúpas within the enclosure were of grand proportions, and richly decorated. They
held the relics of Buddha. Some held his bones, which were thick as the joints of
the hand. They were lustrous, of a pure white colour, and completely transparent.
The relics of his flesh are as big pearls, and of a pinkish-blue colour. Every year,
on the day of the full-moon, when the Tathágata had performed divine prodigies,
these relics are shown to the multitude. Sometimes they appear in great brilliance,
and sometimes buried in masses of flowers. The monks of this convent, who
number below a thousand, study the doctrine of the school of the Árya-sahaviras,
which belongs to the school of the Great Translation. They observe with great
respect the rules of discipline, and are noted for the purity of their conduct. In
days of yore the kingdom of Ceylon, which lies in the middle of the sea, had a
king who had sincere faith in the law of Buddha; and this faith was natural in him.
He had a younger brother, who quitted the family. Burning with love for the
monuments sacred to Buddha, he afterwards came to the shores of India and lodged
in the convents; but over the earth he had travelled he found nothing wrong except
in a frontier country. At last he revisited his native country, and, through his
intercession, the king caused the convent to be built.
CHAPTER III.

ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS.


Of the several monuments noticed at the close of the last chapter, there is only one now extant to attest to the accuracy of Hiouen Thsang's statements. It is a large brick-built temple, standing at the north-east corner of the village of Mastipur Tarâdâ, close by the boundary line between that village and Buddha Gaya. When seen by Hiouen Thsang it was surrounded by an enclosing wall, and had several temples, stupas, and monasteries about it. How many of the latter were in situ in the year 1305 A.C., when a Burmese Embassy visited the place, we know not; but at the beginning of this century Buchanan-Hamilton found them all reduced to amorphous heaps, except the one under notice, which I shall call the Great Temple. It was then in a dilapidated, ruinous condition, uncared for and deserted. The ruins around this Great Temple, in the time of Buchanan-Hamilton, formed a high uneven terrace or mound, covering an area of 300 x 480 feet.

Formerly this mound was continuous with, and formed a part of, the large mound noticed in Chapter I (p. 2); but having since been cut across by the village road to Kohlura, it has been completely detached from it. Its unevenness is due partly to hollows
marking the sites of the court-yards of ancient monasteries and temples, and partly to trenches cut for excavating bricks from old foundations. On the west and the south sides parts of it have been levelled and brought under cultivation. On the east, at one time the mound abutted on the trunk road to Calcutta; but parts of it have latterly been cleared for building sites, and its boundary line has been thrown back about a hundred feet to the west. A narrow path along its middle marked the site of the road which led to the court-yard of the Great Temple. The road was originally covered by a vaulted roof extending as far as the bank of the Liláján, but only a few feet of it, at the western end, was in situ at the beginning of this century. The court-yard was open only in front of the temple, and covered a small area having a stone pavilion in the centre, and four small tombs. Thus the mound was uninterrupted all round, and enclosed a patch of low land of the form of the letter T, the upright stem of which was represented by the road, and the top line by the court-yard.

When the mound was first brought to this condition is not known, but at the beginning of the last century it was very much in the same state in which it was found by Buchanan-Hamilton; for it was about that time that one of the abbots of the monastery cleared a portion of the north-east corner of it for a cemetery, and appropriated to Hindu usage an ancient temple standing right on the mound. This temple is situated close to the Great Temple, and in style is a miniature representation of it. It has been built with bricks of the same size and make as we find in the Great Temple, and cemented with clay. Originally it was, I think, two-storeyed, of which the lower storey lies buried in the mound; but I did not excavate round the base of it to ascertain the fact. The portion now visible measures 36 feet 5 inches in height on a base of 15 feet 9 inches by 15 feet 3 inches. The chamber inside is 5 feet 8 inches by 5 feet 10 inches by 11 feet 2 inches, having a vaulted roofing formed of a pointed Gothic arch. It was probably plastered in the same way as the Great Temple; if so, the plastering has since entirely peeled off. It was not provided with a porch. Its presiding divinity is Tárá Deví, but “the image which has been selected,” says Buchanan-Hamilton, “in place of having the form of Tárá, one of the most hideous of the female destructive powers, represents a mild-looking prince standing
on a throne supported by seven Buddhas." (a) The image was evidently dug out of the mound, and is that of Padmapani, one of the principal Bodhisattvas, holding in his left hand a lotus-stalk with a fully blown lotus on its top, and having a rampant lion by his side. The figures on the throne are not of Buddhas, nor of supporters of the throne, but of pious ascetics. (Plate XX, Fig. 1.) The appearance, style, and make of the temple, leave no doubt in my mind of its having been built at an early age, and being one of the several minor temples noticed by Hiouen Thsaang. The Mahants of the last century erected several buildings, but they never attempted anything like the reproduction of the old style; and, judging from what they have left behind, were not capable of doing any work of the kind. The temple stood there deserted, forsaken, and dilapidated, and they appropriated it to their own use by giving it and its presiding image new names. In doing so they did not even take the trouble to change the image, or bring to light the inhumed portion of the temple by removing the rubbish around its base. It should be added, however, that one of the Tantric divinities of the Buddhists is named Tarâ, and there is nothing to show that the temple was not originally designed for that divinity. In either case it affords a curious instance of confounding of the sexes. But human credulity in religious matters is so overpowering that it is enough to blindfold people's eyes even to the extent of rendering them unfit to mark the differences between male and female figures. In the two Gayâs I have met with at least a dozen instances of this kind.

In front of the last, and at a distance of about 150 feet, there is a second temple, also built by a Mahant, but of a very modest character, comprising two square chambers, the front one of which never had a roof, and neither any plastering, except on the cornice of the inner chamber. The presiding divinity of the sanctum is known by the name of Vâgîśvarî Devî, the goddess of speech; but, as in the last case, "the image placed in it was dug from the ruins, and in its new name no attention has been paid to its sex, as it represents an armed male" (b). The figure is that of Vajrapani, seated on a throne; he has one foot bent across on the seat, and the other

(a) 'Transactions, Royal Asiatic Society,' I. p. 45. In the 'Tantra-sâra' the goddess is described as "a short, blue-complexioned, fierce-looking female, with long matted hair, standing on a corpse with the right foot put forward on the chest, laughing loudly, and holding a broad sword, a lotus, a platter containing human gore, and a sheaf of wheat. She is surrounded by serpents, and is ready to destroy the three worlds." The form of Târâ is but slightly different from that of Kali.
(b) Ibid, loc. cit.
hanging down and resting on a full-blown lotus. The right hand of the figure holds an uplifted sword, and the left a lotus-stalk. On the head of the figure there was a small image of Buddha, but it has been broken off. On each side of the figure there is, on the background, a miniature Chaitya. (Plate XXXII, fig. 2.) The front room contains in its centre a circular slab of chlorite 5 feet 9 inches in diameter and 6 inches in thickness, carved in a complicated mystic pattern. (Plate XLIII, fig. 4.) It will be described in detail further on.

The north-east, the south, and the west sides of the mound were studded with huts; but the north side was perfectly unoccupied. The enclosure round the building was found by General Cunningham, when he visited the place in 1861-62, to be very much in that state, as shown on the ground-plan attached to his first report, and reproduced on a reduced scale on Plate IV, except the pillars and the plinth, which were then not visible.

In 1864 Major Mead was employed by Government, on the recommendation of General Cunningham, to carry on excavations round the temple, and then the plinth and the pillars were first brought to light. The results arrived at by Major Mead have been thus summarised by him: "On the north and west fronts I found that the external walls of the platform were modern, and apparently not founded on the original solid ground, but in the mud soil which has accumulated.

"In front of the temple I found that the court-yard was paved with a granite floor 34 feet in width, and the whole length of the (eastern) front of the temple, which terminates under a cut-stone moulded plinth, which no doubt carried some sort of ornamental fence dividing off this inner court from the exterior (see basalt plinth in the accompanying plan, Plate IV, plan No. 1. (The 34 feet must be measured from the doorway of the entrance hall B, as the width of pavement from the actual outer walls of N.N. is only 17 feet from the basalt plinth. The granite pavement also extends beyond this plinth as far as the brick archway attributed to Amara Siṇha Sauvira.)

"The eastern external trench running in front of this archway from south to north yielded a considerable quantity of masonry in situ, and large numbers of handsomely-carved model stūpas, of which some hundreds of specimens have been disinterred by our excavations. I consequently enlarged the trench here to above 20 feet in
width, and endeavoured to trace these walls, which turned out to be the lower portions of four small single cell temples or shrines, the upper portions of which are gone. In one of the most complete, the stone door-frame of which still stands, we found in place, and on its original pedestal, a statue of Buddha in the usual seated position (perfect, except the head, which is broken off and missing) of rather more than life-size. On the pedestal of this figure, and on the base of the statue, are two lines of inscription in good order. * * * Here we found a bronze bell of nearly hemispherical shape, about 10 inches in diameter, and part of some bronze ornament, representing, I fancy, the head of a peacock.

"Of the four internal trenches, that along the southern face of the temple has been excavated. It has exposed the southern basement of the temple, which is singularly perfect and handsome, although entirely in plaster. * * * Here we obtained the corroded remains of two or three small bronze trumpets, * * * and about 28 feet from the south-west corner of the temple this trench disclosed a broken pillar and rail of what in your instructions you term the Bhuddhist railing.

"On seeing this I decided * * * to take the internal western trench along the line of this railing, and doing so, I found the railing still all along in place, except that every post had been broken off just above the insertion of the lowest rail, save only the two at an opening in the middle opposite the holy peepul tree. The two pillars standing are nearly perfect, with carving on two adjacent sides in view of the usual mortice holes."(a).

I visited the place, on the invitation of Major Mead, at the close of 1863, and during the few hours I was at the place

Cunningham's plans.

I prepared a rough ground-plan which appeared in the journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal(b). It was, however, not so full as those which have been prepared by General Cunningham, particularly the one made after a second visit to the place in 1871, and with Major Mead's working plans before him(c). Both his plans I reproduce for the sake of easy reference and comparison. (Plate IV, plans Nos. 1 & 2.) The General's first plan was, I presume, produced after the completion of Major Mead's excavations, i.e. four years after the

(a) Apud Cunningham's Archaeological Survey Report, III, pp. 87-88.
(b) Vol. XXXIII, p. 173.
(c) Arch. Surv. Report for 1871-72, plate XXV.
General’s report was written and published in the journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, as otherwise the indications of the sites of the pillars and the plinth become inexplicable. The second is defective, as it omits the ancient archway and the modern samadhis which existed in 1861, and still exist, and could not have disappeared in 1871. It is erroneous, too, as it represents at the south-east corner of the temple a flight of steps which did not exist at the time, and never could have existed. I examined the place very carefully, but could find no trace whatever of the ground before the wall of the terrace ever having borne the end of a staircase. The wall itself, though decayed, is still in such a state of preservation as to leave no doubt in one’s mind about its age. It is decorated with plinth mouldings, niches flanked with attached columns, and a frieze formed of garlands pendant from lion-heads, which are the continuations and exact counterparts of similar ornaments on the south side. The plastering on the ornaments bore unmistakable marks of having been repaired as often as the other parts, and therefore must be of the same age with the rest of the building. I peeled off the plaster in several places, and pulled out some of the bricks of the wall, but could nowhere see any sign of the wall ever having been perforated for the admission of a flight of steps. It is impossible to believe that after the removal of the steps the wall was repaired and restored to its original condition, and the gradual degeneracy of the ornaments produced by repeated coats of plaster was imitated at the time of closing the perforation; and it would be vain to speculate on what existed before the terrace as it now stands was built. General Cunningham does not represent the stairs in his first plan, but has in its place the broken stump of a wall, which I have no reason to believe ever existed; certainly there was no trace of it when I visited the place in 1863, and again in September last. I fancy the stairs on the left side have been drawn to preserve the relative symmetry of the front. Unquestionably ancient Indian builders were very particular in this respect; but as the stairs on the right side did not form an element in the original plan of the builder of the terrace, its counterpart on the left was not at all needed. Looking to its style,—so modern and so unlike everything else about the temple,—the presumption is that the flight of steps on the right side was built either by the Burmese Embassy of the 14th century, or in the last century by one of the Mahants of the Math, to provide an easy passage for the Hindu pilgrims wishing to visit the Bodhi tree, without subjecting them to enter the porch of a heterodox shrine, and
not by the architect of the temple. The builder of the new stairs did not at all trouble himself about symmetry and style, and the assumption of a stairs on aesthetic grounds appears to me, therefore, to be uncalled for and inadmissible. At the spot where General Cunningham located the end of the stairs there is a figure of Padmapáñi, placed under the shelter of a plum-tree growing on the ruined wall. The modern name of this figure is Sávitrí Deví, the wife of the sun-god. (Plate XXXII, fig. 3.) It affords another instance of the confounding of the sexes. The present abbot of the Monastery has laid the foundation of a small temple over this figure.

The outer wall, marked W., on the north side, is said by General Cunningham to be a modern addition, built right against the old wall. This remark, however, is only partially correct. The plinth and the foundations are old, and only the superstructure is new. The angles in the walls shown at the south-west and the north-west corners of the temple are a little out of scale. The breadth of the platform on the west side was the same as on the north and the south sides. This has been shown by the dotted line put by me on the plan, all beyond that line being modern.

With the few exceptions above noted, General Cunningham's plans are fair representations of the condition of the ground round the Great Temple as seen in 1861, 1863, and 1871. Most of the salient points in the plans were, however, missing when I visited the place in September last. Certain Burmese gentlemen, deputed by His Majesty the King of Burmah, arrived at Buddha Gayá at the beginning of 1877, and with the sanction of the Mahant, who is the present owner of the Great Temple and the surrounding ground, carried on demolitions and excavations round the temple which in a manner swept away most of the old land-marks. The remains of the vaulted gateway in front of the temple had been completely demolished, and the place cleared out and levelled. The stone pavement over the Buddhapad had been dismantled, and its materials cast aside on a rubbish mound at a distance. The granite plinth beside it had been removed. The sites of the chambers brought to light by Major Mead had been cleared out. The drain pipe and gargoyle which marked the level of the granite pavement had been destroyed. The foundations of the old buildings noticed by Hiouen Thsang around the Great Temple had been
excavated for bricks, and filled up with rubbish. The revetment wall round
the sacred Bodhi tree had been rebuilt on a different foundation on the west. The
plaster ornaments on the interior facing of the sanctuary had been knocked
off and covered with a coat of plain stucco, and an area of 250 feet by 230 feet
levelled and surrounded by a new wall. It is much to be regretted that the
attention of the authorities was not drawn to the subject when the Burmese
gentlemen first came to the place, and no means were devised to regulate and
control their action. Had this been done, advantage might have been taken of
their excavations to trace and identify most of those temples, topes, and other
structures mentioned in Buddhist writings and in the travels of the Chinese
pilgrim, and thereby to throw much new light on the history of Buddhism and of
Buddha. This opportunity has now been lost. The Burmese gentlemen were
doubtless very pious and enthusiastic in the cause of their religion, but they were
working on no systematic or traditional plan. They were ignorant of the true history
of their faith, and perfectly innocent of all knowledge of architecture and the require-
ments of archaeology and history; and the mischief they have done by their mis-
directed zeal has been serious.

The appearance of the place, as seen by me in September last, is shown
in Plate V. The parts shaded by wavy lines were still
covered by rubbish heaps, which had not then been
touched by the Burmese gentlemen. Within these surrounding heaps of rubbish
is shown the enclosing wall (a a) built by them. It measures internally 236 feet
from east to west, and 218 feet 6 inches from the north to the south. It is
four feet three inches in thickness, and seven feet six inches in height. At
the middle of each side there is a gateway, 10 feet 10 inches in breadth,
flanked by pillars five feet square (Plate XVII): at the corners there are also
similar pillars. The outer face of the wall is perfectly plain, but on the sides facing
the Great Temple on the east, the north-east, and the south-east, a row of niches have
been made for the reception of the sculptures which had been exhumed from the
mounds. On the south-west, the west, and the north-west sides, no niches have been
attempted; but fragments of carved stones, mostly friezes formed of four or five
tiers of miniature figures of Buddha, have been built in in a line along the whole
length. The total number of niches exceeds a hundred, the niches in front being the
largest, so made to contain several large figures. The figures are more or less mutilated, but in some cases attempts have been made to restore stucco-made heads and hands and feet on stone torsos. The additions are frightfully ugly, and utterly incongruous. In front of the pillars of the eastern gate on the inside some alto-relievo statues have been placed on slightly raised platforms.

The gateways on the north, the west, and the south sides open right against rubbish mounds; but that on the east side has a cleared broad roadway leading to the trunk road to Calcutta: it has also been provided with a pair of heavy sal-wood doors.

The rubbish heaps on the area enclosed within these walls have been partly removed and partly spread out so as to raise the level of the ground by several feet. The drain-pipe and gargoyle, which were noticed by me in 1863, showed exactly the slope and level of the court-yard in front of the Great Temple; but as they have been removed, and the position of the granite pavement over them considerably altered, it is only by secondary evidence that the original level of the court-yard can now be determined. This evidence, however, is not unsatisfactory. None will question the fact that when the Great Temple was built its floor stood above the level of the court-yard. The reverse, however, now appears to be the case. The granite pavement, as now set, stands four feet seven inches above the level of the pavement of the temple, and steps have been provided for easy descent from the court-yard into the sanctuary. This would show that the level of the court-yard has been raised at least four feet six inches, and that without providing for the difference which must have existed between the level of the temple-floor and that of the court-yard. Ordinarily the difference between the floor of a temple and the terraced court-yard around it is not great; and if we take it to have been one foot in the case of the Great Temple, its court-yard must originally have stood five feet six inches below its present level. And this is exactly what is indicated by the evidence of the plinth of the temple and of some of the pillars, still in situ, of a stone railing which surrounded it. At first sight the plinth of the south side of the temple appears to be completely above ground as it now stands; but on digging by its side I came to a series of longitudinal plain mouldings carrying the plinth down to four feet below the level of the ground; and the ground there
was nearly a foot below the level of the present granite pavement. This would indicate a rise of five feet above the old level of the court-yard. Again, in carrying on excavations on the south side along the line where the stone railing originally stood, I came upon five pillars in situ bearing in position, in one instance, the two lower bars, and in two others the lowest bar, of the railing; and the bases of the pillars were five feet three inches below the newly made ground, i.e. six feet three inches below the pavement. On the west side I found two pillars in situ, and their bases were five feet five inches below the ground-level. On the north side the rail-posts, which were disinterred by Major Mead and left in position, were five feet six inches below the level of the ground on that side. These posts are no longer traceable, but the plinth of the Great Temple is on this site buried as deep as on the opposite side, showing clearly that the ground has been raised over five feet six inches. The slight differences noticed above on the different sides are due to inequalities of the ground-level, and to the measurements having been made from the nearest ground-level, and not with reference to any fixed datum.

The area enclosed within the new walls is about two-thirds of the space which formed the enciente of the enclosure described by Hioen Thasang (ante, p. 52), and must include the sites of several of the temples and stupas noticed by him. As those structures had either crumbled down by gradual decay, or been knocked down by inimical hands, producing the heaps of rubbish which have now been partly removed and partly levelled, their foundations must have been in situ; and had proper care been taken during the progress of the excavations, it would have been easy to determine their exact sites. But the opportunity has been lost. The foundations have been dug out for bricks, and all traces of the ancient buildings have been swept away, except of three.

The first of the three exceptions is a small temple on the right hand side of the northern gate, close by the wall. Its spire alone had fallen down, but the rest, when seen by me, was entire, standing buried in rubbish. Its chamber was a square of 3½ feet, with walls four feet thick. The floor of the chamber was five feet above the present ground-level, and this fact induced me to believe that it was built on made earth at a comparatively late date; but the bricks used are of the old type, large and flat, with well-smoothed edges and sides, very like modern one-foot tiles. The cement used in
building this temple, as in other ancient and mediæval buildings of this place, is clay, but the bricks being ground down and smoothed to fit on each other very accurately, very little of it was needed, and the layers of it, as we now see them, are extremely thin. When first brought to light, the chamber of the temple contained several carved stones heaped together, none in situ, showing that it had been forsaken as a place of worship before it was buried under rubbish.

To the south-west of this temple, at a distance of about 30 feet, there is a stylobate about 60 feet long, running from east to west.

**Vihára of Contemplation.**

At first sight I mistook it for a foundation, as its upper surface was flush with the ground; but on digging by its side I found the southern or outer face of it was moulded into longitudinal bands to the depth of five feet, showing clearly that the original level of the ground here, as everywhere round the Great Temple, was over five feet lower. The mouldings were bold and well developed with plaster. The northern or inner face of the stylobate was, as was to be expected, plain and unplastered. On the top of this wall I found the bases of four large columns. Two of these had only the base-tile or plinth and the torus, one only the base-tile, and the last a portion only of the base-tile. The tiles were squares of four feet six inches a side, and six inches deep, and the torus with two fillets 10 inches deep and four feet in diameter. All these members were made of stone ashlars, fixed with lime cement and iron clamps. On the top of one of the bases there were stone ashlars of the first layer of a column. The diameter of this layer was three feet and eight inches; and with a height of eight diameters, the column must have measured twenty nine feet four inches. The intercolumniar space was six feet. Between the last two bases there was space enough to show that there must have been two more to form a hexastyle colonnaded verandah. The columns would at first sight appear to have formed the southern façade of a magnificent chaultry, such as are now so often seen, though with pillars of other designs, in Southern India, and where the Scriptures are expounded to large and devout congregations. The foundations, however, of three sides of this structure, and probably of a portion of the length of the side brought to light, having been dug out, and the whole ground being newly-laid rubbish, I could not ascertain its exact size, nor make out whether it was a chaultry with all its sides colonnaded, or only a verandah in front of a Vihára. The site it occupies
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is the same as that on which, at the time of Hiouen Thsang, stood a Vihára, whence Buddha, immediately after attaining perfection, is said to have continued to look at the Tree of Knowledge for seven days. It may very reasonably be inferred, therefore, that the columns belonged to that Vihára, and formed its southern verandah. Anyhow, the building was an ancient one, and of considerable importance; though of course not of the time of Buddha.

To the west of the last, I came upon the foundations of two walls running from north to south, but I could not ascertain what was the character of the superstructure which they sustained.

To the east of the plinth aforesaid the Burmese workmen brought to light three solid masonry mounds with rounded tops, and a small door-like framing on one side. The frames were 15\(\times\)12 inches, and the mounds themselves four feet in height, with a diameter of five feet. These are evidently tombs over the graves of some saintly personages whose names have been lost in oblivion by the lapse of time.

The space from the last of the tombs to the wall on the east has been so thoroughly ploughed up for bricks, that no trace of any ancient building can be found in it. This remark also applies to the whole of the area on the south and the west sides of the Great Temple. But close by the eastern gate there is, on the right hand side, a peculiarly ugly-looking chamber with four sloping roofs, and a high plinth, built about the end of the last century, over the mortal remains of the third and the fourth Mahants of the monastery. In the centre of the chamber there is a lingam, which is daily worshipped by one of the Sannyásis of the math. The building looks like the first attempt to imitate in brick and mortar an ordinary Indian four-roofed hut, and if the principle laid down by Mr. Fergusson about calculating the period of transition from woodwork to masonry could be brought to bear on this case, the conclusion would be that the mason's art must have been introduced into Buddha Gayá in the middle of the last century.

Nearly opposite to the last monument there are, on the left hand side of the gateway, three small buildings in a line (Plato VI); two of these with sloping roofs are the counterparts of the last, but with very low plinths. The central one is flat-roofed, and has in front of it a verandah supported on nine four-sided carved pillars of
stone. The westernmost building is the samādhī of Mahādeva, the second, and the next that of Chaitan, the third, mahant. The last is called Pancha Pāṇḍu, or the temple of the five Pāṇḍava brothers. It contains a standing female figure holding a lotus stalk; six seated figures of Buddha in meditation, with one hand resting on the lap and the other stretched on the knee; and three standing figures of the same personage—all ranged against the wall. This building measures $15 \times 15$ feet, the other two $15 \times 14$ feet each. None of these has any architectural pretension or historical value; but the pillars inserted in the verandah of the second were originally the uprights of a stone railing set up by the Emperor Aśoka round a temple, or a stūpa, which he had built on the spot on which stands the Great Temple.

The stone rail posts first noticed by General Cunningham (a), and subsequently traced in situ by Major Mead (p. 63) have been either removed or buried under rubbish. But from the few still in position, though under cover, and the ample details preserved by General Cunningham, it is not difficult to trace the position they occupied round the Great Temple. On the north and the south they stood at a distance of 19 feet six inches from the base of the terrace of the temple. On the west their distance from the new revetment wall lately built by the Burmese gentlemen is 10 feet six inches. On the east no trace of a railing has yet been found; but there is no reason to doubt that there was one, which probably stood at the edge of the granite pavement in front of the Great Temple, that is, at a distance of about 40 feet, or close by the east of the modern Pancha Pāṇḍu temple. In lieu of it, between the first and the second samādhīs, Major Mead found a massive plinth of basalt which stretched right across from the north to the south railing (p. 62); but General Cunningham very correctly thinks that “it must have been added many centuries afterwards, as the granite floor on which it stood was just two feet above the level of the granite floor of the temple, and of the brick floor of the plinth of the surrounding railing.” (b) This basalt plinth was probably the remains of a stone wall set up by Purnabhrama, king of Magadha, soon after the destruction of the Bodhi tree by Śaśānka. It has since been removed, and the granite pavement raised to a height of four feet six inches above the level.

(b) Ibid, Vol. III, p. 60.
of the floor of the temple. On plate V the site which the railing had occupied has been indicated by dotted lines, and that of the basalt plinth by detached lines.

The railing was of the usual Buddhist type, formed of a series of quadrangular pillars, ranged on a moulded plinth, and bearing three lines of elliptical bars, and a heavy coping. Some of the rail-posts and rails were of granite, others of sandstone; but they were all of the same pattern, and carved and decorated in the same style. "On the sandstone rails," says General Cunningham, "as indeed might be expected, the workmanship is smoother, and the details of the lotus flowers more minute, than on the granite rails. The length of the sandstone rails, 2 feet 10 inches, is also greater than that of the granite rails, which are only 2 feet 7 inches long. As granite is a stronger material than sandstone, the granite rails ought to have been longer than the others. "

The pillars vary from $11\frac{1}{2}$ to 14 inches in breadth, and as the rails also vary in length, there is a considerable variation in the intervals, as for instance, 2 feet 5 inches, 2 feet 7$\frac{1}{2}$ inches, 2 feet 9$\frac{1}{2}$ inches, 2 feet 10 inches, 2 feet 11$\frac{1}{2}$ inches, and 3 feet 2 inches" (a). General Cunningham accounts for these differences by saying, "perhaps the difference is simply due to the different donors; one gave his order to some local masons for granite pillars, another gave his order to the masons of a different sandstone quarry, where the lengths of the measures may have been slightly different, although the names were the same." (a) This is, however, not in keeping with the conclusion he has elsewhere come to, that the rails were erected by the Emperor Asoka. I think this conclusion to be the right one; and if so, there could not have been many donors to give orders to different shops. Besides, the difference is not confined to posts and rails of different materials; it is observable in different pieces of the same material; one sandstone bar, now in the Indian Museum, measuring 3' 4" in length, and another 3'. The obvious inference would be that, under the circumstances, the difference is due to the workmen employed by the Emperor not having been very particular about the size. Indian workmen are even now very indifferent in this respect, and it is not too much to suppose that they were equally, if not more so, two thousand years ago.

The length of the rails and the breadth of the posts being different, it is impossible to calculate the exact number of rail-posts which originally existed round the Great Temple. At present there are 33 pillars attached to the verandah of the Mahant's residence in the māhā; nine in the verandah of the second samādhī; four in situ buried on the south side of the Great Temple; two on the west side, two on the north, and fragments of three or four lying on the rubbish mound round the temple, making a total of 52 or 53. These, however, would not nearly suffice for a complete railing round the Great Temple. General Cunningham says:—"Taking the distance of the two western pillars from the wall of the terrace as the correct line of the western railing, and that of the south-east pillars as the correct line of the southern railing, I calculate that there were 37 pillars on each of the north and the south faces, with an outside length of 146 feet, and 12 pillars on each half of the western side between the corner pillar and the middle opening. This will give an outside breadth of 104 feet, with a total of 94 pillars, of which I have myself seen 43. But if, as we may reasonably suppose, there was a similar railing and opening on the eastern side, the number of pillars would be increased to 118, and the whole circuit of the railing outside would have been 506 feet." (a).

These results do not quite accord with what I have arrived at. The datum on the south side is unquestionable, so is that on the west side. There is no reason to suppose that the distance of the railing from the temple on the north side was otherwise than what it is on the south side; and on the east the margin of the granite pavement may be fairly accepted as the site of the rail on that side. Now, the temple with its terrace measures 75 feet 8 inches from south to north, and the distance from the base of the terrace to the plinth of the railing being 19 feet 6 inches, the total length of the railing required from north to south would be 114 feet 8 inches, inside measurement, or 117 feet outside measurement. The present length of the terrace from east to west is 105 feet 8 inches, and the two rail posts in situ on the west side are 10 feet 6 inches distant from it. On the east side it extended to between 38 and 40 feet from the base of the porch. The total length therefore would be 105 feet 8 inches × 10 feet 6 inches × 38 = 154 feet.

This would give a circuit of 537 feet 4 inches instead of 506 feet. Now, if the average length of rails be accepted at 2 feet 10 inches, and the average breadth of the posts at one foot, it would require 41 pillars to complete the length and 27 pillars to complete the breadth, allowing the corner pillars of the length to supply the place of those of the breadth. This would give a total of 138 pillars. Out of this, however, we must deduct some pillars for passages. It is unquestionable that there was a large opening or passage on the east side; and, judging from the character and disposition of Buddhist rails in other parts of India, it would not be unreasonable to suppose that there were similar passages on the other sides. Hiouen Thsang does not describe the railing in detail; but he says the outer wall had a gateway in the middle of each of its four sides, facing the cardinal points; and the presumption is strong that there were corresponding passages across the railing. Omitting two pillars for each of these passages, or an opening of over 10 feet, the total would be 128. On the other hand, I suspect, from a circumstance mentioned by General Cunningham, that there were subsidiary lines projecting from the main lines, and forming small enclosures either on the outside or on the inside.

At the south-west corner General Cunningham found "one pillar beyond the line of junction of the basalt plinth which runs from south to north. This one pillar, however, was a corner one, as it has socket-holes for rails on three sides. The fourth side to the east is occupied with a sculpture in high relief of two females, one holding to a tree with the left arm and left leg, and the other seated on the ground and apparently supporting the right foot of the first. Both figures are clad from the waist to the knees in finely creased drapery, over which is seen the well known bead-girdle" (a). I have not been able to trace this stone, but the description given of it fails to convince me that it was a corner post. I cannot make out how there can be socket-holes on three sides of a corner post. In a middle rail-post the socket holes are on opposite sides, and in a corner one on two adjoining sides; and the moment we put a rail-bar opposite to either of the socketed sides of a corner post, it ceases to be a terminal, and becomes a medial, one. And to account for the socket holes in the pillar under notice, I believe that there was a distinct set of pillars at some distance with similar sockets, and that rails projected

from these and formed a subsidiary enclosure. The space on the east side was wide, and had ample room for a subsidiary enclosure of the kind.

There are two pillars, each of which has mortices on two adjoining sides, and they were unquestionably taken from the corners of the railing. They show the corner pillars did not differ much in size and character from the medial ones. Whether pillars on the sides of the passages were uniform with the rest, or of a larger size and more elaborate workmanship, I cannot say, as I have seen no pillar with socket holes on one side only. At Bhilsá, Amarávati, Baráhat, and elsewhere, it was usual to have highly-carved magnificent structures over the gateways, and, by a parity of reasoning, we should expect something like them at Buddha Gayá; but if such things ever existed there, they are no longer traceable.

The area between these railings and the Great Temple was originally left perfectly clear for the faithful to walk about freely, and to perform that all-important act of Buddhist worship, circumambulation from the right side, without which due respect to sacred objects could not be duly evinced; and even now the only structures within the area are the mean-looking, barn-like samádhs described above. The area was originally paved with bricks on the south, the west, and the north sides, and with flags of granite on the east. The brick flooring is now buried five feet deep under rubbish. The pavement on the east was first raised to a height of two feet above the level of the pavement of the temple, and this was probably done at the time when the temple was repaired by the Burmese in the 14th century. It has now been raised two feet six inches more.

On the eastern edge of the granite pavement there was at one time a line of small cells—little square chambers—with perfectly plain walls, several of which were brought to light by Major Mead, and four of them were shown by me in the plan published by me in 1864 (a). They were probably intended for the dwelling of monks, when the larger monasteries in the neighbourhood had fallen into ruin; they were so plain that they could not have been meant for temples. They could not have existed when the railing on the east side was in situ. One of the chambers contained a large figure of Buddha with an inscription in the Gupta character, a copy of which was taken by me. The figure is missing now. It must have been transferred to the

(a) Journal, Asiatic Society. XXXIII.
cell from one of the larger temples when that structure was destroyed. It is not at all likely that so large a statue was originally designed for so mean-looking a cell.

I now come to the central Great Temple. Hionen Thsang describes it thus:—

"To the east of the tree of knowledge there is a Vihāra from 160 to 170 feet in height. Its base is about 20 paces on each side. It is built of bluish bricks plastered with chunam. It represents niches disposed in tiers, which contain each a statuette of Buddha in gold. The four sides of the walls are covered with admirable sculptures, in some places by chaplets of pearls, and in some places by images of Rishis. It is surmounted on the top by an amalaka of gilt copper. On the east side was afterwards constructed a pavilion of two storeys, the roofs of which are sloping and ranged in three tiers. The beams and the columns, the doors and the windows, are ornamented with carvings in silver and gold, and set with pearls and precious stones. The deep chambers and the mysterious halls communicate with each other and with others by three doors. On the left and the right sides of the outer gateway there are two large niches. That on the left contains a statue of Avalokiteśvara Bodhisattva, and that on the right that of Maitreya Bodhisattva. These statues are cast in silver, and are nearly ten feet in height." (a).

The temple may be described under four heads, viz. first, the temple proper; second, the terrace round it; third, the porch; and fourth, the Bodhi tree on the terrace.

The Temple proper is nearly a square in the ground-plan, measuring, according to General Cunningham, 48 feet 8 inches by 47 feet 3 inches, enclosing a chamber which was originally a cube of about 22 feet. Its present length from the pavement to the highest point in the ceiling is 22 feet 1 inch; but having been built on two sides the floor now measures 20 feet 7 inches by 13 feet. The length of the room is cut off to the extent of 5 feet 9 inches by a stone platform, leaving a length of 14 feet 10 inches for the area in front of it. The measuring tape, tested by a good plotting scale which I had with me, appeared correct, and yet repeated measurements showed the results to be different from what General Cunningham had arrived at. His measurements are, length 20 feet 3 inches, breadth 12 feet 8 inches, distance from front wall to platform 4 feet. These differences are, I believe, due to the Burmese gentlemen having

peeled off the old plastering, which was thick and set off with niches on the walls, and a check pattern decoration under the ceiling, and substituted a thin coat of chunam plaster. My measurements give to the walls a thickness of 14 feet.

The body of Indian temples is usually a cube, and the spire rises from $1\frac{1}{2}$ to $2\frac{1}{4}$ times the side of the cube; but in this instance the height of the body is about one-fourth less than its length, and over it the spire rises to nearly four times the height, making a total height of 160 feet, or with the pinnacle over it, now lost, but seen by Hiouen Thsang, 170 feet.

The doorway of this temple is placed on the east side and measures 6' 4" in breadth, forming, with the depth of the wall, a vestibule 6' 4" by 13' 4". The door-frame is formed of stone bars of a reddish grey colour, and over it there is a cross bar of grey-coloured stone forming a strong hyperthreton (Plate XVI). Then follows a blocking course of considerable thickness, and the space over it was left open, the sides first rising upright, but at a greater distance from each other than the width of the doorway, and then approaching each other so as to form a triangular slit of large dimensions. The opening was produced by the gradual corbelling of the walls from the two sides, which gave to the sides the appearance of reversed flights of steps, each step being three bricks deep. The two sides met at the top in a point (Plate XV). This shows the outline of the true Indian horizontal arch to perfection. It is said that this space was left open for the purpose of allowing the light at dawn to fall on the presiding divinity of the temple. "This feature of the eastern face of the building," says General Cunningham, "would have been purposeless if it had not been intended to throw the sun's light to the sanctum of the temple over the roof porch, and thus to illuminate every morning the figure which was the great object of worship. The same arrangement was adopted in the great Chaitya caves of Central and Western India, and it is difficult to see what other purpose this tall rent in the face of the building could probably have served" (a). How far this is true I know not, but the orientalisation of Indian temple-doorways is generally ascribed to this object. It was likewise the case with the Druids, and the remains of their sacred structures in Europe show that they invariably had their principal entrances on the east side. This was also the case in ancient Greece, for, with the

exception of the temple of Apollo Epicurius of Phigalia in Arcadia, all her principal fanes stood with their porticoes facing the east. There is reason therefore to believe that the arrangement was so made that the ray of light which fell on a particular spot indicated the time of the day with great precision. I do not remember to have read in any Buddhist writing any explanation of the object of placing the door of a temple on the east side, and in small temples I find convenience regulates the position of the doorway; but in all the principal temples, both of the Hindus and the Buddhists, the doorway invariably occurs on the east side. The triangular opening over the doorway is in masonry monuments exceedingly rare. The only instance, besides that of Buddha Gayá, that has come to my notice is the Temple of Konch, 14 miles to the south-west of Gayá. In Martin's 'Eastern India' there is a woodcut of a native drawing of this temple, and Mr. Peppe has thus described it in the Journal of the Asiatic Society:—

"Passing through the village proper you come to the temple mentioned by Buchanan, and of which a drawing is given in the first volume of 'Martin's India.' Photograph No. 28 (Plate XII) is a view of the front of the building from the east, with the opening above the entrance leading into the upper chamber. Photograph No. 29 is a view from the south-west.

The accompanying ground-plan will give the reader some idea of its structure, and the section (woodcut No. 1) (a) will show the superstructure with the arched lower chamber and the interior recess over the entrance, which resembles that in the Bodh Gayá temple. Nothing but mud has been used to cement the bricks, but the latter have been so well prepared that they fit together most accurately. There would seem to have been a coating of plaster on the outside, but this has nearly entirely disappeared. A porch had been

(a) I have omitted the ground-plan as of no interest in connection with the question at issue. The section as shown in the woodcut is so far inaccurate as it does not show the corbeling on the sloping sides. The photograph (Plate XVIII) supplies the omission.
added with an arched roof, but it has fallen in. The only arch in the original building is that of the lower chamber, which is pointed" (a).

As the temple affords a very striking illustration of the peculiar feature under notice, I have reproduced a photograph of it from an original in the library of the Asiatic Society (Plate XVIII). But for the details on the shaft, which are different, it would well pass for a sketch of the great temple of Buddha Gayā. Indeed, the similitude is so close, that I was at first induced to believe the one to be a copy of the other, and the terrace round the Buddha Gayā fane to be an afterthought; but on cutting through the roof of the terrace on the south side I found the body of the terrace to be of solid brickwork, which bonded with the body of the temple. This could not have been the case had the terrace been added some time after the completion of the temple. The outer surface of the body of the temple would have in that case also shown traces of some ornamentation in keeping with what occurs on the shaft of it. Nothing of the kind was, however, seen. Seeing, besides, that the terrace and the body of the temple were built in one piece at Nālandā, which General Cunningham takes to be the model of the Buddha Gayā temple, I have had to give up my idea.

The southern façade of the Great Temple is now in a fair state of preservation. The present condition of its shaft is shown in the annexed photograph (Plate VII), and the whole of the front, including the basement storey, has been reproduced in the restored drawing [Plate VIII(b)]. The surface of the shaft is broken by five broad bands running up the whole height, and of these the central one is the broadest. The bands are so arranged and diversified as not to obtrude on the eye. At the same time, by their perpendicular style, they so direct the attention of the observer as optically to add greatly to the height of the building. Horizontally the bands are divided into niches, and each line of niches has the appearance of a distinct storey, and of such storeys there are altogether eight. The storeys gradually recede inward as they rise, each forming a distinct stage; but the mouldings have been so arranged that instead of a succession of angles the outline appears

(b) There is a mistake in this plate; the number of storeys above the terrace should be eight, as in the photograph, and not nine.
unbroken and slightly arched, though such is not really the case. This is effected by the use, at the corner of every storey, of a ribbed figure which covers the receding angle, and adds greatly to the beauty of the structure.

The central niche of the first storey above the terrace is the largest and most fully developed. It is formed of two side-pilasters surmounted by a rich architrave and a peculiar pediment, which, in its highly-developed florid form on the Orissa temples, I have described as a coat-of-arms. It is formed of an oblong block with the two sides scalloped, and bearing on the top two bars so as to form two steps on each side. The centre of the pediment has a circular cutting within which is placed a lotus flower made of plaster. The pilasters are crowned with the ribbed domal capitals so well known in ancient Indian buildings under the name of amita fild or emblic myrobalan, having a torus below and a tulip-shaped ribbed dome over it. The last member bears on it a miniature representation of the pediment above noticed. The entablature is formed of a series of four small niches, standing on a plain horizontal moulding. Within the niche thus formed there is a second of the same pattern, but without the peculiar top-ornament. Its architrave is a plain projecting slab, edged with what in European architecture is called the echinas ornament. The lower part of the niche is widened by a projecting ledge with a lotus-bud bracket underneath, and on it is a seated figure of Buddha engaged in meditation. The bands next to the central one have the lower part shaped like plinths, and on them there is on, each side, a counterpart of the inner niche of the central one. The outer band is not pierced with a niche, but left entire in the form of a stout pilaster to give firmness and solidity to the structure. The recesses between the bands are also moulded into the form of niches, but their tops are modelled into trefoil arches, and their sides are finished with a plain band instead of pilasters. The niches on the right side of the central band have seated figures of Buddha as in the central one; but those on the left have standing figures. Originally all these figures were gilt; but they are so decayed that no trace of gilding can now be found on them. In the second storey the central niche is to a great extent covered by the pediment of the lower storey, but its upper part is fully developed. The side niches are counterparts of what occur in the first storey. The place of the outer pilaster is partially filled with the ribbed ornament described above. The upper storeys are all repetitions of the second, except that the niches are alternately left.
vacant, or filled with trees, bouquets, and other floral devices. The ornaments and mouldings are more or less dilapidated, as shown in the annexed photograph (Plate VII), but in the restored view (Plate VIII) they have been fully shown.

The upper edge of the shaft is finished with a series of four gradually receding horizontal plain mouldings, terminating in a flat roof. From the centre of the roof rises the pinnacle, of which the cylindrical neck alone is entire, the rest being more or less dilapidated. It comprised, besides the gullet, a series of circular mouldings, a dome shaped like a ribbed melon, another series of flat mouldings, and a cylindrical core supporting a tee-shaped crown or kalasa. Hioen Thaeng says the ribbed dome was encased in copper and gilt; and the kalasa over it must have been of the same material; but it is lost. The shape of the last I have, in the restored plate, copied from similar structures so abundantly to be seen in the model chaityas, of which thousands are now lying about all along from Gayâ to Buddha Gayâ. Of course, I cannot positively affirm that this was the exact shape of the original kalasa; but knowing that it is a conventional ornament, and that the chaityas are only miniature representations of larger originals, I venture to think that I have made a fair guess. It may be that I am mistaken in this assumption; but I cannot suggest anything which could even have the voucher of the miniatures. Mr. Fergusson says that the number of rings on the kalasa never did exceed nine; but I have deposited in the Indian Museum specimens in which 11 to 14 such rings may be counted. In the smallest chaityas the number is five. The number was evidently regulated by the size of the structure.

Rigidly scrupulous about respective symmetry, Indian artists never allowed any deviation to take place in the ornamentation of the opposite sides of a building, and it is to be presumed, therefore, that the northern façade of the temple was an exact counterpart of its southern front, and from what remains of it the presumption is to a great extent verified. The same was also the case with the western front. Large portions of brick-work on those sides have, however, peeled off, and are completely destroyed, and it is difficult to support the presumption regarding all the details. The destruction appears to have been caused by bringing small guns to bear on those sides, and it is not unlikely that some Moslem fanatics attacked the temple from the north-west corner, placing their guns on the high mound or gark
on that side. I was at one time disposed to believe that the destruction was caused by exposure for centuries to rain driven by nor'-wester, but on inquiry I found that nor'-wester are not common in this part of the country, and the prevailing directions of the wind are east and west.

The general scheme of ornamentation on the east side was the same as on the south façade, but the triangular opening on that side prevented the carrying out of the plan in its entirety. The opening was afterwards filled up with a plain wall having two doorways placed one above the other. To the depth of several feet above the stone architrave the wall is solid, and then comes the first doorway, and over it, at a small height, the second. The doorways had pointed gothic arches over them, but the upper arch has since fallen. The lower one with that of the vaults beyond it will be seen in the annexed photographs (plates XV, XVI, and XVII). The arches must have been built at the time when the chamber of the temple was narrowed by building walls on the north and the south sides, and spanning them over with a vaulted roof. That the vaulted roof was no part of the original design none will question. General Cunningham, after studying the subject very carefully, says, "the thinness of the back wall, compared with the extreme thickness of the two side walls, has always been a puzzle to me. If this was the original construction, I should expect to find some passage in the side walls which once led to the upper-rooms. There is a difference of four feet in the thickness of the back and side walls, which would be more than was necessary for a staircase. In the Great Temple at Nálandá, which, as the Chinese pilgrim informs us, resembled that near the Bodhi tree, the inner-room is 21 feet square, and all the walls are of the same thickness of 21 feet. I am therefore inclined to think that the original cell of the Buddha Gayá temple was nearly square, and that all the walls were of the same thickness, and I would account for the present difference of 20 feet in length by 13 feet in breadth by supposing that, when the vaulted roof was added to the chamber, a new wall, 3½ feet thick, was built against the north and the south sides to carry the vault"(a). Nor is the close resemblance of the Great Temple with that of Nálandá the only argument in support of the view that originally the chamber of the former was a square, or very nearly a

perfect square. Of the many thousands of temples, Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain, which
exist in India and have existed for centuries past, there is not one which has departed
from the rule which requires the chamber to be a square. The peculiar character of
these structures, square in outline, more or less a cube in body, and closed in by a
gradually projecting series of ledges or corbelling on the four sides, rising into a tall
spire, always suggests a square chamber, and anything but a square would disturb its
symmetry. It is the simplest and most easily worked out, and there is no reason to
suppose that any other was attempted in the present case. It is true that no excava-
tion has been made into the side walls to show whether or not there is any break of
continuity between the supposed new and the old walls, but the fact is evident from
the circumstance of the third storey chamber being a square room, 20 feet a side.

The vaulted roof is of the simplest gothic pattern, being segments of circles
drawn on a radius equal to the distance between the two walls, or the space span-
ned over, the point of decassation of the segments forming the crown. The arch
is simple, too, as no attempt has been made to form a groined vault.

The piers designed for the support of the arches stand right against the
corbelled edges of the triangular opening, but do not bond with them. Nor are
they of the same thickness as the original wall. In 1863, when the upper arches had
partly fallen, they had broken just where an over-weighted arch would break,
namely, where the line of resistance cuts the intrados. In 1877 the side piers
of those arches had also fallen completely, and thereby the corbelled edges of the
triangular slit were exposed, and they bore no mark whatever of their ever having
had any bonded connection with the piers. (See Plate XV.) Their edges are now
as entire as they were when first built. The corbelled projection occurs after every
three courses of bricks. In the semi-circular arches in the staircase they and the
piers on which they rest being of the same age, this distinction is not apparent.

The chamber, as already stated, has a black basalt throne on the off side.

It is of simple construction, and is set off in the
front with a series of seven niches. (Plate XIL A.)

On this throne there was originally an image of Buddha
in gold, but on the very first decline of Buddhism the capacity of rival sectaries
soon took it away; and in the fifth or the sixth century it was replaced by a black
basalt one, which was seen by the Chinese pilgrim in the middle of the seventh
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century. About it he relates a curious story, of which the following is an abstract by General Cunningham:

"About the beginning of the seventh century, the King Śaśānka, after destroying the Bodhi tree, directed one of his ministers to remove the statue of Buddha, and to put a statue of Mahādeva in its place. The minister, who was a Buddhist, was puzzled what to do. 'If,' said he, 'I destroy the statue of Buddha, I shall entail misery upon myself for countless ages; and if I disobey the King's order, I shall be killed with my whole family.' He employed a trusty servant, who built a brick wall before the statue of Buddha, and in front set up an image of the god Maheśvara. When the King heard that his orders had been carried out, he was instantly seized with fright, his whole body broke out into tremor, his skin peeled off, and he died on the spot. The minister then ordered the wall to be removed at once. Now, a glance at the plan of the temple will show that by building a brick wall in front of the pedestal the room would have been nearly square, while the back wall towards the west would have been increased to little more than the thickness of the side walls on the north and south." (a)

How far this story has any substratum of truth it would be hazardous to determine with certainty; but it suggests the idea that some Śivite Hindus wished to appropriate the temple to their use, and as it is absolutely necessary that the chamber of Mahādeva should be a square, converted it to that shape by the simplest expedient at command, and that subsequently, when it reverted to the Buddhists, the latter removed the partition and restored the chamber to its former shape.

In the eighth or the ninth century the last image was evidently lost, and in its place was set up a black stone image, which I believe was removed by one of the Mahants of the math when he again consecrated a lingam in the middle of the sanctuary. The image was not destroyed, but removed to a small temple within the enclosure of the math, where it still exists. A representation of this image is given on plate XI; its details will be fully noticed in the next chapter. There is an inscription on its base which records the name of the person who dedicated it. The lingam established in the centre of the square area in front of the throne is not an ordinary figure of the kind, but a big votive stūpa, which has been made to do duty for it. It is still worshipped by the Mahant of the math. The pavement round this lingam,

and also those in the porch and the court-yard, are scratched with inscriptions and the images of devotees who visited the place in the 13th and the 14th centuries.

The Burmese ambassadors of 1831 placed on the throne a gilt stucco image, which I saw in 1863, and that has now been replaced by another of the same description by the Burmese gentlemen who visited the place last year. The new image is hideously ugly.

The vaulted roof of the first storey is levelled on the top, and made the floor of a second-storey room, which, like the first, is oblong and covered by a vaulted roof, its length being 21 feet 6 inches. The walls of this chamber are plastered, and it has a throne on the off side, which is an exact counterpart of the stone pedestal in the first-storey room, only instead of stone it is made of brick and mortar. There was unquestionably a highly prized statue on it, for it was the sanctum sanctorum, to which only the select few who feed the priests heavily were allowed to enter. This imperium in imperio is common in every part of the earth where priestcraft prevails, and could not have been unknown among the Buddhists.

The second vaulting, like the first, is level on top and made the floor of a third-storey room, accessible by the upper door-way in the triangular slit. The walls of this room are formed by the sloping sides of the spire, and, having never been plastered, clearly show the manner in which the spire was gradually narrowed to end in a small opening. The room is a square of 19 feet, the reduction from the original measure of 22 feet of the first storey being caused by the gradual narrowing of the spire. The top of this room narrows to a square of eight feet, which is closed in by a flat roof supported on six wooden beams; and this is the only place where wood has been used in this temple. Perhaps the difficulty of raising large stone flags to a height of 160 feet suggested this expedient. The beams are very thick, and, being very closely ranged, are fully equal to the weight of the metal pinnacle which once surmounted it, as also of its brick core which still exists.

The terrace round the temple was originally over 25 feet 6 inches high from the pavement of the temple, and 14 feet broad all round; but, for reasons to be noticed lower down, it is now two feet higher on the north and the west sides than what it is on
the south side. The south-side terrace still retains its original character. It was built along with the walls of the temple, and forms an integral part of it. The whole of it lay buried under rubbish till 1863, when Major Mead cut a trench and brought it to light. Its plinth still lies buried to the depth of five feet. The plinth is formed of a thick tile bearing an equally thick spurred ovolo surmounted by a series of flat mouldings, of which the upper three bands are now above ground. At first sight these last appear to be complete by themselves, and to form the plinth, but by running a trench along the line of the wall I found they were only the topmost ornaments of a larger and more comprehensive series. (See plates VIII and XLIX, H.) On the base-mouldings are placed a series of fifteen niches, each of which once held a seated figure made of stucco and gilt. The practice of gilding statues was common in ancient times, and is even now universally followed by the Burmese. Over the niches there is a thick architrave, and then comes a frieze formed of lions' heads holding garlands of beads, very much like similar ornaments in Roman architecture. Over the frieze is a moulded cornice formed of a caveto lined with lotus petals and capped by a tile. The cornice is surmounted by a line of little pilasters shaped like sand glasses, and over it there is a second series of niches with trefoiled arches. The last series has the appearance of the early English parapet as seen on Salisbury Cathedral. The cornice is on top rounded off, as shown in the annexed woodcut (No. 2), as also in plate XLIX H. The ornaments are very much decayed and in a ruinous state, but their characters are unmistakable. To prove this I have to appeal to the photograph (Plate IX) showing three of the niches as they appear on the building, and to one of the niches restored by me (plate X). The brick mouldings are generally entire, and there is enough of plaster on them to show what the details on them originally were. The plastering shows that the mouldings had undergone at least three successive repairs before they were buried by the fall of the edifices which surrounded the Great Temple. The repairers were in every case less efficient than those who built the temple. In the course of these repairs most of the finer stucco mouldings, particularly on the bases and capitals of pilasters, have been covered over—fine, bold, clear
scrolls and forms, which, with the first touch of the repairer, became coarse and rude, and subsequently entirely hidden, changing well-formed, ribbed melon capitals into mis-shapened round balls, and floral bases into plain toruses;—but by peeling off the outer layers I have always found enough of the original moulding in situ to produce faithful representations. This peculiarity of the repairs has been also noticed in the Nālandā temple by Mr. Broadley, and General Cunningham has shown them in his plate XXXI, figs. 1 to 6. On plate XLIX I have figured some of the ornaments, representing their successive deteriorations.

The terrace on the north side was originally the exact counterpart of that on the south side, but the wall had been, either by gradual decay or by inimical hands, injured, and had to be renewed. The renewal was affected by men who had not the slightest regard for the requirements of aesthetics, and accordingly they built a plain wall which bore no resemblance to the wall of the south side. General Cunningham is of opinion that the new wall was built in front of the old one; but such was not the case. The renewal was confined to the upper portion, and the old plinth and foundation remain intact. In one place towards the south-west corner one-half of an old niche still remains in situ; and such being the case, the projecting angle shown at A in the General's ground-plan (Plate IV, Plan No. 1) must be accepted as inaccurate. The counterpart of the angle on the opposite side never did exist.

The terrace on the east side was originally of the same character as on the other sides, having the same height and ornamentation; but it was open in the middle, forming a porch, with, probably, a flat roof, as at Konch. The niches on the left of the porch are still extant, but the wall on the right hand side is partly under cover of a layer of rubbish, and partly of a later date, and no niche is seen there.

It would seem that when the vaults were built inside the temple the porch was also modified. The flat roof was removed; piers were built on the two sides of the doorway to widen the area of the porch; a vaulted roof erected over it; and thereupon a pavilion. In the restored plate of the east side (Plate XIX) I have represented this pavilion, although there is at present no such structure there.
"That this porch was built some time after the temple is," says General Cunningham, "confirmed by the difference in the size of the bricks used in the temple itself and in the additions to the eastern face. In the walls of the temple six courses of bricks average from $17\frac{1}{2}$ to 18 inches in height, while six courses of the eastern rooms average only from 15 to $15\frac{1}{2}$ inches. There is a consequent dislocation between the old and new walls; but this is not at first sight apparent, as the old walls have been faced with new bricks to a depth of more than one foot, which do not break joint with bricks of the old walls." (a) The pavilion, however, was noticed by Hsuen Thsang in the middle of the seventh century, and at the beginning of this century Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton "met with several people in the vicinity who remembered the pavilion standing, and had frequently been in the chambers upstairs from the terrace leading to the uppermost." (b)

The remains of its side walls are also still extant, as will be seen by reference to the projection on the right hand side of the shaft on Plate VII. General Cunningham has noticed them, and says that in building them "no attempt has been made to bond the old and the new work together, and the hand can be inserted in many places between the plastered face of the old walls and the bricks of the later walls. Indeed, the old niches as well as the mouldings of the eastern face can be seen behind these latter walls." (c) They show that from the roof of the terrace to the cornice the height of the pavilion was 20 feet. The details on the side walls are obvious, and in the drawing I have simply prolonged them over the whole length of the porch to cover it, and reproduced one of the same pattern in front. The general design of these new portions is the same as that of the old walls: it includes four tiers of niches one above the other; but the decorations are not so. The floral bands which run between the tiers are new; nothing like them occurs in any other part of the building. Specimens of these are shown on Plate XLIX. The cornice is plain, as shown on the margin. (Woodcut No. 3.) Hsuen Thsang mentions that the pavilion had
three doors, two on the terrace and one leading to the sanctuary of the upper storey. It is doubtful, therefore, if there ever was an opening on the east side. But without such an opening there would be a dead wall over the hyperthyron of the main entrance, and this no native builder would think of. I believe, therefore, that there was an opening, and as it was of the character of a window, it did not form a part of the three doors noticed by the Chinese traveller.

The roof of this pavilion Hionen Thsang describes thus:—"Du côté de l'est, on a construit, à la suite, un pavillon à deux étages, dont les toits saillants s'élèvent sur trois rangs." (a) General Cunningham translates this passage into—"On the east side there was afterwards added a pavilion of two storeys, with projecting roofs, which rose in three tiers." (b) The words used clearly show that the pavilion itself was two-storeyed, and not the whole structure. Altogether there were three storeys, of which the first formed the approach to the first storey, the second to the second storey, and the third to the third storey of the temple. The third-storey room of the pavilion was a mere attic formed by the sloping roof of the building, and leading to the adjoining room, which was a repository of valuables, like the opisthodomus in Greek temples, and access to it was had when necessary, and that very rarely, by a ladder placed on the floor of the second-storey room of the porch. When Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton visited the place, the third-storey room of the temple was quite empty; but he supposed that it was "the place where treasure was deposited;" and he was of opinion that it was reached "by a stair from the terrace." (c) In Orissan temples the upper rooms are reached by stairs or vies placed inside the side walls. Adverting to the sloping roof of the pavilion General Cunningham says:—"The 'three tiers of roofs' which the pilgrim mentions I take to have been, 1st, a roof over the entrance portico of the lower storey; 2nd, a roof over the entrance room of the second storey; and 3rd, a roof over the portico of the third storey just above the top of the overlying arch." (d) This explanation, however, is inexplicable. In a three-storeyed building one would expect the topmost cover to form the roof, and the opposite sides of the other two

(a) Julien's 'Mémoires sur les Confréries occidentales,' I, p. 465.
(b) Arch, Surv. Report, III, p. 81.
(c) 'Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society,' I, p. 48.
(d) Arch, Surv. Report, III, p. 86.
layers to form floors and ceilings; they are never in ordinary language called 'three roofs rising in three tiers.' What word the Chinese pilgrim has used in his journal I know not; but neither the French 'rang,' nor its equivalent, the English 'tier,' can idiographically be used to indicate the succession of roofs on the three successive storeys of a building. To urge otherwise would be to say that every three-storeyed house has roofs 'in three tiers,' which would be absurd. I feel pretty certain, therefore, that the General is mistaken, and that the pilgrim referred to the topmost roof only, and that was formed in three tiers or layers, as the roofs of Chinese and Tibetan temples usually are, and such as are to be seen on some ancient Hindu structures, most prominently on the Dancing-hall of the Great Tower of Bhuvanesvara. And as the outlines of such a roof are distinctly traceable on the shaft of the Buddha Gayá temple, just where the roof came in contact with it, and on which it left its marks when it fell down, there is no room for doubt on the question. The marks show that the first two roofs were concave on the outside, and the topmost one undulating like a cyma, and that it joined the temple by a gable end. I cannot positively say whether the free end to the east terminated in a gable, or by a sloping side. Gables, however, are not common in Indian temple architecture, and I am disposed to think, therefore, that the features of the side roof were reproduced in front, and accordingly I have represented it as such in the restored drawing. (Plate XIX.) The little finials or acrotarians at the edges and the pinnacle on the top of the roof are purely Indian, and such as one may a priori expect to find there; but they fell down centuries ago. I could find only the fragment of a finial, which I have copied.

The roof immediately over the porch was formed of a pointed radiating arch built of dressed bricks, having one end broader than the other, to provide for the difference in the span of the extrados and the intrados, and very neatly and closely put together. But the voussoirs, placed edge to edge, cut off by cross bricks, and cemented with clay, could not but produce a very weak form of arch. The second-storey room was covered by a vault of exactly the same kind. Portions of this vault are still in situ, and may be distinctly seen in the annexed photograph. (Plate XVI.) The top of the second vault formed the floor of the attic, the sloping roof of which rose sufficiently high to take in the door of the third-storey room of the temple, and thus it served the purpose of a porch to it.
Entering the porch there is on either hand a flight of steps, covered by a semicircular vaulted roof, and leading to the terrace round the temple. Round the upper end of this flight, at the south-east corner, there are remains of walls which formed a pavilion over the stairs. Knowing well how scrupulous old Indian artists were about respective symmetry, or the reproduction of the features of one side of a building on the other, I am certain that a similar one also existed at the north-east corner; but this corner having been rebuilt, no trace of it could be found. The pavilion was a necessity to protect the stairs, and to prevent the rain-water from flowing into the porch. Whether, for the sake of symmetry, similar pavilions were erected on the other two corners, I could not ascertain, as those corners had been rebuilt and renewed long ago, and no trace of their original forms have been left behind. The remains of the pavilion at the south-east corner consist only of a few inches of the base of the surrounding walls, and it is impossible to make out what the pavilions were like in their entirety. Seeing, however, that the same ordnance reigns throughout the whole building, and knowing that Indian architects were particularly mindful of the laws of uniformity, I have, in restoring the pavilions, adopted the same order of decoration which obtains in the other parts of the building. Some cover must have existed over the upper ends of the staircases to protect the kutcha-built walls of the temple from being injured by rain-water, and its floor from being inundated, and the pavilions I have designed are in perfect keeping with the order of the temple. That similar structures existed I have no reason to doubt, but for the present they are authorized by nothing more trustworthy than a few inches of the bases of the old walls of a pavilion of some kind.

There is every reason to believe that the terrace on the west side corresponded with those on the north and the south sides; but the greater part of its wall has long since disappeared, and its original situation can now only be inferred from a small portion of the upper part of it at the south-west corner, which, I noticed, was in all its details the continuation of the southern wall. The situation I calculate was just 14 feet from the base of the temple and close by the east of the Bodhi tree. (See dotted line on the plan, Plate V.) But as the platform round the base of the tree was gradually raised, it encroached on the wall, and at last a revetment had
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to be built to protect the platform, and this produced a projection from the terrace 20 × 24 feet. This projection is well shown in General Cunningham's plan. (Plate IV, Plan I, A.) The revetment, however, gradually bulged out from the pressure of the growing roots of the tree, and in 1863 the northern part of it had been completely knocked down, exposing the rubbish mound inside, and showing clearly that this portion was not a continuation of the terrace of the north and the south sides, which are solid brick-work. The Burmese repairers have since prolonged the north and the south walls of the terrace, and run a new wall within ten feet six inches of the line of the old railing on the west side, thereby completely destroying the original appearance of the place. The new walls are perfectly plain, and plastered with chunam.

The Bodhi tree is the most sacred object of worship at Buddha Gayā. It was under its friendly shelter that Śākya obtained the perfection of wisdom, and it is therefore looked upon with the highest veneration. It is said by the Hindus to have been planted by Brahmā himself; but the Buddhists attribute it to one Dugdhaśāka, a king of Ceylon. The name is in the feminine gender, and means a "milk-maid," and this would suggest the idea of its being somehow related to the maiden Sujātā, who gave a dish of rice-milk to the saint. It must have originally stood on a level with the ground. When it grew big and unbrageous, the inhabitants of the village, most probably, made a platform by throwing some earth round it, and, possibly, though not very probably, protected it by a masonry revetment and a concrete floor. The height of this platform could not have been more than a foot and a half. It formed a convenient place of resort for the people, who assembled there to enjoy the cool of the evening, and to converse on the topics of the day. Hermits, who visited the village from time to time, generally selected this platform for their short sojourn, and pandits thence delivered their sermons and religious and moral lectures to devout congregations. Thus in course of time the place was associated with religious teaching, and looked upon as one of some sanctity. Such has been the history of many a sacred tree in India, and hundreds of such trees may even now be seen in different parts of the country. That such was also the history of the Bodhi tree none will, I fancy, question. It was just the place suited to serve as a tabernacle for one like Buddha when he
proposed to preach a new religion, or exhibit to the people the glory of the meditations which he wished to perform; and once sanctified by the presence of one who rose to great eminence as a teacher, the tree could not but be looked upon with the highest veneration (a). It then, I believe, first received the name of Bodhi-
maṇḍa, or the "throne of wisdom." Pious people could not but associate the wisdom of the preacher with the place where that wisdom was first manifested, and soon covered the earthen floor (if it was earthen, and not of concrete) of the platform, the original Bodhi-
maṇḍa, with a layer of substantial concrete. After this, the new roots which shot out from the trunk, not finding ready access to the ground, spread on the concrete, and fresh mould had to be thrown on them for their protection. This addition soon became unsightly, and a new platform had to be built on the old one, so as to raise its height by a foot to a foot and a half. This process repeated from time to time, gradually raised the platform till it was flush with the level of the terrace, and the tree in a manner rose with the rise of the ground-
level, till it came up to the height of the terrace. When this was effected there was no room left to keep the platform distinct from the terrace, and then it was that the projection shown in General Cunningham's plan was built, and the platform converted into an integral part of the terrace. Nor did the necessity for supplying fresh mould cease at this stage. The growth of new roots above ground continued, and, to a certain extent, was promoted by the daily watering of the base of the trunk by the faithful, and some contrivance had to be made both for protecting the fresh mould put on the roots, and for preventing the water from spreading over the platform, and a circular masonry ring round the trunk was what appeared the most convenient. In 1809 Buchanan-
Hamilton noticed a succession of five such rings, forming a pyramid of as many steps. In 1863 the roots had grown above the topmost of these steps, and last year, when a new tree had to be planted in the site of the old one, it was found expedient to build a cylindrical structure on the top of the pyramid for its reception.

In 1863, when the north side of the revetment had fallen, twelve layers of the
platform came to view, and my attention was called to them by Major Mead.

(a) General Cunningham and others describe this tree as the one under which Sākya performed his six
years' penance; but such is not the case. It was here that he obtained the Bodhi (knowledge) after he found
out the futility of the six years' penance, which he had performed under another tree at some distance to the
south-east of it. See ante, page 55.
Last year, when the greater part of the revetment on the west side had been pulled down, and a new one was being built, I noticed a succession of four of them. Each layer of earth was from 14 to 17 inches thick, and the concrete over it an inch and a half, covered with a thin layer of chumam. The terrace is now 24 feet above the level of the original ground, and so there must be altogether a series of 16 platforms. The five steps together measure 7 feet 6 inches, and the new cylinder over it 3 feet 6 inches. These measurements give a total height of 35 feet above the original ground-level, and the tree has accordingly been gradually raised to that height.

Had the same tree existed all along on the spot, and the additions to the platform been made at fixed periods, the different layers of concrete and steps would indicate each a period of about 80 years, and we would have a fair index to the age of the platform. But the tree passed through many vicissitudes; it was cut down at least thrice, and renewed several times; and as the plan of renewing the tree was evidently not by cutting down the old one and planting a new one in its place, but by dropping a seedling into an axilla or into a decayed spot of the old tree, so as to lead to the supposition that it was only a new shoot of the parent stem and not a stranger brought from a distance, it was found necessary to cover up the stem of the old one, to prevent the imposition from being discovered, and the rise of the platform was quite irregular. It is impossible, therefore, to base any chronological argument on the data furnished by the layers. They are enough, however, to vouch for the great antiquity of the place.

When Hiouen Thsang visited the place in 637 A.C., the platform was quite distinct from the terrace, and bore on it a stone seat, which he thus describes:—

"Just in the middle of the walls which surround the tree of knowledge there stood the diamond throne (vajrásana). It had been constructed in ancient times at the commencement of the 'Kalpa of the sages' (Bhadra-kalpa). It was erected at the same time as the vast earth, and it was supported on the centre of three thousand grand chilicosms. At the bottom it descended to the extremity of the golden wheel; in height it attained the limits of the earth. It was made of diamonds, and was nearly a hundred feet in circumference. A thousand Buddhas of the Kalpa of the sages (Bhadra-kalpa) seated on it performed the meditation called the 'ecstasy of the diamond.' It is on that account called the 'diamond throne,' and as at this place the holy knowledge was seen face to face, they have named it the
The 'verandah of knowledge' (bodhi-māṇḍa). When the vast earth is agitated and trembling, this spot remains at rest and immovable. It is hence that when the Jiao-lai (Tathāgata) was on the point of attaining Buddhahood, he walked the earth to the four angles (of the monument). All the regions trembled, but when afterwards he arrived at this spot, the ground rested calm and immovable. Since the world has entered the last kalpa, the right law has become gradually enfeebled, sand and earth have covered the whole of the diamond throne, and it is no longer possible to see it. After the Nirvāṇa of Buddha, the kings of all countries, having learnt by tradition the dimensions of the diamond throne which had been indicated by the Buddhas, marked the limits to the south and to the north by two statues of the Avalokiteśvara Bodhisattva, which are seated on the east side." (a). It is generally supposed that the stone here referred to is the same which is now lying in the temple of Vāgīśvarī Devī.

Of the history of the tree the pilgrim gives the following account:

"The tree of knowledge (Bodhidruma) which stood at this place over the diamond throne is a pipolo (Pippala, Ficus religiosa). At the time when Buddha lived on the earth, this tree had attained the height of many hundred feet. Although it had been cut down many times, it was still 40 to 50 feet high. Since Buddha obtained complete knowledge (Samyak sambodhi) while seated under this tree, it is called Bodhi. Its trunk is of a yellowish white colour, and its branches and leaves are blackish green. In winter and in summer its leaves fell not, but remained fresh and lustrous, without undergoing any change. But when the day of Tathāgata's Nirvāṇa arrived, they all fell, and little by little the tree again attained its former condition. On that day the kings of all countries, the clergy, and the laity of distant places, came unmasked, by thousands and dozens of thousands, and watered the tree with odorous essences and perfumed milk. Then a harmonious music was heard around it, and fragrant candles and torches adorned with flowers surpassing the light of day were ranged around it; the whole world took part in the offerings.

"After the Nirvāṇa of Tathāgata, the king Aśoka (Wou-yen) succeeded to the throne. As he had faith in false doctrines, he destroyed the vestiges left by

(a) 'Memoires sur les Contrées occidentales,' I, p. 460.
Buddha. He started at the time, at the head of a large army, to cut down the tree. The roots, the trunk, the branches, and the leaves, were cut and divided into small particles, and then at a distance of some tens of paces to the west side were piled a heap of the débris. He ordered a Brāhman adorer of fire to burn them as a sacrifice to his god. Before the flame and the fumes had dissipated, there was seen in the middle of the burning pile two trees issuing forth with leaves rich and verdant. The king, Aśoka, who had seen the tree of knowledge reduced to cinders, was struck by this miracle, and repented of his crime. He watered the roots which had remained unburnt with perfumed milk, and next morning, at the first hour of the day, the tree was restored to its former state. At the sight of this miracle the king was filled to overflowing with joy and goodness, and himself made offerings. In his delight he forgot to return home. The queen, who had just before given her faith to heretic doctrines, secretly sent men, who, after midnight, cut down the tree for a second time. In the morning, when the king, Aśoka, came to offer his adorations to the tree, he found that there was nothing of it left but the trunk, and was struck with a profound grief. He prayed with sincere fervour, sprinkled the root with perfumed milk, and in less than a day found the tree resuscitated. The king, imbued with respect and admiration, surrounded the tree with a stone wall about ten feet high. This enclosure exists to this day. In later times the king, Śāśānka, who was attached to heretic doctrines, impelled by base envy, reviled the law of Buddha and destroyed the convents. He cut down the tree of knowledge and dug out the earth to the bottom where water circulates, but without being able to exterminate the deepest roots. Then he set fire to the ground and steeped the earth with sugarcane juice and sugar to entirely destroy and prevent the fibres from germinating again. Some months after the news of this occurrence reached the ears of Pūrṇabrahma, king of Magadha and the last descendant of the king Aśoka. At this news he said with a sigh, ‘Alas! the sun of intelligence had set since many centuries; there remained only the tree of Buddha, and behold they have again cut it down; and men shall see it no more.’ After saying these words he started at the head of his men, threw himself on the ground, overpowered by transports of grief. The sight was sorely painful. He watered the tree with the milk of many thousands of kine, and in course of one night the tree was reproduced entire. Its height was 10 feet. Apprehending that it might be cut again, he
surrounded it with a stone wall 24 feet high. It is thus that in the present day the tree of knowledge is protected by a stone wall which exceeds 20 feet.” (a)

The story about the first destruction of the tree by Aśoka does not occur in the Buddhist Sanskrit biography of that emperor, but that of the second is thus given in the Aśoka Avadāna:—

“Pavishya-rakshitā, alias Tishya-rakshitā, the chief queen of Aśoka, finding that her husband devoted whatever precious objects he got, whether flowers, fruits, metals, jewels, or money, to the decoration of the Bodhi tree, and neglected every thing else, felt greatly aggrieved. ‘I cannot,’ she thought, ‘maintain my dignity as the chief queen so long as she (the tree), my enemy, remains the favourite of my husband. I should therefore diligently try to destroy that rival. What is the good of existence if I cannot destroy my enemy?’ Having thus made up her mind, that mistress of the harem sent for Mātangi, and thus addressed her with earnestness:—‘Mātangi, you know the tree to which the king sends with zeal whatever precious objects he gets. Can you destroy that Bodhi, my rival? If you can, I shall give you a profusion of wealth. Listen to me, and destroy the Bodhi tree. I shall bear you in mind with great regard, and give you whatever you wish.’ Mātangi responded by saying ‘Yes I can,’ and proceeded to the Bodhi tree. She encircled the tree with some thread, and repeated over it, with due ceremony, an incantation calculated to destroy it. The tree was struck by the fire of the incantation; it became leafless, and its branches began to wither. The people were struck with wonder at the sudden drying of the tree, and speculated about its cause. The officers of the king heard the news, and, seeing what had happened, quickly repaired to the king, and after due prostration announced—‘Oh, great king, the Bodhi tree, seated under whose shade Tathāgata obtained the difficultly-attainable universal knowledge and became an all-knowing Buddha, is dying.’ The king, on hearing this, fell senseless on the ground, and, after having been revived by the sprinkling of water on his face, thus cried in grief:—‘Seeing that the root of the noble tree is destroyed, I know that my fate is adverse. When the lordly tree is dying, I know my breath is near at end.’ Mourning thus the king constantly thought of the tree, and felt greatly puzzled why it should have dried up. Seeing her husband thus overpowered by grief and distraction, Tishya-rakshitā addressed

him, saying:—‘Lord, what is it that has caused you pain? What have you to fear? Tell it to me, O great king, if you reckon me dear to you.’ Hearing this from his wife the king sighed repeatedly, and then said:—‘My dear, you have heard that the Bodhi tree is dying, and grief for it has made my heart inexpressible.’ The beloved Tishya-rakshita, on hearing her husband’s words, looked up to him, and thus tried to console him:—‘Dear husband, grieve not even if the Bodhi does not live; here I am, thy beloved and beloved. Cast aside the poison of grief from your heart, and enjoy with me the pleasures of the world.’ The words of his wife did not please him; he knew the tree was dying, and said:—‘That tree which the great saint (Munindra) called his own, even that is dying; and I cannot overcome the grief of losing it.’ The Queen was brought to her senses by these words; she was overcome by remorse, and, sighing deeply, reflected thus:—‘Alas! what grievous sin have I committed! What can I do now to do away with this distress! How inconsiderately have I sinned against myself and my husband! I shall certainly be doomed to grievous suffering in hell in return for this. When and how shall I obtain redemption from this dreadful crime! Abiding in hell I shall have to endure eternal misery. What shall I do now, and whose assistance shall I seek? Alas! who can save me, the great sinner! who can support me? Thus oppressed by remorse Tishya-rakshita sent for Måtangi and secretly told her:—‘Måtangi, do you restore the Bodhi tree, the asylum of Sujåta, to its former condition, with all its green leaves.’ Thus commanded by the queen, the vile hag replied, saying:—‘Madam, if there be any remnant of life in it, I can easily restore the big tree to its former condition.’ Having said this, and taking a profusion of wealth from the queen, that Chandåla woman repaired to the Bodhi tree, and, untwisting the thread, recited the incantation for restoring life. Then she dug round the roots of the tree daily, and watered them with a thousand pitchers of milk. Thereby the tree gradually thrived, and was soon covered by green leaves.” (a)

(a) I quote the whole of the text for those who may be interested in it:—

বনাসলোকে বহুশতাধিকুপরিবিধম্মান :। সম্প্রতি সত্য ভূমি প্রতিত্তাত্ত্বম্বুল দ।

নদীকৃ ভূমি প্রতিত্তাত্ত্বম্বুল দ ।।

হারাণ পর্যন্ত কখনো প্রায় নাই কখনো প্রবন্ধী পূর্ণ পুত্র দ।।

সাধন পালন মহাপালি প্রাচীন পিতৃগৃহ দ।।

মহান মাতৃদেবী নাথোকি প্রতিত্তাত্ত্ব দ।।

নাথোকি বিভূতিযুক্ত প্রতিত্তাত্ত্ব দ।।

প্রথম প্রথম কোনো প্রতিত্তাত্ত্ব দ।।

ক্ষয় নিষেধকে ভূমি প্রতিত্তাত্ত্ব দ।।

প্রাচীন পিতৃগৃহে প্রতিত্তাত্ত্ব দ।।
Of the destruction of the tree by Śācāṅka I have met with no account in the Sanskrit Buddhist manuscripts collected by Mr. Hodgson in Nepal. General Cunningham calculates the date of the destruction to be A.C. 610.

At the beginning of this century Buchanan-Hamilton found the tree "in full vigour," and thought that it could not then "in all probability have exceeded 100 years in age." In 1861 General Cunningham said—"The celebrated Bodhi tree still exists, but is now much decayed; one large stem, with three branches to the westward, is still green, but the other branches are barkless and rotten. The green branch perhaps belongs to some younger tree, as there are numerous stems of apparently different trees clustered together." In 1863 the tree appeared to me to be "decayed and dying," and "scarcely two hundred years old." The trunk was then leaning towards the west, and bore two green branches and the stumps of three or four dead ones. (See Plate VII.) In 1876 the tree was dead and knocked down by a storm, and its place has now been filled by a young tree about three feet high.

On the steps of the pyramidal basement of the tree there are, on the north side, the images of four Hindo divinities—(1) a Mahādeva with four arms, holding a pitcher, an alms-bowl, a rosary, and a lotus. The right lower hand of the figure shows a lotus mark on the palm, and on each side of the figure there is a female attendant; (2) a figure of Viṣṇu of the usual style, with a male and a female

---

(a) Martin's 'Eastern India,' Vol. I, p. 76.
attendant; (3) Hara and Pārvati, the latter seated on the lap of her lord, and having her hands on his neck; her lord has one hand on her breast and the other on her chin. On the pedestal of this figure there is a Burmese inscription of a modern date; (4) Ganeśa. On the east side there are images of Padmapāṇi and of a demon.

The only other building at Buddha Gayā which demands notice, the only one of stone which was in situ till the beginning of last year, is the Buddhapad. It stood between the Pancha Pāṇḍu temple and the grave of the second Mahant, right opposite the Great Temple. It was an open pavilion, formed of four monolithic pillars, bearing massive architraves, and a roof constructed in the usual style of four triangular diagonal slabs surmounted by a crowning-piece. It was improvised with stones which originally belonged to other temples, for they bear sculptures on the built and inner faces; two of the architraves were formed of fragments of the Asoka rail-posts. The pavilion was erected some time after Hiouen Thsang's visit, for that traveller does not notice it; and the object of the erection was to provide a covering for a hemispherical block of granite, bearing the carvings of two human feet. The carvings are said to be impressions of Buddha’s feet, and bear certain marks or symbols, which, however, are not characteristic of a Buddha. On the side of the hemispherical block there is a Sanskrit inscription, dated, which
assigns it to Vishnu. The inscription and the symbols will be noticed in detail further on. The pavilion was pulled down by the Burmese repairers in the middle of last year, to clear out the space in front of the Great Temple, and in September last I saw the hemispherical block lying in front of the Panche Pana Temple (see left side of Plate VI), and the materials of the pavilion lying on a rubbish mound at some distance to the south-east of the temple enclosure.

In front of the pavilion there formerly stood the arched gateway, but in 1863 I took no measurement of it, and now it is entirely gone. It is said that it was only the western end of a covered passage which extended from the temple court-yard to the bank of the river Nairanjan, and had been so constructed to enable a princess, some say the daughter of Amara Siuna Sauvira, to perform her daily ablutions in the river, and then to enter the temple without being seen by the common people in the way. Her house having been on the mound, now called Garh, she had easy access to it from the temple. The story is fabulous, and calls for no remark, though there is no antecedent improbability in it.

In a district so abounding in hills as Gaya, and having inexhaustible supplies of building stones of a good quality, it is remarkable that so little of stone was there used in architecture in ancient times. The Great Temple and its appurtenances were built entirely

\begin{verbatim}

\end{verbatim}
of bricks; and the extensive mounds on all sides of it and the foundations under them show that brick was the material principally used in architecture. Doubtless plinths, pillars, and other articles of stone have been met with, but they bear no relation to the extent to which bricks were used. The bricks of the most ancient parts of the Great Temple measure $19 \times 13 \times 2$:

The following are the dimensions of ten other bricks measured by me:

| (1) $15' \times 8' 0' \times 9' 5' \times 2' 7''$ | (6) $16' \times 10' 0' \times 2' 3''$ |
| (2) $14' \times 10' 5' \times 2' 6''$ | (7) $15' \times 10' 0' \times 2' 3''$ |
| (3) $16' \times 10' 5' \times 2' 6''$ | (8) $16' \times 9' 6' \times 2' 7''$ |
| (4) $16' \times 11' 0' \times 2' 6''$ | (9) $15' \times 9' 6' \times 2' 7''$ |
| (5) $14' \times 11' 0' \times 2' 6''$ | (10) $14' \times 9' 0' \times 2' 0''$ |

Others are of smaller size, but none under $15 \times 9$ inches. They appear to have been very carefully made with well-puddled clay, having no grits or clots, and so planed and smoothed as to sit very closely on each other. The older bricks have the peculiar bluish tinge noticed by Hsien Thang. The bricks used in the arches were cut into the shape of voussoirs, after having been burnt, but they are not all of the same size. Generally speaking they measure 10 inches on the top, which is slightly arched, and 14 at the bottom, the sides being 10 to 11 inches. The keystones are triangular.

The cement used in building is a finely-puddled, tenacious bluish clay, and only a thin layer of it was required, as the bricks, having well-dressed, smooth surfaces, sat on each other firmly enough without requiring the intervention of any cement. At first sight the bricks appear to be in direct contact with each other, and no part of the cement is visible or exposed in such a way as to be able to absorb moisture freely. Thus the sparing use of the clay has been of great value in preserving the buildings for a long time. Even in the construction of the arches nothing but clay has been used by way of cement. On roofs and floors a compost of brick-dust and kankar lime was the mortar used, and a variety of it with a larger proportion of lime was used for plastering, and for the formation of mouldings and other ornaments. This shows that the builders were not only perfectly familiar with the properties of lime mortar, but they used it very extensively. The supply of kankar was abundant everywhere, from Behar to Agra. It occurred often on the very surface of the earth, and could be, as it is now, collected
by a mere scratching of the soil. Nor was fuel scarce; and the art of burning the kankar involves very little knowledge or tact; and yet, curiously enough, the builders never thought of lime-mortar in building radiating arches. The only way to account for this strange neglect of such a valuable material would be to attribute it to the inexorable dominion which custom exercises in this country. We learn from ancient texts that clay was the only cement used in the construction of altars in Vedic times, and that custom was handed down from generation to generation, and none ventured to do otherwise. Arrian, on the authority of Megasthenes, informs us that at the close of the fourth century B.C. "those cities in India which stood on commanding situations and lofty eminences were built of brick and mud" (a), and the practice seems to have been continued for a considerable length of time after that period. This would prove, too, that the art of building was indigenous, and not, as supposed by some, introduced by foreign architects.

The only wood-work in the Great Temple is the framing of the roof of the third-storey room, but it is placed at so great a height that I could not come sufficiently near it to examine its character. Doors, too, were no doubt made of wood; but there is none existing now of any ancient date.

Stone occurs in the door-frames, floors, and steps. The two door-frames of the Great Temple are of sandstone. The steps in the two staircases are of granite; so are the flags with which the temple and the court-yard are paved. The railings round the temple were partly of sandstone and partly of granite; and basalt, chlorite, and potstone occur in different forms as bases, plinths, model-stūpas, statues, and other sculpture.

At Buddha Gayā there is no counterpart of the large iron beams and rafters so abundant in medieval Orissan architecture, and the only use made of that metal was in the formation of clamps for tying stoneworks together. Gold was used for gilding statues, and copper for the pinnacles of temples; but of the last two no specimen has been met with by me: Major Mead found only a brass peacock and a bell. Hionen Thsang makes mention of brazen statues; but none has been seen of late.

(a) McCrindle's 'Megasthenes and Arrian,' p. 88.
In the style of building there is nothing peculiar that calls for any notice. As elsewhere in India in former times, so here, the bricks were ranged isodromically as stretchers and bonders promiscuously in every course, and not in alternate courses, as is sometimes the case in Europe.

But in the construction of the arches the plan followed was peculiar. The arches were formed exactly as a radiating arch should be, of voussoirs made of bricks with their sides so cut that each is thicker at the outside than at the inside of the arch, tilting inward and downward further than the course next below it till the two sides, rising together, met and received the keystone. The two extreme voussoirs rest on the abutments, and the intermediate ones are held together in their position by their mutual pressure, by the resistance of the keystone, and by the force of gravity drawing the voussoirs straight downwards while they stand in a slanting position. Instead, however, of ranging the bricks lengthwise across the arch, i.e. as bonders and stretchers touching each other by their flat sides, as is the case now, they were placed so as to have their longest sides resting edge to edge, in a line with the arch. The keystone, a triangular brick, was put on one side of the crown. And as only entire bricks were used, there was no bonding, each series forming a distinct line of its own, as shown in the woodcut No. 3. "In this construction," General Cunningham justly observes, "the strain is thrown on the narrow edges of the bricks instead of on their broad faces, and it is therefore weak. But it is still so greatly superior in strength to the overlapping Indian arch that it is difficult to conceive how any builder who had a knowledge of even this weaker kind of radiating arch should have deliberately discarded it in the greatest opening of a brick building, where its use would have been eminently judicious" (a).

This arrangement was, however, obviously adopted with a view to simulate the appearance of stone voussoirs, which expose to the sight the broadest face, and that the thickness of a brick could not produce. This fact is worthy of special note,  

as it shows that the arches were copies of stone originals, and such originals were known to the people.

This arrangement, however, was confined to the arches over the doorways. In the vaults, after every brick placed lengthwise, two bricks were put crosswise (woodcut No. 4), so no mechanical advantage was derived by the interlacing produced by bonding; and the clay used as cement being utterly worthless as a binding material, the bricks remained in situ solely by their lateral pressure and the resistance of the keystones. In the annexed woodcut (No. 4) is shown the appearance of the arch from the front as also from below. The voussoirs are all of entire bricks, and there is no bonding; but the cross bricks are bonded. The latter were evidently intended to strengthen the arch, by throwing the resistance on the narrow sides of the bricks. This arrangement, however, has not been adopted in the vault of the Konch Temple (see woodcut No. 1, p. 78), where the simple plan shown in woodcut No. 3 was preferred.

The form of the arch also differed. In the larger vaults and arches the form adopted was the pointed equilateral, formed by the decussation of arcs drawn on the radius of the span; but in the smaller vaults and arches the semicircular plan was preferred.

Altogether there were, in 1871, seventeen arches, viz. 1st and 2nd, the vaults over the porch; 3rd, the vault over the vestibule leading to the first-storey chamber; 4th, the vault over the chamber; 5th, the arch over the door of the second-storey room; 6th, the vault over the vestibule of that chamber; 7th, the vault over the chamber; 8th, the arch over the door of the third-storey room; 9th, the vault over the vestibule of that room; 10th and 11th, arches over the doorways of the two staircases in the porch; 12th and 13th, the sloping vaults over the staircases; 14th and 15th, arches over the doorways at the first landing of the stairs; 16th, the vault in the temple of Tárá Deví; 17th, the vault over the corridor, which extended from the front of the granite pavement to the bank of the Nairanjana. Of these the 8th, the 9th, and the 17th, are now not in existence. The 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th, are semicircular, and the rest pointed.
ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS.

I was the first to bring to the notice of the public, in 1864 (a), some of these arches, forming so remarkable a feature of Buddha Gayā architecture. In my paper on the subject I said—"Such a structure in an Indian building more than two thousand years old struck me as a remarkable proof of the Hindus having had a knowledge of the principle of the arch at a very early period, though the credit of it has been denied them by all our Anglo-Indian antiquaries. Fergusson, in his 'Hand-book of Architecture,' concedes to the Jains a knowledge of the horizontal or projecting arch, but, advertsing to the radiating or true arch, says (Vol. I., p. 78): 'In the first place no tope shows internally the smallest trace of a chamber so constructed (i.e. with a true dome); nor do any of the adjacent buildings incline to such a mode of construction, which must have ere now been detected had it ever existed.' Elsewhere he observes (p. 224): 'The Indian architects have fallen into the other extreme, refusing to use the arch under any circumstances, and preferring the smallest dimensions and the most crowded interiors, rather than adopt what they considered so destructive an expedient.' Adverting to the Kutub, he says, 'all the openings possess pointed arches, which the Hindus never used' (p. 418). Again, 'the Hindus, however, up to this time (i.e. of the Pathāns) had never built arches; nor indeed did they for centuries afterwards' (p. 424). These remarks do not, it is true, directly mean that the Indians had no knowledge of the arch, but they imply it. Elphinstone is more positive. In his remarks on Hindu bridges he says, 'nor does it appear that the early Hindus knew the arch, or could construct vaults or domes, otherwise than by layers of stone, projecting beyond those beneath, as in the treasury of Atreus of

(a) In using these words, it is the farthest from my wish to imply that none had seen the arches before me. The temple had been seen before me by thousands, including several distinguished antiquaries, and it was impossible for them, having eyes, not to see the arches so prominently exposed in front of the temple; but none had described them in print for the information of those who had not seen them, and I was the first to do so. This explanation will, I hope, satisfy my friend General Cunningham, who in a footnote to his second report on Buddha Gayā (p. 85) complains by saying: 'I may note here that Baboo Rajendra Lal makes a mistake when he supposes that the arches of the Buddha Gayā temple escaped my notice. I made a large drawing of them in December 1861, which is now before me, and I consulted Colonel Yule in the same month as to whether they were of Burmese origin.' I could not have had the most distant thought of denying that he had seen the arches, or made drawings, or consulted Colonel Yule about them, for I knew nothing about those facts. All that I knew was that in his first report of 1861, which was before me, he had not adverted to them at all, and so I felt safe in asserting that I was the first to describe them. After the publication of my paper in 1864, the learned author devoted to them, in 1871, several pages in his second report.
ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS.

Myceena" ('History of India,' p. 163). Depending on the testimony of these distinguished antiquarians, one may very reasonably assign to the Buddha Gayā temple a much later age than it claims; but the fact of its having been visited by Fa Hian, and, subsequently, by Hiouen Thsang long before the advent of the Muhammadans in this country, inevitably leads to the inference of its having existed at a pre-Muhammadan era; while the position the arches occupy is so natural and integral that it leaves no room for the hypothesis that they were subsequent additions. I brought the fact to the notice of Captain Mead, who had kindly undertaken to shew the ruins to me, and he readily acknowledged that the builders of the temple, whoever they were, certainly knew the art of constructing an arch, and the one before us was a very good specimen of it." (a)

The late Mr. Horne visited Buddha Gayā in 1864, and published a note on the arches (in all 9—3 semicircular and 6 pointed) which he supposed were additions made in A.D. 500 to the shell of the building. He said, "the junction of the inserted work with the original is clear everywhere. The floor of the upper chamber comes through the wall of the building, i.e. the beaten puddled floor-line shows a white line most plain in the photograph. At the sides, too, the insertion is most plain. The use of the different-sized bricks in the different arches, whereas those in the body of the building are all the same, would indicate their having been built at a different date, which most probably was long subsequent." (b) Mr. Horne was mistaken about the floor-line; it does not anywhere permeate the wall. The "white line" is visible neither on the original nor on the photographs, and I have before me more than a dozen photographs taken by different persons and at different times.

In a private note to A. Grote, Esq., then President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Major-General Cunningham about that time expressed an opinion that the arches were modern additions, put in by the Burmese repairers of the temple in the 14th century. This, however, he has since been satisfied, was wrong, and he now thinks the arches to have existed from before the time of Hiouen Thsang.

(b) Proceedings, Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1866, p. 108.
In the middle of 1865 Mr. Peppe, of the Opium Department, visited Buddha Gayá and prepared a series of excellent photographs of the ancient remains in the place. His attention was naturally drawn to the discussions which had taken place at the meetings of the Asiatic Society, and he made special investigation on the subject. The conclusions he arrived at after a careful examination of the place were thus summarised by him:

First—"that the lower chamber, with its arched roof, is of the same age as the lower part of the temple;

Second—"that the middle chamber with its arches is of the same age as the main building;

Third—"that the porch was built at a later period;

Fourth—"that some considerable time after the temple and porch had been built the whole was replastered, with the exception of the outer wall of the terrace. Why this was not plastered it is difficult to say, most probably on account of the ornamentation; nor was it even then covered by the accumulation of rubbish?" (a)

Subsequently Mr. Fergusson, in two letters to A. Grote, Esq., expressed his opinion that the arches were modern, and must have been inserted by the Burmese repairers in the beginning of the 14th century. He said: "Since I last wrote you, I have looked carefully into the evidence about the age of the tower at Buddha Gayá, and see no reason to doubt the evidence of the inscription given (Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. III, p. 214) that the building we now see was erected in the first year of the 14th century. From its architecture, as shewn in the photograph you have sent me, I would have been inclined to make it even more modern; and the evidence of the "arches," as explained by Mr. Horne, is to my mind quite conclusive that it was erected long after the Muhammadan conquest. Had it been built by true Hindus they would not have been found there even then; but the Burmese never hated the arch so cordially as the true Hindu. My impression of its history would be that in Asoka's time, or between that and the Christian era, the Bo Tree was surrounded by a rail of the Sanchi type. At some subsequent period a

(a) Proceedings, Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1865, p. 153.
"stupa" was erected, probably of a tower form, it may be by Amara, and the lehras may be of his time; but I feel nearly quite certain that the arches were inserted and the tower took its present form in the beginning of the 14th century." (a) This opinion has since been repeated in the learned author's 'History of Indian and Eastern Architecture' (p. 70), where he says: "The changes in detail, as well as the introduction of vaulted arches in the interior, I fancy, must belong to the Burmese restoration in the beginning of the 14th century." Elsewhere (p. 210) he adds: "We cannot assert with absolute certainty that the Buddhists never employed a true arch; this at least is certain, that no structural example has yet been found in India, and that all the arches or circular forms found in the caves are, without one single exception, copies of wooden form, and nowhere even simulate stone construction. With the Hindus and Jains the case is different: they use stone arches and stone domes, which are not copied from wooden forms at all, but these are invariably horizontal arches, never formed or intended to be formed with radiating voussoirs." Again, and more emphatically (p. 120)—"The presence of the woodwork is an additional proof, if any were wanted, that there were no arches of construction in any of the Buddhist buildings. There never were, nor are, any in any Indian building anterior to the Muhammadan conquest, and very few indeed in any Hindu building afterwards."

I pass over the positive argument that all the arches and circular forms found in the caves are "without a single exception" copies of wooden forms as untenable in the face of the Sonabhandar cave, which is of exactly the pointed gothic form of the vaults, and which, according to General Cunningham, dates from the 5th century before Christ (b). It is not necessary also to notice the fallacy involved in the assertion embodied in the last extract, for the question at issue is exactly what the author accepts as a premise. It is founded upon a foregone conclusion, and therefore evinces a want of critical caution. The questions raised in the discussions at the Asiatic Society were, first, the age of the temple; second, the age of the arches, i.e. whether they were contemporaneous with the shell of the temple or subsequent

(a) Proceedings, Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1866, p. 133.
insertions; third, the knowledge and use of the radiating arch by the people of India before they came into contact with the Muhammadans. (a)

As regards the first, the position adopted by me in 1864, that the temple which we now see is the same which Asoka built, is untenable; General Cunningham has, in his second report, already proved the temple to be of a subsequent date.

The second issue must also go against me, as far as the contemporaneity of the arches with the temple is concerned. The two are not of the same age. From the description given above it is obvious that the arches were inserted some time after the completion of the temple. When this was done it is impossible to determine with any precision in the present state of our knowledge on the subject. This much, however, is clear, that the arches existed long before the advent of Hsiouen Tshang in India. That keen observer and faithful chronicler has given as a description of the temple, which applies most accurately to the structure now existing; and at his time, in 637 A.C., the temple had the identical two-storeyed porch whose remains are still extant, and as the upper walls of that porch rest on the spring of the vaulted roof of the first storey, it is impossible to deny that it existed at his time. And if that existed, we cannot deny the existence at the time of the vault over the first and the second storey chambers, as also those in the doorways. Regarding the latter

(a) At a meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal held in December last, Mr. H. F. Blanford, Meteorological Reporter to the Government of India, commenting on some remarks made by me on the occasion, expressed an opinion to the effect that the structures under notice "were not true arches," but as no such issue has been raised by experienced engineers and architects like General Cunningham and Mr. Fergusson, I need not notice it. The description and illustrations above given will, I feel certain, convince all professional men that the opinion is not tenable. Sir Edward Clive Bayley, at the same meeting, remarked that "the arches may be described not as arches, but as structures showing progress towards the discovery of the true arch," and compared the arches to "well cylinders." Neither of the speakers defined what a true arch was, and it would take me too much out of my theme to discuss the bearings of the evolution theory of the last speaker. As an illustration of the arrangement of the bricks in the simpler arches, his comparison, however, is not inapt, and General Cunningham used it in his second report. A circular arch is necessarily a half cylinder, the juctures of each added course of bricks or stones lying in the plane of the axis of the cylinder cutting its surface. Mechanically, however, it is not at all correct. In the true arch the ends alone rest on the imposte, even as a beam spanning the breadth of a room rests on the side walls, and the body hangs on the air, supporting itself and the weight that is put upon it by the lateral pressure of its constituent bricks or voussoirs; whereas in the well cylinders the whole structure lies flat on the ground below it, and every brick has a support under it, requiring no imposte, and supporting no weight. It might be said that the lateral pressure of the surrounding earth represents the weight in a well cylinder; and if we assume the cylinder to be formed of two semicircles, the two ends of one of which rest on the corresponding ends of the other, we have the imposte; but it rests flat on the ground, and its shape is purely accidental. In square wells we have straight, and not curved, revetment walls, and the cardinal mechanical principle of the arch, its supporting itself by its two ends only, is wanting.
General Cunningham says:—"To the third period of the temple's history I would ascribe the addition of the two-storeyed pavilion to the eastern face, which, as we know from Hiouen Thang's description, must have been built some time before A.D. 637. I infer also from the story of Śaṅkha's minister placing a lamp in the inner chamber of the temple before the figure of Mahādeva on account of the darkness, that the front pavilion and all the vaults and arches had already been added before A.D. 590 or 600, say about 500 A.D." (a)

It might be urged that the fact of the existence of a porch like that which the Chinese pilgrim saw is no proof that it is the same with what we now have. The Burmese of the 14th century might have renewed it on the old plan, substituting a vaulted for a flat roofing for the first storey of the porch. Such a statement, however, in the first place, would be a mere assertion based on no proof whatever; secondly, the proofs to the contrary are too overwhelming to be gainsaid. The small portions now existing of the walls of the upper storey of the porch show clearly that they had been subjected to at least two thorough repairs before the front of the structure fell. The mouldings are completely dused over by whitewash as they appear at first sight, leaving only a faint and smudgy outline of their details here and there; but, as I have already said, on peeling off the upper coat of whitewash, we come to the details developed in a rude, clumsy, coarse way; and then, on peeling off another coat, they appear sharp and fine as they were first made; and these coatings would be quite unaccountable if we assume the original to be dated in the beginning of the 14th century. The Buddhists had forsaken the place long before. If any faith is to be reposed on the inscription translated by Wilkins, the place had become a "wild forest," "infested by lions and tigers" in the 10th century, and there was none in India who would care to repair the edifice after the Burmese repairs. We have nothing definite to show the extent of the repairs in the 14th century. General Cunningham takes it to have been "extensive, including a complete coat of plaster, which has lasted very fairly until the present day." If we may judge of the past from the present,—of what they did in the 14th from what they have done in the 10th century during the past year,—the extent must have been exceedingly limited; a few stoppages of leaks and restorations of a moulding or a cornice here or there, and a coat of whitewash over the whole, would complete the sum total of their

work. As already shown, they also renewed the wall of the terrace on the north side, completed the projection on the west, and built the stairs at the north-east corner; and, in doing so, they resorted to the simplest expedients possible, making the walls perfectly plain, and building them with lime-mortar, such as was then in common use, leaving the surrounding ground perfectly uncleared and untouched. A new porch in the old style with a vaulted roofing could not have by any means entered their plan.

It is morally certain that the Burmese officers who came to repair the temple were not themselves architects, nor did they bring any bricklayers and masons with them. They came with money, as did their successors last year, and employed the masons of Gayá to carry out their orders. The masons of Gayá at the time were mostly, if not all, Hindus, who depended on their own knowledge of architecture, and did not borrow anything from the Burmese. They had unquestionably seen Muhammadan architects building arches, and if they had copied them they would have produced the true Saracenic foiled arch, with bricks placed crosswise, and cemented with lime-mortar. There is not a single Muhammadan arch, and very few buildings of that race of the 12th or the 13th century in the country, in which clay cement was used, and there is no reason to suppose that the Hindu builders, in imitating a Muhammadan arch, changed the order of building and resorted to a cement which was utterly worthless for the purpose. There was no want of kankarlime in the country, and no builder with a head on his neck, after once seeing a modern arch, would fail to perceive its great superiority over the style of building we find at Buddha Gayá. An unbonded line of brick voussoirs cannot, in strength and durability, for a moment compare with bonded cross-bricks cemented with lime-mortar; and there was no engineering reason to set aside the one in favour of the other. It would be running against all reason and consistency to suppose that the Hindu architects employed by the Burmese Embassy in the 14th century did, even after having seen and learnt the value of the Muhammadan arch, originate a plan of their own, or, in the attempt to copy, reproduce a different structure. A copy doubtless is generally inferior to its original; but we should look to the inferiority in construction and execution, and not in the general principles and materials, unless it can be shown that the principles could not be easily worked out and the materials were inaccessible, or very difficultly accessible. In the present instance such was
not the case. It was as easy to range bricks crosswise as lengthwise, and kankarlime and pounded bricks could not have been wanting, or dear. I have no hesitation, therefore, in subscribing to the opinion of General Cunningham, that the vaults existed before the time of Hiouen Thsang's visit. Moreover, if we should, even against the reasons above urged, admit that the Burmese did build the vaults and the arches at Buddha Gayá, how should we account for their counterparts in the Konch Temple? The Burmese never went to it. It was built by the Buddhists, and was a Buddhist shrine for centuries before the Hindus appropriated it to their own use and converted it into a Śivite sanctuary. The Hindu sculptures still existing in it clearly demonstrate that the appropriation took place many centuries ago; and whether we believe that the vault and the arches to have been there when the appropriation took place, or that they were introduced soon after, the fact would remain that they had been built by the people of this country, on models which cannot be attributed to Moslem archetypes.

The third question is entirely governed by the second; and if the decision regarding the latter be that the vaults and the arches existed before the time of Hiouen Thsang, the conclusion must follow that the Buddhists, as also the Hindus, who were of the same nationality, the same race, and the same castes, with their schismatic atheistic brethren, knew the art of building radiating arches, and did build them, though but rarely. The saying current among them, that "an arch never sleeps," which has been quoted by Mr. Fergusson, is a proof positive that they knew the radiating arch well, and avoided employing it, "because of its vis viva, which is always tending to thrust its haunches outward, and the necessity it involved of very heavy abutments to overcome its destructive tendency." A saying like this could never have got currency had the people not known the object which gave rise to it.

The art displayed in the building of the temple is worthy of a passing note. The art displayed in the building.

The first essential element in a good building, according to the highest authorities on the subject, the Greek architects, is taxis, or order, "the proper arrangement of parts before putting them together;" and in this respect there is very little wanting in the temple under notice. Its parts are arranged with a degree of taste that speaks highly of the culture of the architect and his thorough knowledge of the details of his profession. There is nothing discordant, nothing extraneous, nothing incongruous, in the
different members which enter in its composition. The design is doubtless conventional, but therein we have what Ruskin fancifully calls "the lamps of obedience and memory" fully illustrated, and it was by no means ill adapted for the purpose for which the building was intended. The second essential according to them was *symmetria*, or proportion in size; and the relative proportions between the terrace, the body, the spine, and the pinnacle of the Buddha Gayā temple, are such as it would not be easy to disturb without serious injury to the harmonious blending of its parts. They are the results of protracted study and consummate experience, governed by no mean conception of the cardinal elements of architectural beauty. The third essential is *curithema*, or "harmony in number, in the adjustment of the parts both in their separate dimensions and in their interleaking junctures," and here again the architect of the Buddha Gayā temple has no reason to be afraid of any serious adverse criticism. The general design; the niches, their size, their symmetrical disposition on the two sides of a central band; their gradual diminution as they rise; the provision made to hide ugly angles at the corners of the different storeys; the disposition of the upright bands; the effect of those bands in adding to the apparent height of the structure; the dexterity displayed in producing a curved outline out of a zig-zag one;—are elements in the composition of the structure which speak highly in his favour. The fourth essential, or *diathesis*, refers to the "composition of the different parts of an extended edifice as a whole," or composite buildings, and cannot be brought to bear on a solitary temple. The last is *eikononía*, or "the securing of the useful ends for which a building was erected," and in this respect, again, very little can be said against the architect. The purpose of the Buddha Gayā temple was the location of a statue in such a position as to inspire the highest amount of reverence and awe, and for that purpose it was admirable. Its dimensions of eighty feet by seventy-five feet, with a height of one hundred and seventy feet to the top of the pinnacle, were such as to produce an impression of the highest grandeur and sublimity, undisturbed by any obtrusive subdivision of parts. Whether viewed from a small or a great distance, there is nothing to divert the spectator's contemplation from the majesty of mass and outline, which forms the peculiar characteristic of the temple. Its "power," to use again the fanciful language of Ruskin, "in the display of its massiveness as an element of architectural effect" is all but perfect. There have been, and there are, larger and more pretentious
edifices in India and other parts of the earth; they were, and they are, grander, handsomer, and nobler buildings, richer by far in style, material, and finish than the Buddha Gayá temple; but, viewed by itself, the last wants but little to serve the economy for which it was intended. It is a work in which both the science and the art of architecture were brought into play, and is not the result of untutored labour of a rude and uncultured people.

The only other monument to which I wish to call the attention of the reader at this place is the tank to the south of the Great Temple. It should have been noticed in Chapter I, but was by an oversight omitted. It is called Buddhokar Tál, or 'Buddha's Tank,' and measures about 504 feet by 425 feet. Originally it was perfectly rectangular; but in course of time its sides have broken down and fallen into its bed, and its outline is now become very irregular. Referring to it, Hsüen Thsang says:—"En dehors de la porte méridionale des murs de l'arbre de l'intelligence, il y a un grand étang, qui a environ sept cents pas de circuit, et dont les eaux sont pures et claires comme un miroir; des dragons et des poissons y font leur demeure. Il a été creusé per deux Brahmanes, qui étaient frères, d'apres les ordres du dieu Ta-tsou-theá (Mahésvara Dêva)." (a). General Cunningham is of opinion that this tank is the same with the one in which the dragon Muchilinda resided, and that the description is "so striking that it was seen at once by the members of the Burmese Embassy." (b) This identification, however, is not correct. The pilgrim, as shown above (p. 55), places the Muchilinda tank at a considerable distance to the south-east of this tank, and the two are quite distinct. The error has evidently arisen from the use of the word "dragon" by the pilgrim; but by it he simply means that there were crocodiles in the tank, as there now are. It is said that one of the Brúhman brothers built the Great Temple, and the other caused the tank to be excavated. There is no reason to doubt, however, that the tank was excavated to afford the earth required for the making of bricks for the Great Temple. I have seen no large ancient Hindu fane where there is not a tank adjoining, and where its presence was not due to this cause; and the same may with equal propriety be predicated of Buddhist shrines. The large

(a) 'Memoires sur les Contrées occidentales,' Vol. I, p. 477.
tank close to the Vihāra at Sultānganj, the tanks near the Chaubārá Tilā, the
Chaurāśi Tilā, the Kankālí Tilā, and other Buddhist mounds in the suburbs
of Mathurā, the splendid sheet of water close by the Great Temple of Nālandā,
the Markaṭa Hrada at Vaisali, the large tank to the east of the Sārnāth tower,
and the tanks at Sānehī and other places, clearly show that they supplied the
earth with which bricks were made for the large monuments adjoining them.
No one would for a moment think of bringing bricks from a great distance when
they could be very economically and conveniently made where they were wanted,
and where the result would be a tank, which none could object to. But at the same
time it must be admitted that a tank of pure water is a very useful appurtenance
to a temple. Both Hindu and Buddhist ceremonials require frequent bathing
and ablutions and lustrations. No Hindu rite can be celebrated without a plentiful
supply of water, and both Hindu and Buddhist ascetics and priests who dwell
in the neighbourhood of temples require water daily for drinking, cooking, and
the cleansing of their rooms. And those who go to the expense of building
a large temple do not grudge the expense of so necessary an adjunct. Hence
it is that tanks are met with not only near brick-built temples and vihāyas,
but also in the neighbourhood of stone edifices and caves and rocky eminences,
wherever Buddhist monks took up their abode. Such artificial reservoirs of
water were absolutely necessary where no natural supply was ready at hand, and
they were never omitted.
CHAPTER IV.

SCULPTURES.


In a system of religion like Buddhism, founded on atheism or self-assertion, divinities must be unknown. Where nothing beyond the human soul was recognized as existent, gods could find no place. The cardinal point in theology is the existence of a divine soul which animates the creation and governs it according to its own supreme will; but where the existence of that soul was denied, there was nothing left to mark the distinction between the adored and the adorer. The belief that the phenomenal world was a mere illusion, the result of ignorance, was incompatible with any theory of adoration. Where the evil was of one's own creation,—where one's own passions and earthly cares forged the chain,—no supernatural powers of imaginary gods were needed to subdue them and free the soul from the bondage of flesh. But a system of negations and abstractions could not long continue to inspire enthusiasm, nor keep firm hold on the minds of the masses. The negative, therefore, soon passed into the positive, and the abstract into the concrete. Buddha himself took the place of the supreme divinity, and Bodhisattvas rose in plenty to be ministered to, and worshipped, by the gods of the Hindus.
When this change first took place is not known. It would seem that when Buddhism was first promulgated, the feeling of revulsion against the supremacy of the Hindu gods was strong, and it was entirely repudiated. But the gods themselves were never openly declared as mere creatures of fancy. They were denied all divine attributes, and relegated to a subordinate position; they were declared to be subject to the failings and the common doom of created beings; they needed, as much as man, the means of salvation: but they were accepted as beings of a superior order, possessing many supernatural powers. They ceased to be gods, but they lived as angels. It is probable that Buddha himself took the Hindu gods to be mere myths; but there is nothing in the Buddhist scriptures to show that he did so, and his disciples maintained the contrary everywhere. Brahmá and Indra and Śiva were not non-existent, but only the servants and adorers of those who had risen above the control of their carnal wants, and, in the fullness of their wisdom, learnt the true nature of creation. This belief opened the way for visible representations, and in time images became an integral part of Buddhist worship.

The first impulse in this direction was probably given immediately after the death of Buddha. It was but natural that the disciples and followers of the saint should have looked upon his relics with the highest veneration, and treasured them with the utmost care. We may not believe in the truth of the story which describes the division of the mortal remains of Buddha into ten shares, and the assignment of most of them to the leading sovereigns of India at the time; but there is nothing positively incredible in the fact of certain kings, believers in the truth of the doctrine preached by Buddha, showing their respect to the teacher, and raising monuments on his relics. The earliest mode of disposing of the dead in India was burial. In the Rig Veda there is a hymn which describes burial (a), and it had from an unknown, but very remote, period served as the burial service or the mantra to be repeated on the dead just before inhumation. After a time burial was replaced by cremation, and this is fully described in the Brāhmaṇa of the Black

(a) Vide passim Dr. Roth’s essay ‘Die Todtembestattung bei den Brahmanen,’ and Grimm’s essay on the ‘Burning of the Dead,’ in the ‘Zeitschrift’ of the German Oriental Society, and Whitney’s paper on burial in the time of the Rig Veda in his ‘Oriental and Linguistic Studies.’
Yajur Veda (a), which dates from before the eighth century B.C. This change, however, was not complete. It brought in cremation as a preliminary to burial. The body was first burnt, and the rite of sepulture was then administered to the burnt remains, and a tumulus was raised thereon, while the service or mantra remained the same. We know not what rules Buddha himself laid down during his long ministry of forty-four years for the disposal of the dead, but many of his disciples and followers must have died during his lifetime, and some form of ceremony must have been designed for them; and if we may judge from the account preserved of the funeral of the saint himself, it must have been very closely like what prevailed among the Hindus. His body was first burnt, and the burnt remains were next buried, exactly in the same way in which, according to the Rámáyana, the mortal remains of Ráma were disposed of by the Hindu king Bharata (b). The grave, then, or, what is the same thing, the tumulus erected over the ashes, was the tangible evidence of the defunct saint, and those who had adored the living preacher naturally transferred their adorations to the tumulus over his ashes, as the highest object of veneration. Thus the tumulus or grave became the first tangible object of adoration among the Buddhists, and relics, real or pretended, were widely circulated, and the faithful everywhere raised tumuli over them. These were, therefore, the most ancient religious and sacred objects whose representation engaged the attention of the Buddhists.

Originally the grave was called dehagopa, or repository of the body, whence the modern dagoba. It was also named chaitya, which in Sanskrit means a "tomb," or an "altar;" and stúpa or "mound." Nor was the tumulus confined to Buddha himself. Every one of his followers had the right to a tomb, and had a few basketsful of earth thrown on their last resting-place. But the more influential among them

---

(a) See my essay on 'Funerals in Ancient India' in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and in the Introduction to my edition of the 'Taittiriya Áranyaka.'

(b) See Griffith's Rámáyana, Vol. I. The ancient Greek funeral did not differ much from the Hindu ceremony. (Guhl and Koner's 'Life of the Greeks and Romans.') The Yajur Veda prescribes that a bit of gold should be put on the palm of the dead before cremation, and the practice is followed to this day by every Hindu, the tongue being preferred as the place of deposit; but I have nowhere seen any reason or object assigned for this practice. Among the ancient Greeks the same practice obtained, and an obolus, being the ferriage (μαλαιν ἐκολογείω) for Charon, was put into the mouth of the corpse; and the Preta pinda of the Hindus had its counterpart in the cenās ferolle, "the cake for the ghost," of the Romans.
got magnificent tombs erected over their graves. As they were all, without exception, houseless hermits, the cost of their burials was defrayed by householders and moneyed men; and in time the dedication of a tumulus came to be looked upon as an important and highly meritorious act of religion on the part of the laity. Sacred relics could not always be had, and so they had to be dispensed with; but cenotaphs could be always raised, and for purposes of religion they were as useful as tombs, and whoever could afford it erected one for the spiritual good of himself and his ancestors. Such dedications were always sources of profit to the clergy; and from the real tumulus they devised the model, whereby not only the rich, but every member of the community, however poor, could secure to himself and his ancestors the merit of dedicating a stūpa. Similarly, Hindu pilgrims in the present day, when they cannot afford to dedicate a temple to Śiva at Benares, satisfy their religious longings by dedicating a miniature. In the same way the high merit of bestowing a horse to a Muhammadan saint or pir is secured by the people of this country by little fictile images of that animal, thousands of which may be seen on the platform of every pirasthān, and under many a sacred banian-tree in India. The offering is made by all classes of the people, both Hindus and Muhammadans, and the occasions are various. Once I heard a respectable Brāhman lady promise to present six horses to the dargah of Mānik Pir, a local saint, on her husband recovering from a slight hurt he had received. I was surprised, and asked if she intended to keep her promise, seeing that the hurt under any circumstance would be cured in less than a week. "Certainly," said she, "why should you doubt my honesty?"

"Why," replied I, "the cost of the commonest pony would be more than 40 rupees. Would you give away 240 rupees to the saint for a hurt which will be cured in three or four days without any medicine?"

"Dear me," returned she, "how green you must be! Who ever gave a live horse to a dargah? I mean clay images, and they cost half a pice each."

Vows of the kind are frequently made by poor women for the safe delivery of kine and goats, and in such cases a quantity of milk is also given.

The dedication of stūpas was held most meritorious when made within the precincts of an old and renowned sacred fane, whose reflected sanctity could fall on the models; and hence it is that they are met with in large numbers round the most ancient topes. At Sārnāth, near Benares, fictile
models, about three inches in height, have been met with by thousands. Sir Bartle Frere once showed me some which he had brought from Bráhmanábád, in Cutch. At Sánci, Mathurá, and elsewhere, they have also been found in great numbers. Some of these were so ingeniously made as to include within their substance the Buddhist creed, or a miniature figure of Buddha, or both, stamped with a seal. A cheaper form of this is a small tile, stamped with the figure of one or more chaityas, with the Buddhist creed at bottom. This probably did not cost more than a pie, but its dedication cost more; and it formed a small but perennial source of gain to the clergy. Those who could afford to pay more preferred a stone-model to one of baked clay; and that, too, is pretty common.

At Buddha Gáyá I met with no clay models of stúpas, but of stone representations of various forms and sizes hundreds were met with everywhere. Thousands of them have been taken away from this place to all parts of Gáyá, and thousands more may be recovered by digging into the large and extensive mounds which surround the great temple. From the small area which has been levelled by the Burmese gentlemen upwards of two thousand such models have been recovered. Out of these I saw, in a godown adjoining the dwelling of the Burmese, about five hundred small ones, evidently picked out with a view to be carried to Burmah. Near the temple of Tárá Deví there are several hundreds lying in heaps, and other heaps exist on other parts of the mounds. A few have been built into the walls, and a great number have been taken away. Compared to images of Buddha, these model stúpas are considerably more numerous; and I infer from this that the merit of dedicating stúpas was evidently held to be greater than that of dedicating the former. It should be added, however, that the models have generally, but not invariably, the figures of the four Dhyáni Buddhas carved on their four sides, so that the models secured the merit of dedicating both images and stúpas, whereas the images could have the merit only of one kind of offering.

In size the model stúpas vary from three inches to nearly three feet, and in their execution and ornamentation fancy and ingenuity were allowed wide play. The oldest stúpas were hemispherical in shape (a), either perfect hemispheres or two-thirds sections of

---

(a) Cunningham's 'Bhilá Topes,' p 199.
spheres, and devoid of all ornaments. This shape was the most perfect representation of the tumulus, which, whether originally made so or not, always assumes, after a few years' rain and decay, the form of a hemispherical mound: it is at the same time the most lasting which human art can devise. It represents, too, a water-bubble, which admirably typifies the evanescent character of all worldly objects, and therefore is the most appropriate emblem of departed life. A dozen models of this shape have lately been dug out, and they measure about two feet in diameter and 12 to 14 inches in height, their substance being granite. (Plate XLI, fig. 1.) They are unquestionably the oldest relics of their kind. The first idea of ornament for these was a pinnacle or kalasa. Four scrolls on the sides were next thought of (fig. 2), and they were soon replaced by niches. Mouldings round the base followed, and the base was gradually so altered and increased as to produce a plinth, which latterly took a square form. The plinth, too, gradually increased in height till the whole assumed the shape of a column ending in a hemisphere. The shaft in such cases was set off with an ornamental band round the middle. These gradual changes are not only perceptible in the models, but also in large monuments. The oldest monuments known, such as those of Sānchi and Barāhat, are nearly hemispherical, and the latest, those of Sāranáth and Afghanistan, columnar (a); and these facts afford a ready means of judging of the age of a monument.

Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton aptly compares the shape of the ordinary votive stūpa to that of a "bee-hive," but he mistakes the square mortice, designed to receive the tenon of the pinnacle on the top, to be "a hole for the burning of incense." (b) In some cases the outline of the body was so curved as to produce the shape of a bell. The niches on the four sides of the stūpas usually contain images of the four Dhyāni Buddhas, but in the earliest specimens they are left empty. In some modern ones I have, on the other hand, seen female figures in the attitude of dancing. (Plate XXIII, fig. 4.) In some specimens the whole of the shaft is covered over with miniature figures of Buddha, ranged in four, five, or six tiers. (Plate XLII, fig. 1). A few, very few, have the creed Ye dharmā hetu, &c., and also the name of the donor, engraved on the base.

(a) Cunningham's 'Bhīṣa Tope,' p. 169.
(b) Martin's 'Eastern India,' Vol. I, p. 75.
The ordinary pinnacle or *kalasa* for the votive stūpa is a long tapering structure, formed of a series of rings, the number of the rings ranging from five to seventeen, according to the size of the stūpa (a). The rings were afterwards replaced by wedge-shaped projections, each set off with four triangular finials. Ordinarily the pinnacle rises from the top of the hemisphere without the intervention of any basement, but in rich specimens a square base with simple mouldings is supplied. The mortice hole on the top of these bases shows that the stūpas always had a pinnacle, though from its peculiar shape that structure was the first to break, and few are found entire. Judging, however, from some specimens of votive stūpas carved on rail-posts at Sānchi, Barāhat, and Buddha Gayā, I am of opinion that in early times the square basement on the top often served the purpose of the pinnacle, and nothing was added to the top of it; sometimes it was set off with a pear-shaped ornament. In such cases two flags were occasionally tied to the two sides of the basement. (Plate XXXV, fig. 3.)

In the accompanying plates I have produced representations of some of the leading forms of the votive stūpa.

Figure 1, plate XLI, shows the oldest hemispherical form. It is of granite, and has no ornament whatever.

Figure 2 is the first remove from it, the height being slightly greater than the half-diameter. The scroll work shown on it is sometimes present and sometimes wanting.

Figure 3 is of the same shape as the last, but provided with a plinth formed of two flat bands.

In figure 4 the bands of the plinth are more numerous, and the shaft is longer.

Figure 5 is a variety of the last. In all these the mortice hole occurs on the top for the reception of the kalasa, but none was found *in situ*.

In figure 6 there is a circular base, a base moulding, and a pinnacle formed of four gradually-receding tiles placed on a neck and a rounded kalasa.

Figure 7 is bell-shaped on a circular base, and has a simple finial.

In plate XLII, fig. 1, besides the base mouldings, there are several mouldings round the shaft.

(a) See the crown on Plate VIII.
In fig. 4 over the base mouldings there are four niches on the four sides, each having the figure of a Dhyāni Buddha seated in it. The niches are flanked with pilasters and surmounted by foiled arches.

Fig. 5 is a variety of the last, but it has eight niches with a flat, instead of an arched, top, surmounted alternately by a miniature stūpa and a Buddhist pediment, similar to what occurs on the Great Temple.

Fig. 6 differs from the preceding in having four niches, of which one is very sumptuous and the others simple. The niches have no images.

Fig. 3 is a circular shaft surrounded by six tiers of miniature images of Buddha.

Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 5, have mortices for kalasas.

Fig. 2 is sui generis; it is mounted on a cubic base, and its niches have no images.

In figures 4 and 5, plate XXXIV, the mouldings on the middle of the shaft are replaced by bands, one formed of a series of mouldings, and the other of the Buddhist rail pattern. The top of figure 4 occurs frequently in carvings on railposts, but I have not seen it in solid relief.

In figures 1 and 3 of plate XXXV I give two other varieties of the same kind, the last having the flags.

Next to chaityas, the most important object of worship was the impression of Buddha’s feet. In fact it was the first to come into vogue after relics, when the religion recognized no worship, and only veneration was shown to the relics of the great reformer. In later days, however, when the images of the last Buddha became popular, the feet, which constituted only a part thereof, fell to the background. But they were never altogether given up, and in all Buddhist countries carvings of Buddha’s feet are held in great veneration. In many temples they occupy the most prominent place; and when the Hindus got hold of Gayā, the popular feeling in favour of the most sacred foot-print there was so high, that, unable to set it aside, the Brāhmaṇs recognized it, under the name of Vishnu’s feet, as the most sacred object of worship at that place; and thousands of Hindu pilgrims from the most distant parts of India to this day visit and worship it every year for the salvation of their ancestors. Indeed, to the Vaishnavas the temple of Vishnupad, at Gayā, is one of the most holy in all India, and most of the later Śāstras earnestly
enjoin that no one should fail, at least once in his life-time, to visit the thrice-holy spot. According to one of the Smritis, the wish for numerous progeny is commended on the ground that out of the many one son might visit Gayá, and, by performing a śraddha on the foot-mark, rescue his father from the horrors of hell (a). The stone is a large block of granite, with an uneven top. The frequent washings which it daily undergoes have worn out the peculiar sectarian marks from which its character could be made out, and even the outlines of the feet are all but perfectly imperceptible. It is impossible, therefore, from any evidence on it, to determine to which sect it originally belonged; but the history of the conversion of Gayá to Hinduism, as given in chapter I, leaves no doubt in my mind that it was originally a Buddhist emblem. In General Cunningham’s first report a drawing has been given of the most important foot-print at Buddha Gayá, which was preserved in the centre of the pavilion noticed in the last chapter (p. 100). It bears a Sanskrit inscription, which is dated 1230 of the Śaka era = 1153 A.C. The sectarian marks on it comprise, on the right foot, a discus, an umbrella, a flag, a conch-shell, a pitcher, a fish, an elephant-goad, an arc, and a lotus-bud; and on the left foot the same, except the discus, which is replaced by a wheel. (Plate XLIII, fig. 1.) These marks do not correspond with any Vaishnava description of Vishnu’s feet, nor with any Buddhist account of Buddha’s foot-mark that I have seen. Nor do they conform to any known canons of palmistry, Hindu or Buddhist, regarding auspicious marks on the sole of the foot.

The Lalita Vistara (Chapter 7), in giving an account of the peculiar marks on, and the character of, Śākyas feet, says—“He has expanded hands and feet, soft fresh hands and feet, swift and agile hands and feet (like those of a snake-catcher), with long and slender fingers and toes. On the soles of the feet of the imperial prince (Mahárája Kumárá) Sarvárthasiddha are two white wheels, beautifully coloured, bright and refulgent, and having a thousand spokes, a nave, and an axle-hole.” Such wheels, we look for in vain on the stone under notice. Again, in the Indian Museum at Calcutta there is a large flag of white marble bearing the figure of a human foot surrounded by two dragons. It was brought from a temple in Burma, where it used to be worshipped as a representation of Buddha’s foot. It is seven feet six inches long by three feet six inches.

(a) रक्षका चन्द्रः द्राक्षा गद्योऽस्मि नर्माय। चन्द्र या च चंमिपेन्त नीस्ते या रक्षकमुच्छः।
SCULPTURES.

in breadth, and has on it a great number of mystical marks. On the centre of each toe there is a figure of a conch-shell and a concentric line under it. A conch occurs also at the heel. On the centre of the sole there is a circular figure, with innumerable radii, standing evidently for the wheel; the radii are intersected with three concentric lines producing one hundred and eight compartments bearing representations of temples, houses, forests, rivers, men in different attitudes, birds and beasts of various kinds—mostly imaginary,—leaves and flowers, magical figures, and other objects unintelligible to me. But the counterparts of these objects do not appear in the foot-marks at Buddha Gayá. Its prevailing emblems are more Hindu than Buddhistical. The lotus, the svastika, the fish, and the discus, are identically what have been assigned to Vishnu's feet in the Bráhmanical sástras. Thus in the Skanda Puráṇa, I find, the marks on Vishnu's feet are enumerated at 19, including (1) a crescent, (2) a water-pot, (3) a triangle, (4) a bow, (5) the sky, (6) the foot-mark of cattle, (7) a fish, (8) a conch-shell, (9) an octagon, (10) a svastika, (11) an umbrella, (12) a discus, (13) a grain of barley, (14) an elephant-goad (ankuśa), (15) a flag, (16) a thunderbolt, (17) a jambu fruit, (18) an upright line, and (19) a lotus; of these the first nine belong to the left, and the rest to the right foot. (a) Visvanátha Chakravarti, in his notes on the Bhágavata Puráṇa (10th Book), has given the marks appropriate to the feet of Rádhá, which include (1) an umbrella, (2) a wheel, (3) a flag, (4) a creeper, (5) a flower, (6) a bracelet, (7) a lotus, (8) a perpendicular line, (9) an elephant-goad (ankuśa), (10) a crescent, (11) a grain of barley, (12) a javelin, (13) a club, (14) a car, (15) an altar, (16) an earring, (17) a fish, (18) a bill, (19) a conch-shell. The first eleven of these belong to the left, and the rest to the right foot. (b) The scholiast has pointed out at length the different places which these marks should occupy, and the objects they subserve at those places. His opinion has been questioned, and Vaishnav writers of eminence have distributed these marks in very different ways. None has, however, to my knowledge, given them as we find them at Buddha Gayá.

(a) बनाये कवय बिकोशपथुणि दं गोवि गोविंदाः। महुः सप्तरंगश्विन्यपदो भीताङ्ग शिविः।
वं च बालविन्यासां ब्रजदास्य। विधायणं प्रतिधरणां भावायणां कालिणायणं।

(b) वेदसंग्रहसंग्रहानि प्रभृतिरमूलायाः। अरविण्ड वदव वदवं वदवं महाभारतः।
वेदीके ब्रजसंग्रहानि वैश्यां देवर्मि। महार्म प्रतिधरणां भावायणां कालिणायणं।

126 [CHAP. IV.
On the whole the marks on the Buddhapad bear a closer resemblance to Hindu than to Buddhist religion, and I am disposed to accept the authority of the inscription, and to believe that the stone, though popularly called the foot of Buddha (Buddhapad), was put up by the Hindus to convert the place to Hindu worship. I am the more induced to this conclusion as some blocks have lately been excavated by the Burmese which bear very different marks. Four of these have been brought to Calcutta, and on one of them there is a wheel in the centre, above it a female in a dancing attitude holding the musical instrument called elua, and having a lotus by her side, and below it, near the heel, a bedstead. On each of the toes there is a conch-shell on a stand. (Plate XLIII, fig. 7.) Fig. 3 on that plate has the wheel with a conch-shell mounted on a tripod on one side, and a water-vessel with a spout [gddhv] mounted on an hour-glass-shaped stand on the other. Above the wheel occurs a crown with a female attendant on one side holding a chāmar, and a male figure on the other. Near the heel, instead of the bedstead, there is a star with curved rays. Fig. 6 has the wheel, a temple, a human figure playing on a flute, a staff mounted on a pitcher and bearing three flags and a pennon, and near the heel a mountain and three cranes. Fig. 5 has the wheel, the bedstead, the conch-shell mounted on a tripod stand, a lotus bud, and a female with the lower limbs of a bird. Thus, with the exception of the wheel, the emblems are not fixed, and no satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from them. It is especially worthy of note that the wheel which the Lalita Vistara describes as a characteristic mark, and which is present on all the four authentic stones, is shown at a wrong place, and that on one foot on the Buddhapad.

Next to the foot-print the Wheel of Law, Dharma-chakra, was the most ancient emblem of Buddhism. Perhaps it was even older than the foot-print, for when the idea of symbolism was first conceived the wheel, as the emblem of religion, was first taken up for lithic representation. It occurs profusely at Sānci, Barāhat, Mathurā, and Amarāvati, both in bas-relief and in the solid form on the tops of gateways and other places. It occurs also as the principal object of adoration in many of the Buddhist caves of India. At Buddha Gayā I have seen no solid specimen, but among the bas-reliefs on the railing there is a specimen mounted on a stand surrounded by a Buddhist railing and placed in the centre of a temple. (Plate XXXV, fig. 2.)
Recognizing no gods, the primitive Buddhists did not feel the necessity for temples, and erected none. A room reserved for sermons and prayers was all that was needed, and it was called Sangha-griha, or the "room for the congregation," i.e. the place of prayer—a church or chapel. The first religious emblem for it was the chaitya, or the chaitya surmounted by the wheel of law; and when the wheel became popular, a separate abode for it, where there was no chapel, was felt a necessity, and this gave rise to the temple. In later works the religious merit of dedicating temples is largely extolled, and when temples became common the craving for such merit gave rise to miniatures, in the same way in which the tumulus merged into the votive stūpa. But the votive temple never attained the same popularity as the stūpa. In the midst of two to three thousand stūpas at Buddha Gayā I found only four miniature temples, one of which I have deposited in the Indian Museum. When complete it was probably two feet six inches high; but the portion found by me comprised only the body, and a representation of it has been given in plate XXVII, fig. 4. The stūpas probably served the purposes of both the temple and the chaitya, and as the former was more troublesome to make, and therefore more costly, it was not often resorted to.

Next to the temple come the images of Buddha. If we may rely on the evidence of the great Tope of Barāhat, they must have come into vogue many centuries after the stūpa. That tope represents scores of scenes illustrating the history of Buddha's last, as well as of previous, life, but none in which an image of the saint is being worshipped. For purposes of adoration the Bodhi-tree, the Chaitya, and the Wheel of Law, were the only principal objects selected, and occasionally foot-prints, but we look in vain for statues of the saint. This would have never been the case had images of the saint been worshipped in the time of Aśoka. That Emperor would have never allowed so important an object to be neglected in his sculptures had it then attained the rank of one worthy of being worshipped. On the Buddha Gayā rails there is also the same entire absence of the image of the saint as an object of adoration. A century later in the Sānchi bas-reliefs we notice the same absence of statues of Buddha; but in Mathurā, two centuries afterwards, they are largely met with, and this I look upon as all but conclusive evidence against the use of statues as
objects of worship for the first four or five centuries after the Nirvāṇa of the great reformer. He fought most strenuously against ritualistic ceremony in general and idol worship in particular, and his teaching was respected for a long time before it was set aside. The Tree of Knowledge was the first to claim respect. It had been the means of bestowing the perfection of wisdom on the saint, and all who aspired to that wisdom naturally looked upon it with respectful solicitude. After the death of the teacher the grave or chaitya was associated with it, the one as the receptacle of him who had acquired perfect knowledge, and the other as the source of that knowledge. The worship or adoration paid to these was confined, probably, to prostration before, and ambulation round, them, and the offering of a few flowers for their decoration. These were the ways in which respect had been shown to the teacher himself, and in his absence they were rendered to his emblems. The pictorial representations of scenes from the life of the saint were intended solely as ready means of impressing on the minds of the masses the history of his life, and the moral maxims which they inculcated, and not to require any adoration. In fact they were purely ornamental; they were never adored; and, from the positions they occupied in the buildings, they could not be used as objects of worship. Images intended for worship would imply temples and sanctuaries, but down to the time of Aśoka temples were never thought of, and idols for worship could not have existed. The word vihāra, so often used in later works for a temple, originally meant only a convent, a place where the homeless hermits of the sect could find a shelter during disease and decrepitude, and also from the inclemencies of the Indian rainy weather, when travelling was prohibited; and the use of the word is therefore not a safe proof. The evidence of the earlier texts of the Buddhists is particularly significant in this respect. The Lalita Vistara, while referring frequently to the worship of chaityas, nowhere alludes to images. In ancient Hindu writings the word chaitya is occasionally used for a “temple;” but the earlier Buddhists could not have used it in that sense, for they could not have ordained the worship of the temple leaving unnoticed the presiding divinity of the sanctuary.

The earliest samples of the statue occur in the monastery of Mathurā, and we may conclude, therefore, that the statue came into use after the date of the Bhilsā Tope of the second century before Christ, and a little before the Mathurā monastery of the first century after Christ.
When the statue was first introduced it was probably accepted as an ornament and decoration for the chapel or Sanghagriha; but such an object placed in a prominent position could not long remain without attracting marks of respect and adoration, and soon to occupy the same position which the images of Madonna do in Roman Catholic churches. That the worship paid to them was of a ritualistic kind I cannot say, for I have seen no work in the Sanskrit Buddhist literature of Nepal which supplies any set formula, such as the Smritis and the Tantras do for the worship of Hindu idols. This is the more remarkable as the Buddhist Tantras supply very detailed instructions regarding the mode in which certain Bodhisattvas, Dakinis, and fierce forms are to be worshipped, and also give the set form of mystic words and phrases in which that worship should be conducted. Relying on this fact, too, it may, I think, be safely asserted that statues of Buddha never rose to the same ritualistic importance during the prevalence of Buddhism in India that Hindu idols have done.

The number of images of Buddha is not near so great as that of stupas, but images were at one time quite abundant, and there is scarcely a part of Northern and Central India in which they are even now not to be met with, though Buddhism has there ceased to be a living religion for well nigh a thousand years. They may be described under five heads—1st, Buddha in meditation, (Dhyān Buddha); 2nd, Buddha in ecstasy (samādhi); 3rd, Buddha as a teacher; 4th, Buddha as a pilgrim; and 5th, Buddha on his deathbed. The first three are shown seated, the fourth standing, and the last in a reclining position.

The first style is the most abundant; it varies in size from the colossal height of nearly 10 feet to two or three inches. It represents the saint seated cross-legged, with the left palm resting, ventor uppermost, on his lap, the right hand extended on the right leg or knee, and the eyes half-closed in meditation. The ears are long and pendulous, and the head is covered by buttons of curly hair, with a top-knot on the crown—never by straight, soft, flowing hair. The dress consists of a dhuti falling low on the leg, and collected in a ruffled mass (konchá) in front, and not unoften a chādat or hymation thrown athwart the chest, passing over the left shoulder. In all well-executed figures the sacred Brāhmanical chord is distinctly shown, extending athwart the chest.
from the left shoulder to the right side, as is usual all over India among the Brâhmanas of the present day. In the Yajur Veda mention is made of an ancient style (Prâchî-
ndâtâs), in which the chord flowed from the right shoulder to the left side; but of this I have seen no example, nor of the old style of wearing it over both shoulders as a garland. This is a remarkable peculiarity, as it not only shows the old styles to have been common in remote antiquity, but that the Buddhists of India never gave up their caste symbols. The top-knot is sometimes covered by a richly-decorated high crown or cap, and in such cases a rich jewelled necklace is also added. (Plate XXV, figs. 2 to 5.) No other ornament of any kind was ever assigned to this class of figures. The seat is a full-blown lotus, or lotus-petals carved on the rim of a chair or stool. In the larger specimens the panelling under the chair bears images of deer, elephants, lions, and devotees. The image is generally in ‘complete relief’ as understood by sculptures, i.e. fully one half in relief, but in some cases fully three-fourths and even more of the depth is shown. A few, very few, are perfectly detached, without any framing behind. Inscriptions on these statues are not common; but when they do occur, they are seen on the base of the stool or chair, or on the circular space behind and around the head. They comprise the Buddhist creed Ye dharma hetu, &c., with occasionally the name of the dedicatory, and the object and the date of dedication. The stone back is formed into a circular ornament representing either a framing for the back of the throne, or a nimbus, and on it occurs a Buddha in ecstasy. On each side there is an attendant in a standing position, and a stûpa over him. In a few specimens the stûpa is replaced by miniature figures of Buddha (generally four) in other attitudes, and on the top, over the head, either the crown of a tree, or, rarely, an umbrella, and still more rarely a human figure reclining on one side, and representing the death-scene of the saint. Attendants on the lying figure, and angels in a flying position, advancing to present garlands to the saint, are also seen. Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton noticed a group of this kind; but, mistaking the sex of the reclining figure, he remarked: “It seems to me to represent a prince who has lost his wife, and she is represented lying over his head and attended by two mourners.” (a) The history of Buddhism is too well known in the present day to leave any doubt as to what it represents. The accessories are entirely optional, and a good deal dependent on the size of the principal statue and the space

(a) Martin’s ‘Eastern India,’ Vol. I. p. 74.
available on the background. Generally speaking, the stupas are rarely omitted. The relief of the sculptures varies from one-fourth to three-fourths of the depth.

One of the oldest figures of this kind I have seen was found in one of the smaller chambers brought to light by Major Mead in 1868. It was of blue basalt, and perfect in all its details, except the head, which was mutilated. It bore an inscription in the Gupta character, and must have been of the fourth if not the third century. The figure was missing when I last visited Buddha Gaya in 1877. Adverting to the basalt plinth, General Cunningham says: “As far as my experience goes, it must be as late as 800 or 900 A.D., as I have not seen any work in either blue or black basalt that could be referred to an earlier date.” (a) If this remark should include statuary work, the figure under notice would falsify it. For certain there is no instance of the Gupta character having been used on works of so late an age as the 8th or the 9th century. Ordinarily, however, the character used in these inscriptions is the Kutila of the tenth century, more or less antiquated, rarely the Gupta: the oldest, therefore, cannot be earlier than the third century.

The most perfect figure of the Dhyāni Buddha I have seen is now kept in a small temple in the monastery, where there are two other figures of different kinds. It is made of black basalt, well polished, and generally well executed. (Plate XI.) Its measurements are—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Feet</th>
<th>Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across the shoulders</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand, from wrist to tip of middle finger</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From top-knot to navel</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These measurements show that the figure in a standing position would have the height of nine feet four inches, reckoning the height at seven times the foot. This would also be the height if the lengths of the body and of the lower limbs be totalled. The fathom, however, is not in keeping with this reckoning. The total of the chest, arms, forearms, and hands would give thirteen feet six inches. This is evidently due to the belief that Buddha, like other great men, had very long arms. (b)

The figure is seated, not on the conventional lotus, but on a large pedestal of basalt, having a rich moulding in front. Below the moulding the front is divided into five panels, of which the two outer ones have a lion each, the next two an elephant each, and the central one, which is slightly projecting, a female figure. On the lower edge of the pedestal there is an inscription in an ancient form of the Kuti\textlita character, which gives the name of its dedicator.

The size, material, and the details on the pedestal of this statue, are so closely similar to those of the throne in the first-storey chamber of the Great Temple, that one would be disposed to think that it once occupied that throne; but there is nothing positive to support this conjecture. The details are conventional, and the material is common to a great number of statues in the place.

The attitude of this figure is typical, and obtains wherever Buddhism prevails. In bas-relief it has been noticed in thousands of instances, and it is no less common in the round. In the Pancha P\textn\textlita temple there is a perfect specimen of this style of statue, and I have copied it on plate XX, fig. 2. It represents the saint seated on a throne supported by two lions and three human beings. The seat is a double lotus, and the back-framing is surmounted by two acrotarias and a circular glory capped with two leaves. The circle is intended to represent an ornament of the throne, and not a halo. The figures on the sides of the image represent two standing Buddhas, two seated ditto lecturing, and two attendants. One of the standing Buddhas has a disciple, a boy, by his side. The compartment on the right side of the throne has a devotee seated, and its corresponding one on the left a standing human figure, and another throwing himself into a well. Elsewhere the last figure is unmistakably that of a monkey, and there is a legend which says that a monkey in that way evinced its devotion. On the top the reclining figure is that of Buddha dying.

The next most common attitude is that of ecstatic or samadhi. It differs from the last in having both the hands resting on the lap, one Buddha in ecstasy.

Buddha in ecstasy.
supinate palm resting on the other, either in a prostrate or a supinate position. When both the palms are supinate, a round object is sometimes placed on the upper one, but what that object is—a flower, a pitcher, or a sacred figure—I cannot make out: it looks like a pitcher. The accessories to this statue are the same as those of the last, except that I have not noticed any crown on its head.
In a figure seen at Shergháti by the late Major Kittoe the object on the hand was distinctly a hemispherical vessel, very like the earthen cooking pot called $\text{mālā}tā$, often used by Hindu devotees to burn incense in. I have several times seen ladies of high rank placing, in redemption of a vow for the cure of a son from a severe attack of illness, such a vessel full of live coals either on the palms, placed on the lap, or on the crown of the head, and burn incense therein. I am not aware of any story associating such a form of penance with Buddha; but as the figures unquestionably are of a comparatively late date, it is not at all unlikely that some schismatics have tried to heighten his glory by making Buddha undergo the penance.

Fig. 2 of plate XXIII offers a good illustration of this style of Buddha. It has been taken from one of the images stuck on the new enclosing wall lately built by the Burmese repairers. The figure has an ornament round the neck—a very unbecoming decoration for one who has entirely renounced the world, and is immersed in the ecstasy of the deepest meditation.

The third attitude is that of discussion. Seated on a throne, Buddha is represented explaining some abstruse question of metaphysics, and closing a discourse with a clinching argument, which is expressed by the clinching of one fore-finger against another. Sometimes the fingers are held apart as in the act of unravelling a knotty point; at others the left hand is raised as in the act of blessing or encouraging, and the right rests on the thigh. In a variety of this, rather rare, the figure is not seated cross-legged, but has one leg bent along the line of the seat, and the other hanging down, and resting on a footstool formed of an expanded lotus on a stalk. In a few specimens both the legs are let down and placed on a footstool; such figures have generally more ornaments on them than those which represent the saint as engaged in penance.

Of this attitude fig. 2 of plate XIII affords a good illustration. It has been copied from a statuette fixed by the side of the gateway of the monastery.

In standing figures both feet rest flat on the lotus, which has no chair or stool under it. The left hand either holds the hymation, which gracefully covers the greater part of the figure, or has the palm raised to show the mark of a lotus on its centre, or it is raised as in the act of blessing. The right hand hangs by the side, but when the left holds the hymation the right palm is gently raised to show the lotus-mark. In seated
figures this mark is also shown on the soles of the feet, as it has been held to be the special characteristic of Buddha. The background bears stūpas and attendants on the sides, but no other figure of Buddha himself. I have seen no standing figures without a back framing. The position of the feet is such as would be consistent only with perfect repose; but the theory is that Buddha is represented as going about in his rambles, and, meeting some disciple, stopping short to receive the homage of the party and to bless him, the raised hand being an indication of blessing.

The annexed plates afford several illustrations of this form. Fig. 3 of plate XXI represents the saint proceeding on a journey, having an umbrella held over him by a crowned attendant, and a disciple carrying his alms-bowl. It occurs in one of the niches of the new wall. Plate XXX represents the saint with the attendants, but without the umbrella. Fig. 1 of plate XXIII has the saint only without any following. In plate XXXII, fig. 1, we have an elaborate piece of workmanship. It represents the saint fully draped and crowned, standing in front of a throne with a high and rich back-frame. His right hand, showing the lotus mark, rests on an expanded lotus; the left holds a lotus bud. He has earrings and ornaments round the neck. On the sides of the principal figure are shown eight small images of the saint, in meditation, in ecstacy, as a lecturer, and as an itinerant hermit; on the top occurs the death-scene. The stone was found by Buchanan-Hamilton in the cemetery.

The death-scene of Buddha is shown by itself in a single specimen, now built into the surrounding wall of the court-yard on the west side. It is of small size, about 14 inches long, made of basalt, and by no means of good workmanship. The subject, however, was a favourite one with early Buddhist artists, and occurs repeatedly on the tops of seated figures of the Dhyānī Buddha. In the first and the second centuries of the Christian era the artists of Mathurā often represented it in high relief, along with the birth and other scenes. Two of these are now deposited in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, and an outline drawing of one of these occurs in the learned M. Foucaux’s translation of the Tibetan version of the Lalita Vistara. Of other scenes from the life of the saint, with which we are familiar from the sculptures of Barāhat, Bhilsā, Mathurā, and Amarāvati, there are no representations now available at Buddha Gayā. If they ever existed, they have long since disappeared.
Of Bodhisattvas images are not rare; but the only two Bodhisattvas represented are (1) Padmapani and (2) Vajrapani. The attitude assigned to the former varies greatly. He is sometimes shown as standing, at others seated, in either case holding by the left hand a stalk bearing a full-blown lotus, and carrying on the head, in front of the top-knot or crown, a small image of Amitabha, a Buddha of a former age, and said to be his father. In seated figures the left leg sometimes hangs down and rests on a lotus. Sometimes both the legs are let down. This saint is also represented with four, six, or eight arms,—generally four; and images of this description have been mistaken by the Hindus for those of Vishnu, and worshipped accordingly.

In fig. 1, plate XIII, we have him seated in a very undignified style. He is decorated with a crown, a necklace, armlets, bracelets, and anklets, and shows the divine mark of the lotus on the palms of both his hands. Without this mark I would have taken the image for that of a hermit. In plate XX, fig. 1, he is shown standing on a lotus-throne, and holding the stalk of a lotus. This figure is now worshipped as the goddess Tarā Devī in the temple of that name. In fig. 1, plate XXI, he occurs in the form of a four-armed figure seated on a lotus and engaged in explaining a knotty question. In plate XXIII, fig. 3, he appears standing on a lotus and holding a lotus flower in each hand. By his side is buckled a broad sword. He has shoes on his feet; ornaments round the waist, wrists, arms, and neck; a crown on the head; and flowing locks. The figure is now standing by the side of the eastern gateway of the temple. The original of plate XXVIII is now deposited in the Indian Museum. It is of a martial character like the last, but much more sumptuously ornamented. Instead, however, of shoes it has the feminine anklet. The cloth shown on the body is of a striped and spotted pattern. Fig. 3 of plate XXXII is also of a rich pattern. It is now kept leaning against the wall of the terrace to the left of the entrance to the Great Temple, and, in this position, is worshipped by the Hindus under the impression of its being a representation of the goddess Sāvitri. Fig. 6 of plate XXIII gives another illustration of this saint; but in this instance he holds a lotus in one hand, while the other, clenched, rests on the left thigh. The pose is that of a man in an uneasy condition, and not in calm repose, such as a person in a state of meditation is expected to be.
Of Vajrapāni, 'the wielder of the thunderbolt,' a Bodhisattva of a very
fierce nature, I have seen an only specimen: it is kept in the temple of
Vāgīśvarī Devī, and worshipped as a representation of that Hindu
goddess. (Plate XXXII, fig. 2).

Figures of Māyā Devī, the mother Buddha, are by no means common, but at
one time they were not wanting. Major Kittoe, in 1847,
recovered several of very large sizes. One of them, now
in the Indian Museum, measures over six feet. In the Pancha Pāṇḍava temple
there are two of a medium size, most richly executed. The illustration given in
plate XXIX has been copied from the former. Its character is unmistakable from
the figure of the chaitya shown on the right side of the top-framing. A counter-
part of this is shown in plate XXVI, figure 3; and fig. 1 of that plate gives another
illustration of a female figure, which I believe is intended for the mother of Buddha.
It is nearly as richly ornamented as the last, but it has no attendants. Ordinarily
the lady is represented as standing by the side of a sāl tree, and supporting herself
by holding one of its branches. This was the position in which she is related to
have given birth to Buddha in the Lumbini garden. She is also represented as
lying on a couch while under the travails of confinement. But of these two forms
I have seen no specimen at Buddha Gayā.

In the later Tāntric systems of Buddhism superhuman beings, some male, others
female, of a malignant nature and fierce character, also
found cognizance as objects of worship; and the Tibetan
pantheon includes a whole host of them. In the 'Tathāgata Guhyaka,' which
forms one of the nine most sacred texts of Nepalese Buddhism, several such
divinities have been described under the name of Dākinīs. The Hindus recognise
them as imps, attendants on the goddess Kāli. To judge from the sculptures now
met with at Buddha Gayā, it would seem that these systems never got into any
wide currency at that place. It was, however, not altogether unknown. Among
the remains dug out by the Burmese gentlemen there are four small images of
females, with fierce-looking faces and large tusks, engaged in the horrible task
of ripping open, with their nails, the bowels of human beings. They bear no
inscriptions, and to judge from their make they must be of a comparatively recent
date, probably made to order of some Nepalese, or Tibetan, pilgrims, who thought
fit to dedicate them at the holy shrine. There are a few other female figures, but of a benign aspect, whose identity I could not make out.

In the compound of the monastery there is a piece of sculpture which represents a female standing on a car drawn by ten horses. The lady has six arms, and between her feet is shown a small figure—that of the charioteer. (Plate XXXI, fig. 2.)

Another lady, a Buddhist unmistakably from the chaitya over her head, has eighteen arms, holding various kinds of weapons. She is seated on a lotus throne, and from the position of her two foremost hands appears to be engaged in solving some knotty question of religion. This sculpture is stuck on the side of the gateway to the monastery. (Plate XXXI, fig. 3.) A representation of this lady, but with only two arms, occurs on plate XX, fig. 2. She is seated on a lotus throne, and is engaged in explaining some difficult question or other.

A female seated on a lotus with a child on her lap, and having over her head a hood formed of a seven-headed cobra, belongs to this class. The lady is intended to represent a Nāgakanyā. (Plate XXI, fig. 2.)

Although Buddhism was founded on the assumption that the human soul can be raised to the rank of the deity by a long course of penance and righteousness, and many disciples of Buddha were raised to the rank of great saints, it would seem that no attempt was ever made to raise them to the rank of a Buddha or to worship their images. Of devotees of lower grade, statues were rarely made. Amidst 2,500 carvings of various kinds, I noticed only a few. Among these are three figures of devotees, females, in alto-rilievo, in a kneeling position with folded hands. These were evidently intended only to serve as ornaments besides a large figure of Buddha. They seem to be of Burmese origin. (Plate XXIII, fig. 5.) Plate XXIV shows a hermit seated at his ease and examining his waist-band. By his side there is an alms-bowl full of fruits, and two pious ladies are come to present him a panful of milk and some other articles of food. Figures of this kind are rare.

In a place so thoroughly heterodox as Buddha Gayā it is not to be expected that there should be any images of Hindu divinities. The place was never thoroughly converted to Hindu usage, and none thought of dedicating Hindu images there. But as later Buddhism recognised several of the Hindu divinities
as subservient to it, it is not remarkable that there are a few images which may be called Hindu or quasi-Hindu. A remarkable one is that of the goddess of the earth, Prithivi Devi. She is shown standing on a tortoise, the emblem of the earth, and has an umbrella over her head. By her side stands an attendant (plate XX, fig. 4). The goddess is recognized by the Buddhists, and described to have paid a visit to Buddha during his meditations (ante, p. 36); she can scarcely therefore be called a Hindu goddess. The character of the next is more marked. In the small unconsecrated temple in the east of the monastery, close by the figure of Buddha noted above (p. 132, plate XI), there is a monster figure with six heads and six arms, two of which are broken. It holds an uplifted sword, a staff, and a lasso: it is dressed in a tiger skin, and is shown dancing on a bull. The figure is apparently that of a Bhairava, a class of demoniacal attendants of Mahádeva. (Plate XXX, fig. 4.) A counterpart of this is seen in fig. 2, plate XXVI. In it the figure has four heads and eight arms, and, instead of standing on a bull, has under its feet a man and a woman. In one of its hands the figure holds a closed umbrella. It is a curious article, and I have nowhere else seen a counterpart of it. Another figure of a Hindu character is that of a female with four hands, mounted on a flying human being, who has wings instead of arms. The rider I take to be Lakṣmī, wife of Viṣṇu, and the vehicle, the Garuda of that divinity. (Plate XIII, fig. 3.) Another occurs in the courtyard of the monastery. It represents a female standing on a car drawn by seven horses. Between her legs is seated the charioteer. I fancy it is intended for Sávitri Devi, who has apparently seized an opportunity to have a drive in the chariot of her husband, the sun-god Súrya.

The great temple, as described in a preceding chapter, is of brick, and all its different members, decorations, and ornaments, except the jambs and the pavement, are made partly of that material and partly of mortar and stucco. The jambs are of rusty brown sandstone, relieved in the front by three lines of plain longitudinal moulding of very much the same pattern, both in the inner and the outer gates. (See Plates XVI and XVII.) The jambs of the outer gate are supposed by General Cunningham to be of a later date than those of the inner one, as they had been most likely set up when the two-storeyed porch was built. The architrave over the inner
doorway is of dressed granite, but devoid of ornaments; the pavement was originally of plain flags of granite, but some pilgrims in the 14th, 15th, and the 16th centuries carved in outline their own effigies, and added short Sanskrit inscriptions to record their visit. General Cunningham has given a plate of these carvings, which for ready reference I copy from his first report. (Plate LI.) Some of the minor temples and other buildings, the ruins of which I dug into, were also made of the same materials. The columns of the verandah noticed above (p. 69) were, however, as already stated, built of stone ashlars with lime cement; and, to judge from the many fragments of sculptures now scattered all about the place, it would seem that several of the minor temples, or their appurtenances which surrounded the great fane, were built either entirely of, or in good part with, stone. Monolithic columns of six to eight feet in height, and of rich designs, have been met with, and bases for these, of equally elaborate designs, as also architraves and lintels, are also abundant. Some of these are lying on the ground; others have been used in the building of the Mahant's private dwelling. One set of ten bases have been built into the new enclosing wall of the court-yard; others have been carried away by the people of the neighbourhood. Fragments of mouldings, friezes, architraves, and other architectural stones, are to be met with in almost every part, stuck in the mud walls of huts over an area of five miles round the sacred spot (Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton noticed them scattered from eight to ten coss round the country); and these incontestably prove the former existence of a considerable number of stone temples or other stone buildings in the neighbourhood of the great one. But the clearances which have lately been made have swept away all traces of their original sites. Possibly in the mounds now existing outside the new boundary wall, if dug into, traces might be brought to light of some of their sites; but I could find none.

Of the architectural stones already brought to light, some bases of pillars appear remarkable. They are of different sizes and make; some designed for square pillars from 14 to 20 inches a side, others for columns of 10 to 16 inches in diameter. In their ornamentation the cyma, the torus, the fillet, and the tile, are the principal mouldings used, and these have been combined in a variety of ways. The rich ones have niches with human figures. In some sumptuous specimens the niche has been replaced by human figures ranged in tiers. The following are some of the leading varieties.
Plate XXII, figure 2, is of the simplest form, and designed for a column. It has a set of threefold mouldings over the plinth, then a neck, and then a double set of mouldings.

Plate XXII, figure 2, was intended for a square pillar. It has a projection on each side, bearing a niche and an image of Buddha.

Plate XXII, fig. 3, is a variety of the last. Its niche is smaller, but it has on the torus an ornamental design.

Plate XXII, fig. 4, is very much like the last in its lower part, but above the torus it has two niches and two sets of mouldings, each formed of a tile, a cyma, and two fillets.

Plate XXVII, fig. 2, has the niche replaced by a lancet-head ornament, and the topmost line of mouldings supported by a series of dentils.

Plate XXVII, fig. 1, is an imitation of the body of a temple. It has a threefold projection on each side, each having a rectangular niche flanked by pilasters and containing an image seated on a lotus. The central image, is a male, and the side ones females. Altogether the base is a very sumptuous one, and the square pillar over it must have been an elaborate piece of work.

Plate XXVII, fig. 3, is sui generis. It has a threefold projection, like the last two; but its plinth, instead of being plain, is covered by a range of images of Buddha. The member placed immediately over it is sloping. On its centre there is a niche, and by its sides are rows of images. Above this member there is a niche, and then the member is repeated, but without the niche, the surface being covered by a line of nine images of Buddha.

Of the square pillars designed for these bases I have seen none; but, judging from brick pillars extant, I suppose they were square in the lowest portion (from one-fourth to one-third); then octagonal, so made by the canting of the angles; and then polygonal, produced by another series of canting. Sometimes the third section was either rounded, or allowed to remain square. Elsewhere alternate sections of square and rounded shafts are common, but I have no data to show that that style was used at Buddha Gayá.

Of the column I met with only two specimens. One of these is now deposited in the Indian Museum. I give a drawing of it. (Plate XLVIII, fig. 2.) It measures 5 feet 9 inches in length and 13 inches in diameter at the lower end, the diameter of the upper end being
10 inches. It is of the rich Jain pattern, set off with broad bands of scroll work. It was evidently intended for the front part of a porch. Of the base and capital suited for this column I found no specimen. The material of the column is sandstone. The fluted column, so common in Káshméri architecture, is to be seen only in bas-relief at Buddha Gayá.

For capitals for square pillars the crucial bracket was the most common. Its upper edge was modelled into a simple moulding, and the ends of the cross-bars set off with scrolls like the ram’s horn of European architecture; rarely by female figures. In a few I noticed lotus flowers. The remains of this member of pillars are rare, and those of columns have not at all been met with. It is to be presumed the latter were of the ribbed melon shape so common in the niches of the Great Temple.

The door-frames are usually selected by Indian artists for the display of a considerable amount of ornament, and at Bhuvanesvaras, Puri, and elsewhere, they are generally very elaborately carved. It is to be presumed that at Buddha Gayá this was also sometimes the case; but the only two door-frames extant of the Great Temple are very simple. The lintel and the side-bars have plain mouldings on the outer surface. (Plates XVI and XVII.) In some minor temples the lintels were set off with richer carvings than what was shown on the side bars. A rich specimen of it is shown in Plate XLVIII, figure 3. Intended to be constantly trodden, the sill is a member of a door which is ill adapted for the display of ornament. A squared bar is the form most common and best adapted for it; but Indian architects revelled in ornaments, and no part of the building was thought too insignificant or commonplace for the display of art. It is not remarkable, therefore, that among the stones lately exhumed at Buddha Gayá there should be several specimens of sills sumptuously carved in floral devices. One of these is shown in plate XLVIII, fig. 4. It is five feet long, and made of black chlorite. The ordinary decoration for this member is a flat band on the outer surface. The top is invariably smooth.

Reference has already been made (p. 62) to the carved stone lying in the temple of Vágíśvarí Deví, which is supposed by some to be the same whereon seated Buddha acquired the perfection of knowledge. It is called the vajráśana, or the 'thunderbolt seat.'
It is a circular slab of chlorite 5 feet 9 inches in diameter and 6 inches in thickness. Its lower surface is rough and uneven, but the upper one was originally carefully polished and decorated with a curious design. Exposure to rain for centuries and rough usage have, however, obliterated the design in several places, and this the more readily as it was engraved in very faint lines: for a seat, deeper engraving would have made the stone uncomfortable.

The design on it is a complicated one. Roughly it may be described to comprise nine outer bands, covering about two-fifths of the surface, and within them a square pattern, the corners of which cut into the three inmost bands, and each side of which has an elaborate gateway, which cuts into the six inner bands; the centre of the square area enclosed by the pattern having a lotus. The outer band is formed of a series of leaves ranged in a slanting position. The second comprises a string of clawed forms, which have the conventional shape of the thunderbolt (śaj ra), whence the name of the stone. The third has a row of lotus petals; the fourth a trailing vine; the fifth lotus petals again; the sixth a line of Indian dumbbells or mūgaśās ranged in an upright position; the seventh looped garlands intervened by lion-heads; the eighth a series of alternate lozenges and thunderbolts; and the ninth a scroll. The square pattern is meant to be a wall; it has a line of pilasters ranged on lotus petals and capped by globular figures. The gateways are very complicated, and their design will be best understood by reference to the plate. (Plate XLIII, fig. 4.) What this design is intended to typify I cannot say; probably it is intended to represent some heavenly tope with its surrounding rails and enclosing walls.

From the narrative given in the second chapter (p. 32), it is evident that Buddha sat on a bundle of grass spread on the platform of the Bodhi-tree, and not on any throne; and the description of the sajjāsāna given by Hiouen Thsang (p. 94) is, on the face of it, legendary, and not at all in keeping with the stone which now passes under that name. Fa Hian notices a place, four ḫ to the north of the Bodhi-tree, where he saw the tree under which, and the stone on which, seated Buddha ate some rice-milk. The stone he found to be about four feet square and two feet in height (a); and General Cunningham is disposed to think this to be the same stone. (b) Referring, then, to a blue stone with remarkable

---

(a) Beal's 'Buddhist Pilgrims,' p. 121.
veins which Hiouen Thsang saw, he says: "This simple stone I believe to be the same as that mentioned by Hiouen Thsang." The first supposition is not tenable, as Fa Hian's stone was a square one, and cannot be the same with the circular one under notice. The second is more consistent, as it refers to a stone given by Brahmag to Buddha. Obviously, however, the stone under notice was got up a long time after the death of Buddha for purposes of priestcraft.

The stones above described, though few in number, are of much interest as specimens of art-design current on this side of India several centuries ago; but in the utter absence of dates they subserv very little historical purposes. None of them can be carried beyond the second century of the Christian era, and the latest come to the 15th century. The great bulk is probably due to the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, and the ninth centuries, when the glory of Buddha Gayá was for the last time revived with great eclat. The sculptures, however, are so thoroughly conventional, so got up by the rule of thumb, so monotonous in every respect, that they are utterly worthless for purposes of comparison.

Very different is the case with the carvings on the Aoka rails. Their date is unquestionable, their subjects are so diversified, their execution is so vigorous, they are so unmistakably life-like, though exceedingly coarse, that they cannot but engross the attention of the antiquarian in a variety of ways; and at the same time they serve to throw a mass of new light on one of the darkest periods of Indian history. Major Markham Kittoe, who first noticed the sculptures on the rails, and presented some drawings of them to the Asiatic Society, remarked: "I invite ** particular attention to the drawings in which will be found the figure of a female with the head of a horse or an ass; another of a goat on a pedestal or altar; the water jars; the three figures, two female and one male; the lotus oft repeated; and again the couple caressing each other, beside whom water jars are placed; the centaurs or minotaurs, the winged oxen and horses, and the sphynxes,—all are objects at once curious and instructive."(a)

The drawings referred to above were taken back by the donor for the purpose of making out a detailed descriptive account, and never after returned. General Cunningham, in 1861, prepared some very faithful and well-executed drawings of some of the bas-reliefs on the railings, and published them along with his first

---

report; (a) but he did not notice them in detail, contenting himself with the remark—
"Some of the sculptured bas-reliefs in these pillars are highly interesting. They
show the Buddhist belief of the donor in the veneration for solid towers and trees;
they show the style of architecture in the representation of temples, (b) houses, gates,
and city walls, and the costumes of the people in the dresses of the king, (c) and of
other worshippers of each sex."(c) In his second report (d) the learned antiquarian
has dwelt at greater length on the history and form of the rails, and noticed in detail
a group which he takes to be of the sun-god, Helios, and the decorations of some of
the coping stones of the railing. The late Mr. C. Horne published, in 1866, rough
sketches of some of the bas-reliefs (e), but added no description to explain their
character. I have deemed it proper therefore to copy all the bas-reliefs that are now
available at Buddha Gayá, including those which have been already figured by General
Cunningham and the late Mr. Horne, and to reproduce them in the annexed plates.

In order fully to understand the character of these bas-reliefs, it is necessary to
bear in mind the positions they occupy on the railings.

Their position.

As already described, the railing consists of a series
of posts standing about three feet apart from each other, on a stone plinth, and
having a coping on top and three rail bars morticed on their sides. (Plate XXXIII.)
This is the typical form wherever the peculiar railing has been met with, and a very
ancient specimen of it occurs among the bas-reliefs of Udayagiri; (f) but in its dimen-
sions and ornamental details taste and fancy were allowed extensive play. In the
earliest Sánchi tope all the stones, the posts, the bars, and the coping, were dressed,
but left perfectly bare. (g) In No. 2 tope of that place the posts have each a circular
disc on the centre, a half disc just under the coping, and another above the plinth;
but the rail bars, the coping, and the plinth, are left bare. (h) At Buddha Gayá the
circular discs are produced on the rail bars, and the coping has a running frieze.
(See plate XXXIII.) The same arrangement occurs at Mathurá, but the discs are set

(b) I have nowhere noticed any temple strictly so called, nor any royal personage.
(e) Journal, Asiatic Society, Vol. XXXV.
(f) My 'Antiquities of Orissa,' II, plate XIV.
(g) Ferguson's 'Eastern Architecture,' p. 92.
(h) Idem, p. 93.
off with floral buds at the corners, some pillars having large human figures in high relief, and the frieze is surmounted by elaborate arched ornaments. (a) The Barāhāt rails are of the same construction, but not quite so ornate. Round the Gāutamiputra cave, at Nassik, the rails are brought so close to each other as to leave only a barely perceptible space between them; the semicircular discs are replaced by circular ones, and the coping is rich, but the plinth is bare. (b) At Amarāvati the discs are much larger, the friezes on the coping much more elaborate, and the plinth covered with a rich frieze formed of animals and floral devices. (c)

These differences in the ornamentation of rail-designs would at first sight suggest the idea that their progress was due to gradual development,—that the simplest were the oldest, and the most elaborate the latest. Unquestionably the latest, or those of Mathurā and Amarāvati, are the most ornate; but the rails at Sānci are, according to General Cunningham, later than those of Barāhāt, and the latter are far more elaborate and sumptuous than the former. Again, accepting the Barāhāt and the Buddha Gayā rails to be due to Aśoka's munificence and earnest devotion to his newly accepted faith, they should be synchronous or all but synchronous; but the former are by far richer than those of the latter, and their differences cannot be reconciled on any chronological scale founded upon relative art-excellence, unless we set all other historical evidences aside; and to do so in the present state of our knowledge would be to shut the door against truth with a vengeance. The principle of gradual improvement is a priori so thoroughly established that it cannot be reasonably questioned; but it is hazardous to apply it to isolated cases. The data now available for such a purpose as regards the Buddhist rails are quite insufficient, and cannot be at all relied upon for the deduction of any general premises. One building of one age may be poorer than another of another and a later age; but it cannot be accepted as a proof positive of the former age having been lower in the scale of architectural art-excellence than the latter until it is proved that the former never had, and could not produce, anything better. If the principle be admitted without the rider, it would justify the

(a) Arch. Surv. Report, Plate VIII.
(b) Fergusson's 'Eastern Architecture,' p. 94.
(c) Idem, pp. 93-100, and 'Tree and Serpent worship,' p. 130. Mr. Fergusson invariably misspells the name of the place and makes it Amravati.
belief of the Nágás and the Duflás on the eastern frontier of Bengal, who see beer-bottles enough, but no Bohemian glass, that Europe produced only beer-bottles and nothing like Bohemian glass was known there. Even in the case of the railings, had the Baráhat ruins not been brought to our notice, we might have safely believed the Sánchi rails to be the oldest. The fact is, ornamentation is as much dependant upon wealth as on artistic ingenuity, and in the ratio in which wealth is withheld art must deteriorate. The man who proposes to spend a few thousands on a house cannot have as sumptuous and well decorated a house as he who sets down a million for the purpose, though both may live in the age of Praxiteles. Again, the capacity or taste of the individual architect engaged, and the honesty of the agent employed to superintend the disbursement of money, are important factors in the calculation of the result to be obtained; and these should never be lost sight of. These are doubtless trite axioms, unfit to be repeated, but in the domain of Indian archaeology they have not always been borne in mind.

Mr. Ferguson believes the mechanical construction and ornamentation of the railings to afford positive evidence of the design having been taken from wooden models. He says, "the pillars, for instance, could not have been put up first and the rails added afterwards. They must have been inserted into the right or left hand posts, and supported while the next pillar was pushed laterally, so as to take their ends, and when the top rail was shut down the whole became morticed together as a piece of carpentry; but not as any stone-work was done either before or afterwards." (a) Adverting to the discs on the pillars, he adds: "In carpentry the circular ones would represent a great nail meant to keep the centre bar in its place, the half discs, top and bottom, metal plates to strengthen the junctions—and this it seems most probably may really have been the case." (b)

In the history of human progress, wood-work must unquestionably have long preceded stone, and it would be an insult to the understanding of the reader gravely to formulate that man first put up wooden railings, and when he learnt to work on stone, prepared stone railings from his original wooden models. There can be no difference of opinion

(a) 'History of Eastern Architecture,' p. 93.
(b) Loc. cit.
ament such a theory; but as I gather from the author's writings, his object is to assert that the transition took place in the time of Aśoka, and not gradually in course of a long series of years, like the pile-huts of the lake inhabitants changing into Swiss villas. I cannot acquiesce in this view of the case, for I cannot help thinking the theory in this sense to be opposed to fact, and mischievous in its tendency. As regards masonry buildings generally, I have already elsewhere given reasons for not accepting the hypothesis of the learned author. (a) I shall therefore confine myself here to a statement of the arguments which might be urged against the hypothesis regarding the rails. The shape of the railing, whether in original or in effigy, as seen in the oldest monument extant, in the caves of Udayagiri, is quite unlike anything wooden that can be appealed to. In the wooden railing everything is light and airy. Even in the strongest fence the posts are comparatively thin, the coping slender, and the bars attenuated and set wide apart; whereas the bars, the pillars, and the coping of the stone railing, are as heavy and thick as possible, and the spaces between the bars reduced to a minimum. Had the latter been the result of the first attempt at copying the former, such would never have been the case. It is far more convenient to move about and work light, small pieces of stones than heavy ones; and there could be no mechanical difficulty in producing thin bars of stone,—at least those who chiselled the thick ones so neatly could not have found thin bars less easy of management. Doubtless, size for size, the commoner stones are more fragile than wood; but the object of the stone fence was not to keep out intruders bent upon using force, but to set up an ornamental appendage round a sacred spot. Looking to the height and the ladder-like construction of the stone railing, it is impossible to believe that any man having the use of his limbs at command could for a moment find any difficulty in scaling it, and against animals a much lighter structure would have amply sufficed to serve as an efficient protection; and the man who first copied the wooden fence in stone would not have so far departed from his model. The interval must have been long before the copyist could to such an extent neglect his model as to differ in every detail except the barest outline.

In the mechanical construction of the railing the difference is as remarkable. In wooden fences the rails are either four-sided bars or rounded bolts, never elliptical, the latter being weaker and much more difficult to work out. How is

(a) 'Antiquities of Orissa,' I, chapter I.
it that in the first attempt at copying the masons changed the easily-managed four-sided bars into the most difficult and troublesome form of the ellipse? The tenons and the mortices in wood are either four-sided or round, never, in any ordinary case, elliptical or lens-shaped; and yet in the stone railing they are invariably lens-shaped. These changes could not have taken place within the single reign of Aśoka; and yet if we are to believe Mr. Fergusson, the art of sculpture was first originated in his reign, and the rails and stone-houses were for the first time made in stone from wooden models, and as the rails were put up by Aśoka, the change was accomplished in fifteen to thirty years.

Admitting, however, for the sake of argument, what is otherwise quite inadmissible, that the beginning and progress of stone rail-making was accomplished in the single reign of Aśoka, it might be asked—how does this accord with the other theory of the learned author, in which he attributes the beginning of stone masonry and sculpture to the advent of Greek artists in India during Aśoka’s reign? If accomplished artists came from Greece or Bactria, why did they begin by copying wooden models, and not introduce a completed art? Why should they have preferred lens-shaped tenons and mortices, which were not common in Greece or Bactria, to square and round ones, with which they were perfectly familiar? Doubtless the number of the artists who came from beyond India was not large, and they had to train up the natives of the country to practise the art; but in such a case the pupils, whatever they may do in original designs, should follow the mechanical details taught them by their foreign masters, and not devise indigenous methods of their own.

Mr. Fergusson is probably right in his supposition that in the construction of the railing one pillar was first set up and fixed in its position, the rails were then adjusted and supported, and the next pillar then pushed laterally and brought into position; the process being repeated till the whole line was completed. This would have been the simplest plan possible, and it was most likely the one that was followed. It might be supposed that all the pillars were first put up in large loose holes, one corner pillar then fixed, the bars belonging to it adjusted, and the next pillar then pushed laterally to receive the nearest tenons of the bars, and the pillar itself then fixed into its position, and the process repeated till the entire line was completed. In either case the pillars were first set up and the bars put in afterwards. The copings were of different lengths, some covering one
compartment, some one and a half, others two; so they must have been put up after the pillars and bars had been fixed in their position. In so far there is doubtless much that would imply "pure carpentry;" but the work could not be done in any other way. If we assume that if the rails were not set up piecemeal they must have been left on the ground, the bars and the coping all fixed, and the whole structure, about a hundred feet or more long, twelve feet broad, and weighing two to three hundred tons, raised at once into position. Such a feat has never been attempted, and could never have been accomplished, by men destitute of the most powerful mechanical appliances. Even in a wooden fence such an attempt would imply the most consummate stupidity on the part of the artists. Nor could the true masonry pillar-and-lintel construction, where all the pillars are built first and the lintels laid upon them afterwards, be conveniently adopted in fixing rails into monolithic pillars. In masonry work, holes are kept on the sides of the pillars for the tenons of rail bars; and these holes are either twice the depth of the tenons, so that one end of a bar may be pushed in deep and the other end brought within the intercolumnnar space to be slid into its corresponding hole; or one side of the hole is broken into or kept open, and after its corresponding tenon has been shoved in the side is built up. Neither of these plans could be adopted in the case of not-very-thick monolithic pillars without either disfiguring, or seriously weakening, them.

The nail-head and clamp argument is weak at best. It presupposes that in former times wooden railings were not, as in the present day, simply morticed, or morticed and then secured by wooden pegs cut flush on the outside so as to be imperceptible, but in the centre bars were strengthened by nails having heads about a foot in diameter, and clamped in at the four corners with iron plates having semicircular ends. This is simply gratuitous. There is no evidence extant which could prove this. It might be said that the nail-heads were small, but in copying them they have been enlarged. This is not what is usually done at the first attempt. A competent artist could have readily imitated a nail-head; it is scarcely conceivable that an incompetent person would in the first attempt to imitate a nail-head produce a well-developed lotus flower. It should be added that in the oldest rails of Sānci there is no indication whatever of this feature of a wooden railing. Supposing that the artists were too inefficient to attempt the imitation in their first essay, one may ask if the hypothetical nail-head be the type of the lotus disc, how
are we to justify its presence on the middle of the rail bars, where no nail-head could by any possibility find a place in a wooden model? In mediæval and modern Indian door-frames, both of wood and of stone, there are lotus discs at the four corners, and also on the middle of the bars, where no nail is ever required. In these cases, as also in that of the rail bars, we cannot but admit the purely ornamental character of the disc; and, if so, I see no reason why it should not be accounted for in the same way elsewhere.

Clamps at the corners of railing frames are quite exceptional in the present day, and to suppose them to have been common two thousand years ago, when iron was not so easily worked, or so abundant, as in our times, and that without an iota of evidence, is to assume a major which can serve only to mislead.

If one were to judge very carefully the design, construction, and finish of the different railings above referred to, the impression in his mind would be strong that the simplest Sánchî rail is as perfect in its design and finish as the more elaborate Mathurá work. It differs from the latter in not having the ornaments, and not in its artistic finish, and this shows that the design of the rail was current in the country long before the age of Aśoka. A small tree planted singly in an open place needs the protection of a fence round it, to save it from the attacks of cattle. No one in India neglects this necessary precautionary measure. When the Bodhi Tree was multiplied all over the country, such a fence was everywhere deemed essential, and from the necessary to the ornamental in connection with religion the transition was an easy one. We must look to the beginning of the rail to a few years after the death of Buddha, that is, some two centuries before, and not at the time of Aśoka.

To turn now to the ornaments of the Buddha Gaya railings. As already stated (p. 72), the pillars are not all of the same material; some are of sandstone, others of granite; and it is doubtful if they were used promiscuously in the making of the same railing; most probably not, and the dates of the sculptures on them must, therefore, spread over at least two centuries. I am not in a position to mark the distinction, and must therefore notice the carvings on them all under one head.

Of the rail bars the number seen by me is small, and the bars are all of sandstone; but General Cunningham has noticed some of granite. Of copings the number is also limited, and they are all of sandstone. But the leading feature
of their ornamentation is the same in all: the rail bars have a lotus disc on the opposite sides of its middle, and nothing more. (Plate XXXIII.) The lotus is formed generally of two consecutive rows of petals, with the thalamus or disc in the centre and a double-line border. The petals of the outer row are all well developed and laid side by side, and not overlapping each other, as is natural. In some instances, however, the overlapping is well shown. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 6.) In others the petals, instead of issuing in straight lines from the centre, are whirled in a manner which is not natural. (Plate XLIV, fig. 2.) Between the points of the outer row of petals are shown the tops of other and outer whirls. The petals of the inner row are also laid side by side, but they are slender. The thalamus is distinct in some cases, showing the seed-holes (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 2); in others it is covered by small petals (Plate XXXVIII, figs. 5 and 2). The inner row of petals is sometimes replaced by a human head (Plate XLIV, figs. 2 and 3), and in another by a mermaid with her fishy tail curling round the thalamus. (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 2.) The mermaid or Matsyanätri is an object of popular belief common all over the Aryan world from a very ancient date, and is not unknown in Assyrian and old Persian sculpture. It is the counterpart of the semi-piscine Triton of Greece, and a close congener of the Nāgakanyā or semi-ophide female of Orissan architecture. (a)

The topmost bar forming the coping is square on three sides, and rounded on top; on the two opposite flat sides there are two slightly-raised fillets, within which is a running frieze of animals on one side and a floral device on the other. Of the former General Cunningham has figured and described four varieties, and of the latter also four. I have found seven of the former, including the four noticed by the General, and four of the latter, being those which the General has figured. Most of these stones have been brought and deposited in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. The floral designs are complicated but chaste, and remind one of the designs sometimes adopted in cast-iron works of the present day. (Plate XLVII.) The animal designs include on one stone a line of three winged Centaurs followed by three horses, all in a running posture. (Plate XLVI, fig. 1.) On another a series of bouquets, each formed of a lotus petal, with alternately two long or four short leaves rising on its sides and a

loop on top, and having on each side a monster figure formed of the forepart of a Centaur and the hind of a fish’s tail curled. (Plate XLVI, fig. 2.) The monsters with folded hands are paying their adoration to the bouquet. The stone seen has four such monster figures. The third stone has the top of a pillar supporting two leaves and a flower, and three dogs are running towards it in a line. (Plate XLVI, fig. 3.) The fourth stone has a human-headed winged bull or Minotaur, two winged horses, and two bulls, the last driven by a monster-looking pigmy. (Plate XLVI, fig. 4.) General Cunningham takes the last to be a monkey, but the face is very like that of a human being; and the dwarf was so great a favourite with ancient Indian artists, that I cannot help taking it as such. Below this frieze there is an inscription in the character No. 3 of Prinsep. The fifth stone has a procession of two heavy-looking animals crouching, two elephants crouching, a bull running, and a lion standing. (Plate XLVI, fig. 5.) The stone was found on the roof of the Buddhapat pavilion by General Cunningham, who takes the first two animals to be hippopotami. The hippopotamus is unknown in India in the present day; but Dr. Falconer and Sir Proby Cautley found fossil remains of that animal in the Sevalik hills, and the probability of its having been known to ancient Indians will be made apparent from the remarks which will occur lower down. The sixth comprises two winged goats followed successively by two rams, two bulls, and a winged horse. (Plate XXXIII.) General Cunningham takes the sheep to be a ram and an ewe, but both have long, curving horns. The seventh stone is the longest, being seven feet five inches, and must have covered full two compartments of the railing. General Cunningham describes it thus: “In this bas-relief the sculptor has given the run to his fancy, and exhibited a procession of sea-monsters by simply adding fish tails to the foreparts of well-known land animals. The elephants seem to me to be the most comical, although they are by nature half aquatic.” Below the procession there is a long inscription, which is unfortunately much injured in the middle. It is certainly a Buddhist record, as the words Bhagavate Buddhāya occur twice in the upper line, as well as the well-known term vīhāre just before the second Bhagavate. On the back of this stone there is the flower pattern marked D.”(a)(Plate XLVI, fig. 6.) As these stones were found in the rubbish mounds away from their original positions, it is impossible to determine whether the processions

SCULPTURES.

were joined so as to make a continuous line, or broken into separate pieces by the intervention of pilasters, or by some other contrivance.

The pillars may be divided sculpturally into two classes—the medials and the terminals. The medials have their corners canted (Plate XXXIII), whereas the terminal ones retain their rectangular shape perfect (Plate XLVIII, fig. 1). The former are also less elaborately carved than the latter.

The medial pillars have the lotus disc on the centre, and a half section of it at the lower end, the cord of the section being seated on the plinth of the pillar. (Plate XLVIII, figs. 5, 6, and 7, plate XXXIII.) The central disc is commonly the lotus perfect, but in many instances the inner circle contains representations of various kinds. In one there is a lion with its tail uplifted (plate XXXIII); in another a crocodile (plate XLV, fig. 9); in a third a horse (plate XXXIII); in a fourth a winged goat or deer (plate XLV, fig. 10); in a fifth a bull (fig. 11); in a sixth a Centaur (fig. 12); and in two others geese (plate XLIV, fig. 1; plate XLV, fig. 7). The Centaur is remarkable as calling to mind the Greek representations of this monster, to which it bears a close resemblance. The human head is very common, and several styles of it have been met with. The head has generally heavy turbans (plate XXXIII, plate XLIV, figs. 2 and 3), but buttoned hair is not uncommon. In all these cases the space between the double line of the outer rim is filled with a row of beaded ornaments. In one instance a squatting human figure with a staff in hand forms the central ornament (plate XXXIII). Sometimes the lotus petals are minimised or entirely omitted, and the space within the beaded circle filled with grotesque lion-heads (plate XLV, fig. 5) or the petals changed to fanciful ornaments (plate XLIV, fig. 4). The grotesque head in fig. 5, plate XLV, is worthy of special note, as it is very like an ornament common in both Roman and Gothic architecture, and is now found in escutcheons of brass drawer-handles of Birmingham manufacture.

At the upper end the semi-circle is lengthened into a half transverse section of an oval figure, and the area within it is filled with a variety of designs. In one there is a boat in a lake full of lotus plants, the leaves and buds of which are well shown. (Plate XXXIV, fig. 1.) In the boat there are three persons, one standing near the helm, the second propelling the boat with a pole, and the third
prostrating himself before something sacred at the prow. A scene somewhat like this occurs at Sānchi, but in that the sacred relic is shown prominently in the middle of the boat (a). We have next a woman with a horse's head leading by the hand a villager to the side of an old dilapidated wall. (Plate XXXIV, fig. 2.) In the Hindu Śastras mention is frequently made of a race of beings with human bodies and equine heads; they are called Kinnaras, and believed to be highly proficient in the art of music, on which account they are assigned the rank of heavenly choiristers or the musicians of Indra. They are also said to be attendants on Kuvera, the god of wealth. The female members of this race (Kinnarīs) are supposed to be fond of human society. The Buddhists believed in the Kinnarīs; and in the Bodhi-rattvadāna-kalpatalī there is a story which relates that Buddha in a former life had been born a Kinnarī. The following is an abstract of the story. ‘Vidyádhara, a serpent-catcher, attempted to capture the king of serpents and drag him out from his abode by means of drugs and incantations. The king, greatly terrified, took shelter with a hunter, named Padmaka. This man killed Vidyádhara with poisoned arrows, and obtained from his protegé a charmed noose of wonderful power. On his death he bequeathed the noose to his son Utpala, who dwelt at Hastinápurá, in the vicinity of Valkaláyana’s hermitage. Once upon a time Utpala heard a charming song resounding in the air. Learning it was being sung by an exceedingly beautiful Kinnarī, he captured her by means of his noose. The Kinnarī, to regain her liberty, offered to give him her jewelled coronet, which lends the power of traversing the universe at pleasure. When the two were settling their bargain, in came Sudhana, a young prince of Hastiná, on a hunting excursion. Utpala gave him the jewel, and the Kinnarī married him, and the married couple proceeded to the palace.

At this time there lived in the royal household two Bráhmans, Kapila and Pushkara, the former serving as priest to the king, the latter in the same capacity to the prince. They were vain of their learning, and always quarrelled with each other. One of the feudatories of the king rebelling, the king directed his son to lead an army against the unruly vassal. Sudhana left his wife with her jewel under the care of his mother. The king, after his son’s departure, dreamt an inauspicious dream, and Kapila, his priest, advised him to offer a Kinnarī as a burnt
offering to propitiate the enraged divinity who had caused the dream. Kapila was a shrewd man, who took this opportunity of humbling his rival, for he knew full well that the prince was sure to die if the Kinnari be killed in a sacrifice. But he was disappointed. The queen privately warned her daughter-in-law, and sent her away with the jewel to Kinnarapura.

'The Kinnari left a ring and some charmed butter with Valkaláyana, requesting him to hand the two things to Sudhana on his return.

'Sudhana returned victorious from the war. But his joy was damped by the loss of his wife. He determined to proceed to Kinnarapura, and immediately set forth in a northerly direction. On his way he obtained the ring and the butter from Valkaláyana, which helped him a great deal in overcoming the fatigue of his journey. He crossed the mountains Himálaya, Kulada, Ajapatha, Kámárápá, Ekadhara, Vajraka, and Khadira, one after another, and encountered many adventures. Beyond mount Khadira he found two great mountains turning on a wheel, which made the road impassable. He destroyed the axle of the wheel, and fixed the mountains in their proper places. After this adventure he had to ford the Gúhá, Patangá, Rodini, Hasini, and several other furious mountain-streams before he reached Kinnarapura. There he met his wife, and the two wept tears of joy.' (a)

It is probable the bas-relief under notice is a pictorial illustration of a scene in the old story.

The next figure in the plate under notice (fig. 3) represents a domestic scene. A lady is seated on a bedstead, by the side of which there is a cane morá, or stool, holding her betel-boxes. By her side is seated a stranger who is making a request with folded hands; but the lady is dissatisfied with him, so with averted face, her right hand uplifted, she desires him to go away, and to avoid him falls back, and with her left hand leans on a maid who is standing beside her. From his dress and the gourd alms-bowl placed before him, the man would seem to be a hermit, who, having got admission to the house on the plea of soliciting alms, has attempted to abuse the confidence of the lady. In the Sanskrit Buddhist Avadánas there are several stories of this kind, but it is not possible to determine which of them the bas-relief is intended to reproduce. Figures 4 and 5 of plate XXXIV contain effigies of Chaityas which have already been noticed (p. 122). Figure 6 represents an enclosure with several

(a) My 'Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal,' p. 63.
Bodhi trees, surrounded by the typical Buddhist railings, and some vessels for watering the trees. Below this there is an inscription in the Lāṭ character.

Figures 1 and 3 of plate XXXV have Chaityas, and these have been already noticed (p. 124). Figure 2 shows a doorway through which is seen a platform with its sides decorated with the device of a typical Buddhist railing, and having on the top of it a pedestal bearing the figure of a wheel. The doorway has the ancient Indian pointed arch on top, and round it a framing which terminates in a weather moulding supported on corbels. The door is evidently meant to belong to a temple which has the Wheel of the Law, and not an image of Buddha, for the object of worship. In figure 4 we have the Bodhi tree on a high pedestal, to which a devotee is paying his devotion, while an aerial spirit in the form of a human being with a peacock's tail and feet is approaching from a hill to offer a flower garland to the tree. The figure is the conventional one of a Garuḍa, and occurs often at Sāñchi. According to the Buddhists there are eight classes of heavenly or aerial beings, among whom the Garuḍas stand sixth in rank (a). Figure 5 is a hermit's abode—a stone building, not a hut,—with the door surmounted by a semicircular arch, and a terrace in front. The hermit is seated cross-legged in front of his room under the shadow of a tree. The sides of the terrace are set off with the device of the Buddhist rail, and is high enough to require two steps to be easily accessible. On the side of the steps is seen the gourd alms-bowl of the hermit. The house is worthy of note, as showing that stone houses were common enough in the country, and even poor ascetics could afford to have them. Figure 6 is a Bodhi tree surrounded by the typical railing, and having on each side an umbrella planted on the ground, and having garlands hanging festooned from its sides. Similar garlands are seen hanging from the top by the sides of the upper part of the tree. The scene is repeatedly met with in the Buddhist sculptures of Sāñchi, Barāhat, Mathurā, and Amarāvati.

In plate XXXVI, figure 1, we have the pavanion figure of Garuḍa, with the head and trunk of a human being and the feet and tail of a peacock, as in plate XXXV, figure 4, but without hands. The next figure (2) represents a familiar scene in India, a lady showing her little boy a juggler's goat standing on a pedestal. Figure 3 is a goose in a lotus pond. The animal is in the act of attacking some one who has

(a) According to the Lalita Vistara the eight, in the order of their ranks, are—(1) Devas, (2) Nāgas, (3) Yakshas, (4) Gandharvas, (5) Asuras, (6) Garuḍas, (7) Kinnaras, (8) Mahoragas.
disturbed it. Its caudal appendage is a grotesque representation of a peacock's tail. Figure 4 is a bull with a bell tied to its neck, and the next an acrobat or juggler supporting himself on his hands, with his feet twisted round and placed on his head. The rays behind the head are meant for the folds of his gown. This acrobatic performance is common all over India in the present day, and no one who has seen the performances of the nats or bañjaras of the country can be unacquainted with it. The bas-relief shows that the exhibition has been popular in this country for more than two thousand years. The last figure on the plate shows a domesticated deer, with a collar and a bell round her neck and a fawn by her side. The pose of the ears shows that the animal is not a goat.

In plate XXXVII the first figure exhibits an acrobatic performance, in which a man supports on the back of his raised thigh and leg a boy, while he supports himself on one foot. The next (2) has a covered vessel for its central figure, with a bird on each side having a curiously-curled tail, and four persons on the foreground, one of whom is a man of consequence, receiving the salutation of a bare-headed inferior in front of him. On plate XXXIII is shown a man lying on a wall or rock with his legs uplifted and holding a tuft of leaves. The position is the conventional one for flying, but the chest and the thighs are shown leaning on the wall. Figure 3 of plate XXXVII shows a crouching dog playing with a pup. The faces of the animals are of an equine character, but the long tails and crouching position induce me to think that dogs are meant. Figure 4 has a tree in the centre, and on each side a man seated on a chair and holding a flower with folded hands. The tree has not the conventional railing, nor is it of the shape usually given to the Bodhi Tree. Though their hands are folded, it is doubtful if the men are worshipping the tree, for in such a case they would not have taken their seats on chairs. Figure 5 is an elephant being tethered by a māhu; and the next the grotesque lionhead monster noticed above, but slightly different in detail.

In plate XXXVIII, figure 1 has the semi-pavonine human form shown in full face with the wings outstretched. Figure 3 is a peacock with the head of a horse, the tail curling round the body. Figure 4 shows the front of a house, with a central doorway of the old style, having an arched weather moulding, and the walls set off with pilasters. The balustrades round the roof are of the Buddhist rail pattern, and on the roof are three persons seated, enjoying the cool breeze of an
evening. The make of the wall is not shown, but, looking to the make of the door and its similitude to the hermit’s house, I take it to be of masonry,—the whole a pucca-built house with a flat roof, and not a hut or a wooden structure. Plate XXXIII shows an angel or Devaputra in a flying position, holding in his two hands a garland intended as an offering to some chaitya or Bodhi Tree. Figure 6 is a female hermit seated cross-legged, and holding a staff with a rectangular top. She is the counterpart of the Yogini of the Hindu Tantric system.

Plate XLVIII, figure 1, shows a perfect corner pillar, having its two adjoining, and not the two opposite, sides carved, and the angles entire and not canted. The half-discs at the bases are the same as in the medial pillars, and have a ram’s head carved in the triangular space between the two adjoining discs. The central discs are replaced by panels, of which the lower edge is bound by an effigy of the Buddhist railing, from which graceful festoons hang at the corners. Each side of the panel is chiselled into a fluted pilaster, which is so joined with the nearest pilaster of the adjoining side as to appear like a fluted square pillar. It has the typical ribbed domal form at the base and at the crown. Over the domal capital there is a couchant bull supporting an architrave formed of interlacing festoons, and thereupon a cornice. The centre of the panel is occupied by a couple of human-beings standing in an amatory mood. The space for the upper half disc is surrounded by a double line in the form of a semi-oval, and in the centre of it is a female standing in the midst of a lotus bush, and holding a lotus stalk in each hand. The form is of Rájalakshmí, a goddess whose effigy is common enough both in Hindu and Buddhist architectures. (a) The corner garlands are repeated, but with slight variations. In other pillars of this class the form of the middle and the upper panels differs, and the attitudes of the human figures are changed (plate XII, figs. 1 and 3). In one there is a single figure, a female holding a trident (plate XII, fig. 2).

The most remarkable pillar of this class was seen in the verandah of the monastery. It is so built that only the front and portions of the two sides are visible; the back, built into the wall, being out of sight. On the left hand side the stone is not fully dressed, and the remains of three lens-shaped mortices are the only chiselled work visible on it. The

right side is sculptured, but the details are partially covered by the wall in which it is built. Not having seen the side facing the wall, I cannot say whether it has sculptures or mortice holes. If there be sculptures on that side, the pillar was originally designed for flanking a gateway; but if there be mortices, it was a corner pillar. From the elaborate carvings on the front and the right side I am disposed to think it has carvings on the off side, and was intended for a gate-pillar. The details on the right side, as far as visible, comprise three panels, of which the uppermost is occupied by a man standing with folded hands to offer his adorations to some sacred object placed under an umbrella; but that object cannot be made out. The entablature below it shows crouching dwarfs supporting the cornice. The middle panel has a group of six persons, of whom those on the foreground are a woman and a boy. The persons are engaged in saluting a Bodhi Tree before them. Below this panel is shown a Buddhist railing. The lowest panel is broken, and what remains of it is very much defaced. The front of this pillar differs from that of other pillars in not having any plain space, the whole surface being divided into three panels. The lowest panel is flanked by pilasters of the same kind as those on the sides of the central panel of the last described pillar, only wanting the fluting and the railing below, and the festoons being of a different type. The middle panel has side pilasters of a different pattern, being sections of octagonal pillars in antis by themselves, and bearing no relation to the adjoining sides; they have bell-shaped capitals like those of the Ásoka látis, and crouching human beings like sphynxes over them. The sphynxes support an entablature, the frieze of which has three compartments, in each of which there is a crouching dwarf with uplifted hands, supporting the cornice. The lower edge of the panel has the Buddhist railing. The upper panel has also octagonal independent side pilasters, but their capitals are domal and not bell-shaped, and the sphynxes are replaced by crouching deer. The figure in the centre of the panel is a grand gateway, with a pointed weather moulding, over which there is a Buddhist railing, and thereupon a central large and two small side pavilions. The design is peculiarly Indian, and not to be met with out of this country.

The group of figures shown on the surface of the middle panel is by far the most important. It represents an Indian war-chariot drawn by four horses, two going to the left and two to the right. The horses have waving plumes on their heads. The driver is seen

Figure of so-called Apollo.
standing on the middle of the chariot. Behind him there is a nimbus formed by the back framing of the chariot, and over it an umbrella. Close by the driver there is on each side a female warrior shooting arrows at a person who is tumbling down in pain. This is the only instance in which the ancient Indian war chariot is shown at Buddha Gayá. General Cunningham thus comments on the group:—"The subject is Súrya, or the sun driving a four-horsed chariot, with two attendant archers shooting his rays like arrows upon the earth. In this treatment I think that there is a decided evidence of Greek influence in the restricted number of four horses attached to the chariot; for the Indian Súrya, from the earliest times down to the present day, has always been represented as driving a chariot with seven horses. In the Rig Veda he drives "seven bay" or bright-backed steeds, and in all the Brahmánical sculptures that I have seen there are seven horses carved on the pedestal, which are being driven by Aruna, while two attendants on each side (? one on each side) shoot downwards the golden arrows of the solar rays. The chariot, however, is Indian, as may be seen by comparing it with the specimen given in figure 3 of plate XXVII, from the Sanchi Tope. But whence came the four horses? To this question I can only reply, "from the Greeks," and in proof of this opinion I have given in figure 2 of the same plate a sketch of the well-known classical representation of Phaëbus Apollo in his chariot drawn by four horses. It is true that this composition is of later date than the age of Aśoka; but as both the chariot and horses are mentioned in the Homeric Hymn to Helios, they are much earlier than the time of Aśoka. That this particular treatment of the subject was familiar to the Eastern Greeks we learn from a recently discovered tetradrachma of Platon, on which Helios radiated is represented driving to the right in a chariot drawn by four horses. There was a famous temple of the sun at Taxila, of which place Aśoka had once been Governor during his father's lifetime. Here then the Indians might have seen the Greek representations of the sun god, which was afterwards carried to Palibothra by either pure Greek or half Greek sculptors." (a)

The premises from which these conclusions have been drawn are, however, not correct, and the conclusions are consequently wrong. On carefully examining the photograph annexed (Plate L) it will be seen that the group has nothing to do with the sun. The pose of the central figure is not like that of the Greek Apollo, but that of a

plain turbaned Indian charioteer, and the side figures are two Amazonian ladies, not males as delineated by General Cunningham (a), shooting at men, who are shown falling down in pain from the wounds they have received. In General Cunningham's drawing the nimbus has been converted into a second umbrella. It is really nothing more than the back framing of the chariot. But assuming the arrows to be emblematic of rays, it should be observed that the rays of the sun may be fiercely and intolerably hot, and as a matter of fact sun-strokes are common enough in India during the hot weather; but the rays are invariably described by poets as beneficent to mankind, and not causing men to tumbledown with uplifted hands, and holding their wounded sides in great pain. And the fact of the bas-relief having represented such wounded figures is quite enough to dissipate the solar theory. The number and position of the horses are doubtless similar, but, bearing in mind the fact that the chariot in Greece and in India was of the same shape, we may ask, could an artist, whether Greek or Indian, represent effectually horses in bas-relief in other than profile, or three-quarter view? A front view of a horse in bas-relief would show only the fore part, or must project considerably more than what any bas-relief would admit of; consequently the Greeks generally adopted the profile, or three-quarter view,—in the former case ranging their horses in a line, so as to show the side of one and parts of the heads and legs of the others, and in the latter case showing the front view of the chariot with half the number of horses running on one side and the other half on the other, an arrangement which militated against all laws of the resolution of forces, which could make the chariot move onwards. This unnatural and awkward position was necessary for the sake of art, and could not be avoided; and if we find a similar disposition under similar circumstances in India, we see no reason to assume that it must necessarily imply a borrowing or interchange of art. As a matter of fact, the Hindus ranged their horses, according to the exigency of their work, either in profile, as in most sculptures of the sun-god Sūrya, or some on one side and some on the other, as in fig. 2, plate XXXI. The last figure is worthy of particular attention, as it shows ten horses arranged in the same way as we see in the Apollo figure. The General's argument summarized runs thus:—the position of the horses in the Buddhist sculpture is the same as we find in the figure of Apollo, therefore it must have been

(a) Major Kitto described the side figures to be "Amazonian ladies," Jour. As. Soc. XVI, pt. I.
copied from the latter. The figure in the chariot consequently is that of Apollo; and if Apollo has no umbrella over his head and the Indian figure has a double one, it is of no consequence. The horses have crests in the Indian and none in the Grecian specimen, but that is accidental. Apollo has no side figures, and to account for the said figures in the Indian scene we must assume them to be emblematic, and the bows and arrows they hold to be symbols of the golden rays of the sun, and the wounded persons falling down to be men suffering from sunstrokes. Inasmuch, however, as I have shown that the position of the horses do not imply borrowing, but is the natural result of art, the whole superstructure of assumptions built on it must tumble like a house of cards. It might be added that the gist of the argument depends on the similitude of the treatment; but the Greek specimen which is of any weight in the question is later than the Indian, and in the coin of Platon the horses are all on one side. Doubtless Homer alludes to Apollo, but that does not at all imply that in Homer's time Apollo was represented standing on a chariot having two horses running on one side and two others on another side. To assume it would be simply gratuitous, and even then the argument would not advance at all.

Chronologically the sculptures may be ranged in two groups—1st those of a pre-Christian period, 2nd, those of dates subsequent to the commencement of the Christian era. The latter spread from the second to the ninth or the tenth century; but they are not dated, and it is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to range them into subgroups; and in the absence of dates they are valueless for a history of the progress of art in this country. Generally speaking they are, in all the finer and larger specimens, well designed, laboriously chiselled, and carefully finished. The shape is becoming, the relative proportions are fair, the modelling is appropriate. The pose, too, is good, the repose becoming, and the expression of calm contemplation admirable. On the whole the larger figures of Buddha bespeak considerable tact and talent in the artists concerned. But they are thoroughly conventional, all done according to traditional custom and universally current rules, without the slightest regard to nature,—all copied from models, and not from living objects. The heads are oval because heads have been always made oval, and not because in nature they are so; the limbs taper because older figures had tapering limbs, and not because human limbs are usually tapering; the heads and
limbs bear certain relations to each other because they have always done so in statuary, and not because in nature there are any such relations. It is probable that the artists had ruled frames such as are still current in Tibet, and used them in determining the sizes of the different parts of their statues. Every limb is plump and rounded, and no attempt is made to develop or indicate the outlines of the muscles and tendons. In this respect Bhuvanesvara sculptures of the seventh century are far superior, though they, too, are to a certain extent conventional. It should be noticed, however, that at the latter place the artist had a wide range of subjects, and, in representing ordinary human beings in different attitudes and engaged in various occupations, was not so tied down by rules as at Buddha Gayá, where statues of Buddhas and gods were all he had to carve—at least the only kind of work that we have before us to judge of their capacity. In animal figures there is the same scarcity, and little can be said about them. But in carving flowers and conventional architectural ornaments the artists of Buddha Gayá had made sufficient advance to claim considerable credit.

In sculptures of the pre-Christian era, i.e. in the Asoka rails, there is a coarseness and want of finish bordering on rudeness, but there is more life, more action, and greater freedom of execution than what we find in those of the post-Christian age. The subjects are well conceived and vigorously worked out, with a keen eye to nature and effect. But the specimens are few; they are of small size, and so much decayed by the wear and tear of the last two thousand years as to be ill able to afford very favourable evidence. On the whole, however, they are inferior to the sculptures of Sáncii and Baráhat. This is accountable on the supposition that the artists employed at Buddha Gayá were inferior to those of the other two places; and as probably only local artists were employed, the work turned out according to the capacity of the persons employed, and not owing to one being of a later cycle than the other. This inference of mine is opposed to the opinion of some distinguished antiquarians, and I put it forth with considerable diffidence, but I think there are many facts and arguments which go far to support it.

Mr. Fergusson is clearly of opinion that the art of sculpture and also that of stone-building were first introduced into India long after the invasion of Alexander the Great. He says: "It may create a feeling of disappointment in some minds when they are told
that there is no stone architecture in India older than two-and-a-half centuries before the Christian era; but, on the other hand, it adds immensely to the clearness of what follows to be able to assert that India owes the introduction of the use of stone for architectural purposes, as she does that of Buddhism as a state religion, to the great Asoka, who reigned from B.C. 272 to 236\(^{(a)}\). Elsewhere he observes: "When we first meet the Buddhist style it is in its infancy—a wooden style painfully struggling into lithic forms." In one place he admits that "the Indian art in the mode of treatment is so original and so local that it is difficult to assign it any exact position in comparison with the arts of the western world. It certainly, as a sculptural art, is superior to that of Egypt, but is far inferior to the art as practised in Greece. The sculptures of Amravati are perhaps as near in scale of excellence to the contemporary art of the Roman Empire under Constantine as to any other that could be named, or rather they should be compared with the sculptures of the early Italian renaissance as it culminated in the hands of Ghiberti and before the true limits between the provinces of sculpture and painting were properly understood. The case is somewhat different as regards the sculptures of Sâachi. These are ruder, but more vigorous. If they want the elegance of design at Amravati, they make up for it by a distinctness and raciness of expression which is wanting in those more refined compositions. The truth seems to be that the Sâachi sculptures, like everything else there, betray the influence of the freedom derived from wood-carving, which, there can be little doubt, immediately preceded these examples and formed the school in which they were produced"\(^{(b)}\). He is nevertheless of opinion that "there can now be very little, if any, doubt that this school of Indian art owes its origin to the influence of the Greek kingdom of Bactria," i.e. that which is so local and so original that no comparison could be made of it with any art of the western world is a mere copy of the western art, and that which was immediately copied from local wood-carving was likewise at the same time a copy of Bactrian stone models. Again, "the knowledge that the architectural history of India commences B.C. 250, and that all the monuments now known to us are Buddhist for at least five or six centuries after that time, are cardinal facts

\(^{(a)}\) Fergusson’s Eastern Architecture, p. 47.
\(^{(b)}\) Tree and Serpent Worship, p. 67.
that cannot be too strongly insisted upon by those who wish to clear away a great deal of what has hitherto tended to render the subject obscure and unintelligible" (a).

General Cunningham gives but a qualified and guarded assent to this opinion. He says: "I agree with Mr. Fergusson in thinking that the Indians in all probability derived the art of sculpture from the Greeks. In the Punjab this would have been introduced as early as 300 B.C., and in a few years it would have found its way to the great capital of Palibothra. I speak now only of the sculptor’s art, not of the mason’s trade, for I do not suppose that building with stone was unknown to the Indians at the time of Alexander’s invasion. On the contrary, I will show, in another portion of this report, not only that stone buildings were in use before that time, but that some of these are still standing in the present day" (b). Adverting to the presence of mermaids in the Buddha Gayá sculptures, he adds: "Their first appearance in the sculpture of Aśoka’s age is, in my opinion, a strong presumptive proof that the Indians derived the art of sculpture from the Greeks. It is a fact which receives fresh proofs every day that the art of sculpture, or certainly of good sculpture, appeared suddenly in India at the very time that the Greeks were masters of the Kabul valley; that it retained its superiority during the period of the half Greek rule of the Indo-Scythians; and that it deteriorated more and more the further it receded from the Greek age, until its degradation culminated in the wooden insanities and bestial obscenities of the Brahmanical temples." (c)

As regards architecture we have thus what are insisted upon with great earnestness by Mr. Fergusson as "cardinal facts" never to be lost sight of summarily set aside by General Cunningham, whose high scholarship, thorough knowledge, personal experience of well-nigh half a century of almost every place of any archaeologica1 interest in India, and official position as adviser of the Government of India on matters antiquarian, claim high respect for his opinion. And with such a marked

---

(a) ‘Tree and Serpent Worship,’ p. 49.
(c) Ibid., p. 100.
difference of opinion on so fundamental a question in Indian archaeology among men who are the greatest experts in the matter, the public may well pause before accepting either the one set of opinions or the other. It might be added that, whatever may be the result of modern reasoning on the subject, there are facts noticed in Greek history which cannot be easily set aside, and they all unquestionably prove that architecture of a considerably advanced kind existed in India at the time of Alexander the Great, or well nigh three quarters of a century before the flourishing period of Asoka's reign. Alexander found in India more than one city furnished with walls and gates (Rooke's Arrian, pages 51-77). These walls were of brick (pages 53-88), and strengthened at intervals by towers (pages 81-89). The city of Palibothra was found by Megasthenes "surrounded with a ditch which took up six acres of ground and was 30 cubits deep; and the walls were adorned with 570 towers and 64 gates" (page 222). (a) Arrian, in another place, quoting Megasthenes, says,—"The Indians allow no monuments to be raised in honor of the deceased, esteeming their good deeds sufficient to perpetuate their memory, for which reason they make odes and sing songs in praise of them. Their cities are so numerous as not to be easily reckoned. Those which are situate near the sea or any river are built with wood; for no buildings of brick would last long there, not only because of the violence of the rains, but also of the rivers which overflow their banks, and causes an annual inundation over all the flat country. But the cities which are seated on any eminence are frequently built with brick and mortar" (b).

(a) The wall was in existence when Hionen Thang visited Patna in the middle of the seventh century, and its remains are still in situ. "During the cold season of 1876, whilst digging a tank in Shoulk Mathia Ghari, a part of Patna almost equally distant from the Chawk (market-place) and the railway-station, the excavators, at a depth of some 12 or 15 feet below the swampy surface, discovered the remains of a long brick-wall running from north-west to south-east. How for this wall extended beyond the limits of the excavation—probably more than a hundred yards—it is impossible to say. Not far from the wall, almost parallel to it, was found a line of palisades. The strong timber of which it was composed inclined slightly towards the wall. In one place there appeared to have been some sort of outlet; for two wooden pillars, rising to a height of some 8 or 9 feet above what had evidently been the ancient level of the place, and between which no trace of palisades could be discovered, had all the appearance of door or gate posts. A number of wells and sinks were also found, their mouths being in each case indicated by heaps of fragments of broken mud vessels. From the best preserved specimens of these, it appeared that their shape must have differed from that of those now in use. One of the wells having been cleared out, it was found to yield capital drinking water, and among the rubbish taken out of it were discovered several iron spearheads, a fragment of a large vessel, &c.—McCrindle's 'Ancient India,' p. 118.

(b) Rooke's Arrian, Vol. II, p. 221.
My own opinion on the subject, and the arguments on which it is founded, I have already given at length in my 'Antiquities of Orissa' (a), and need not repeat them here, particularly as no serious attempt has yet been made to refute them. When Mr. Ferguson brought out, in 1876, his "History of Indian and Eastern Architecture," my book, published three years before, was evidently known to him; for, adverting to the form of the Indian spires, he, in one place, says:—"In his work on the antiquities of Orissa, Bābu Rājendra-alā Mitra suggests at page 31 something of this sort; but if his diagram were all that is to be depended upon in favour of the hypothesis, I would feel inclined to reject it." But he does not make any reference to my objections to his conjecture about the origin of Indian architecture. He has, however, made an important concession. While persisting in the statement that Indian architecture before the time of Aśoka was entirely of wood, he admits, "stone in those days seems to have been employed only for the foundations of buildings or in engineering works, such as city walls and gates, or bridges or embankments; all else, as will appear from the sequel, were framed in carpentry" (b). Some of his arguments I have already referred to in my remarks on the supposed wooden origin of the Buddhist rails. The others appear to be of no great weight, and need not detain me here. The admission that the Indians did employ stone in building foundations of houses and in city walls, gates, bridges, and embankments from long before Aśoka’s time goes a great deal further than what its author wished it to go. It throws on the author the onus of proving that men who could, and did, build stone walls confined their talent to city walls and embankments, but could not, or did not, extend it to the superstructure of their houses; that having built a brick or stone foundation as high as the plinth, they encountered some obstacle, intellectual, material, or artistic, to push it higher, and bring it to the level of the ceiling until taught to surmount it by Greek adventurers or their half-caste descendants. The admission drives us to the inference that the men who, according to Megasthenes, had built walls 30 feet high round Palibothra could not feel the advantage of having a masonry wall for their king’s residence for the protection of his treasury. Such an inference is unjust to a nation whose inventive and

(a) Chapter I.

(b) History of Indian Architecture, p. 47.
intellectual faculties were second to those of no other race on earth, and which in the domain of philosophy attained an altitude which none has yet surpassed. The only proof the historian of architecture has yet attempted to adduce is the apparent wooden character of the stone work now extant. But in many instances, as in the nail-head developing into a lotus, the apparent similitude is more fanciful than real, and in others it is fully accounted for by that spirit of conservatism of the nation which led the good Abbe DuBois to describe the habits and customs of the Indians to be as indelible as the spots on the skin of the leopard. In art this spirit of conservatism, or mannerism, or survival of custom, is peculiarly inveterate, and crops up even in the European architecture of the present day, and should not be held at all remarkable in the architecture of India twenty centuries ago. The question at issue is, whether those peculiarities, which are taken to be indications of direct copying from wooden models, are really so, or simply mannerisms of ancient date?—and as yet nothing has been attempted to solve it. In history, as in other concerns of the world, it is infinitely better, in any given point regarding which sufficient data are wanting, to acknowledge the fact, than to conjure up hypotheses hedged in by flimsy pretences of "it seems," "it is probable," "it is very likely," which, when proceeding from men of high standing and undoubted talent, serve only to shroud the cause of truth in impermeable gloom. Ancient Indian history, from its hazy character, has suffered particularly from hasty generalizations and ex cathedra assertions, and we cannot be too careful in guarding it against them.

The remarks made above with reference to Indian stone architecture apply equally to Indian sculpture, for the two are intimately connected, and cannot well be separated. Sculpture may or may not presuppose the existence of stone architecture. The one may, at least in some cases, be posterior to the other. But the desire of decorating houses leads to the elaboration of ornamental forms, and the progress of the two arts cannot be studied by looking upon them as independent of each other. And since Indian stone architecture is older than the age of Asoka, sculpture must likewise be so, and the bas-reliefs of the Udayagiri caves, which I take to date from the middle of the fourth century before Christ (a), show that Indian

(a) 'Antiquities of Orissa,' II, p. 39.
plastic art is much older than Asoka. And those bas-reliefs are even bolder, more natural, better executed, than any work of Asoka's time. As, however, I have already discussed the subject at considerable length in my "Antiquities of Orissa" (a), and nothing has yet been urged to controvert the position there assumed by me, I need not dwell upon it further than to point out some of the subjects on the Asoka rails which at first sight might suggest foreign ideas.

The most important of these is the one which General Cunningham likens to Helios; and I have already, I think, satisfactorily shown that the conjecture on the subject is not tenable. Adverting to the figure of mermaids on one of the railings (page 152), the General says: "The original idea of these sea-monsters I believe to have been derived from the well-known Tritons, Hippocamps, and Capricorni of the Greeks." (b) The margin here given is wide, but the belief in the Matsayantri, or the semi-piscine maid, is old, and we have much older instances of it in ancient Assyrian sculpture. Inman, quoting Lucian, gives an account of the goddess Syria (Dea Syria), whose image Lucian saw in Phoenicia, and "which was a woman in the upper parts and from the body downwards a fish" (c). The same author informs us that "the name Oannes was given by Sanchoniathon and Berosus to an Assyrian deity, who was the teacher of mankind, and who was mystically united with the form of the sacred fish." The goddess Anna or Annes, too, had a piscine character; and in ancient times the fish was frequently associated with the idea of virginity. Among the Chinese, too, the belief in the mermaid has been of a very ancient date. It is futile, therefore, to urge that the idea of the figure must have come from Greek or half-Greek sculptors. By "half-Greek" I suppose General Cunningham means the descendants of Greek adventurers by native women. If so, I cannot conceive how such descendants, bred and brought up in Indian homes, could acquire the Greek art of sculpture and eince a higher proficiency in it than the natives. Certain it is that the descendants of Albuquerque and his followers did nothing of the kind; and even in the present day, with all the facilities of steam communication, the Eurasians, as a race, are not more distinguished in their taste for art than the natives.

(a) Vol. I, pp. 68, et seq.
(c) Agad 'Ancient Faiths embodied in Ancient Names,' II, p. 785.
The Centaurs and Menotaurs are more exclusively Greek than the mermaid, and the figure on one of the discs (plate XLV, fig. 12) certainly bears a very close similitude to the Thessalian monster. Doubtless the Greeks located the Centaurs in Thessaly, the people of which place were great experts in horsemanship, and, mounted on bare-backed horses, were given to hunting wild bulls and ferocious animals. The belief in it, however, has prevailed from a very remote period of antiquity. Hesiod tells us that the battle of the Centaurs and the Lapithae was engraved on the shield of Hercules, and Valerius Flaccus describes it as having been painted on one of the Argonautic ships. It was also shown as an ornament on the cap of Ulysses, and there is every reason to suspect that even as the gods and goddesses, whom the Greeks located on Parnassus, had their origin much farther east, so must have had the Centaurs; and since the relation of the Greek mythology to the Indian is exceedingly close, and there is strong evidence to show that the similitude is due to the fact of the Aryans having had a common mythology, which the western branch carried with them to Greece and the southern to India, it is simply impossible to determine whether the Centaur came with the rest of the ancient Aryan mythology, or were brought by the Greeks or their half-caste descendants in the time of Aëoka. Besides, the conception of a human head on a horse's body is the counterpart of the human body with a horse's head; and as the latter has been the exclusive property of the Indians, in the Kinnaras, it is not at all necessary to assume a foreign origin for it, not to advert to the fact that those who could change the Centaur into half-Centaur and half-fish, or design the human-headed bird, would find little difficulty in originating the idea of a human head for the body of a horse or a bull.

The same may be said of the winged horse, the winged deer, and the winged bull. At Sâncî the winged lion is always shown in a flying attitude, carrying a rider on its back. In Assyria this was not the case, and, commenting on the fact, Mr. Ferguson says: "The representations at Sâncî are, of course, very much more modern than those in Assyria; but it is not clear that the Indian form may not be of an original stock as old or older than the Assyrian." The human-headed lion is the reverse of the lion-headed man, and those who designed the leecephalic Nrisihna, the fourth incarnation of Vishnu, could not be much troubled in the effort to originate the counterpart of it. The human-headed bulls and lions and the eagle-headed lions and men, as also the winged varieties of those animals, were, besides,
familiar to the Assyrians long before the time of Aśoka. Mr. Layard is of opinion that "there can be little doubt that they were invested with a mythic or symbolical character, that they typified the Deity or some of his attributes, his omniscience, his ubiquity, and his might. Like the Egyptian sphynxes, they were probably introduced into the architecture of the people on account of their revered character." (a) And as the intercourse between the Indians and the Assyrians was free, it would be the merest assumption to say that they came for certain with the Greeks in the time of Aśoka: and accepting that assumption as a major, to draw our conclusions regarding other matters from it would for certain be highly illogical.

The next figure I shall refer to is the grotesque head of a lion described on page 154. But the lion has all along been an Indian animal and not a European one, and it would be absurd to suppose that it came to Buddha Gayā from Greece. It might be added that the head is very like that of the Egyptian god Typhon, figured by Wilkinson; and if there be any necessity for an archetype for the Buddha Gayā exemplar, it would afford a much more reasonable one than a Birmingham drawer-handle. It should, however, be accounted for in a very different way. Mr. Wright, in his "History of Caricature and Grotesque," very justly says that "a tendency to burlesque and caricature appears, indeed, to be a feeling deeply implanted in human nature, and it is one of the earliest talents displayed in a rude state of society. An appreciation of, and sensitiveness to, ridicule, and a love of that which is humorous, are found even among savages, and enter largely into their relations with their fellow men." It is not remarkable, therefore, that we should find it in ancient Indian human nature and its manifestation in ancient Indian art. Nor is their location round a sacred fane at all to be wondered at. "Caricature and burlesque," says the author just quoted, "are naturally intended to be heard and seen publicly, and would therefore be figured on such monuments as were most exposed to public gaze. Such was the case in the earlier periods of the middle ages, chiefly with ecclesiastical buildings, which explains how they became the grand receptacles of this class of art." Even in the illumination of sacred books they were not held inappropriate, and we find a number of them of a very ludicrous character in "Queen Mary's Psalter."

(a) Layard's 'Nineveh,' Atlas.
The only other figure which calls for notice is that of the hippopotamus. It is represented with a thick-set, heavy body on short, stout legs, like those of the rhinoceros, and a long head with wide, open, massive jaws having serrated teeth, like those of the crocodile, the muzzle ending in a short trunk, like that of the tapir. The tail is long and cord-like. The head, as seen in profile, may be taken for that of a badly-drawn crocodile, but the body is such as to preclude the inference of its being intended for that animal, particularly as the artist has elsewhere represented the crocodile in a different style. (Plate XLV, fig. 9.) Nor can the figure be taken for a grotesque representation, as the other animals on the frieze are not so, and this particular form appears repeatedly on the Baráhat rails, showing that it was the conventional form of some at-the-time well-known animal. General Cunningham takes it to be an effigy of the hippopotamus, but the profile is not that of a hippopotamus' head, and the most characteristic peculiarity of that animal—its tasks, whence its fossil congener derived their sub-generic names of *Hexaprotodon* and *Tetraprotodon*—is wanting. The trunk, too, is inconsistent; the front view of the hippopotamus' head does not suggest anything of the kind, for the face is specially flat and chubby; nevertheless, the entire figure is strongly suggestive of the hippopotamus, the more so as it is contrasted with a fairly spirited figure of a couchant elephant by the same artist. Not wishing to rely on my own judgment in the case, I communicated a tracing of the figure to my learned friend, Mr. W. Theobald, of the Geological Survey of India, and the following is an extract from a letter I received from him on the subject. He says, "It might be urged that the whole figure is a grotesque idea of the brain, having no prototype in nature, and such might have been truly the case had the animal been adorned with wings or horns; but it is singular that the artist's idea should have fixed on the massive jaw and disproportioned head (the very points which distinguish the hippopotamus) of that animal: or some vague idea of it, perhaps, was present to his mind. The short trunk that is given to the animal may be an addition of an imaginative artist, or it may have originated in a misrepresentation of some sketch or drawing in which the great tubular nostrils of the 'river horse' may have been mistaken or transformed in the process of copying into a short trunk. On the whole I think the sketch strongly supports the view (first advanced by Falconer) that the hippopotamus was known to the early inhabitants of India."
Accepting, on these grounds, the opinion that the figure is a representation, however imperfect, of the hippopotamus, the question arises—was that animal known, either traditionally or by sight, to the people of this country, or was it brought from Africa bodily, or in a sketch or drawing? The idea of the Buddhists having brought a live hippopotamus from Africa two-and-twenty centuries ago may be disposed of as utterly untenable; but Mr. Theobald justly observes “that it was by no means improbable that the knowledge of the animal, of which your sketch is an attempted representation, was derived from the account of travellers who had seen the animal in Egypt or Abyssinia, and described it with tolerable fidelity on their return. When one remembers that within the present century artists have depicted or modelled the Indian elephant with tusks projecting upwards from the lower jaw, like a pig’s, we must not be too critical respecting the short trunk given to the sketch of the ‘river horse’ by the artists of Buddha Gayā.” Dr. Falconer repudiates the African idea. He says, “a quadruped, so remarkable for its size, form, and habits, must everywhere have forcibly impressed itself on the attention of mankind; and, struck with the close resemblance of the Nurbudda fossil buffalo to the existing species, the question arose with me—May not this extinct hippopotamus have been a contemporary of man? and may not some reflection of its existence be detected in the extinct languages or of ancient traditions of India, as in the case of the gigantic tortoise? Following up the inquiry I ascertained from the profound Sanskrit scholar, Rájá Rádhákánta Deva, that the hippopotamus of India is referred to under different Sanskrit names of great antiquity, significant of the ‘jala-hasti’ or ‘water elephant,’ in the ‘Amarakosa’ and the ‘Sadbaratnavali.’ This view is confirmed by the opinion of two great Sanskrit scholars, Henry Colebrooke and H. H. Wilson. The former, in his annotations on the ‘Amarakosa,’ interprets the words ‘Gráha,’ and ‘Avahára’ as meaning hippopotamus; and the latter not only follows this version, but gives two other words ‘kari-yádas’ and ‘vidu,’ which he supposes to signify the same animal. It is therefore in the highest degree probable that the ancient inhabitants of India were familiar with the hippopotamus as a living animal; and it is contrary to every probability that this knowledge of it was drawn from the African species imported from Egypt or Abyssinia.”

(a) Falconer’s ‘Memoirs,’ Vol. II., p. 632.
This philological evidence, however, is not satisfactory, as, on a reference to several Sanskrit lexicons, I could not find sufficient authority to support the interpretation. My attention was drawn to the words by Mr. Theobald in 1874, and the following is the substance of the reply I sent him:

'The *jalahastī* does not occur in the *Amarakosha*, but in some of its commentaries it is given as a synonym of *avahāra*. In the *Nāgānanda*, a Sanskrit Buddhist drama, *jala-kunjāras* are described as sporting in the waters of a river: *kunjāra* is but another word for *hastī*. The counterpart of this occurs in the *Rājatarangini*, where *jala-gandhebha* is used for *jala-hastī*. Neither of these books, however, afford any clue to the nature of the animal they describe. The Sanskrit Dictionary of Böhtlingk and Roth gives 'wasser elephant' on the authority of Hemasuri, who says it is an elephant-like animal, which dwells in water (*jaleshu hastyādkarot vā*). The *Amarakosha* takes the *grāha* and the *avahāra* to be the same animal, which, according to one commentator, is the same with the shark, (*hāngara*, *hāngarakhyya jala-jantau*); and according to another, a slender, long animal that frequents the confluence of large rivers with the sea (*samudra-mahānayoh sangame latākāra-jantu-viśeshah*). At least half-a-dozen others add to the above definition 'commonly known by the name *hāngara* (shark), but not applicable to crocodiles; and I see no reason to differ from them. There is nothing in any Sanskrit work which can be accepted as a positive proof of the *jalahastī* being other than the *grāha*, and was used to indicate the hippopotamus. I must add, however, that Wilson, in his Sanskrit Dictionary, gives the word *hippopotamus* against *avahāra* with a mark of interrogation. He has not given the word *jalahastī*.

This opinion, however, is founded on mediæval and modern commentators, and is of no importance when opposed to the incontrovertible fact that fossil remains of the hippopotamus have been met with in the Sevalik Range and in the Jumna and the Nāhan beds, and they prove that the animal did once exist in India. Doubtless the animals which occur in the miocene strata could not have been seen by man, but the same cannot be said of animals of the upper pliocene age; and Dr. Falconer justly says, 'After reflecting on the question during many years in its paleontological and ethnological bearings my leaning is to the view that the *Hippopotamus numidicus* was extinct in India long before the Aryan
invasion, but that it was familiar to the earlier indigenous races." (a) He has, moreover, very ably shown that other animals of the same age are still remembered by the Hindus. He cites for example the *Colossochelys atlas*, or colossal tortoise, which fought with an elephant; and the *Ciconae giganteae*, which is the type of the bird-god Garuda. And if the memory of these long extinct animals have been preserved to our day, there is no *à priori* improbability of the memory of the hippopotamus being preserved. The artists drew it from the traditional account they had heard, and they could not therefore be exact in their delineation; and the commentators of a much later date could not but interpret the ancient words in a blundering and misleading way. Even in the case of the lion, which became extinct in Orissa only sixteen hundred years ago, the Orissan artists disfigured it with a long dog-like face, very unlike that of a lion; and in the case of an animal extinct several thousands of years ago, misconceptions could not but follow. (b)

In making these remarks it is the farthest from my wish to deny that some sculptures have been met with in the north-western frontier which are peculiarly Greek in their treatment.

The Greeks did exercise supremacy in that part of the country for a long time, and could not but leave the impress of their art in some cases; but I cannot help denying that that impress has had anything to do with the origin, or the amelioration, of the Indian art. The designs for natural objects, for men, horses, trees, and flowers, must be alike everywhere, and it is the technical treatment of the subject that can determine the nationality of the artist; and in this technical treatment and of excellence which, though an unsafe guide, is of some consequence, we have not, in Indian works of art, the smallest trace which can recall to mind the character of Grecian art of the third century before Christ, of the time of Phidias and his successors. It is not a standing human figure with an extended hand, but a certain undefinable and inimitable grace and beauty and perfection which make the Apollo Belvedere; and as long as that grace and beauty

---

are wanting, it is idle to say that the sculptor of the Apollo was the introducer of his art in another country, simply because we have there a human figure with an extended hand before us. The illustration might appear too trite and self-evident to be worth recital, but it is not uncalled-for. In discussions regarding Indian art the principle involved in it has but too often been overlooked, and conclusions arrived at which are in no way justifiable on the premises given. A remarkable instance of this is afforded in the essay on Krishna-janmashtami by the learned Professor Weber, than whom few are better familiar with the Indian classics, and whose opinions naturally command very high respect. Few scenes could be more natural or indigenous in every country than that of a woman nursing a child, and in delineating it in one country it is all but utterly impossible to design something which would not occur to other artists in other parts of the earth; and yet the existence in India of pictures representing Yasoda giving breast to her foster-son Krishna has suggested to Dr. Weber the idea of their having been copied from Byzantine representations of Madonna and Child. Advancing from Byzantium to Egypt, he observes: "What further occurs to us here as specially worthy of attention among the representations lying before us is the striking similarity which they show to the Egyptian type, Isis nourishing Horus, particularly as regards the attitude and upper part of the group, in so special a degree that a closer reference is superfluous: a comparative glance at the two pictures suffices. The explanation of this would be easily found if Racoul Rochette's or Mrs. Jameson's opinion, that the type of Byzantine Madonnas rests upon this Egyptian group, could be clearly proved by Byzantine pictures of the kind. We should then have to consider these last as the medium which had served as a model for the Indian picture. That such a Byzantine Madonna type should still be preserved so faithfully in India, while to us it belonged as a type to a departed age, would not be surprising; in similar cases the same thing often appears in the travelling of ideas to foreign lands." (a)

Now, the similarity so strongly insisted upon by the learned Professor results, such as it is, from the fact of all the pictures representing each a woman giving suck to a child, which, being a natural act common to humanity, could not but be alike everywhere. The relation of original and copy in such a case can be inferred only by the details, the technical treatment, and general arrangement

(a) 'Indian Antiquary,' VI, p. 351.
and style of execution; and in all these respects the pictures are totally different. This will be apparent from the figures on plate XXXIX, which I have copied from the ‘Indian Antiquary’ for ready comparison.

The supposed Egyptian archetype (fig. 3) shows a female in profile seated on a high chair, holding up her breast with her right hand, and extending her left arm in almost a right angle from her body, and allowing the fore-arm to hang down straight and stiff and rest on the knee by the tip of the fingers. The child, though sucking, is a grown up one; it sits bolt upright on the thigh of the mother, holds the right hand of its mother by its right hand, and allows the left hand to hang by its side. There is no halo round the head of either the mother or the child. The group, as usual with ancient Egyptian figures, is as stiff as possible, and the dress, ornaments, and accessories, are purely Egyptian.

In the Byzantine Madonna (fig. 2) the figure is full-faced, and the child, much younger, is shown lying on the lap supported by both the hands of the mother, and holding the breast with both its hands. The head of the mother and also that of the child are encircled by double lines, meant for haloes. The pose, expression, dress, ornaments, and accessories, are entirely different, and as unlike the Egyptian model as they well could be.

The Indian Yasodá (a) (fig. 1) is seated, profile, in the Indian style, on a takhtapash or wooden divan; she has one thigh resting flat on the bedstead, and the other raised to form a support for her child, which she encircles by her left hand, while with her right she presses her breast to help the child in sucking. The child has its right hand resting on its knee, and the left stretched out to hold the other breast. Haloes formed of rays of light are shown round the heads of both. The pose, dress, and ornaments, are thoroughly Indian, the raised thigh especially so, and totally unlike the Byzantine.

Thus we are called upon to believe that a figure in profile seated on a chair and having no halo is the archetype of a full-faced one seated on a chair with a double line of halo round her head, and the latter the model of a figure in profile squatting on a bedstead and having rays of light round the head, the only character common

(a) Dr. Weber erroneously calls the mother Devaki, who never had an opportunity to perform the maternal duty of nursing her child. According to the Harivaśa and the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, the child, as soon as born, was taken away from her prison abode and left with Yasodá, who reared it up. Hindus in this country would never so grossly falsify the story as to make Devaki nurse her son.
to all the three being the nursing of a child by a woman. Had nursing been unknown in India and Byzantium, there would have been some justification in the assumption of its travelling from Egypt to Byzantium, and thence to India. But nursing being common to mankind the assumption can only be justified by the pose, details, and accessories being identical; but as these are different, the theory has not a leg to stand upon.

As the Indian picture is between two and three hundred years old, there is no a priori impossibility in its painter having seen a European picture of Madonna and Child, and the Byzantines had certainly seen Egyptian figures; but the question is, did either of the former copy the latter? and the fact of their being so unlike each other forces on me quite an opposite conclusion.

It might be added here that representations of a mother nursing a child is by no means confined to the nations named. The Assyrians and other ancient people revelled in the idea, and represented it to imply a variety of mystic doctrines. In India it is not limited to Yaśodā and Krīṣṇa, nor are they of modern date. At Puri there are eight alto-rilievo figures, each three feet high, representing eight different goddesses giving suck to their children. Some such figures at Bhuvalaśvara are twelve hundred years old, and others at Jāñapura older still. Dr. Weber himself gives a remarkable example of this kind. In his figure 4 he has a picture representing Rati nursing her child Kāmaśeṇa, the Indian Cupid, and the character of the principal figures are well indicated in it by their being mounted on a parrot and surrounded by a fish-bunner, flowery arrows, and a bowstring made of bees. The Nāgakanyā figured on plate XXI is a fair representation of a *madonna lactans* at Buddha Gayā.

Adverting to two drawings published in my ‘Antiquities of Orissa,’ the learned Professor says: “looking at his plates, we have a distinct suggestion of Greek art; for example, in the two fountain nymphs in plate XVI, No. 46; while the Bayadère in plate XVIII, No. 59, from the temple of Bhuvalaśvara, middle of the seventh century (p. 31), seems to be resting her right hand on a dolphin, beside which a Cupid (?) is crouching, and might therefore very well be an imitation of some representation of Venus.” (a) As regards the first picture, which is that of a pediment, I cannot conceive how the nymphs have been associated with

(a) The History of Indian Literature, p. 374.
a fountain. Their figures are remarkably well sculptured, and they are nudes; and in so far they may be called Greek or Roman or modern European. But the question at issue is are they really so? and the learned orientalist begs it by suggesting that they must be so, because they are nudes. Doubtless to Praxiteles belongs the honor and glory of introducing the idea of nudity in Greek art; but there is nothing to show that the idea could not spontaneously arise elsewhere. On the contrary, there is a much more potent incentive to the idea in men's sensuous desires than the example of the Greeks, and it would be as reasonable to suppose that Indian love songs must owe their origin to the odes of Sapho as to believe that the idea of nudity must presuppose a Greek paternity.

The second instance is even more unsatisfactory. In it there is a draped female, a dancing girl, with the right leg a little raised, and having the right hand stretched down and coquettishly taking up one end of her ωόδηνα or scarf which has fallen off her right shoulder, the other end being shown in situ on the left shoulder. The attitude is that of dancing, and no one, European or Indian, who has once seen a nautch can mistake it. The supposed 'dolphin' is the wavy fallen end of the cloth. In front of it there is a boy seated dog-like with his haunches raised and bearing a huge turban on his head, and that is Professor Weber's turbaned Cupid crouching on his haunches. The female may be likened to a Venus in the same way as every sparingly draped female in a dancing attitude may be so compared; but the attitude, unquestionably graceful as it is, has not an iota of peculiarity in it which could not be produced without imitating Greek art.

Those who can carve and develop the human form in stone can have no difficulty in producing a mother nursing a child, or a reclining nude female, or a dancing girl, from the living models around him; and a borrowing theory in such a case is the merest assumption: and however numerous such assumptions, the chain produced is not stronger than its weakest link. Like the novelist's chain of circumstantial evidence, conjured up to excite a thrilling interest in the reader, but destined to crumble down by the first touch of truth, such assumptions, founded on the merest coincidences, can result in no ultimate good. While the spell lasts they may amuse, but cannot edify; and as bearing upon sober facts they are false analogies, calculated to mislead unwary readers and to sap the foundations of true history.
CHAPTER V.

INSCRIPTIONS.

PAUCITY OF INSCRIPTIONS AT BUDDHA GAYÁ AND IN INDIA GENERALLY—ITS CAUSES—INSCRIPTIONS IN THE LÁ'T CHARACTER—INTERPRETATION OF THE WORD "DĀRA"—GUPTA INSCRIPTIONS ON COPINGS—GUPTA INSCRIPTION ON A STATUE—INSCRIPTION ON AN IMAGE OF A BULL—INSCRIPTION ON A SLAB IN THE INDIAN MUSEUM—KUTIJA INSCRIPTIONS ON STATUES—INSCRIPTION ON A SLAB OF SANDSTONE—INSCRIPTION ON THE BUDDHAPAD—WILKINS' INSCRIPTION—OLD BURMESE INSCRIPTION OF 1305—BURMESE INSCRIPTION IN THE BĀṆḌĀWĪLĪ TEMPLE—BURMESE INSCRIPTION ON A STŪPA—BURMESE INSCRIPTION ON A STATUE OF ŚIVA-PĀṬAVATI.

For a place of such remote antiquity as Buddha Gayá, which was the earliest seat of Buddhism, which has been held the most sacred on earth for nearly five and twenty centuries, which was enriched by the largest number of monuments ever dedicated in any Buddhist place of pilgrimage, the number of ancient inscriptions hitherto discovered there is exceedingly small. Of the thirty-nine monuments noticed by Hiouen Thsang there is not a single lapidary record extant; nor is there any of those which the pilgrim saw, but could not, on account of their number, describe in detail. And even of the few inscriptions that have been found by antiquarians, none belongs to any of the larger monuments, nor were they intended to record the erection or the dedication of those structures. On the whole, they are not only few in number, but of comparatively little interest.

Nor is this paucity of inscriptions confined to Buddha Gayá alone. It is equally observable in most other ancient seats of religion or of political greatness in India. Certain it is that as yet not a single stone has been met with which is a record of the dedication of any of the great stúpas of Sánčí, Baráhat, Mathurá, and Amarávatí. The larger ancient temples still extant, either Buddhist or Hindu, are equally deficient in this respect. Nor can this absence be always attributed to sectarian animosity; for that animosity, to be effectual, should have raised its hands against the structures themselves, and not against little slabs which recorded their dedication. Doubtless often were those hands so raised, and most ruthlessly too; but where the structure itself was spared, there is no reason to suppose that the
inscribed stones were subjected to them. This paucity of inscriptions would suggest the idea that with the downfall of Buddhism and the destruction of its sacred fanes all records of its rise and progress were systematically destroyed, and every trace of its history was either swept away or so mystified as to be illegible; or it might be that the practice of putting up memorial stones on the face of religious edifices was not common: people who dedicated them depended upon the edifices themselves to perpetuate their fame, and sought not the secondary aid of inscribed tablets. The case was different with memorial pillars; their avowed object was to record noble deeds, and they could not well dispense with inscriptions. It was likewise different in regard to repairs, or to small or moderate gifts made in sacred places, as they generally comprised clothes, metal utensils, and cash, which soon disappeared, and the memory of them could only be preserved by records made in some prominent place or other in a sacred fane. But what with sectarian jealousy, iconoclastic zeal, the ruthless hand of time, and the utilitarian propensity of unthinking people, employing dressed slabs of inscriptions and fragments of inscribed columns to domestic use, sometimes converting them into curry-stones, or hatchet-grinders, or supports for door-hinges, or street-rollers, ancient lapidary records have rapidly disappeared; and the loss is irreparable.

The following is a summary of all the inscriptions that have hitherto been discovered at Buddha Gayá:—

The oldest inscription found at Buddha Gayá is a short record of three words in the Lāṭṭ character, which was current in the second, the third, and the fourth centuries before Christ. It occurs on a rail pillar, just below the upper disc, on its front. (Plate XLVIII, fig. 1.) Major Markham Kittoe was the first to notice it (a), and his reading, which has since been confirmed by General Cunningham, is

\textit{Ayaye Kuragiye dānam.}

The first word is an irregular form of the masculine dative singular of \textit{idam}. The proper form is \textit{asmai}—`to him.' It has been met with so frequently and

\begin{footnotesize}
\end{footnotesize}
explained so often that there can be no mistake about its import. The second
word is also in the dative singular, though the form is irregular. It is either a
proper name, or an epithet used for a proper name. Its radical form is kuragi, but
we know of no Buddhist notability who had such a name. General Cunningham
takes it to be an epithet formed of the word kuṇa, which, he says, means “boiled
rice.” This word does not occur in any Sanskrit dictionary. It is probable the
General had in his mind the word kuru, which means boiled rice, and took the
former to be a corruption of the latter. As in the old Lāṭ character the vowel
marks were never much cared for, we may, without any violence, assume the right
reading to be kuru. The gi which follows must under this supposition be accepted
as an unbraided remnant of gila, “the swallowers,” from the root gai, “to swallow.”
The compound word would thus mean “the eater of boiled rice,” referring to the
dish of rice-milk which was given by the village maiden Sujátā to Buddha after
his six years’ penance. We must further assume that the epithet was given to
Buddha, and was in such extensive use at one time as to pass for Buddha, though
it is not to be met with in any Sanskrit-Buddhist text of Nepal. Anyhow, the
meaning of the record can be either “gift to (the person named) Kurugi,” or “gift
to the eater of boiled rice.”

The pronoun ‘him,’ being in the same case with kurugi, can only refer to
it, and not to the object on which it is inscribed; consequently we have no
information given as to the donor, nor of the nature of the article presented by him
to the holy kurugi.

This, like the last, is in the ancient Lāṭ character, and occurs on a rail pillar.

Inscription on a rail pillar. No. 2. It was first noticed by General Cunningham, who found
it to comprise thirteen letters, of which the 5th, 6th,
8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th, were illegible. It runs thus—

Paśikara - u - - dānam.

The case-mark being lost, it is difficult to say whether the first word stands for
the donor or the donee. The last word, dāna, ‘gift,’ leaves no doubt about the
real character of the monument. It is a record of some gift to the temple or some
person connected with it.
We are indebted to General Cunningham also for the third record. It, like the two preceding, is in the Lāt character; but it occurs on the lower edge of a sandstone rail, and not on a pillar. It reads as follows:

*Bodhirakshita Tabapanakasa dānam.*

It may be rendered into "gift of Bodhirakshita of Tabapanaka." The use of the letter 'b' for 'p' is not extraordinary in the Lāt character, and the last word may be read "Tabapanaka," or Ceylon; but if this be inadmissible, the word must be taken to be the name of some now-unknown place.

In none of these three records is the nature of the objects presented at all defined. But it is obvious, from the fact of there being more than one donor, each commemorating his gift in a separate record, inscribed apart from that of others, that none of them meant the entire railing. The question then arises—did each donor refer to the individual bar or pillar on which the record appears to be his gift? or to some gift made to the temple or to the Bodhi Tree unconnected with the railing? The subject is one of great importance as relating to the dates of many important ancient monuments of India, and a careful consideration of it is necessary. It attracted my attention in 1870, when, adverting to some donative inscriptions from Mathurā, I said:—"The inscriptions on the pillars are likewise records of gifts to the monastery, and in language, style, and grammar differ not in the least from similar records at Sānci and other Buddhist sanctuaries. The shortest inscriptions of this class simply say—'The gift of so-and-so;' others add the purpose for which the gift is made, being the spiritual good of one's own self, or that of his parents, or of mankind at large, and the more elaborate include the date of the gift, the name of the monastery, and perhaps the name of the reigning sovereign. The nature of the gift is sometimes mentioned, but not often; and the question may be raised as to whether, in the case of inscriptions recording gifts (dāna) without specifying their nature, they are to be taken as mere records of gifts, or of the gift of the objects on which they occur. General Cunningham is in favour of the latter branch of the alternative, and is of opinion that the things on which donative inscriptions occur are themselves the objects of those inscriptions. There is
generally, however, no pronoun of any kind in such inscriptions to fix a meaning, and it often happens that a single bar of a railing records two or three or more gifts of different dates, each in the usual form of 'gift of so-and-so'—\textit{amukasya dānam}. Of the two inscriptions given on plate V (No. V), that on the torus records the gift of some Dāsa, the son of Vasumihira, while the one on the plinth gives the name of Visvasika Vikramahāra, son of Siṅha. They cannot possibly be intended to record the gift of the pillar, but of some gift in money or other article to the shrine. Had the object been the joint gift of two or more persons, their names would have been given, not in separate inscriptions, but in one record, as is the case in many inscriptions which have come under notice. I am disposed to think, therefore, that the \textit{dāna} inscriptions were designed partly by wily, covetous priests, who, for a consideration, dispensed sanctity to ordinary mortal names by recording them on sacred edifices, and partly by a desire to buy celebrity or immortality at a cheap cost by having one's name recorded on buildings frequented by millions, and which were supposed to last to all but eternity—a counterpart of that feeling which makes the modern tourists scribble their names under the dome of St. Peter. 

This opinion apparently did not meet with the approval of General Cunningham, who, in accounting for the different sizes and materials of the pillars and bars of the Buddha Gayā railing, says \textit{"they must be due to the different donors, one giving his order to some local masons for granite pillars, another gave his order to the masons of a distant sandstone quarry."} (a) Professor Dowson is more positive on the subject. Adverting to my remarks on the Mathurā inscriptions, he says:—"The Bábu, while stating the inscriptions on the pillars to be records of gifts, raises the question whether, in the case of inscriptions recording gifts (\textit{dāna}) without specifying their nature, they are to be taken as mere records of gifts, or of the gift of the objects on which they occur. He then notices the inscription No. 12, in which the inscription on the base says 'gift of so-and-so,' and that on the plinth 'gift of some one else.' A single railing bearing records of several gifts of different dates has never come under my notice; (b) but dealing

\textit{(b) If we change the words 'a single railing' into 'a single bar,' the architraves and pillars of the Sānchi gates will afford several instances.—See Cunningham's 'Bhilsa Topes,' Chapter XVI.}
with the inscriptions before us, there seems to be no reason why two persons, naturally or spiritually related might not agree to contribute separate parts of a column. The Bábû's reading of this short inscription is rather different from mine. I find that the two donors are connected by a common patronymic, Vasumihira. What can the words 'gift of,' inscribed upon a pillar or anything else, mean, unless it be that the object so inscribed is the thing given? If we find a stained window inscribed 'gift of,' do we understand that something else was given, not the window? It might have been convenient to make records of gifts on pillars, railings, or other conspicuous objects; but unless the object inscribed were the one presented, some mention would undoubtedly have been made of what the gift really was. The earliest researches of Prinsep showed the gift of a pillar to be a favourite act of Buddhist devotion, and two of these inscriptions (1 and 23) distinctly state the base of the pillar to have been the donation. The Bábû seems not to have been aware that the word kumbha, or kumbhaka, has 'base of pillar' among its other meanings; and so in inscription No. 1 he has read kumbhaka 25 (base of pillar 25) as kumbhaka sanjna, which he translates 'breath suspended,' and applies it as an epithet to the donor.\(^{(a)}\)

As an à priori one, the argument of the learned Professor, though not logically perfect, is apparently a good one; but with every deference to the opinion of so thorough a scholar, I cannot help thinking that facts lean a great deal on the other side. There is nothing certainly in two persons "naturally or spiritually related" jointly dedicating a single object; and instances are not wanting in which two or more persons have done so. In No. 23 of Professor Dowson's Mathurá inscriptions several mendicants, some disciples of Súrya, some of Buddhakshita, and others of the sect of Práhánikas, all jointly make a gift. But in such cases the record is one, and in it the names of the donors are set forth in detail. There is no reason why, under such circumstances, there should be separate records in different languages and in different parts of the same article to express a joint donation, as in inscription No. 12, to which the learned gentleman refers. The article in question is a single block of sandstone of which the lower part \(23" \times 23" \times 5"\) forms the base-tile or plinth, and above it another five inches the torus, and thereupon two and a half inches of the

lower end of a column which was 16 inches in diameter. Now the base-tile has one inscription, and the torus carved over it, but without being separate from it, has another. The whole block carved could not have cost more than a rupee; the base-tile, had it been separate, would be worth in the present day, when money is cheap, not more than threepence. Professor Dowson has not given a fac-simile of No. 12; but in the one published by me (which was prepared by General Cunningham) the letter य in the lower inscription has a mark under it (a), and the letter following is illegible, whereas in the upper one the letters are य and य, showing that the patronymic in the former is different. It is true that in the old Lāṭ character the vowel marks were frequently omitted, but no marks were put where none was wanted, and so, instead of Vasu, we should read Buddha or Buddhāmiḥira, or something else. This, however, is immaterial, for I go further than the Professor in thinking that there is no necessity for any “natural or spiritual” relationship between two or more donors. Even as in the present day men of different castes and nationalities join in erecting a single monument, so did men in former times. Admitting, therefore, the Professor’s reading to be correct, I cannot help asking—did the donor of the plinth or base-tile record his contribution of threepence to the cost-price of the entire block, or the gift of the lower portion of it? If he did the latter he paid more for the record than for the gift. When a donor’s name occurs on a stained window, it is usual, I admit, to accept the whole of the window to be the subject of the gift; but a similar record “to the memory of so-and-so” over the main entrance of a building or mausoleum applies to the whole structure, and not solely to the doorway. Remove the record to the inner wall of a public building or a church, it ceases to imply the church, or the wall, or even the slab on which it occurs, and means that the record itself is the memorial. The argument, therefore, is by no means conclusive.

(a) The readings given by Professor Dowson are not always borne out by the originals now in the Indian Museum, nor are the translations always warranted by the texts. A remarkable instance of this occurs in inscription No. 1, in which the fac-simile has Sāracānti kīta sukham. The reading given by the Professor is Sārac kīta sukham, omitting the word anta, and the translation “May it be to the benefit, welfare, and happiness of all” invokes three blessings, whereas kīta and sukham of the text can only imply two blessings: the third is evidently a flourish to round off the translation. This is, however, not the place to notice these readings, and I advert to one instance only to guard against too implicit a reliance on the interpretations.
Accepting, however, the sense in which the learned Professor has put forth the argument to be correct, we cannot apply it to the case under notice, for even as the window is an entity, so is the pillar; and as in the case of the window the inscription is not limited to the single mullion on which it is written, so in the case of the pillar we cannot limit it to the torus or the base-tile. Again, at Sānci, there are inscriptions on the gateways which General Cunningham describes as the "later inscriptions." These occur along with old ones, and one of them is of the time of Śatakarni, whose reign extended from the year 19 to 37 of the Christian era. "It is carved on the bas-relief of a tope in the middle of the upper architrave of the south gateway."\(^{(a)}\) Its difference in age from the others is nearly 300 years; and, if the opinion of the Professor be accepted, it must follow that either the bas-relief of the tope on the upper architrave, or the architrave itself, was made and put up about three centuries after the rest of the gateway had been erected. Several other bars have similar "later inscriptions;" and we must, in justice to the theory, believe that originally there were gaps in the construction of the gateway and in the railing which were filled up centuries afterwards. Such a conclusion would be simply absurd, and the only way to get over it is to believe that the later records refer to other gifts than those of the constituents of the gateway or of the railings. In the Barāhat railing, now in the Indian Museum, almost every pillar and every separate rail has the name of a donor, but the copings none; so we must, in obedience to the principle laid down by the learned Professor, believe that every single bar of the railing came from a separate donor, but the copings, though much more elaborately carved, and therefore more costly, came for nothing. Some of the rail bars which have no inscriptions would also be placed under the same predicament. At Buddha Gayā, out of 53 pillars seen, only one has a donative inscription, and of ten or twelve bars two have similar records, and we must assume that the inscribed ones are gifts of the persons named, and the rest have come from unknown individuals. If so, we must drop the conclusion arrived at by General Cunningham, that the Buddha Gayā railing is the same which the Emperor Asoka put up. It cannot well be the gift of the king as also of the private donors at the same time. Then there is a coping at Buddha Gayā (now

\(^{(a)}\) 'Bhilsa Topes,' p. 364.
in the Indian Museum) which has a long inscription in the Gupta character of
the second or the third century of the Christian era, and in its case the
inference would be justifiable that the railing at the place which it occupied
had no coping for five centuries after the erection of the entire structure. It
might be said that this was a renewal; but in the case of plinths and the
architrave at Sâncâi such an argument could not be sustained. At Mathurâ
the number of inscribed bases is large,—about one-half of the total number
seen,—and the conclusion must be that either the bases were subscribed for
at once and put up, and then the donors subscribed their names each on
his respective donation, some failing to do so; or that the columns were
set up at different times by different individuals, and they remained in their
places till some one came forward and paid for the architraves and roofing
and completed the structure. The latter course would suggest itself also in
the cases of Sâncâi and Buddha Gaya railings. At Sâncâi General Cunningham
has noticed no less than three hundred donative inscriptions, and we
must suppose either that donations of single stones or parts of stones came
from so many persons all at once, or that the pillars and the rails were put
up from time to time as they came in till the whole was completed. I cannot
accept either branch of the alternative as probable. Under such circumstances
the uniformity of the design could never have been preserved; nor are large
monuments costing thousands or lakhs of rupees erected in this way in any
other part of the earth. Besides, if we accept the former course, we must
reject the evidence of No. 1 of Professor Dowson's inscription, which says the
donation was made in the vihâra of Huvishka, the Indosceythian king, and
assume the vihâra to have been the result of private subscriptions, of which
the cost of the base-tile represented the donation of one, that of the torus
above it of another, that of the column over it of another, and so on with
every successive column, for the vihâra could not exist without the stylobate,
the bases, and the columns.

Even in the case of inscriptions specifying the natures of the donations,
the evidence is not always conclusive. In the Queen's College at Benares
every archway of the verandah has round it an inscription, stating that the
arch was the gift of a particular individual. I quote at foot overleaf eight such
inscriptions, (a) and in each case one or two doors are assigned to the donors. But it is well known that the persons named did not each defray the cost of an arch or two in the arcade round the building, but subscribed sums of money for the college premises. Major Kittoe, the architect, accepting the Sānci and other records to be mere records of gifts, and not of the articles on which they occur, improved upon it and produced his inscriptions. In the olden days such falsification was probably not tolerated; but unless we accept the records to mean gifts only, and not of the objects on which they occur, we shall be driven to conclusions which would be obviously forced, and not unoften absurd.

I am disposed to think also that the positions which the inscriptions under notice occupy are not such as would be usually selected for the record of inscriptions intended for the memorial of large structures. The man who put up the Sānci gateway would have selected the most prominent place on it to record the fact. He would never have selected a nook or a corner. But inasmuch as all the inscriptions hitherto found are of the nook-and-corner description, I do not believe that we have yet come to any such record, if it ever existed; and those we have come across are of the same character which belongs to mural tablets of the modern times. When a tablet is now put “to the memory of,” so-and-so, it does not imply that the church or the hall in which it is put

(a) Inscriptions on the archways of the Queen’s College building at Benares.

```
माककदार रावतसुर के राय स्थायिक निश्चित ने पलने कीमतों के लिये दीदार राखाये।

रामराय गान, सुहाग ने बृहस्पती कीमार। कविताक मित्र ने तब रूपाये दुर्दा राख।

राजा पत्रकारक के नाम साराज प्राप्। रखाये दुर्दा रक्षित कीमत के खान।

कृष्णकीमत खतरावीरो जनकी पुष्पर प्रसाद सद्भूजो डातिये द्वारा गत राम प्रभोपकीश्‌रोम।

भीमस वाह! देवकीनन्दन पौरत उदार। गानु राम प्रभो पिंजूर रखाये वक्त हार। चंद्रव 1800।

कृष्ण भाँजु प्रभोविद्ध वह वाल्मीकि विद्विद्, बाजारू विष वाम तिम रखाये देव दुर।

तुम आमकीदार के दुर विवेच कर। रखाये दुर दुधार दृषि दुधार के खान।

राजादेश पिंजूर वे दुर कुलब प्रसाद भी। राजा रामरवद्याम अति बार। कित्र दुर दुधार।
```
up has been built to the memory of the person, nor the slab of marble on which the record is made, it being necessitated by the nature of our plastered walls not being fitted for permanent records, but the writing itself which is inscribed on the slab, or on the stones of the building, where the building is of that material, serves the memorial. And what is true of the records of the present day there is no reason to suppose was otherwise in the days of Aśoka and his successors.

The next inscription occurs on the lower edge of a coping stone, now preserved in the Indian Museum. (Plate LI, fig. 1.) The stone belonged to the Aśoka railing, but the record is of a much later date, as it is inscribed in an antiquated form of the Gupta character, and cannot be earlier than the second century of the Christian era. The stone is broken at the end, and it may be suspected that the record as we now have it is wanting in some letters at the beginning. Two letters in the middle and two or three at the end are illegible, and the meaning of the record cannot be fully made out; but from what remains its purport is obvious. It is, like that of the preceding three, the commemoration of a gift to the temple; but in this instance the nature of the gift is defined. The legible letters afford the following reading:—

दीनवंक्या करा वेश्वर दान × × नमोनिनिधानये

The first word appears like dvipa, but the scroll at the foot of the first letter seems to me to be a mere flourish, and the correct reading therefore should be dipa. Dvipa means an ‘island,’ which can have nothing to do with the gift; whereas dipa, ‘a lamp,’ was a very appropriate article for presentation to a temple. The second word is tankām, a ‘takkā’ or rupee, which in ancient times in India was equal to a śatamāna, or a silver-piece of a hundred ratis, or 175 grains. The next word is kata, an incorrect inscription for krita, ‘done.’ The fourth is clearly the possessive pronoun of yat, ‘for whom.’ The fifth is the well known word dāna, ‘a gift.’ The missing letters with the next formed the name of the donor. We have next his title in the instrumental case munina ‘by the muni’ or sage. The next word, āchārya, or ‘teacher,’ was probably in the possessive case, and corresponded with the pronoun yeshām. The meaning of the whole would accordingly be “By the sage——a gift was made of money or tankā for a lamp for the teacher who——.” The record is of no importance by itself, but the character shows that the rails were resorted to many centuries
after their erection for the record of a gift, which bore no relation to them, and in so far supporting the position assumed by me with reference to the meaning of the word *dāna* in the first three inscriptions.

The fifth is also a record in the Gupta character. It occurs inscribed on the lower edge of a coping stone of the Asoka railing. Inscription on a coping. No. 5.

It comprises two lines, each about six feet long, and written in a neater and apparently later style (Plate LI, fig. 2); but it is full of lacunae, and cannot be fully translated. As far as legible, I read it thus—

\[ \text{[Text in the original script]} \]

The purport of the inscription apparently is to record the dedication of a sum of money to defray the cost of keeping up a lamp fed with clarified butter burning as long as the moon and the stars last, to the honor of Bhagaván Buddha. The record is so corrupt that I cannot make out whether the word *vrikṣagṛha-hūti*, 'the great chamber,' refers to the chamber of the Great Temple, or to that of a separate building; probably the former is meant.

The next in the order of age is a record found on the base of a statue exhumed by Major Mead from one of the cells in front of the great temple (p. 132). The statue was of basalt, and in perfect order except the head, which had been mutilated. The statue is missing now, but I saw it in 1863, and took a fac-simile impression of the inscription, from which the reduced copy on plate LI (fig. 3) has been produced. The original is now deposited in the library of the Asiatic Society. A reading of the record was published by me in 1864, (a) but it was incorrect in two or three places. The following is my revised reading:—

\[ \text{[Text in the original script]} \]

(a) Journal, Asiatic Society, Vol. XXXIII, p. 177.
Translation.—For the lord, who is merciful to all created beings, who is the destroyer of all the nine worldly passions, and is victorious over Mára, this most beautifully-executed statue is dedicated by the pure-minded Yati and follower of Buddha’s road, who is renowned as Bodhisena, an inhabitant of Dattagallah, for the emancipation from worldly trammels of his parents and relations, as also of his teachers, inhabitants of Khavágra.

The spelling of the name is incorrect. The cerebral sibilant is intended either for ksh (ਕਸ) or the dental sibilant. In the former case the name should be Bodhikshapa, and in the latter Bodhisena. The subject of the record is of little value; but the fact of the record being inscribed in the Gupta character of the fourth century shows that the temple in which it originally existed was of considerable antiquity.

I am not aware of any inscription of the sixth or the seventh century found at Buddha Gayá. There must have been several extant; but none has yet been met with. The one that I shall next notice is that of the eighth century. It occurs on the figure of bull-couchant, which was some time ago presented to the Asiatic Society of Bengal by A. Grote, Esq., then President of the Society. The figure is an alto-rilievo, and measures about 12 inches in height, the length from the croup to the end of the neck being sixteen inches; the head is mutilated. Around the back is a string of bells, and the neck is bedecked with a variety of beaded ornaments. The inscription occurs on the back of the animal, and is in the well-known Kutila character. It records that the bull was consecrated in the Samvat year 781 = A.C. 725 by Śrī Suphandi Bhāṭṭāraka, son of Bhimaka-uḷā, for the purpose of securing progeny. The language is simple, but, owing to mutilations, two or three words are not legible. The second figure of the date is indistinct, and the word ‘Samvat’ has the final consonant wanting. The practice of dedicating bulls, either alive or in effigy, to secure progeny is common enough among the Hindus, but I am not aware of its having been observed also by the Buddhists. The fact of the bull coming from Buddha Gayá would suggest the idea that it was. The evidence, however, is not satisfactory, as there is nothing in the inscription to show that it is a Buddhist record. The following is a transcript of the record:

```
\(2 \text{ गम} 30 \text{ ग्रेग} \quad \text{०५} \quad \text{पाथ} \times \times \times \text{ गम भिमक अध्यात्मक देव} \quad \text{मुनिस्वारक} \quad \text{१०} \quad \text{त} \quad \text{त} \quad \text{त} \quad \times \times \times \text{ गम} \quad \text{भूषण} \quad \text{कार्यकर्ता} \quad \text{उपमहारक} \quad \text{विचलित}\) 2 c
```
A fac-simile of the record will be found annexed to my paper on this bull, published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Vol. XXX.

In his first report on the antiquities of Buddha Gayá General Cunningham adverted to an inscription on a slab of black stone which he had seen attached to the gate of the monastery, where it served the purpose of a fulcrum for the gate-hinge. At my request the late Mahant presented it to me through Major Mead, and I have since made it over to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Adverting to it General Cunningham says:—"Brahman malignancy has sadly mutilated this inscription by boring two large round holes in the midst of the letters to serve as a socket for the lower pivot of one-half of the gate to work in." (a) These holes, the result, correctly speaking, of indifference or want of respect for archaeology, and not of "malignancy," are shown in the annexed fac-simile (Plate XL); they cause only small breaks in six lines. The inscription comprises twenty lines of Kuṭila character, and records the dedication of a repository for aromatics and incense, or a well-scented temple for the service of Buddha. The word used to indicate the edifice is gandha kūṭi—a compound of gāndha, 'scent,' or 'aromatics,' and kūṭi, 'a house,' an uncommon compound and susceptible of different interpretations. The letter  $ nhā $ is so unmistakably clear that I cannot accept the word to be garbha-kūṭi, a 'sanctum' or 'cella,' sometimes used in Buddhist writings for a temple. The compound letter, however, may be due to a mistake of the engraver. The dedicatee was a king, named Tunga, grandson of Nanda, a Raḥtora prince (''of the race of Raḥṣṭrakūṭa''), who once took or held the fort of Manipura, which is apparently the Sanskrit form of Mainpuri. The composer of the document was a Sinhalese mendicant of the name of Jana Bhikshu. The date given is the 5th of Śrāvaṇa in the 15th year of the prince's reign. The subject of the record thus is of no interest, and the date being in the reign of an unknown prince, even if the "perfumed house" to which it refers had existed would have served to throw little light on the history of Buddha Gayá. From the form of the letters I infer the record to be of the 10th century.

The following are transcripts and translations of the document:

Transcript in the Deva Nagari character.

1. महेंद्र कुमार || भारतीय संस्कृत विद्याय वीरा महेंद्र कुमार || महेंद्र कुमार || देशभक्तः पांडः स्वराजः ||
2. वैदांतिक विचार विविध विचारते सिद्धांतिकृतः प्रकारः
3. सूर्य उद्वेद्ये सांस्कृतिकतामार्ग सर्वनिविषयः दीर्घदर्शिन्य एव न
4. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
5. तथा निरनिरालेन्द्रियानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
6. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
7. तथा निरनिरालेन्द्रियानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
8. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
9. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
10. तथा निरनिरालेन्द्रियानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
11. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
12. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
13. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
14. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
15. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
16. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
17. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
18. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
19. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
20. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रधर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
21. निराशानितिविविधानि विनिरुपालितः स्नातानितिविविधानि
22. देवदान्तिक नरेन्द्रধर्मे वसा महाकुमारसमाजसर्वदिन संग्रहानि
Translation.

Salutation to Buddha! There lived a king, known to the three worlds by the name of Nanda. He was a descendant of the auspicious Rādrākṛṣṇa race, a conqueror of many proud kings, and the foremost among the mighty. This learned son of a king was well known for his integrity, penance, goodness, purity, wisdom, and unbounded munificence to the indigent, in which he represented the tree of desire, kalpa brikaha. With the swiftness of the swiftest of horses he once encountered a mad elephant careering in the street, and overcame it by the lash of his whip. Impelled by noble heroism he conquered unassailable forts of powerful kings with the righteous force of his beautiful long sword. For this reason even now learned men, who can excite constant hornpipe by their thrilling descriptions, recite in royal courts the glory of the fort of Manipura. He was known as the Mabhudāraka (or the sun-gem among kings) on account of his extraordinary and unparalleled valour. For his righteous behaviour he got the glorious epithet of Gundacaloka.

In his last days he, like a Yogi, took refuge in a retired sanctuary (Tirtha) conformably to the established rule, and died singing hymns in praise of the high merits of Buddha, which are worth singing, and which on that occasion came forth from the bottom of his heart. He has a son, who is the conqueror of his enemies, and whose splendour shines forth on all sides. He gratifies those who seek his alms, as also those who take shelter under his feet, even as the sun does the lotus. He has imbibed the essence of virtue, wealth, and desire, and his lotus feet are always worshipped by Sī, the goddess of prosperity.

He is a lion among his elephantine enemies. His flag of fame is renowned in the three worlds. He is death itself when he is angry, a tree granting all requests when pleased, a lover of elegant arts, and conversant with their application. He is inaccessible, powerful, graceful in appearance, of a fair complexion, and glorious as the moon. He is as beautiful as a well-executed painting. His fame as a graceful rider of elephants has been noise abroad everywhere. He is also an accomplished horseman, and his fame as the noblest in noble deeds shines forth among kings.

His son is distinguished by a hundred noble deeds, beautiful as Cupid (Kāma) with his emotions well under control. He is, to proud, hostile kings, as the raging fire is to wood, and is in every respect true to his name, Tunga (the high). He was even as the sun to the lotus of feminine countenance, and as the soothing-rayed moon to the lily of the mind of the scholar. He is well known in the world for his wisdom in the application of the Śāstra, and for his earnestness to follow what is good, and to have always an eye to virtuous deeds.

He is pure, has sufficient knowledge of time, is thoroughly acquainted with the Śāstra, and an adept in the art of elephant-training, subduing wild elephants huge as mountains, like so many deer. The swarms of humming-bees, which resort to the unceasingly-flowing fluid from the temple of these elephants, perform the part of the kettle-drum of his fame.
He surpasses the ocean in depth, the Munis in quietism, the sun in splendour, the moon in beauty, the lion in prowess, Vrihaspati in policy, Karna in charity, and the king-of the foes of the Daityas (Indra) in dalliance. As regards the purity of diction in his conversation, he is above comparison.

He firmly supports the very foundation of virtue, which is the refuge of prosperity, and which takes away the influence of Kali, the present sinful age.

He obtained untarnished fame by reciting the unrivalled and noble hymns which lead to the path of heaven. He always performs praiseworthy and hospitable rites to the Yatis, by offering them unblemished food and drink, as Mahadeva performed when the great hill was stirred by Ravana. Hence the king has become pure-minded *** takes the dust of the feet of high Bramhaas on his head *** has been enriched with the jewel of good qualities, conquered the dreadful foe, lust, passed the ocean of life, and become the sole friend of the three worlds.

His sun has risen, repelling the darkness of delusion (sosha); he is the cloud to suppress the dust of war, a Garuda in the work of extirpating the serpent of dvesha (ill-feeling) *** has the force of the thunderbolt, capable of rending mountains asunder.

He is, to the hostile, as fierce as a lion is to a herd of elephants. His mind is animated by the roaring of the lion of asceticism (Vairagya siha, an alliteration on the name of Sakyasinha, the greatest of ascetics).

He purifies the three worlds by establishing virtuous *** is the great ocean of excellent qualities. This lofty perfumed house (gandhakuti) erected by him is like unto a flight of steps to heaven ***

He, who has taken the best of those who are prosperous on account of wealth, *** who is prudent, beautiful as the bright autumnal moon, devoid of pride, and having by his pleasing qualities done away with the presence of the conquerable ***

May the Muni *** who shows the way in which there is no fear be always present, granting the wished for success to the children of this king, who is averse to vice.

On the 5th of Sravana, in the year (Samvat) of his reign 15, by Sri Jana Bhikahu, a distinguished pandit (or having the title of Pañcitaratna), born in the island of Sinhala.

On the base of the statue figured on Plate XX (fig. 3) occurs an inscription which is of a slightly later date than the last. The following is General Cunningham's account of it: "A very poor copy of it, with a drawing of the statue of Buddha, will be found in Buchanan's "Eastern India," Vol. I, Plate X, fig. 6. He makes four lines of the inscription, but it really consists of only three lines, of which the first is very much broken. In the first line the words mātā pīṭhī show that some gift is recorded
in the usual form for the benefit of the donor's 'father and mother.' The second line reads as follows:—

_Prama bhaktaraka prama saugata erim na Mahipala Deva pravardhamana rasye_  
_doTame somavatsare_  

"In the 10th year of the prosperous and victorious reign of the paramount king, the eminent Buddhist, the fortunate Mahipala Deva." (v)

I have only to add to this that, though in the case of the ordinary dána inscriptions I take the gift to be something undefined and not the receptacle of the records (p. 184), in the present instance I feel certain that the dedication refers to the statue upon which it occurs. A fac-simile of the record has been given on Plate XXXVII (fig. 5) of volume III of the Archaological Survey Report.

Of the same age with the last is an inscription on the statue figured on Plate XI. It is inscribed in two lines, each six feet long, in the Kusika character of a late date. Owing to the roughness of the stone and several erosions, I have not been able to read it fully. It gives the creed _ye dharma hetu_, and a brief account of the donor, Puranabhadra, son of Samantasa, and his ancestors; and these are all that are legible. The base of the statue being broken by projections, the inscription occurs in fragments thus:—

1. स्यत्यान्ते संहृत: संहृत: ।
2. धिष्यते: पर: सीमासंहृत: संहृत: ।
3. धिष्य सम्पति क्रियिक प्रवर्मणित: बाहुः। तैन यम: ।

4. बृहपुरुषोऽधिकृतस्मृतः ।
5. सरवत धिष्यम: ।
6. तुरितपुरुषोऽधिकृतस्मृतः ।

The next inscription is at least a century and a half later. It was met with by Mr. W. Hawthorne on a slab of sandstone near the Mahā Bodhi Temple, and a fac-simile of it is said to have been taken by Mr. Buchanan-Hamilton and deposited in the East

India Company's museum, labelled 113. Mr. Hawthorne's fac-simile was communicated to James Prinsep, who published it in the fifth volume of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (pp. 658f). The stone has since disappeared, and I could not trace it. I am obliged, therefore, to content myself by quoting the following from Prinsep's paper on it:

"No. 2, then, is the only one of the series which requires further observation. From my acquired experience in such matters, there was little difficulty in transcribing the whole from the fac-simile (lithographed on a reduced scale in plate XXX) into the modern Nāgari, nor in preparing a translation with the assistance of the Society's Pandit, and of Ratna Pāla, whose acquaintance with the Buddhist tenets enabled him to correct the former in several doubtful readings.

"The character may be properly designated as the Gaur alphabet, the parent of the modern Bengali form. The specimen is chronologically valuable to the investigation of the gradual alterations it has undergone, because it contains a date, Samvat 73 or 74, of an era that has been the subject of some misapprehension. Mr. Colebrooke rectified Dr. Wilkins' mistake in supposing this Sambat could refer to the era of Vikramāditya, and assumed a position for it 1,000 years more modern in connection with the Gopāla or Bhūpāla dynasty of Gaur. The document before us corroborates this view; but by the expression "after the expiration of the reign of Lākṣmana Sena" it would seem that the term Samvat applied generally to whatever epoch might be mentioned in the preceding sentence. Lākṣmana Sena, the son of Belal Sen, who built the city of Gaur, reigned in A.D. 1116-1123, so that the date of the inscription on this supposition would be A.D. 1197, only three years prior to the destruction of the monarchy by the Musalmans. The figures, however, are unfortunately doubtful, just where their identification is of the greatest consequence. The first might be read as the Nāgari 1, were not the numerals of the month so clearly of the Bengali form. If counted from the foundation of Gaur in 1066, the date would fall in 1140. Were there any possibility of assuming a starting-point on satisfactory data, the day of the week, Thursday, would afford a sure test of its being correctly fixed, by the calculation of the luni-solar period elapsed, but according to the formula in my calendrical tables neither of the epochs above selected will bring about such a result.

"The following is the transcript of the fac-simile in modern Nāgari. One letter after Namo-buddhāya is illegible, and the next word is consequently doubtful: Anusvāra is substituted for एः—

अनुस्वारण... शतपतिः शतसम्बोधनकrolling text... 828 वेयाश्च तद्ग्रहा १२ हिणाः।
Inscriptions.

"Salutation to Buddha.—May this pious aspiration of the devout votary to Mahâvira Srâmi (a) (of him who is) in holiness like the blue-bee steeped in the honeyed lotus of the feet of a divine personage, and in might like the lion triumphant over the infuriate elephant, who reigns over the royal and puissant progeny of Hukara Bhupâla, named Krishnâ Nyipati and Garuda-nârâyâna his inveterate antagonists—who is himself the gracious father (protector) of tributary kings—who, adorned with such might and virtues, sways the imperial sceptre over 125,000 kingdoms, well peopled with mountaineer warriors, the king of kings, the auspicious and high in dignity Aûoka Chandra Deva—(of the aforesaid Raja's) younger brother, Dasaratha Kumâra, supported and maintained through the lotus of his gracious feet, his dependent treasurer, a conscientious Bodhisatwa—the light of his tribe and family, by name Sahasrapada, son of the dignified Sê Châta Brahma, and grandson of Kihi Brahma, may (this his holy act) united with the virtues of his teachers and guru, his mother and father, enable to attain the fruit of immortal wisdom, salvation from passions and delusions of sublunary existence, and absorption of his soul in the Supreme Being."

"Written after the conclusion of the reign of Srimat Laxmana Sena Deva, in the year '74, on Thursday, the 12th day of the dark half of the month of Vaisâkha."

The inversion of the sentences, and the multitude of epithets applied to each party, make it difficult for an English reader to follow the sense through such a labyrinth. In a few words it prays that some good act (probably the building or endowment of a temple) may redound to the eternal welfare of one Sahasrapada, the treasurer of Dasaratha Kumâra, the younger brother of Mahârâja Aûoka Chandra Deva, the reigning prince of a dynasty that had supplanted by conquest some descendants of the Bhupâla family (of Gaur doubtless) by name Krishnâ and Garuda-nârâyana. All these names and persons, I believe, are new to history: at least I find no Aûoka among the successors of Belal Sen. From his assumption of such a name it may be presumed that he was of the Buddhist faith, as the invocation shows to have been the case also with his officers of state."

The Aûoka Sena here referred to was an alias of the prince whom the Muhammadans have named Lakshmanaîyâ, the last prince of the Sena dynasty of Bengal. (b) He is well known to the people of this country, and his name is usually given in the Bengali Almanacs as that of a sovereign of Gaur. His grandfather, Lakshmana Sena, established an era which is still current among the pandits of

(a) Buddha, the transcendently victorious hero. The construction of the sentence, which it is endeavoured to follow closely, will be hardly intelligible without explaining that this first epithet belongs to Sahasrapada, whose name occurs lower down—J. P.

(b) See my paper on the Sena Râjas of Bengal, Journal, Asiatic Society, XXXIV.
Tirhut. It is indicated by the letters उ उ, which are abbreviations of the words Lakshmana Samvat. In the present year it numbers 770; its initial date must therefore correspond with A.C. 1108. The prince was a strict Hindu, but we have the evidence of the Dinajpur pillar to show that in those days a prince of one religion did not scruple to employ a minister of another sect.

With reference to the next inscription I have to notice—that on the Buddhapad.

Inscription on the Buddhapad. I quote again General Cunningham. He says:—"This inscription is very indistinct, but it occupies so important a position on the east face of the Buddhapad itself that it is necessary to bring it to prominent notice. Luckily the date of Saka 1230 or A.D. 1308 is very distinct."(a) A reduced fac-simile of the record will be seen on plate XLIII, fig. 2, taken from General Cunningham's plate. As far as I can make out from a fac-simile brought by me, the letters are—प द्रविधिक सवन्न १२३० चन्द्रवर्षनेत्रसङ्गम: पुष्पमोक्षक्षाल ।

This might be translated into "in the Śaka year of the moon, sun, fire and cypher, (in figures) 1230, the Aśoka temple of (him who is) tender of body as Cupid, knower of everything, and omniscient." At first sight the temple here referred to would appear to be the pavilion put over the footmarks. If so, it is annoying that there should be no mention in it of the Buddhapad itself. It would suggest the idea that the Buddhapad existed from before 1230 Śaka, and that the pavilion over it was added on the date in question. The use of the word Aśoka deūta, however, induces me to think that the Great Temple is meant, and that the temple was at the time attributed to Aśoka.

The symbols on the feet are, however, all Hindu (p. 125), and I take the stone to have been put up by a Hindu to convert to Hindu usage the court-yard of the great temple, even as the terrace, including the sacred Bodhi tree, had long before been by the Gayā Māhātmya devoted to purposes of Hindu worship (ante, p. 18). We find a glimpse of this in the inscription which we shall notice next.

The first inscription from Buddha Gayā brought to the notice of European scholars was found by Mr. Wilmot in 1785. It was ‘copied from a stone’ and translated by the well-known Sanskrit scholar of the last century, Sir Charles Wilkins. The translation was
published without any note or comment in the first volume of the 'Asiatic Researches' (pp. 2841). In the absence of a fac-simile it is impossible to determine in what character the original was inscribed; and in the absence of a transcript in Devanágari we cannot, from the style of its language, guess its date. As published in the 'Asiatic Researches,' the translation runs thus:—

Translation of a Sanskrit Inscription, copied from a stone at Buddha Gayá, by Mr. Wilmot, 1785, translated by Sir Charles Wilkins.

In the midst of a wild and dreadful forest, flourishing with trees of sweet-scented flowers, and abounding in fruits and roots, infested with lions and tigers, destitute of human society, and frequented by the Moonees, resided Buddha, the author of happiness, and a portion of Nárâyán. This deity Háréé, who is the Lord Hárééa, the possessor of all, appeared in this ocean of natural beings at the close of the Draptrá and beginning of the Káléé Yóog: he who is omnipresent and everlastingly to be contemplated, the Supreme Being, the eternal one, the divinity worthy to be adored by the most praiseworthy of mankind, appeared here with a portion of his divine nature.

Once upon a time the illustrious Amárá, renowned amongst men, coming here, discovered the place of the Supreme Being, Buddha, in the great forest. The wise Amárá endeavoured to render the god Buddha propitious by superior service; and he remained in the forest for the space of twelve years, feeding upon roots and fruits, and sleeping upon the bare earth; and he performed the vow of a Moonee, and was without transgression. He performed acts of severe mortification, for he was a man of infinite resolution, with a compassionate heart. One night he had a vision and heard a voice saying "name whatever boon thou wantest." Amárá Deva, having heard this, was astonished, and with due reverence replied, "first give me a visitation, and then grant me such a boon." He had another dream in the night, and the voice said "How can there be an apparition in the Káléé Yóog? The same reward may be obtained from the sight of an image, or from the worship of an image, as may be derived from the immediate visitation of a deity." Having heard this he caused an image of the Supreme Spirit Buddha to be made, and he worshipped it according to the law with perfumes, incenses, and the like; and he thus glorified the name of that Supreme Being, the incarnation of a portion of Vishnoo; "Reverence be unto thee in the form of Buddha! Reverence be unto the Lord of the earth! Reverence be unto thee, an incarnation of the Deity and the Eternal One! Reverence be unto thee, O god, in the form of the God of Mercy, the dispeller of pain and trouble, the Lord of all things, the Deity who overcometh the sins of the Káléé Yóog, the guardian of the universe, the emblem of mercy towards those who serve thee—om! the possessor of all things in vital form! Thou art Brahmá, Vishnoo, and Maheé! Thou art lord of the universe! Thou art, under the proper form of all things movable and immovable, the possessor of the whole! and thus I adore thee. Reverence be unto the
bestower of salvation, and Keshekesa, the ruler of the faculties! Reverence be unto thee, Kesavé, the destroyer of the evil spirit, Keséé! O Dāmordara, show me favour! Thou art he who resteth upon the face of the milky ocean, and who lieth upon the serpent Sesā; thou art Treṣvirkrama, who at three strides encompassed the earth. I adore thee, who art celebrated by a thousand names, and under various forms in the shape of Buddha, the God of Mercy! Be propitious, O most high God."

Having thus worshipped the guardian of mankind, he became like one of the just. He joyfully caused a holy temple to be built of a wonderful construction, and therein were set up the divine foot of Vishnu for ever purifier of the sins of mankind, the images of the Pandooś and the descents of Vishnu, and in like manner of Brahma and the rest of the divinities.

This place is renowned, and it is celebrated by the name of Buddha Gayá. The forefathers of him who shall perform the ceremony of the srāhda at this place shall obtain salvation. The great virtue of the srāhda performed here is to be found in the book called Vayooopooraná, an epitome of which hath by me been engraved upon stone.

Vikramaditya was certainly a king renowned in the world. So in his court there were nine learned men, celebrated under the epithet of the Navaratmáe, or nine jewells; one of whom was Amára Devá, who was the king’s chief counsellor, a man of great genius and profound learning, and the greatest favourite of his prince. He it certainly was who built the holy temple which destroyeth sin in a place in Jamwoodweep, where, the mind being steady, it obtains its wishes, and in a place where it may obtain salvation, reputation, and enjoyment, even in the country of Bharatá and the province of Ksequatá, where the place of Buddha, purifier of the sinful, is renowned. A crime of a hundredfold shall undoubtedly be expiated from a sight thereof, of a thousandfold from a touch thereof, of a hundred-thousandfold from worshipping thereof. But where is the use of saying so much of the great virtues of this place? even the hosts of heaven worship with joyous service both day and night.

That it may be known to learned men that he verily erected the house of Buddha, I have recorded, upon a stone, the authority of the place, as a self-evident testimony, on Friday, the fourth day of the new moon in the month of Madhoo, when in the seventh or mansion of Gánisa, and in the year of the era of Vikramaditya 1005.

Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton visited Buddha Gayá in 1805, but could not trace the stone which contained the above inscription; and, judging from the character of the record, he came to the conclusion that it was a forgery. In his report of a survey of South Behar, he says—"I have no doubt that this inscription is modern, and was composed by some person of the sect of Vishnu, and has been erected to account for the continuance of the worship paid at this place to the pippali tree, which, in compliance with ancient superstition, has been ordered in the
Guyâ Mâhâtmya. I presume that it is on some such authority as this that certain persons have imagined the followers of the Buddha to be a branch of the sect of Vishû. The inscription in question has probably been removed by the person who transmitted a copy to the ' Asiatic Researches,' as I met with none such." (a)

Adverting to the inscription in 1864, I remarked—' The writer of the record leaves his readers entirely in the dark as to who he was; he does not even deign to give his name, and he talks of things which happened a thousand years before him. Such testimony can have no claim to any confidence. The value of an inscription depends upon its authenticity and contemporaneousness—upon being a record of circumstances that happen in the time of the writer, who must be a trustworthy person. But here none of these conditions has been fulfilled. We have a tradition a thousand years old, if any such tradition then existed, served up by an anonymous writer on the alleged testimony of so unveracious a witness as the Váyu Purâna.(b) The tradition itself bears the stamp of fabrication on its very face. Buddha Gayâ, whatever it was in the time of the writer, could not have been 'a dreadful forest,' 'infested by tigers, and destitute of human society,' in the first century before Christ, when Buddhism in India was in the zenith of its splendour, and when the place of Buddha's apotheosis was held the most sacred spot on earth. Nor could Amara Siñha, of the court of Vikrama, who was known to have been a staunch Buddhist and a clever scholar,(c) be so far forgetful of his religion as to glorify his god by calling him Hari, Vishû, Brahâ, the destroyer

(a) *Apsud 'Transactions, Royal Asiatic Society,' II, p. 43.
(b) There is nothing in the Purâna in question on the subject. The 'Gayâ-Mâhâtmya,' a long extract from which has been given in Chapter I, does not by name refer to Buddha Gayâ.
(c) General Cunningham calls Amâra a Brâhmana. But in the invocation at the beginning of his Dictionary the great lexicographer has given no reason to his readers to describe him as such. The invocation itself is as follows—

श्च शांतियान्तरणारंगानां गुरुः |
श्रवणमदोषो धीराः न बिघ्य वामानाय प्र

"To him who is an ocean of wisdom and mercy, who is unfathomable, and whose attributes are immaculate—
even to him, O intelligent men, offer ye your adorations for the sake of prosperity and immortality."

Here the deity invoked is not named; and the commentators, having tried to the utmost their ingenuity to 
apply the verse to most of the leading Hindu deities, but finding it inapplicable, have one and all taken it to 
imply Buddha. Mallinâtha, the most distinguished among the scholastics, and the author of at least twenty 
different commentaries, explains the verse thus:—' O intelligent men, for the sake of prosperity,' i. e. wealth, 
of 'immortality' and salvation, adore Buddha, whose virtues, whose charities, whose forbearance, &c., &c.'

Asiatic Society's Library, No. 188, p. 5.
of the demon Keshi, the deceitful Vámána who cheated the giant Bali of his dominion, or a little shepherd tied to a post with rope round his waist for stealing butter from the houses of his neighbours. Such stories belong exclusively to the Purágas, and can never be expected in a Buddhist writing. Then the Amara of Vikramáditya's court and author of the Dictionary was a Káyastha, (a) and his surname was Siňha. I have nowhere seen him addressed as a Deva, which title formerly belonged exclusively to Bráhmans and Kshatriyas, though of late years the rule has been considerably relaxed. The story of the dream is of course a fiction, and the statement of a temple built for Buddha having for its chief penates the image of Vishnu's feet, those of the five Pándu brothers and of the several incarnations of Vishnu, is equally so. (b) I have seen no reason since to change this opinion. When writing the above I was under an impression that the forgery was of the date of the Buddhapad; that it had been composed with a view to give weight to the footprint which was set up under the pavilion built with the débris of the Ašoka railing. I am, however, now disposed to think that it is not even so old.

Its date, the era of Vikramáditya 1005 — A.C. 949, would suggest the idea that the character used in it was the Kujila. If so, it is difficult to conceive how either Mr. Wilmot or Sir Charles Wilkins could read it, as the key to that alphabet had not then been discovered. It is obvious, therefore, that Mr. Wilmot must have seen an inscribed stone, which he requested a pandit of the monastery.

---

(a) I have no better authority for saying this than the author of the Káyastha Kustubha.
(b) Journal, Asiatic Society. XXXIII, pp. 183ff.
to decipher for him, and that worthy, unable to do the needful, composed a rambling story of his own, in which he not only glorified his own religion, but worked it into references to all the leading remains of the place, the Buddhapad of the 14th century, and the Pancha Pāṇḍu of the last century. The date he put in was hit upon at random. He had of course not read, and could not read, the inscription on the Buddhapad, and so he did not perceive the anachronism of referring in a document of 1005 Samvat a stone which was set up in 1230 Śaka = A.C. 1308, and he never thought that the style of the Pancha Pāṇḍu temple and the sculptures deposited in it would bear any evidence against him. Hiouen Thsang has been at great pains to notice all the leading objects of adoration and respect which existed at Buddha Gayá in the middle of the 7th century; and in his account we find no notice of the footprint; and it is therefore not open to us to suppose that the Buddhapad existed in his time, and got its inscription afterwards. The stone which Mr. Wilmot referred to was probably the old Burmese one inscribed with the Burmese lapidary square character, which none there could read, and which, then lying in the compound of the great temple, must have attracted his attention, or the black stone one which was afterwards used for the support of the door-hinge. Nor is a literary imposition of the kind at all improbable. Within the last ten years I have had at least a dozen instances brought to my notice. While I am writing this I have before me an official letter, in which a pāṇḍit is reported to have read the legend of an old Kanouj coin to be Rāmarāma, of which not a syllable is to be found on the coin, the legend being Srīnāt Gāngeya Deva. At the close of the last century such attempts to impose upon foreigners was greatly more common, and notable instances of it are offered by the forgeries committed by Colonel Wilford’s pāṇḍits.

On the east wall of the compound of the monastery there is a slab of greyish basalt, measuring 20 × 18 inches, and bearing an inscription in the Burmese lapidary character, called Kyoutsa, or stone-letters. These letters bear the same relation to the Burmese character in common use which the printed English does to the written English character, i.e. while the written form of Burmese is made up of fragments of circles variously combined, the lapidary form is made of straight lines and angles, or
fragments of squares. This square form bears a close resemblance to the square Pāli, and hence it has often been erroneously called Pāli. Its language is Burmese of the Arakanese type. The record was first brought to public notice by James Prinsep, who published in his Journal a translation of it by Ratna Pāla, a Ceylonese Pāli scholar. A revised translation, prepared by Colonel Burney with the aid of Burmese Pāli scholars, subsequently appeared in the 'Asiatic Researches' (vol. XX, pp. 164 et seq.). Commenting on the last General Cunningham says:—"The dates were read wrongly for the purpose of making the inscription tally with their own native history; for, as Colonel Burney confesses, 'if we take the two dates to be 667 and 668, the inscription cannot refer to any of the Kings of Pagan, as the capital was destroyed by the Chinese in the Burman year 646, or A.D. 1284.' Now, as the two dates of the inscription are beyond all doubt 667 and 668 (a), we must give up the attempt to connect the Burmese with the repair of the temple and accept the Raja of Arakan as the pious worshipping of Buddha. This is in accordance with the belief of the people of Rangoon, who told Colonel Burney that 'the form of many of the letters, as well as some of the idiomatic expressions, proved the inscription to have been put up by a native of Arakan.' This also is Sir Arthur Phayre's opinion, who says:—"The archetype of this inscription has evidently been written by an Arakanese, or the stone was engraved by an Arakanese workman, from a peculiarity in the spelling of certain words still prevailing among the Arakanese.' (Journal, Asiatic Society, 1844, p. 40). All these probabilities amount to certainty when we find that Meng-di, the Raja of Arakan at the date of the inscription, had entered into friendly relations with Nga-pur-kheng (Nasiruddin?) the Thu-ra-tan or Sultan of Bengal."(b) The accuracy of the translations have been questioned also with reference to some of the words used, particularly the word 'rebuilt,' which has suggested the idea of the present Great Temple being an erection of the 14th century. In order to test this I submitted the fac-simile I had brought with me to Mr. M. Illa Oung, an assistant in the Accountant General's Department, and a competent scholar, with a request to favour me with as literal a translaion of the text as he could prepare. His version,

---

(a) The second is actually 660, as read by Sir Arthur Phayre; but as the previous date is unquestionably 667, the second must necessarily be later. Now the figure 3 is a three-quarter circle, which a slip of the chisel or the lapse of time might easily have made into a complete circle or O."—A. C.

as well as those of his predecessors, along with Colonel Burney's transcript in modern Burmese, is printed below.

Colonel Burney's Burmese transcript.

Ratna Pâla's translation.

"This is one of the 84,000 shrines erected by Sri Dharm Aseka, ruler of the world (Jambodwip), at the end of the 218th year of Buddha annihilation (B.C. 326) upon the holy spot in which Bhagaván (Buddha) tasted milk and honey (madhupâyasa). In lapse of time, having fallen into disrepair, it was rebuilt by a priest named Naikmahanta. Again, being ruined, it was restored by Raja Sado-mang. After a long interval it was once more demolished, when Raja Sempyu-sakhen-tara-mengi appointed his guru Sri-dhamma Raja-guna to superintend the building. He proceeded to the spot with his disciple, Sri Kâyapa, but they were unable to complete it, although aided in every way by the Raja. Afterwards Varadasi-naik-thern petitioned the Raja to undertake it, to which he readily assented, commissioning prince Pyutasing to the work, who again deputed the younger Pyusakheng, and his minister Rattha, to cross over and repair the sacred building. It was thus constructed a fourth time, and finished on Friday, the 10th day of Pyadola, in the Sakkaraj year 667 (A.D. 1305). On Sunday, the 8th of Tachhaon-mungla, 668 (A.D. 1306), it was consecrated with splendid ceremonies and offerings of food, perfumes, banners,
and lamps, and pūja of the famous ornamented tree called caipā-rikkha, and the poor (two?) were treated with charity, as the Raja’s own children? Thus was completed this meritorious act, which will produce eternal reward and virtuous fruits. May the founders endure in fame, enjoy the tranquility of Nirbhāna, and become Arahants on the advent of Arya Maitri (the future Buddha).”

Colonel Burney’s translation. (b)

“(The temple of) Pāyathat-bhat, place of (Gaudama’s) eating charitable offerings, (which was one) among the 84,000 temples of the great King named Theeri Dhamma Thanka, who ruled over Zaboodipa Island, subsequently to (the year) 218 of the lord god’s religion, having been destroyed for a long time, the lord who repaired (it) was one Penthago-gyee. When afterwards (it was) again destroyed, King Thado built (it). When afterwards (it) was again destructed, and the lord of the white elephant, the great king of righteousness, deputed (as) his representative the teacher Theeri Dhamma Pada Raja Goona, (he) was accompanied at the time by (his) disciple Theeri Kathaba. There was property to do (it), but (it) could not be done. Let the lord

Mr. M. Hla Oung’s translation.

“One of the 84,000 shrines of the great king Dhamma Asoka, (c) who ruled over Zamboodwip Island, when 218 years had elapsed since the lord’s religion came into existence, Pāyathat-bhat, (d) a temple built on the spot where Buddha took a meal, having fallen into disrepair by lapse of time, a Penthago-gyee (e) repaired it. When it again fell into disrepair, king Thado (f) repaired it. When it again fell into disrepair, the lord of the white elephant and king of righteousness (g) sent, as his representative, his teacher Sri Dhamma Rajguna, who was accompanied by his disciple Kathaba Thera. Not being able to perform the work, although he had money to do it, the lord of the 100,000 Pyoes made a priest, (h) Wardathi, to undertake

(b) Asiatic Researches, XX, pp. 104-5. The learned translator has attached to this version twenty-two elaborate and highly interesting notes, but I cannot make room for them here.
(c) This is, of course, Asoka of the Indian History, who, on his conversion to Buddhism, built 84,000 pagodas, 84,000 monasteries, and dug 84,000 tanks and wells. It is said that his sway extended to a portion of India extra Gangam.
(d) Pāyathat-bhat (lit. milk-rice) is so named because Gaudama took the milk and rice offering of a pious lady, Thocatta, on the spot.
(e) Gyee (lit. great) is applied to a person who is worthy of veneration. ‘Penthago’ is a common name for a pious layman who is zealous in the propagation of religion.
(f) Thado is a common title of the earlier kings of Pagan and Ava. It cannot be identified with any particular king of the Thado dynasty, as the Burmese history says nothing about the repair referred to here.
(g) After a deep consideration of all the facts, I have not the least doubt that this is no other than Aloongtsethoo of Pagan, who was an unusually enterprising king. Although the dates in the inscription may be interpreted as 560 or 667 equally with good reason, yet when we compare the history of Arakan with that of Pagan, and both of them with this inscription, no other conclusion can be arrived at than that Aloongtsethoo sent his teacher to repair the shrine, and when he could not do the work, the—

(l) then king of Arakan, Ming Leklyah, who might have been styled lord of the 100,000 Pyoes, because he regained his ancestral throne from usurpers through the assistance of 100,000 Pyoes and 100,000 Talines, and who was equally a zealous Buddhist, undertook the work either of his own accord or at the request of
priest Warada-thi fulfill his engagement, and let Pyoo-ta-thim-men (or chief of 100,000 Pyoos) assist, and have (it) done. Authority was given to Pyoo-thakence and to the great officer Rathma, (and the temple) was rebuilt on Friday, the 10th day of the waxing moon of Pyatho, in the year 467. On Sunday, the 8th day of the waxing moon Tazoun-mohun, in the year 468, worship was paid (to the temple) with various flags worthy to be presented. Worship was paid repeatedly with offerings of food and a thousand lights. Reward was prayed for with 21 young persons considered as our own sons and daughters, and worship was paid with a Padatha (tree), bearing flowers, cups, and clothes. In order that the duty of (making) religious offerings might continue without interruption throughout all times, purchase was made with the weight of our bodies, and bestowed (on the temple). May such good works become (our) aid (to obtain) the thing Neibban, and (we) desire the reward of becoming Rahandas or inspired apostles in the days of the lord god Arimadeya."

Alouung-seethoo, in whose capital his father, Ming Beeloo, took refuge when driven from Arakan by a usurper, and whom he owed a debt of gratitude. Ming Leykhy sent—

(a) a priest, and the lesser lord of the Pyoos, who might have been either his brother or son, as well as his minister, Rathma, to repair the shrine. Hence the inscription in the Arakanese dialect, and not in the Burmese language proper.

(b) Koochah is a variety of religious paper streamers now in use in Burma.

c) Thinmaat is rice made into conical-shaped humps, just like small pagodas.

(d) Offering of 21 lad's is merely admission of them into the sacred Buddhist priesthood on probation. It is a great merit to dedicate one's own child to the service of Buddha's religion; and if other people's children are admitted, the man who causes the admission gets half the merit. It is now the usual practice in Burma to admit one's child, or, if there is no child, to get other people's children admitted into the Buddhist priesthood at great expense.

e) Padatha is a tree-like structure of wood and bamboo, from the branches of which are suspended the articles offered to the priests, &c.

(f) It refers to the daily offering of catables to pagodas and images, for the regular performance of which slaves are sometimes kept.
The dates as given in the inscription are, Mr. Oung informs me, susceptible of two readings—468 or 667 and 468 or 668, but the historical inductions of Colonel Burney, Sir Arthur Phayre, and General Cunningham leave no doubt in his mind that the alternative forms give the correct readings. The Bâradwârî inscription noticed below gives, however, a new date. According to it the first date of the inscription under notice is 657. The figures are given in words as well as in figures, and there can be no mistake in the reading. The first two figures in square character are slightly different in their formation, and are, therefore, open to doubt, but neither of them bears any resemblance to what is known to have been the form of 5 in the old character. But probably those who read them in 1822 had good reasons to support their version of them.

There are, in a small temple in front of the Bâradwârî in the monastery, three inscriptions, inscribed on a slab of marble mounted on two iron frames. The marble is of a bluish colour, and measures 4' × 2' 3". The edges of the slab are bevelled on three sides, and left upright on the fourth side. From its make and modeled edges it is evident that the slab was intended for a chiffoneer, and must have been imported from Italy. On its front there are two inscriptions, the first in a corrupt form of the Pâli language, and the next in the Burmese. The former comprises fourteen lines in modern Nâgarî, and the latter thirty-two lines in the rounded Burmese character. On the reverse there are thirty-nine lines of Burmese, but no Sanskrit. The two inscriptions on the front cover the whole surface, leaving a small margin all round. On the reverse the inscription terminates about four inches above the lower edge. The Nâgarî record opens with two stanzas in corrupt Sanskrit, the rest of it being in Sanskrit words, spelt in the Pâli style, with case-marks some of which are Sanskrit, others Pâli. The work is evidently that of one who was no adept either in Sanskrit or in Pâli. Its subject-matter is the same as that of the Burmese record which follows it, and is with some difficulty intelligible to one familiar with the Sanskrit language. The Burmese is the modern vernacular of Ava. The Nâgarî transcript given below has been prepared by me, and the Burmese transcription and translation by Mr. M. Hla Oung:

Transcript of the Nâgarî record.

Translation: [Transcription of the Nâgarî inscription provided].
۲۱. दिखाया विलिका कर्मकारम् विद्यमानम् अन्य प्रतिस्पर्धितानि। मथमालोद्भेदकोशाविषय।

۲۱. दिखाया विलिका कर्मकारम् विद्यमानम् अन्य प्रतिस्पर्धितानि। मथमालोद्भेदकोशाविषय।

۲۱. दिखाया विलिका कर्मकारम् विद्यमानम् अन्य प्रतिस्पर्धितानि। मथमालोद्भेदकोशाविषय।
As the above professes to be a translation of the Burmese version of which an English rendering is annexed, it is not necessary to give a translation of it here; but it contains a few words which are worthy of notice. The first is chhadanta, as applied to an elephant. The Burmese take it to mean a celestial elephant; but it means an elephant with six tusks—*chha* 'six' and *danta* 'tooth.' I am not aware of any species of elephant, living or fossil, which had so many tusks, and yet the manner in which it is named suggests the idea that it is, like the hippopotamus, the colossal tortoise, and the monster crane referred to above (p. 173), an instance in which the memory has been preserved by man of an animal that has become long since extinct. It can neither be a Mastodon nor an Elephas, for neither the Trilophodonts and the Tetralophodonts of the former, nor the Stegodons, the Luxodons, and the Enelephases of the latter genus included any animal with more than the normal two tusks. Mr. Baines, in his 'Explorations in South-West Africa' (p. 454), describes an elephant skull with nine tusks. He says:—"One of the most wonderful freaks of nature I have heard of is an elephant with nine tusks, shot about the year 1856 by this man (a native of Thatabil). It had on the right side five, and on the left four, all growing, as usual, out of the upper jaw. The pair occupying the usual place were of about thirty pounds weight each; just behind them were a pair somewhat larger, pointing downward and backward. Between these was another smaller pair, and before and behind them, in the right jaw, were two others; but in the left only one behind, all these being much smaller. I made two sketches, one of each side, in his presence; and there is no doubt of the fact, as Mr. Edwards, the partner of Chapman, bought six of the tusks: the head, unfortunately, was broken up."

I am not aware of any reason to doubt this statement; and it may be asked, is a similar abnormal animal of a former age the type of the animal
referred to in the inscription? Such is, however, not likely the case, for natural
monstrosities are never selected as types for celestial or adorable objects. It is
more probable that we have in the word the name of the extinct hippopotamus,
which had six long projecting horizontal incisor teeth. That animal was mistaken
by the Hindus for an elephant, and its memory was carried to Burma. There
was a hippopotamus in Burma, the Hexaprotodon Trivaticus, but the use of the
Indian epithet chhadanta instead of the Burnese term for it would suggest the
idea that the H. Stevalensis was the animal meant. The mistaking of a hippo-
potamus for an elephant in primitive times would by no means appear remark-
able when in our own day we have the "sea-horse" and the "whale fish." But
this is a mere conjecture, and the animal meant might have been the figment
of a fancy.

The second is the word áditya-kula, or solar race, to which the Burnese
sovereign lays claim to relationship. It makes him the descendant of an Indian
prince; but the high renown of the solar line of kings was too widespread
to be overlooked, and the desire of sharing a ray of the reflected glory
of those sovereigns was too strong to be checked by any ethnic considerations.
That the king should after that call himself a Kshatriya is not a matter of
wonder. I am informed that the Burnese kings go further, and represent
themselves to be of the Śākya tribe, the same in which Buddha was born, and
marry their own sisters, even as the founder of the Śākya tribe is said to have
done. Is it possible that herein we have the reminiscence of an Indian emigrant
who carried Buddhism to Burma and became the founder of a dynasty, like
unto Vijaya in Ceylon?

The next is the use of the word takā for an era. The dates in three places
are put both in figures and in words, and then the compound term Saka-raja; thus,
Śhat-sata-sāpta-pamasa takarāja, "in six hundred and fifty-seven of the royal
era" or year. The era referred to is the current Burnese one, which was first
established by the king Pup-pa-chav-ra-ban in A.C. 639. It entered in the
1240th year in April last. An era called Sasāmvartha is also named; it is in
the Burnese called the era of religion, i.e. of Buddha's Nirvāṇa. It reckoned
2365 on the 1133 of the Burnese era, or 1822 A.C. This makes the Nirvāṇa
to fall in the year 543 B.C.
The following is the Burmese text of the Pali version above given:

\begin{verbatim}

\end{verbatim}
ဗွီးရှင်ကြယ်မှု့မှာ စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော လူများနှင့် ပတ်သက်သော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

ရေးသားသော ပြချက်များဖြစ်သော ကြည့်ရှုနေသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။

စာလောက်လောက်တောင်းဆိုသော အကြောင်းအရာများကို ကြည့်ရှုနေသည်။
ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်းအရာများကို အလှည်းအကျင်းအဖြေများဖြင့် အကျိုးဖြစ်သည်။

ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများကို အသုံးပြု၍ အကျိုးဖြစ်သော စကားလုံးများကို ပြန်လည်သိမ်းထားပါသည်။ ငှက်ပျော်ချစ်သူများ၏ အကြောင်း
Chap. V.]

INSCRIPTIONS.

221
TRANSLATION.

On the Obverse.

I adore the Buddha, who has attained Arhatship, and who is possessed of supreme intelligence.

May there be victory!

As all Buddhas gained victory at the foot of the Bodhi Tree, so also may our noble master, the king of righteousness, obtain victory by virtue of his homage to this great Bodhi Tree.

Our king of righteousness, Lord of many white and also of celestial elephants, is descended from the high and numerous royal race of kings, and his virtuous royal father, grandfather, great grandfather, &c., who all professed the true faith, were, according to historical accounts, of the noble Sákya family, who are the fountain of all piety and liberality. In bestowing gifts he is never satisfied; he observes the laws, he regards the laws, the law is his mirror as well as his banner. He pays constant homage to the three jewels, viz. Buddha, his laws, and his church. He worships various kinds of pagodas and shrines, and constantly bears in mind as well as makes inquiries about the Bodhi Tree where Buddha conquered Mara (Satan), and where he put an end to all lusts and ignorance.

I will now relate the facts in extenso. About 2,570 years from the commencement of Kali Yuga, Gaudama, who had knowledge of all the laws, verily attained his Buddhahood. He was begotten of the Queen Mayá and King Sudodana, and after retirement from the country of Kapilavastu he attained the knowledge of the way to Nirvána at the foot of the Banyan Tree. His laws and his disciples still exist in the world, as recorded in the Puránas of Gaudama. Our king made inquiries from the Yogis and Bráhmans who came from India, as well as from traders who returned from the same country in the reign of his royal grandfather, the lord of the celestial elephant. It was described to him that a Bodhi Tree was in existence on a level rising ground on the bank of Narinjara river, at Gayá in the Magadha kingdom; that it was, like a king of the forest, 100 cubits high, the stem alone being half that height; that there were evident marks of the southern branch having been cut (the branch came off of itself according to the desire of Gaudama when it was about to be carried to Ceylon); that the temple built by Thíri Dhamma Aśoka, King of the whole island of Jambudvip, on the spot where Buddha's Wajra thana throne (Vajrásana) stood, was still standing, and that the Burmese inscription on stone, made when the aforesaid temple was repaired by the lord of many white elephants in B.E. 657, was still to be seen.

Our king saw that the above description was one and the same with the description given in several books, just like the Jumna is one with the river Ganges, and after carefully weighing the facts he came to the conclusion that the Banyan Tree described was no other than the birthmate of our Buddha.
I shall state the above still more fully. The spot of ground on which the Bodhi Tree stands rises gradually from the surrounding fields to the height of 26 cubits, and occupies an area of 18 payalas, which is covered with silvery white sand, overgrown with elephant grass, and the surface of which is as smooth as the face of a drum. The surrounding trees bend to the right as if paying homage. The Bodhi Tree is so situated that its stem served as a back to the Buddha’s throne, and its leaves as an emerald umbrella. On the Wazira-thana throne innumerable Buddhas have, from infinite period, obtained omniscience after meditating upon the 36,000,000 laws of Vipasanna, or upon Mahá Wazira Nyana.

This throne appears first when a new world is formed, and disappears last when the world is destroyed, and is called Bodhi Mandine, because, apart from its lasting nature, it is like the kernel of the earth, which is 240,000 yozanas deep.

Having thus heard of this most wonderful tree he devoutly paid homage to it from a distance, even as did the kings of Kalinga, and Thiri Dhamma Asoka, Pathaynadi Kosala, and Dewanampiya-tissa. Soon afterwards our illustrious master, who bears the title of Thiri Pavara Sudhamma Maharájá-di-Rája, the lord of white elephants, and of the celestial elephant, the colour of which is like that of the full-moon in the month of Tazoungmone and like the Kumudrajily which flowers in the same month, sent by land and water, vid Arakan, his Purohit, Maharájinda-ekka mahá-Dhamma Rájaguru and his minister, Myay-nanwoon, with innumerable offerings for the Bodhi Tree, in the era of religion 2365 and B.E. 1183. Before doing so, he, together with his chief queen, Thiri-Pavara Maharájinda Ratna Devi, performed the ceremony of dedication by praying with gold and silver flowers set with precious stones, and with parched rice, umbrellas, flags, and spiral flags made of gold and silver. He then poured out water into the earth, making the earth a witness of his good deed. He also prayed that he might hereafter become a Buddha to save the creatures that are drowned in the endless whirlpool of existence. Also, he shared the merit that would accrue from his good deeds to his royal parents and ancestors.

May this inscription last to the end of the world like the Meru mount, the sun, and the moon.

This inscription was written by the minister Mahá Zaya Thinkyan.

On the Reverse.

As the sun, by means of its innumerable rays, gives light to the four islands, so has Buddha, the conqueror of the passions, turned the wheel of the law, and has thereby enlightened the darkness in human minds. May he grant victory to our king of righteousness.

And as the sun, by turning round in heaven, dispels the darkness below, so has our king by turning the wheel of power and justice driven away all dangers from his subjects. May he (the king) grant victory to his subjects.
I adore the Buddha, who has attained Arhatship and who is possessed of supreme intelligence.

Our beloved lord, Gaudama, who attained Buddhahood after struggling hard during 400,100,000 worlds, first obtained an oracle from the lord Dipankara, in the Tharamanda world, that he would verily become a Buddha; since then the oracle was repeated by Kondinya and twenty-two other Buddhas, and he finally attained the knowledge of the four truths under the Bodhi Tree, and fed mankind with the cool water of his law, and gave them salvation. For the salvation of those who had not the fortune to see him he left instructions that his law should be preached to the remotest part of the world. Accordingly it shines like a flame of fire and with sweetest fragrance in the towns of Prome, Pagán, Myinsine, Tsagine, Panya, Ava, Moutebo, and Amarapura, and throughout our dominions.

The lord of that country, by title Thiri-Pavara Mahárájádi-Rajá, is the great-grandson of his most illustrious great-grandfather, whose power was like a flame of burning fire; grandson of the lord of the celestial elephant, the founder of the Amarapura city; and son and jewel of the great king Mahá Dhamma Bijaya Sinha Súra, who, with greatest ease, annexed the great country of Arakan to his dominions, and removed from there to Amarapura the Mahá-muni image which is endowed with life.

In B.E. 1181, on Saturday, the 13th, waxing of Nayon, he ascended the throne with his south (or chief) queen, amidst great rejoicings of the people.

His piety and fervent devotion was not the least lessened by his elevation to the highest position, and he shines amongst kings like the Lichavi kings of Vesali in India, and like the moon amidst stars. His power extends far and wide, and he is possessed of an elephant which is like the Eráwá elephant of the king of heaven.

Bearing in mind the verse in Adi Kyan, "Danumdatwa, Silansummadiyitwa, obosatakamum kartwa," he determined whilst he was a prince that he would patronize the Bodhi Tree when he should become king, and made constant inquiries about the Bodhi Tree from the Bráhmans, Yogis, Dasañtria, and Bairágis who came from Benares and Vesali. On being entirely satisfied that the Bodhi Tree still stands on a perfectly level ground, 18 payzahs in extent, on the bank of Narinzara River, at Gayá, in Magadha, and that its height is 100 cubits, half of that being the length of the stem alone, and that the surrounding trees bend to the right as an act of homage, he was very anxious to make offerings to it like his royal ancestors Asoka, Piyañissa, and Kálinga.

In the era of religion 2356 and B.E. 1183 he prepared flags, flowers and parched rice of gold, silver, and precious stones, and with his chief queen, Thiri-Pavara Mahárájinda Ratna Devi, performed the ceremony of dedication amidst great shouts of rejoicing of the people. He prayed that he might become Buddha to give salvation to the perishing souls, and that he might be perfect in the ten virtues, and he shared the merit of that good deed to his royal parents and all his royal ancestors. He made the earth to bear witness to his good deed by pouring water on it from a golden kettle.
After dedication, which will be remembered to the end of the world, he sent his Rájaguru and the Myaynayn minister, Maháminhla Thagathu with hundreds of followers, to the Bodhi Tree in India to present his offerings there, and to put up this stone inscription.

(Here follows a verse to the following purport.)

In 1188 B.E. the lord of Burma, the lord of the white and the celestial elephant, sent men to present his valuable offerings and to put up a stone inscription, at the Bodhi Tree, and the Minister Mahá Thankaya wrote this inscription that it may last as long as the land and the water. The Minister Naymyo Tíri Rajathu, who was sent to India to inscribe the above on Mahura stone, completed the work on Tuesday, the 11th waning of Tazoungmone in B.E. 1188.

Number of lines 85 in Burmese and Sanskrit, prose and poetry.

The stone is 2 cubits 0 hands 3 inches long and 1 cubit 1 hand 1 inch wide.

This record was set up during the reign of Hpgyi-daw, on the full moon of Kártika (November), in the year 1822 A.C. It shows that influential Burmese officers of State visited India just before the first Burmese war of 1824. As stated above (p. 211), it takes the first date of the old Burmese inscription to be 667 and not 667; as it has been read by Ratna Pála, Colonel Burney, and Mr. M. Hla Oung. I called the attention of the last-named gentleman to this, but he could not reconcile the difference, and attributed it to a mistake of the later inscription-writer.

There are two other Burmese inscriptions at Buddha Gayú, one on a votive stúpa stuck up as a finial on the balustrade in front of the Báradvári, and the other on the pedestal of a statue at the foot of the Bodhi Tree. General Cunningham has published facsimiles and translations of both of these, and I copy the translations from his work (a).

No. 16, on a votive Stúpa.

1. In 1186 (A.D. 1823) the 2nd day of the waxing moon of Wákhoüng.
2. Shime-pu, resident of the place called Kwun-tshwai, wrote this stone-writing.

No. 17, on Pedestal of Sica and Párrati.

1. In 1171 (A.D. 1809), the 13th day of the waxing moon Thelengyat, Mahá * * *
2. Master of the lord-elephant, great lord of life, the royal gift * * *
3. * * presented and made offerings. May men and angels applaud!
4. The persons who came are Nga-pe-tu and Nga-Kway:—

Neither of these is of any interest, but the last is worthy of note as shewing how utterly careless the pious travellers were who defrayed the expense of the record.

(a) Arch. Surv. Report III, 105, and plate XXXII.
It is certain they were Buddhists; they had nothing to do with Hinduism; they came to behold the sacred Bodhi Tree and presented their offerings to it; but, in recording their gifts, they did not care to see that they were glorifying the Hindu divinities Śiva and Pārvatī, by placing their inscription at their feet. And if in the present day such mistakes can be committed, or such disregard shown as to the nature of the receptacle of inscriptions, it may be safely presumed that people of old were not more particular. Such mistakes were possible, and it would be unsafe to jump at conclusions from the mere fact of an inscription occurring on a rail or a post.
CHAPTER VI.

CHRONOLOGY.


No nation of antiquity devoted more attention to the division and reckoning of time than the Hindus. Alike for the smallest fractions of a second as for ages comprehending millions of years they devised standards and ways of measurement. Of eras, epochs, cycles, and ages, both civil and astronomical, they had also a large variety, each having its well-defined date of origin. It was held, too, a distinguishing mark for a great sovereign to establish an era, and many were the kings of ancient and mediæval times who sought that means of perpetuating their memory. But unfortunately Indian writers never brought their systems of chronology to bear upon history; and, in the absence of chronology, their history has degenerated into the most inconsistent fables and legends. With a literature far more extensive than that of Greece or of Rome, and spreading over twenty thousand volumes, they have not a single work which gives a faithful chronological account of twenty consecutive reigns in ancient times.

The Buddhists were somewhat better in this respect. They recorded many dates. But as Hindus by birth, feeling, manners, customs, and habits, though professing a different faith, they retained their national indifference to chronology bearing on history; and, on the whole, the chronology of Buddhism is as unsatisfactory as that of Hinduism. It is impossible, therefore, to establish on any safe, solid, unquestionable basis
the chronology of the place which forms the theme of this work. Almost every date is doubtful, every question open to contradiction, every fact susceptible of very discordant and different interpretations. It is the object of the following pages, therefore, not to solve difficulties and settle debatable points connected with its history, but to place before the reader the salient points of the different questions at issue, and to indicate what seems to the writer as likely to afford the most probable solutions.

The first question of date, in a work professing to describe the hermitage of Buddha, should be the age of that personage. But the information available on the subject is so discordant that it opens a protracted vista of over two thousand years.

Detesting with all the warmth of sectarian hatred a pervert who had forsaken their ancestral religion and proved the most successful opponent, the ancient Hindus, from whom we should first look for information, never took the trouble to record the history of Buddha, much less to assign him a particular date. They have named him in many of their works, but only to mislead. To quote the language of Max Müller, they have made him "the father of his father, and grandfather of his son." (a)

The Tibetans, who early embraced the religion of the saint, and still profess it with the greatest ardour, seem never to have attempted to ascertain the date of the founder of their religion. According to Csoma de Körös, they have no less than fourteen different dates recorded in their scriptures for the day of that founder's death, and, for ought we know to the contrary, there may be several others. The dates range from 2422 to 546 B.C., the specific dates being 2422, 2144, 2139, 2135, 1310, 1060, 884, 882, 880, 837, 752, 653, 576, and 546. (b)

The people of China first accepted the religion of Buddha at about the close of the first century before the Christian era, and the oldest Buddhist book in their language dates from 67 years of that era; but, notwithstanding the accuracy with which the Chinese generally record the dates of historical events, they have no fixed date

(a) Ancient Sanskrit Literature, 923.
(b) Csoma's Tibetan Grammar, pp. 199 to 201.
current among them for the death of Buddha. According to Tchoa-chi, quoted by Ma-touan-lin, the earliest date is 1130 B.C. From facts mentioned by Fa Hian, that date would range between 1070 and 1020. The authorities consulted by Klaproth fix the date of Buddha’s birth at 999 B.C. and his death at 949 (a), thus giving the saint a career of 50 years.

The Burmese, according to the chronological tables given in Crawford’s embassy, brought him down to 623 B.C., the death being set down at 589, the span of life in this case being 40 years. According to the first Burmese inscription at Buddha Gayá (p. 209) the date of death should be 218 years before 263 (B.C.), the date of Asoka’s accession, or 481; but according to the second (p. 215) it is 543 B.C. The Siamese dates, though not the same, approximate closely those of the Burmese. The Ceylonese have an only date, and that places his death in the year 544 B.C., or in the year preceding that in which Vijaya founded a new dynasty in Ceylon. (b) This last was for some time accepted as the true date, and much might be said in support of its accuracy. The geneological tables given in the Ceylonese chronicles and in the Hindu Puráñas, as also in some of the Buddhist Avadánas, assigning a probable average reign to each prince, and the use which has been made of the event in civil chronology, plead strongly in favour of it; and some of the Nepalese Buddhists accept it as the correct date.

Modern antiquarian researches have, however, of late questioned its accuracy. Dates arrived at by modern research. The learned Professor Max Müller rejects all the systems as alike unworthy of trust, and thinks that “to try to find out which of these chronological systems is the most plausible seems useless, and it can only make confusion worse confounded if we attempt a combination of the three.” (c) After a careful survey of all the facts bearing on the question, he is disposed to believe that there is an obvious intercalation of 66 years in the reckoning of the Ceylonese chroniclers, which being eliminated, the true date of Buddha’s death would be 477 B.C. (d) This deduction, however, is open to the objection that it does not reconcile contradictory statements, and

(a) Prinsep’s Indian Antiquities, I, p. 39.
(b) Turnour’s Mahawanso.
(c) Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 263.
(d) Ibid., p. 298.
entirely rejects all those facts and statements which are opposed to it. In fact, it cuts the gordian knot, and does not unravel it. General Cunningham has lately found, in the temple of Súrya at Gayá, an inscription of the fifteenth century which professes to be dated in the era of Buddha’s death (a); and by calculating by the name of the day of the week and the moon’s age therein given, he comes to 478 B.C. as the true date. The difference between the two reckonings amounts to only one year, which may be easily overlooked. The calculations on which the General’s conclusion is founded are, however, yet in need of verification, and when verified it would not advance the question in the least, as there is nothing to show that the era adopted by the inscription writer of the 15th century was more authentic than those of Ceylon, Burmah, Tibet, or China.

Advancing from the last, some German antiquarians have brought down the date of the Nirvána to the 4th century before the commencement of the Christian era; and to crown all M. Wassiljew, in his ‘Buddhismus,’ has repudiated the very existence of Buddha as a historical entity. He says—“Le Buddha n’est, pour ainsi dire, pas une personne; lui aussi est un terme technique ou un dogme. Bien que diverses légendes indiquent une personnalité précise, néanmoins elles contiennent si peu d’éléments vraiment historiques que cette personnalité même se transforme en un mythe.” (b)

Amidst such divergence of authorities and opinions it would be futile to expect a satisfactory conclusion. The tendency of recent research has been rather to widen this divergence than to bridge the chasm; and, under the circumstance, it is perhaps best to leave the subject where it is. All that can now be safely affirmed is that the weight of evidence is in favour of the opinion which would place the career of Buddha between the sixth and the fifth centuries before the Christian era; and in the preceding pages this idea has been adhered to without any special leaning either to the date of Ceylon or to that of Professor Max Müller.

The next date I have to refer to is that of the railing round the great temple. Of all the architectural remains that have come to notice at the place, the railing is unquestionably the oldest, and a satisfactory solution of its date is a matter of

(b) Apud Senari’s Essai sur la Legende du Buddha, p. 7.
importance. But on this subject we have nothing more positive than a tradition of the seventh century for what happened nearly fifteen hundred years before. The narrator of the tradition, however, is a trustworthy person, and the circumstances mentioned by him are borne out by collateral evidence. The narrator is Hiouen Thsang. After describing the destruction and the subsequent resuscitation of the Bodhi tree by the order of the chief queen of Aśoka (p. 97), he says:—"Le roi, pénétré de respect et d’admiration, l’entoura d’un mur en pierre, haut d’une dizaine de pieds. Cette enceinte subsiste encore aujourd’hui." (a) This “stone wall,” existing to the middle of the seventh century, has been supposed to be the same with the railing. The height given is the same, and the character of the railing is such as à priori to suggest the idea of its being of the same class with the Sānchi and the Barāhati structures of the kind. The tradition, besides, is one of those which are seldom likely to be apocryphal. A remarkable building, as soon as erected, is associated with the name of the builder, and the association lasts as long as the building, and not unoften for a long time after it. During the existence of the building scarcely any opportunity presents itself for a disassociation, or the imposition of a new name, particularly when the old name happens to be a popular and universally respected one; and even the attempts of powerful sovereigns to change such names have not unoften proved abortive. The great Akbar, unquestionably the most powerful and most popular sovereign of India, failed to change Agra into Akbarabad, and his grandson Shah Jahān’s Shahjahānabad never could cope with Delhi. We may, therefore, without any great stretch of the imagination, assume that the “stone wall” which Hiouen Thsang saw existing in his time was the same which Aśoka had put up; and that Aśoka did put up something it would not be presumptuous to accept as a fact. If any faith is to be reposed on his biographers he lived at Buddha Gayā for five years, and devoted much of his wealth to its embellishment (cf. p. 97). He was the greatest patron that Buddhism ever had, and the public voice gave him credit for no less than 84,000 Buddhist structures of various kinds; and, though we are not called upon

(a) Mémoires sur lesCentres occidentales I, p. 463. General Cunningham translates a part of the passage quoted above into a “stone wall 12 feet in height,” but the word in the French version is dizaine (10), and not douraine (12).
to lay any faith on that number, we may fairly presume that the person who erected the monuments of Sānchī and Barāhat did not neglect the most sacred spot on earth in the history of his religion. Under ordinary circumstances it would be the first to engage his attention. Of all the sovereigns of ancient India he is the only one whose age has been most satisfactorily proved. He reigned from 263 to 235 B.C.; and if the assumption, first adopted by General Cunningham and never since questioned, that the railing which Hsiu-en Thsang saw, and the remains of which exist to our day, is due to him, its date would be the middle of the third century before Christ. The character used in some of the inscriptions found on this railing affords collateral evidence of great weight in favour of this conclusion (p. 182). That character has not yet been found in any record of a later date than the second century B.C., and its presence on the railing must place the railing to an age previous to that date.

Exception, however, may be taken to the assignment of the rails to Aśoka on the ground of the inscriptions naming other than Aśoka as donors; but as the nature of the donations referred to by them has not been defined in them, and I have elsewhere shown that the donations meant were other than the stones on which they occur (cf. p. 184), it appears to be of no moment. It would doubtless have been highly satisfactory had the name of Aśoka been met with on one of the rails; but, in the absence of such a proof, we must rely upon the best available, and that by no means is an unsatisfactory one.

The most important monument at Buddha Gayā is unquestionably the Great Temple, and, according to General Cunningham, it is, next to the rails, the oldest. Mr. Fergusson, however, whose opinion on such matters carries great weight, demurs to this. In his letter to Mr. Grote, quoted above (p. 108), he expresses his positive opinion that “the building we now see was erected in the first year of the fourteenth century.” This is slightly modified in his ‘History of Architecture’ (II, p. 474), where he observes “a temple was erected, according to an inscription found on the spot about the year 500, by a certain Amara Deva, and was seen and described by Hsiu-en Thsang in the seventh century; but, having become ruinous, was rebuilt by the Burmese in or about the year 1306, as shown in woodcut No. 982. From its architecture there can be little doubt that its external form,
and the details of the stucco ornaments with which it is now covered, belong to the latter epoch, and so do all the parts which are arched, and all the true arches. The frame-works of the building, however, and those parts constructed with horizontal arches, seem to belong to the earlier erection." In his most recent work he substantially retains this opinion. After advertizing to Hionuen Thsang's account and the Wilkins' inscription, he continues:—"From the data these accounts afford us we gather with very tolerable certainty that the building we now see before us (woodcut No. 16) is substantially that erected by Amara, the Brahman, in the beginning of the sixth century; but the niches Hionuen Thsang saw, containing golden statues of Buddha, cannot be those now existing, and the sculptures he mentions find no place in the present design; and the amalakas of gilt copper that crowned the whole, as he saw it, have disappeared. The changes in detail, as well as the introduction of radiating arches in the interior, I fancy must belong to the Burmese restoration in the beginning of the fourteenth century. Though these consequently may have altered its appearance in detail, it is probable that we still have before us a straight-lined pyramidal nine-storeyed temple of the sixth century, retaining all its essential forms—anomalies and unlike anything else we find in India, either before or afterwards, but probably the parent of many nine-storeyed towers found beyond the Himalayas, both in China and elsewhere."(a)

To notice these arguments seriatim. The first position about the Burmese rebuilding the temple in 1306 is clearly a mistake, caused by the erroneous translation of the record on which it is founded. Adverting to it, General Cunningham justly remarks:—"In this statement I must take exception to the word rebuilt, for which I would read repaired. • • • That the Burmese rebuilt the temple in A.D. 1305 is, I am confident, a gross mistake, owing partly perhaps to the ignorance as well as want of precision in the original writer of the Burmese inscription, and partly to the looseness of the English translations given by Ratna Pāla and Colonel Burney. According to Ratna Pāla, the original temple erected by Aśoka 'having fallen into disrepair was rebuilt;' 'again being ruined, it was restored;' and after a long interval, being once more 'demolished,' the Burmese minister

(a) History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, pp. 69-70.
was employed to repair the sacred building. It was thus, says the translator, 'constructed a fourth time.' Here the confusion between disrepair, ruin, and demolition is fairly balanced by the confusion between rebuilding, restoration, and repair. In Colonel Burney's translation I find the same tantalizing want of precision. According to him the original temple of Aśoka having been destroyed for a long time was repaired. I need quote no further, but will simply state my opinion that the temple was not rebuilt by the Burmese at any time, but simply repaired."

This opinion, formed by General Cunningham on a priori reasoning, has since been fully borne out by Mr. M. Hla Oung. His version, given on page 207, invariably uses the word repair instead of rebuild, and in support of this rendering he has given me the most satisfactory reasons. In a letter to me he says:—"The Burmese word, which I translate 'repaired,' is pyoo, 'to do.' The same word occurs throughout, except the first repair by a Panthagoogyee, where the word used is pyin, 'to repair.' Pyoo would have been of doubtful import had not the pyek, 'disrepair,' which occurs throughout, made it all clear that pyoo means to do the necessary repairs." In the face of these facts, it would be futile to urge that the Burmese rebuilt the temple in 1305. It was in 'disrepair,' and they simply repaired it.

The assumption about the external form and the details of the stucco ornaments being due to the Burmese repairs is equally untenable. In support of it Mr. Fergusson appeals to the peculiar character of the architecture; but as he does not define what that peculiarity consists in, it cannot be discussed. That the form is not modern is evident from its being a copy of the Nālandā temple, which dates from before the Christian era. The nine-storeyed arrangement, the niches, and the stucco ornaments, are all exact counterparts of what are to be seen there, and the doubt expressed, therefore, of Hsiuen Thsang not having seen the niches as we have them now is quite uncalled for. The fact of the stucco ornaments, both at Nālandā and at Buddhagayā, having deteriorated by successive repairs has been already noticed (p. 111), and, judging by it, the only conclusion which can be fairly arrived at is that the Burmese repairers only spoiled the details of the ornaments by their clumsy handling, but did nothing to alter in the least either the external form or the

internal arrangement of the temple. They devoted only a few months, not quite a year, from 667 to 668, to the work, and in an out-of-the-way place like Buddha Gayá, in the beginning of the 14th century, they could not have got a sufficient number of masons to do much more than patching up broken mouldings and giving a coat of whitewash to the building.

Thus then the temple was not built in the beginning of the 14th century. Nor was it built a century or two before that time. The recent translation of the old Burmese inscription clearly shows that some time before the 14th century the King of Thado had caused it to be repaired. With reference to this personage Colonel Barney says:—

"Thado-men, or king of Thado, was the family title of a race of kings whose capital was at Tagoung, a city which once existed on the left bank of the Erawadi in north latitude 24°." (a) General Cunningham doubts this, and would have the name to be that of an Indian prince. In either case the fact remains that a considerable time before the 14th century the temple existed, and was repaired by some pious king or other.

Coming to the 6th century the theory of the nine-storied arrangement being due to that century, and of being "the parent of many nine-storied towers found beyond the Himalayas, both in China and elsewhere," is not much more reliable. Reverend Samuel Beal, in the Introduction to his translation of Fa Hian, says:—

"Hitherto (A.D. 335) natives of India had been allowed to build temples in the large cities, but now, for the first time, the people of the country were permitted to become Shamans; and, as a final proof of the rapid growth of the religion, we find that at Loyang alone (Honanfu) there had been erected (350 A.D.) 42 pagodas, from three to nine-stories high, richly painted, and formed after Indian models." (b) The nine-storied arrangement must have been common enough in India long before to be carried to China before 350 A.D., and such being the case that arrangement can be no proof of the temple under notice being due to the 6th century. Under the circumstance I am satisfied that General Cunningham is perfectly right in coming to the conclusion that we now see before us the very temple which Hiouen Thang visited and described in A.D. 637." (c)

(a) Asiatic Researches, XX, p. 170.
(b) Travels of Buddhist Pilgrims, p. xxiv.
(c) Arch. Surv. Report, III.
The argument based on the existence of the radiating arches has been already shown (pp. 100 f.) to be fallacious, and nothing more need be said about it.

The theory about Amara Deva, the Brāhmaṇa, having built the temple in the 6th century is founded on Mr. Wilmot's inscription. But as I have, I fancy, most clearly shown that the inscription is a myth, and never had any tangible existence (p. 204), all superstructures built upon it must tumble down along with it. My opinion regarding that inscription was first published in 1864, and it was well known to Mr. Fergusson, for he commented in that year on the paper in which it appeared; but in 1876 he put forth his theory without saying a word to show that my opinion was erroneous, and that the inscription was really authentic. Nor has any other orientalist, European or Indian, questioned the accuracy of my opinion. I labour under the disadvantage, therefore, of not knowing where I am mistaken, and what are the arguments on which Mr. Fergusson has rejected my opinion, and, accepting the authenticity of the inscription, based his theory on it. It might be that he was not called upon to notice the objections of an obscure individual like me; but, situated as I now am, I can only say that the theory is founded on a petio principii, and induces a most inconclusive conclusion.

The inscription apart, it is difficult to reconcile the theory of the temple having been built in the middle of the 6th century with the statement of Hiouen Thsang, that the temple had existed for some time before the porch was added, and that the porch was seen by him in A.C. 637. The date of this porch has been, I think, very satisfactorily shown by General Cunningham. His arguments on the subject I shall here quote at length:—"To the third period of the temple's history I would ascribe the addition of the two-storeyed pavilion to the eastern face, which, as we know from Hiouen Thsang's description, must have been built some time before A.D. 637. I infer also from the story of Sasângka's minister placing a lamp in the inner chamber of the temple before the figure of Mahâdeva on account of the darkness that the front pavilion and all the vaults and arches had already been added before A.D. 590 or 600, say about 500 A.D. To this period I would refer the repairs of the plaster of many of the mouldings, which must have been done some time between the date of the original building and that of the great second plastering by
the Burmese in A.D. 1305. To this period also I would refer the basalt plinth which we now see in front of the temple, and perhaps also the basalt pedestal of the great temple itself. The mouldings of both include a cyma, which is not found in the original brick basements of either the Nālandā or Buddha Gayā temples, but which is the most striking feature in the mediæval stone basement of the Nālandā Temple.

"Now, the stone basement or portico of the Nālandā Temple is beyond all doubt an after addition to the original brick temple. This is clearly proved by its being built against the mouldings of the plastered brickwork; instead of being bonded with it. The junction is made so awkwardly that the ornamental band of moulding is left rough, and the hollow between the end of the stone and brick mouldings is filled with plain bricks. On this subject Captain Marshall, who appears to have examined the building very closely, makes the following observations:—'The whole temple was made of the large brick or tile that appears to have been universally employed in building these Buddhist structures, and, speaking generally, the whole building had been raised at the same time; but in more than one instance, from break in the bond, it was manifest that portions were either the result of an after-thought, or, at any rate, had been built at some subsequent date.' At what date this addition was made to the Nālandā Temple may be approximately fixed by the masons' marks which I found on some of the granite blocks of the portico. Fig. 8 of Plate XXXI reads Nala, and fig. 9 simply la, the initial letter being wanting. Both are incomplete, but I have no doubt that they were intended for Nālandā, being the masons' marks made at the quarry to show that the stones were destined for Nālandā. Fig. 10 reads Sriva or Sāva, or perhaps simply Sava. Now the forms of these letters are certainly earlier than those of the 7th century, as exhibited in the Tibetan alphabet and the coins of Sasānga. The granite portico of the Nālandā Temple was, therefore, added before A.D. 600, or, say, not later than A.D. 500, which agrees with the date assigned to the basalt pedestal and basalt plinth of the Buddha Gayā temple, showing the same peculiar moulding." (a)

Accepting this conclusion to be correct, we must suppose that the attack of Sasānga against the temple and the destruction of the Bodhi tree must have

(a) Arch. Surv. Report, III, pp. 100-1.
taken place long after the erection of the porch and the alteration in the interior arrangement of the sanctuary. The story about the minister of Ṣaśānka putting a lamp in the sanctuary to make the image of Mahādeva visible (p. 84) would be otherwise inexplicable. A short time after Ṣaśānka, Pūrṇa Varma renewed the Bodhi tree and built a wall 24 feet high round the court-yard of the temple for the better protection of the tree and the temple from inimical attacks. This was done in A.D. 610, and the wall was in existence in the time of the Chinese pilgrim who saw it.

The evidence of the porch of the 5th century can leave no doubt in any person’s mind that the temple must be older. Now a century before the erection of the porch, i.e. in 401-404, Fa Hian visited Buddha Gayā, and in all the principal spots associated with the penance of the saint he found monuments still existing. Among others he specially notices “three Saṅghārāmas” or monasteries “in the place where Buddha arrived at perfect reason.”(a) These were “occupied by ecclesiastics, who were supplied with the necessaries of life by the people, so that they had sufficient of everything and lacked nothing.” He also noticed “the four great pagodas, or those erected on the place where he (the saint) was born, where he obtained emancipation, where he began to preach, and where he entered Nirvāṇa.” Regarding their age, he remarks: — “The sites of these four great pagodas have always been associated together from the time of the Nirvāṇa.”(b) In Mr. Laidlay’s Pilgrimage of Fa Hian, page 282, the existence of the towers is more clearly indicated; it runs thus: — “The four great towers(c) erected in commemoration of all the holy acts that Foc performed while on the world are preserved to this moment since the ni houan of Foc.”(d)

The second of these pagodas, there can be no doubt, was the same with the Great Temple. It was sufficiently old then to be worthy of the epithet “great,” or of much higher respect than the others which surrounded it. The time necessary for this halo of antiquity

(a) Beal’s Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 125.
(b) Opus cit. p. 126.
(c) Confounding the statements of one Chinese pilgrim with those of another, in 1864 I took the “great tower” here mentioned to be the one which Aśoka had built. I now correct the mistake.
(d) Ibid, p. 126.
to be brought on it could not have been at the least under two centuries. This would bring us to the second century; but we cannot even rest there. The Gupta inscriptions noticed above (pp. 191-192), though not referring to the erection of the temple, forcibly impress the idea that the temple must have been existing in the second century, and we must, therefore, proceed to the first for the age of the monument, and that may be looked upon as the *terminus ad quem*.

On the other hand, Hiouen Thsang informs us that the ground on which the Great Temple stands was originally the site of "a small vihāra" (*un petit vihāra*). This is converted into "a chaitya" in the chapter on the life of Aśoka in the "Divya Avadāna." It is there said that after hearing from his tutor, Upagupta, the history of the place, Aśoka "presented a hundred thousand suvarṇas for the Bodhi tree, and for the erection of a chaitya by its side."(a) The 'Aśoka Avadāna,' which was translated into the Chinese in Circa 265-31 A.D., and must be at least nineteen hundred years old,(b) does not use these words, but it repeatedly affirms that the king did build chaityas in the neighbourhood of the sacred tree. The question remains uncertain, therefore, as to whether Aśoka built a vihāra or a chaitya. In other places of Buddhist pilgrimage, such as Sāñchi and Barāhat, Aśoka built chaityas, and a chaitya would at first thought appear to be the most likely structure which the king would design for Buddha Gayā. But a hemispherical mass of solid brickwork, such as a chaitya must have been in his time, is of all structures the least likely to crumble down in a century or two; and a sacred edifice of the kind is what a Buddhist would be the most unlikely person to break down and build a structure of some other kind on its site. A vihāra, on the other hand, such as was built in those days,—a chamber or chapel for prayer meetings and lectures, built of bricks with clay cement,—was susceptible of rapid dilapidation; and in its case the necessity of rebuilding, or renewal, would soon arise, and such a structure may be renewed and not repaired whenever necessary without any offence to religion. It might be added also that a chaitya was usually raised for the deposit of some relic of the saint, or,

---

(a) *Burnouf's Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien*, p. 388. "En conséquence le roi donna cent mille (Suvarṇas) pour Parbra Bodhi, et fut élevé en cet endroit un Chaitya."

(b) *My Sanskrit Buddhist literature of Nepal*, p 10.
in other words, to create a sanctuary; but where the most sacred of all earthly objects, the Tree of Knowledge, was already present, it was not necessary to resort to any secondary means; whereas a chapel in its neighbourhood would be at once useful and appropriate. I am disposed to think, therefore, that it was a vihāra, and not a chaitya, which Aśoka built to the east of the Bodhi tree. The railings afford some corroborative evidence in favour of this supposition. Wherever a railing has been seen round a chaitya, it is always circular; but the one at Buddha Gayā was rectangular, and it presupposes the structure enclosed by it to have been other than of a circular form. (a) It might be said that the necessity of enclosing both the chaitya and the Bodhi tree within the same railing led to a departure from the ordinary rule; but there is nothing to show that such was really the case. That it was not a temple may be affirmed without any hesitation. Temples imply images, but, as I have already shown (p. 128) that image worship had not come into vogue in the time of Aśoka, no room could be required for its performance. It may be safely accepted as facts that the spot on which the Great Temple now stands was once the site of some structure, not a chaitya, which had been built by Aśoka, and that the old monument was for some cause or other removed to make room for the temple. If we allow 150 years for the duration of Aśoka's monument, we have the beginning of the first century B.C. to be the terminus a quo for the present temple.

So far the chain of evidence may be accepted to be tolerably complete, or as much so as we can reasonably expect in a case of this kind, though some of the links are not quite so strong as could be wished. This gives us a period of two hundred years, from the beginning of the first century B.C. to the close of the first century A.C., within which we must look for the date of the Great Temple. Now, according to the Burmese inscription of 1305, the first repairer of Aśoka's vihāra was one Penthagoogyee, whose identity is not defined. Colonel Burney takes the word to mean a religious person. Mr. M. Hla Oung says—("Gyee (lit. great) is applied to a person who is worthy of veneration, and Penthagoo is a common

(a) The celebrated Mahā Vihāra of Ceylon, built by Devānāṃ-piys-tissa, about 300 B.C., had an enclos-

ing wall forming a rectangle of 118 yards by 72. Apud Beal's Buddhist Pilgrims, p. 159.
name for a pious layman who is zealous in the promotion of religion;" the result in either case being the same—a pious man. According to Hiouen Thsang this was a Brähman, who, by order of the god Mahēśvara, transferred his faith to the law of Buddha, and testified his zeal for his new religion by erecting the large temple. It would not be unreasonable to suppose that this Brähman was the same with the Penthagoogyee, the pious layman of the Burmese record.

The story of the conversion of the Brähman and his erection of the temple is thus given by the Chinese pilgrim:—"On the ancient site of the temple the king Aśoka had at first erected a small vihāra. Subsequently it was a Brähman who reconstructed it in grand proportions. Originally he was a Brähman, who, having no faith in the law of Buddha, adored the god Mahēśvara. Having learnt that the god was to be found in the mountains of snow (Himālaya), he proceeded with his younger brother to address to that god his vows. The god said to him—'In general only those who make vows after performing some meritorious act can hope to be successful. It is not to me that you should address your prayers, for it is not I who can grant them.'"

'What act of merit shall I perform,' inquired the Brähman, 'for obtaining the object of my vows?'

'If you wish,' said the god, 'to plant the root of righteousness, you should seek the field of perfect goodness. The Tree of Knowledge is the place where may be seen face to face the fruit of knowledge. Return quickly on your feet, stop before the Bodhi tree, erect there a grand vihāra, excavate a large tank, and render to them all sorts of offerings. You will then for certain obtain what you desire.'

'After having received the order of the god, the two Brähmans were imbued with a feeling of profound faith, and returned together. The elder brother constructed the vihāra, and the younger excavated the tank. Moreover, they completed their devotion by making rich offerings, and sought with ardour the object of their vows. They obtained them in effect, and subsequently became the ministers of the king. Whatever they received as emoluments or rewards, they gave them away in charity. When the vihāra was completed they appealed to accomplished artists to produce an image of Tathāgata, representing him in
the attitude in which he was when he was just becoming a Buddha. Months and years passed away in vain, for none responded to their call. At last it was a Brāhmaṇa who came forward and addressed the congregation of the clergy, saying—‘I shall produce the marvellous figure of Tathāgata.’

‘The clergy said to him—‘Now, what do you require to construct the image?’

‘Only some aromatic paste,’ replied he. ‘Let it be deposited in the centre of the vihāra, with a lighted lamp for me to work with. When I have entered the place, I shall make myself a close prisoner within the door, and it should not be opened for a period of six months.’

‘The body of the clergy conformed to his orders. When he had thus passed over four months, and when consequently the six months had not been completed, the clergy were impelled by curiosity and admiration. Having opened the door to see his work, they beheld in the middle of the vihāra the statue of Buddha, seated with his arms crossed, and in an imposing attitude. The right foot was placed above, the left hand was closed, and the right one was hanging down. It was seated on the east side, and had an air the most majestic that had ever been beheld on earth. Its chair was in height four feet and two inches, and in breadth twelve feet and five inches. The statue was in height eleven feet and five inches; the two knees were eight feet and eight inches apart from each other; and the distance from one shoulder to the other was six feet two inches: the signs of a great personage were completely shown on it. This figure appeared affecting life-like, only the upper part of the left breast had not been completely modelled and polished. But the clergy could not see the artist, and this proved that the statue was the result of a divine miracle. All the clergy heaved deep sighs, and ardently prayed to behold the author of the statue. Among them was a Śramaṇa, who was always distinguished by his uprightness and sincerity of heart; he saw a dream, in which he beheld the aforesaid Brāhmaṇa, who thus spoke to him—‘I am Maitreya Bodhisattva. I had been under the apprehension that no artist had been born who in his mind could conceive the figure of the saint. It was therefore that I myself came forward to represent the image of Buddha. If the right hand is hanging down (this is the reason). When formerly the Tathāgata was on the point of seeing face to face the fruit of Bodhi, the demon appeared to tempt him. The spirits of the earth were eager to put him on his
guard. One of them had come forth to the front to assist him in overcoming the demon. The Tathāgata told him—'Fear not in the least; by the force of patience I shall vanquish him.' The king of the demons asked—'what witness have you?' The Tathāgata lowered his hand, and, pointing it towards the earth, replied—'That is my witness.' At that moment the second spirit of the earth suddenly came out to serve as a witness. That is why now the hand of the statue is directed towards the earth, in imitation of the former action of Buddha.

"The clergy, having become apprised of this divine miracle, could not by any means repress their sense of regret. At the same time they covered with precious stones the upper part of the chest, which had not been completed, and placed on the head a magnificent diadem, set off with garlands ornamented with pearls, for the glory of the statue." (a)

The story is of interest on many accounts, particularly as illustrative of the Buddhist belief regarding the first statue set up in the Great Temple; but the only circumstance of any historical value in it is the reference to the Brāhman in whom we recognize the Penthagogy of the Burmese inscription, and General Cunningham has worked it out with great tact and ingenuity. I need make no apology, therefore, for quoting his remarks at length. He says—"Amongst all this confusion it is pleasant to turn to the simple narrative of the Chinese pilgrim, from whom we learn that the original temple of Aśoka being a small one, it was rebuilt on a grand scale by a Brāhman. No clue is given as to the date of the new temple, but I am inclined to think that it may be assigned with some probability to the first century B.C. In his account of the great temple of Bālāditya at Nālandā, which was 200 feet high, Hwen Thsang expressly states that in size and magnificence it resembled the great temple near the Bodhi-drūm. Now, this temple of Bālāditya, which was identified by me in 1861, was partially excavated at my recommendation in 1863, and afterwards more completely by Mr. A. M. Broadley in 1871. I visited Nālandā in January 1872, and made a careful examination of this great ruined temple, the walls of which are still standing to a height of more than 50 feet. Large masses also of the fallen walls are still intact. From all these remains I am able to vouch for the accuracy of Hwen Thsang's statement

(a) Mémoires sur les Conrées occidentales, I, pp. 465 to 468.
that the Nālandā Temple, with respect to size and magnificence, was comparable to the great temple near the Bodhi-drūm.

"Both temples are square in plan, both rise from a raised terrace or platform, both are built of bricks faced with stucco, and both are ornamented with rows of panels containing figures of Buddha. But the agreement with Hwen Thsang's description goes still further. The height of the Nālandā temple, he says, was 200 feet. Now we know both the breadth and height of the Buddha Gayā temple; and, as the Nālandā temple resembled it, we may conclude with some confidence that it was built in the same relative proportions of height to base. The base of the Nālandā temple is 63 feet square, and that of the Bodhi-drūm temple is just 50 feet, its height being 160 to 170 feet. According to this proportion the height of the temple of Bālāditya at Nālandā would have been a little over 200 feet, which agrees exactly with the measurement given by Hwen Thsang.

"Now the Nālandā temple was certainly not either repaired or rebuilt by the Burmese. On the contrary, we know that the last alterations and additions to it were made to the entrance doorway by Raja Mahipāla (a), as recorded in an inscription discovered by Captain Marshall when making the excavation previously alluded to. As Mahipāla lived in the beginning of the 11th century, we gain no less than three centuries for the antiquity of this style of temple over the date adopted for it by Mr. Fergusson.

"I return again to the account of the temple given by Hwen Thsang. According to him the Brāhman builder of the temple had a younger brother who excavated a tank. Neither its name nor its position is given, but it was probably the nameless tank which now exists to the west of the temple. It is specially unfortunate that the name of the Brāhman is not mentioned by Hwen Thsang; but as the date of Bālāditya is fixed by him to the first century B.C., so we may place the building of the Bodhi-drūm temple about the same time, or perhaps a little earlier than Bālāditya, as the larger temple was probably the latter one. I have a suspicion that the Brāhman and his brother may, perhaps, be the same as the two brothers, Sankara and Mudgaragâmni, who founded the first monastery at Nālandā.

(a) The addition was not made by Mahipāla, but, during his reign, by an oil-seller.—See my translation of the inscription in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Vol. XLI, part I, page 310.
When they are first mentioned, they are called simply 'the two Upāsīka brothers who laid the foundations of the famous monastery of Nālandā,' but afterwards the elder brother is called 'King Sankara,' and Nāgārjuna is said to have studied in the Nālandā Monastery of Sankara shortly after its foundation. This King Sankara must therefore be identified with Hwen Thsang's Sho-kia-lo-o-tie-to, or Sankarāditya, whom he also makes the first founder of the Nālandā monastery. This is a mere suggestion, but it seems not improbable that the two enthusiastic brothers who built the Nālandā monastery on the site of Sāriputra's birth-place might be the same two brothers who had previously built the great temple near the Bodhi-drūm. But quite independent of the question of their identity, I look upon the fact mentioned by Hwen Thsang of the similarity of the two great temples of Nālandā and Buddha Gayā as a fair evidence that the two buildings belonged to the same period; and I accept the pilgrim's statement that the Nālandā monastery was built seven hundred years before his time as a plain fact, which he must have obtained from the annals of the monastery itself. Bāllāditya must therefore be placed towards the end of the first century before Christ, or early in the first century after Christ."

It is undeniable that there are some weak points in this identification; but it is the best under the peculiar circumstances of the case. The main fact, the similitude of the Nālandā temple to that of Buddha Gayā, is unquestionable; and the assumption, therefore, that they are of, or of about, the same age may be fairly received as probable. The materials now available cannot help us to any more positive conclusion, and by accepting it we do not exceed the limits—first century B.C. to close of first century A.C.—within which we have to look for the date of the temple. The tradition about the Brāhman brothers is one of those which are not much open to the charge of fabrication, inasmuch as it is on the face of it not an interested one. Had any body wished to take the credit of the temple to himself he would have given his own name to it; or, if he had wished to attribute it to some of his favorites, he would have named him, and made him a Buddhist of old standing, instead of leaving out his name and calling him a converted Brāhman. As a mere tradition of a fact in which none took any particular interest, such a condition is

(c) Arch. Surv. Report, III, pp. 25-5.
not necessary. On the contrary the omission of names and circumstantial minutiae shows that the narrator is honestly reciting what he has heard, and thereby imparts to his narration an appearance of authenticity. The story besides has the support, such as it is, of the Burmese inscription, which is of some consequence. And if on the strength of these arguments the story be accepted as true, the conclusion arrived at by the learned archaeologist follows as a matter of course. Whether it is really so or not must abide the result of future and more satisfactory research.
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Buddha.—His birth-place, 1; hermitage, 1; turning of the wheel of law, 1; Nirvana, 1; foot-marks, 18, 124; penance, 21; life of, 22; retirement from home, 22; sojourn with Padmas, 22; with Rāvata and others, 23; with Arādhā Kālīma, 23; with Rādraka, 23; visited by Viṃbisāra, 23; retirement to Gaya, 23; thence to Uruvīrā, 24; penances common in his time, 24; hexameral fast, 26; visited by Mayā Devī, 27; his abstemiousness, 27; visited by Māra, 27; completion of fast and desire for food, 28; forsake by his followers, 28; takes the cloth of a corps, 29; washes the same, 29; receives a new suit from a Devaputra, 29; rice-milk prepared by Sujitā for him, 30; reception of the food, 31; bathing and refreshment, 31; proceeds to Bodhanā, 31; resolution when taking his seat on the Maṇḍapa, 32; thunders of Māra, 33; Māra collects his forces to overcome him, 33; overcomes Māra, 33; is assailed by Māra’s daughters, 36; their allurements, 37; their discomfiture, 38; attains perfect knowledge, 39; reflections on the cause of creation, 39; rejoicing, 42; rest after the final meditation, 42; visited by Pārāsā and his daughters, 43; visited by merchants, 45; retires from Uruvilā, 46; interview with Jīvanta at Gaya, 46; mythical character of his life, 47; true character of his life, 48; meaning of the Māra legends, 60; sites of his monuments in Buddha Gaya, 52; his tomb, 119; cenotaphs, 119; his images, 138; ditto in meditation, 130; ditto in ecstasy, 133; ditto as teacher, 134; ditto as a pilgrim, 134; his death scene, 135; his age 230; references, 7, 12, 17, 27, 29, 42, 44, 45, 47, 48, 50, 52, 55, 54, 55, 56, 68, 69, 70, 71, 75, 76, 80, 83, 84, 92, 95, 97, 100, 117, 118, 139, 121, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 141, 143, 144, 151, 155, 167, 168, 183, 187, 188, 193, 194, 196, 197, 200, 202, 204, 207, 208, 224, 230, 231, 232, 238, 240, 244, 245, 249
Buddha Gaya, the place of Buddha’s hermitage, 1; its situation and boundary, 1; river, 2; arcas, 2; monudes, 2; population, 3; buildings, 3; cemetery, 4; public offices, 4; owners, 4; mahants, 5; revenue, 6; ancient name, 6; modern name, 9; how derived, 10; ancient fame, 21; principal sacred places, 52; architectural remains, 59; sculptures, 117; inscriptions, 181; references, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 29, 64, 52, 59, 65, 70, 75, 78, 79, 81, 82, 90, 92, 103, 106, 107, 108, 112, 115, 121, 123, 125, 126, 127, 129, 135, 137, 138, 141, 142, 144, 145, 146, 151, 161, 164, 166, 173, 174, 179, 181, 182, 183, 188, 189, 193, 194, 231, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 250, 240, 241, 243, 247
Buddhahmara ... 187
Buddhahpad ... 65, 100, 127, 153, 205, 206
Buddharaksha... 186
Buddhism ... 17, 52, 65, 83, 117, 118, 127, 130, 131, 133, 137, 138, 165, 181, 182, 204, 220
Buddhismus ... 232
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>176, 177, 179, 179</td>
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<td>Calcutta</td>
<td>1, 19, 50, 67, 125, 127, 135</td>
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<td>Cunningham, Major-General A. 2, 5, 9, 92, 65, 64, 65, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 79, 82, 84, 86, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 99, 104, 107, 110, 110, 111, 115, 126, 130, 130, 140, 144, 145, 151, 153, 161, 162, 166, 170, 173, 182, 183, 184, 185, 187, 188, 189, 194, 197, 201, 204, 207, 211, 232, 232, 234, 236, 237, 238, 246</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cupid</td>
<td>179, 180, 196, 201</td>
<td>121</td>
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<td>Cutch</td>
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Fa Hian 10, 20, 60, 61, 107, 143, 144, 231, 237, 240
Falconer, Dr. H. 153, 173, 174, 175, 176
Fergusson, Dr. J. 70, 81, 106, 108, 110, 147, 149, 164, 165, 168, 171, 234, 236, 238, 240
Ferocia elephantum 8
Flaccus, Valerius 171
Foe 4
Footprints, marks on 124, 125
Foucault, M. E. 135
Frowse, Sir Darle 121
Gadadhara 13
Gaapati 23
Gandharvica 25, 35, 47
Ganesa 13, 100, 203
Gangā Bāj 4
Gārh 13, 101
Garudā 11, 25, 31, 139, 157, 197
Gāte pillar 159
Gāthā 7, 80
Gaur 195, 200
Gaurī 13
Gautama 46, 47
Gautamiputra 140
Gowāla 10, 20
Gayā 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 46, 52, 61, 78, 81, 101, 112, 121, 184, 225, 230, 232
Gayā Mahātmya 10, 15, 17, 18, 201, 203
Gayā Purīṣa 20
Gayāśrīras 20
Gayāśrīka Hill 7, 39
Gayāśtrī 11, 13, 14, 19
Gīyātrī 13
Geological survey 173
Gīherti 160
Gidrakūṭa 18
Giri 4
Gladwin, F., Esq. 9
Gelāp Giri 5
Gothic architecture 154
Grāhā 174

Great temple—its locale, 73; its construction, 77; its façades, 79; its pinnacled, 81; its sanctuary, 83; its second storey, 85; its third storey, 85; its terrace, 85; its porch, 87; its pavilion, 88; its corner pavilions, 91; its material, 101; its style of building, 104; its arches, 104; its art, 113; its age, 234

Great Tower of Bhuvanesvarā 90

Great translation 58

Greece 77, 149, 162, 163, 165, 171, 172, 176, 229
Greek 89, 149, 164, 161, 162, 163, 165, 166, 167, 168, 170, 171, 173, 176, 179, 180
Grote, A., Esq. 107, 108, 109, 204
Gūḍā 166
Gunāraloka 196
Gupta 75, 132, 159, 191, 192, 193, 241
Guru Govind 48
Gye 242
Hara 100
Hardy, Spencer 6
Harsha 202
Hari 10, 11, 13, 18, 202, 204
Harishapur 1
Hasinā 156
Hasinā 155
Hastināpura 155
Hawthorne, W., Esq. 198
Helios 145, 151, 170
Hemānātha Giri 5
Hemānātra 179
Hermes 171
Hesiod 171
Hexapoteia 173
Himalaya 17, 156, 235, 237, 243
Hindu Divinities 64, 78, 83, 92, 93, 108, 220, 230
Hindu Purāṇas 231
Hindu Śāṇḍilya 4
Hindu Sātras 155
Hindu sources of information 230
Hindu Tātra 159
Hippocamps 170
Hippopotamus 175
History of Architecture 234
History of Caricature and Grotesque 172
History of India 107
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture 109, 145, 146, 147, 165, 168
Hodgson, B. H., Esq. 9, 90
Homer 168
Homeric hymns 161
Hosenfu 161
Horne, C., Esq. 107, 108, 145
Horus 177
Huvishka 184
Idealism 41
Ilāhālād 20
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MARA'S ASSAULT ON BUDDHA, from a Fresco Painting in Cave No. 1. AJANTÁ.
PLAN OF THE COURT-YARD OF THE GREAT TEMPLE AS SEEN IN 1877
BUDDHA GAYÁ.

Plate vi.

PANCHA PÂNDAVA AND SAMADHS.
SOUTHERN FACADE OF THE GREAT TEMPLE.
Niches of the Great Temple Terrace. S.
BUDDHA FROM THE SANCTUM OF THE GREAT TEMPLE.
ARCHES OF THE GREAT TEMPLE IN 1863.
ARCHES OF THE GREAT TEMPLE IN 1877.
**FIG. 1. Buddha: From a niche in the new wall.**

**FIG. 2. Buddha: From a niche in the new wall.**

**FIG. 3. Padmapani, by the side of the Eastern Gateway.**

**FIG. 4. Dancing girl, in a niche on a votive stupa piled on the northern side of the new wall.**

**FIG. 5. A devotee, by the side of the Eastern Gateway.**

**FIG. 6. Bodhisattva, from a niche in the gateway of the monastery.**
BUDDHA GAYA

HEMIT AND DEVOTERS FROM A NICHE IN THE NEW WALL.
FIG. 1. Mâyâ Devî Called Gâyatri Devî.
From the Math.

FIG. 2. Bhairava, from Math.

FIG. 3. Mâyâ Devî Called Chûta Thakuran.
From the Pancha Pandi Temple.
BUDDHA GAYA.

MAYA DEVI, IN THE INDIAN MUSEUM, CALCUTTA.
Buddha and Disciples, found in a niche of the new wall round the great temple.
BUDDHA GAYA.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

FLORAL DEVICES ON COPINGS.
PLATE XLVIII.

Buddha Gaya.

Fig. 1. A corner pillar of the Asoha railing.

Fig. 2. A column, in the Indian Museum.

Fig. 3. A seat, in the Indian Museum.

Fig. 4. A hill, in the Indian Museum.
FIG. 1a, b, c, d FIG. 2a, b, c DETERIORATIONS OF MOULDINGS BY EROSION.

FIG. 3. NICHES OF PORCH. FIG. 4. ELEVATION OF TERRACE. FIGS. 5 TO 11. MOULDINGS OF PORCH.
GATE-PILLAR OF THE ÁŠoka Railings.